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THE

PREFACE.
AVING fome years ftnce written a large book

of Mechanics, which is fold by Mejpr
- Robinibn,

and Co. in Pater-nofter-Row. / have here given a

Jhort abftraCi of that book, as it falls properly into

this courfe ; and efpecially as that branch of fcience*

is of fuch extenfive ufe in the affairs of human life.

1 do not in the leaft, dejign this to interfere with the

other book, being rather an introduction to it, as it

explains feveral things in it more at large particu-

larly in the firft feClion, as being of univerfal extent

and ufe and likewife in feveral other parts of the

look, efpecially fuch as have been objected to by igno-

rant writers. I have alfo added feveral things not

mentioned in the other book, which are more ftmple

and eafy, and more proper for learners. So that this

[hort treatife may be looked upon as an introduction to

the other book, and will doubtlefs facilitate the read-

ing of it. As to the higher and more difficult matters*

as few care to trouble their heads about them, I have

faid little of them here, being not fo proper for an in-

troduction.
2"

o mention one or two things ; / had

taken a great deal of pains to find out the true form

of a bridge, that fhall be the ftrongefi, and of a

Jhip that fhall fail the faftefi ; both upon principles

that I know to be as certain and demonjlrative as the

Elements of Euclid -> both thefe you have in the other

book. But, as we have no occqfion in England, for
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iv The PREFACE.
the flrongefi bridges, or the fwifteft /hips ; Mathe-
maticians

> for the future, may find fomething elfe to
do, than run into fuch perplext and ufelefs difquifi-
tions. For indeed when any of thefe grand things
are to be performed, they generally fall into the hands
of fuch people, as know little of the nature of them.
They perhaps know how to lay down upon paper, the
flan of a defign, by rule and compafs, and to do fe-
deral problems in practical geometry ; and not much
more. As if this was an adequate qualification, for
conducing fuch magnificent works, as cofi many thou-
fand pounds to execute. So that thefe things, injlead

of being conjirutted by the rules of art ; they are too

often done by fancy, without any true rules.

But in this there is no great wonder, confidering

how few people fiudy this art and among thefe that
do, how few are competent judges. For even among
thofe that prefume to write about it, it is furprizing
to fee what miftakes they daily run into. One denies
the compofition and refolution of forces another can-
not be fatisfied with fome of the mechanical powers,
not even fo fimple a thing as the wedge all owing
to the wrong notions they have imbibed. And in con-

Sequence of this, will be either condemning the art it-

felf, or criticifing on other writers, whom they do not

underftand.

As to what I have written on this fubjett ; / have
all along given the demonftrations of the feveral things
I have handled-, and I expeff that to be my tejl, as to

the truth or falfhood thereof. And by this tejl I
leave them to be tried by any judicious, honeft reader \

who is a lover of truth, and a promoter of fcience.

W. Emerfom

M ECHA
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MECHANICS.

DEFINITIONS.
i. J\tfECHANICS is a fcience, which treats

of. the forces, motions, velocities, and in
general, of the actions of bodies upon one ano-
ther. It teaches how to move any given weight
with any given power > how to contrive engines to
raife great weights, or to perform any kind of mo-
tion.

2. Body is the mafs or quantity of matter ; an elaf-
ttc body is that which yields to a ftroke, and reco-
vers its figure again. But if not, 'tis called an un-
elaftic body.

3. Denjity is the proportion of the quantity of
matter in any body, to the quantity of matter in
another body of the fame bignefs.

4. Force is a power exerted on a body to move
it. If it aft inftantaneoully, 'tis called Percuffion,
oximpulfe. If conftantly, 'tis an accelerative force.

5. Velocity is a property of motion, by which a
body pafies over a certain fpace in a certain time
And is greater or lefler, as it paflcs over a neater
or lefler fpace in a certain time as fuppole a fecond.

6. Motion is a continual and fucceffive change of
place. ]f rhe body moves equally, 'tis called equa-
ble or uniform motion. If irincreafes or decreafes,
'tis called accelerated or retarded motion. When it
is compared with fome body at reft, 'tis called abfo-

B lute
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DEFINITIONS.

lute motion. But when compared with others in

motion, it is called relative motion.

7. DireSiion of motion is the courfe or way the

body tends, or the line it moves in.

8 Quantity of motion, is the motion a body has,

confidered both in regard to its velocity and quan-

tity of matter. This is alfo called the Momentum

of a body. ,

0 i»f is the innate force of matter, by

which it refills any change, ftriving to preferve its

prefent ftate of reft or motion.

10 Grav ty is that force wherewith a body en-

deavours to fall downwards. It is called abfolute

gravity in empty fpace ; and relative gravity when

immerfed in a fluid. .

11. is the greater or lelfer weight

of bodies of the fame magnitude, or the proportion

between their weights. This proceeds from the na-

tural denfity of bodies.
. .

12. Center of gravity, is a certain point or a

body, upon which, the body when fufpended,

will reft in any pofition.

n. Center cf motion, is a fixed point about

which a body moves. And the axis of motion is a

fixed line it moves about.

14. Power and w«#&/, when oppofed to one

another, fignify the body that moves another and

the other which is moved. The body which be-

gins and communicates motion is the power ;
and

that which receives the motion, is the weight.

1 5. Equilibrium is the balance of two or more

forces, fo as to remain at reft.

16. Machine or Engine, is any inftrument to

move bodies, made of levers, wheels, pull.es, &c.

17. Mechanic powers, are the ballance, level,

wheel, pulley, fcrew and wedge.

18. sW/isthe effea any force has to break

a beam, or any other body •, and ftrength is the
1

reiiitance
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refiftance it is able to make againft any flraining

force.

19. FriRion is the refiftance which a machine

fuffers, by the parts rubbing againft one another.

POSTULATA.
1. That a fmall part of the furface of the earth

may be looked upon as a plane. For tho' the earth

be round, yet fuch a fmall part of it as we have

any occafion to confider, does not fenfibly differ

from a plane.

2. That heavy bodies defcend in lines parallel to

one another. For jtho' they all tend to a point

which is the center of the eartli, yet that^ center is

at fuch a djftance that thefe lines differ inferifibly

from parallel lines.

3. The fame body is of the fame weight in all

places on or near the earth's furface. For the dif-

ference is not fenfible in the feveral places we can

go to.

4.* Tho5

all matter is rough, and all engines inj-

perfect yet for the eafe of calculation, we muft

fuppofe all planes perfe&ly even; all bodies

perfectly fmooth •,. and all bodies and machines to

move without fri&ion or refiftance ; all lines ftreight

and inflexible, without weight or thicknefs j cords

extremely pliable, and fo on.

AXIOMS,
1 . Every body endeavours to remain in its pre-

fent ftate, whether it be at reft, or moving uni-

formly in a right line.

2. The alteration of motion by any external

force is always proportional to that force, and in

dire&ion of the right line in which the force afts.

3. A&ion and re-a£tion, between any two bodies,

are equal and contrary.
^ B 2 4. The



4 AXIOMS.
4. The motion of any body is made up of the

fum of the motions of all the parts.

5. The weights of all bodies in the fame place,

are proportional to the quantities of matter they
contain, without any regard to their figure.

6. The vis inertiae of any body, is proportional

to the quantity, of matter.

7. Every body will defcend to the loweft place

it can get to.

8. Whatever fuftains a heavy body, bears all

the weight of it.

9. Two equal forces afting againft one another

in contrary direftions j deftroy one anothers ef-

fefts. And unequal forces aft only with the dif-

ference of them.

10. When a body is kept in equilibrio ; the con-

trary forces in any line of direftion are equal.

11. If a certain force generate any motion an
equal force afting in a contrary direftion, will de-

ftroy as much motion in the fame time.

12. If a body be afted on by any power in a

given direftion. It is all one in what point of that

line of direftion, the power is applied.

13. If a body is drawn by a rope, all the parts

of the rope are equally ftretched. An$ the force

in any part afts in direftion of that part. And it

is the fame thing whether the rope is drawn out

at length, or goes over feveral pullies.

14. If feveral forces at one end of a lever, aft

againft feveral forces at the other end ; the lever

afts and is afted on in direftion of its length.

SECT,
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SECT. I.

7%e General Laws of Motion.

PI O P. I.

C^HE quantities of matter in all bodies, are in the
compound ratio of their magnitudes and denftties.

For (Def. 3,) in bodies of the fame magnitudes,
the quantities of matter will be as the denfities.

Increafe the magnitude in any ratio, and the quan-
tity of matter i$ increafed in the fame ratio. Con-
fequently the quantity of matter is in the com-
pound ratio of the denfity and magnitude.

Cor. 1. In two fimilar bodies, the quantities of
matter are as the denfities, and cubes of the diameters.

For the magnitudes of bodies are as the cubes
of the diameters.

Cor. 2. The quantities of matter are as the mag-
nitudes and fpecific gravities.

For (bjr Def. 3. and 11.) the denfities of bodies
are as their fpecific gravities.

PRO P, II.

The quantities of motion in all moving bodies, are
in the compound ratio of the quantities of matter and
the velocities.

For if the velocities be equal, the quantities of
motion will manifeftly be as the quantities of mat-
ter. Increafe the velocity in any ratio, and the
quantity of motion will be increafed in the fame

B 3 rati©.



6 GENERAL LAWS
ratio. Therefore it follows univerfally, that the

quantities of motion are in the compound ratio of

the velocities and quantities of matter.

Cor. Hence if the body be the fame, the motion if

as the velocity. And if the velocity be the fame, tl/e

motion is as the body or quantity of matter.

PROP. III.

In all bbdies moving uniformly', the fpaces defcribed,

are in the compound ratio of the velocities and the times

of their defcription.

For in any moving body, the greater the veloci-

ty, the greater is the fpace defcribed that is, the

fpace will be as the velocity. And in twice or

thrice the time, &c. the fpace will be twice or

thrice as great ; that is, the fpace will be increafed

in proportion to the time. Therefore univerfally

the fpace is in the compound ratio of the velocity,

and the time of defcription.

Cor. i. The time of defcribing any fpace, is as the

fpace direftly and velocity reciprocally or as the fpace

divided by the velocity. And if the velocity be the

fame, the time is as the fpace. And if the fpace be

the fame, the time is reciprocally -as the velocity.

Cor. 2. The velocity of a moving body, is as the

fpace direttly, and time reciprocally or as the fpace

divided by the time. A.nd if the time be the farne^

the velocity is as the fpace defcribed. And if the

fpace be the fame, the velocity is reciprocally as the

time of defcription.

PROP.
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PROP. IV.

The motion generated by any
.
momentary force, or

by a fingle impulfe, is as the force that generates it.

For if any force generates any quantity of mo-

tion; double the force will produce double the

motion and treble the force, treble the motion,

and fo on If a body ftriking another, gives it any

motion, twice that body ftriking the fame, with the

fame velocity, will give it twice the motion, andfo

the motion generated in the other will be as the

force of percuffion.

Cor. i . Hence the forces are in the compound ratio

of the velocities and quantities of matter.

For (Prop. II.) the motions are as the quanti-

ties of matter multiplied by the velocities.

Cor. 2 . The velocity generated, is as the force di-

rectly, and quantity of matter reciprocally- There-

fore if the bodies are equal, the velocities are as tht

forces. And if the forces are equal, the velocities are

reciprocally as the bodies.

Cor. 3. The quantity of matter, is as the force di-

rectly, and velocity recipe ocally. And therefore if the

velocities be equal, the bodies are as the forces. And

if the forces be equal, the bodies are reciprocally as

the velocities.

PROP. V.

The quantity of motion generated, by a conftant and

uniform force, is in the compound ratio of the force

and time of afiing.

For the motion generated in any given time will

be proportional to the force that generates -it*
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and in twice that time, the motion will be double
by the fame force ; and in thrice that time it will
be treble ; and fo every part of time adds a new
quantity of motion equal to the firft ; and there-
fore the whole motion, will be as the force, and
the whole time of a&ing.

Cor. i . The motion loft in any time, is in the com-
pound ratio of the force and time.

Cor. 2. The velocity generated (or deftroyed) in
time, is as the force and time direttly and quan-

tity of matter reciprocally. The fame is true of the
increafe or decreafe of velocity.

For the motion, that is (Prop. II.) the body mul-
tiplied by the velocity, is as the force and time.
And therefore the velocity is as the force and time
diredtly, and the body reciprocally.

Cor. 3. Hence if the force be as the quantity of
matter, the velocity is as the time. Or if the force
and quantity of matter be given, the velocity is as the
time.

And if the time and quantity of matter be given,
the velocity is as the force.

And if the force and time be given, the velocity is

reciprocally as the matter.

Cor. 4. The time is as the quantity of matter and
velocityJirettly, and the force reciprocally. Therefore,

If the force and velocity be given, the time is as
the quantity of matter.

- If the quantity of matter and velocity be given,
the time is reciprocally as the force.

Cor. 5. The force is as the quantity of matter and
velocity direttly, and the time reciprocally. Whence,

If the velocity is at the time, or if the velocity and
t$me begiven, then theforce is as the quantity ofmatter.

And
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And if the velocity and quantity of matter be given^

the force is reciprocally as the time.

Cor. 6. The quantity of matter is as the force and

time direftly, and the velocity 'reciprocally. There-

fore^ iftheforce and time be given, the quantity ofmat-

ter is reciprocally as the velocity.

Cor. 7. Hence alfo if the body be given, the velo-

city is in the compound ratio of the force and time.

And if the force be given, the time is in the com-

pound ratio of the matter and velocity, or as the

quantity of motion.

PROP. VI.

If a given body is urged by a conftant and uniform

force *, the fpace defcribed by the body from the be-

ginning of the motion, will be as the force andfquarc

of the time.

Suppofe the time divided into an infinite num-
ber of equal parts or moments. Then in each of

thefe moments of time, the fpace defcribed (Prop.

III. Cor. 2.) will be as the velocity gained; that is,

(by Cor. 7. Prop. V.) as the force and time from

the beginning. And the fum of all the fpaces,

or the whole fpace defcribed, will be as the force

and the fum of all the moments of time from the be-

ginning. Therefore put / zz the whole time, and

the whole fpace defcribed will be as the force and

fum of the times 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. to t. But the

fum of the arithmetic progreflion 1 + 2 + 5 + 4
/ + 1

. . . to / zr —-— X t = tt, becaufe t is infinite

or confifts of an infinite number of moments. There-

fore the whole fpace defcribed will be as the force

and 4- //; that is, (becaufe ~ is a given quantity),

as the force and the fquare of the time of description.

Con
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Cor. If a body is impelled by a conftant and

uniform force \ the fpace defcribedfrom the beginning

of the motion^ is as the velocity gained^ and the time

cf moving.

'For the fpace is as the force and fquare of the

time, or as the force X time X time. But (Cor. 7.

Prop. V.) the force X time is as the velocity

;

therefore the fpace which is as the force X time X
time, is as the velocity X time.

Cor. 2 • If a body urged by any conftant and uni-

form force^ defcribes any fpace ; // will deferibe twice

that fpace in the fame time^ by the velocity acquired.

For the fum of all the fpaces defcribed by that

force, 1+2+3 t0 was ft*ewn to be 4- tt.

But the fum of all the fpaces defcribed by the laft

velocity, will be / + t + / &c. to / terms, whofe

lum is tt. But tt is double to 4- tt ; that is, the

fpace defcribed by the laft velocity, is double the

ipace defcribed by the accelerating for£e.

Cor. 3. Univerfally in all bodies urged by any con-

ftant and uniform forces ; the fpace defcribed is as the

force and fquare of the time direffly^ and the quanti-

ty of matter reciprocally.

' For (Cor 1..) the fpace is as the time and ve-

locity. But (Prop V. Cor 2.) the velocity is uni-

verfally as the force and time direftly, and quan-

tity of matter reciprocally. Therefore the fpace is

#s the fquare of the time and the force direftly, and

matter reciprocally ; whence,

Cor. 4. The produff of the force^ and fquare of

the time, is as the produff of the body and fpace de-

fcribed.

Cor. 5. The produff of the force and time^ is as

the produff of the quantity of matter and velocity.

For (Prop. V.) the product of the force and
time*
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time, is as the motion •, that is, as the body and Fig.

velocity.

Cor 6. the produtl of the body, and /quaff of

the velocity, is as the produtl 0/ the /one and the

(pace defcribed. ,

For (Cor. 5.) the produft of the body and ve-

locity, is as the force and time. Therefore, the

body X velocity fquare, is as the force X time X

velocity, but time X velocity is as the fpace (by

Prop. III.) •, therefore body X velocity fquare is as

the force X fpace.

Scholium.

If any quantity or quantities are given, they muft

be left out. And fuch .
quantities as are propor-

tional to each other muft be left out. For exam-

ple, if the quantity of matter be always the fame -,

Sen (Cor. 3.) the fpace defcribed is as the force

and fquare' of the Vie. And if the matter be

proportional to the force, as all bodies are in rei-

peft to their gravity, then (Cor. 6.) the fpace de-

fcribed is as the fquare of the velocity. Or if the

fpace defcribed be always proportional to the bo-

dy •, then (Cor. 6.) the force is as the fquare of the

velocity. Again, if the body be given, then (Cor.

a.) the fpace is as- the force and fquare of the time.

And if both the quantity of matter and the force

be given, the fpace defcribed is as the fquare of

the time. And fo of others.

PROP. V1T.

If ABCD be a parallelogram ; and i/ a body at

A, be atled upon feparately by two /ones, m the dt-

rekons AB and AC, which would caufe the body to

he carried thro' the /paces AB, AC' in

Then both forces atUng at once, will caufe the body to

be carried thro' the diagonal AD of theparallelogram*

Ut the line AC be fuppofed to move
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Fig. itfelf j whilft the body at the fame time moves
i. from A, along the line AC or bg, and comes to d

at the fame inftant, that AC comes to bg. Then
fince the lines AB, AC, are defcrihed in the fame
time ; and A£, Ad, are alfo defcribed in the fame
time. Therefore, as the motions are uniform, it

will be, Kb : bd : : AB : BD ; and therefore AdD
is a ftreight line, coinciding with the diagonal of
the parallelogram.

Cor. i . The three forces in the directions A B, AC,
AD, are refpettively as the lines AB, AC, AD,

Cor. 2. Any fingle force AD denoted by the diago-

nal ofa parallelogram, is equivalent to two for ces de-

noted by thefides AB, AC*

Cor. 3. And therefore any fingle force AD may be

refolved into two forces, an infinite number of ways,
by drawing any two lines AB, BD, for their quanti-
ties and directions.

SCHOU U M.

This practice of finding two forces equivalent to
one, or dividing one force into two j is called the
compofition and refolution of forces.

PROP. VIII.

^
If three forces A, B, C, keep one another in equi-

libria they will be proportional to three fides of a
triangle, drawn parallel to their federal directionss
DI, CI, CD.

Produce AD to I, and BD to H, and compleat
the parallelogram DICH ; then (Prop. VII.) the
force in direction DC, is equal to the forces DH,
DI, in the direftions DH, DI. Take away the
force DC and putting the forces DH, DI equal

thereto *
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thereto •, and the equilibrium will ftill remain. Fig.

Therefore (Ax. 10.) DI is equal to the force A op- 2,

pofite to if, and DH or CI equal to its oppofite

force B. And as CD reprefents the force C, the

three forces A, B, and C will be to one another as

DI, CI, and CD.

Cor. 1. Hence if three forces affing againft one

another, keep each other in equilibrio ; thefe forces

will be refpeZfively as the three fides of a triangle

drawn perpendicular to their lines of direclion-, or

making any given angle with them, on the famefide.

For this triangle will be fimilar to a triangle

whofe fides are parallel to the lines of direction.

Cor. 2. If three aclive forces A, B, C keep one

another in equilibrio ; they will be refpeclively as the

fines of the angles, which their lines of dtreBion pafs

through. . „^
• For A, B, C are as DI, CI, CD •, that is, as

S.DCI, S.CDI, and S.DIC. But S.DCI = S CDH
= S.CDB. And .S.CDI = S CDA. Alio S.DIC

= S.BDI = S.BDA.

Cor. 3. If ever fo many forces aSling againft one

another, are kept in equilibrio, by thefe anions they

may be all reduced to two equal and oppofite ones.

Foranytwo forces may, bycompoiition, bereduced

to one force adting in the lame plane. And this'

laft force, and any other, may likewife be reduced

to one force afting in the plane of theft.; and fo

on, till they all be feduced at laft to the a&ion of

two equal and oppofite ones.

PROP. IX.

If a body impinges or atls againft any plain furface ; 3.

it exerts its force in a line perpendicular to thatfwface.

Let the body A moving in direction AB, with a

given velocity, impinge on the fmooth plain f'G^
at
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fig- the point B. Draw AC parallel^ and BC perpen-

3. dicular to FG ; and let AB reprcfent the force of
the moving body. The force AB is, by the refor

lution of forces, equivalent to AC and CB. The
force AC is parallel to the plain, and therefore

.has

no effedt upon it ; and therefore the furface FG
is only afted upon by the force CB, in a dire&ion
perpendicular to the furface FG,

Cor. 1 . If a body impinges upon another body with
a given velocity % the quantity of the firoke is as the

Jine of the angle of incidence.

For the abfolute 'force is AB, and the force

afting on the furface FG is CB. • But AB : CB :

:

rad : S.CAB or ABF.

Cor. 2. If an elaftic body A impinges upon a hard
§r elaftic plane FG the angle of reflexion will be equal

to the angle of incidence.

For if AD be parallel to FG ; the motion of A
in diredtion AD parallel to the plane, is not at all

changed by the ftroke. And by the elafticity of
one or both bodies, the body A is rcfle<£ted back to

AD in the fame time it moved from A to B; let

it pafs to D ; then will AC ~ CD, being defcribed

in equal times ; confequently the angle ABC zz

angle CBD and therefore the angle DBG — an-

gle ABF.
»

Cor. 3. If a non-elaftic body flrikes another non-

elajlic body ; it lofes but half the motion, that it would

lofe, if the bodies were elaftic.

For non-elaftic bodies only flop, without recede-

ing from one another ; but elaftic bodies recede

with the fame velocity.

PROP
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Fig.

PROP. X.

the fum of the motions of two or more bodies,

in any direction towards the fame fart, cannot be

changed by any affion of the bodies upon each other.

Here I reckon progreflive motions affirmative;

and regreflive ones negative, and to be dedu&ed

out of the reft to get the fum.

1 . If two bodies move the fame way fince ac-

tion' and re-aftion are equal and contrary, what one

body gains the other lofes ; and the fum remains

the fame as before. And the cafe is the fame, if

there were more bodies.

2. If bodies ftrike one another obliquely; they

will ad on one another in a line perpendicular to

the furface acted on. And therefore by the law of

aftion and re-aaion there is no change made in that

direaion. .

2 And in a direaion parallel to the ftriking fur-

face, there is no aaion of the bodies, therefore the

motion remains the fame in that direaion. Whence

the motions will remain the fame in any one line or

direaion.

Cor. i. Motion can neither be increafed nor de-

creafed, considered in any one direction ; but muji re-

main invariably the fame for ever.

This follows plainly from this Prop, for what

motion is gained to one (by addition), is loft to

another body (by iubtraaion) •, and fo the total fum

remains the fame as before.

Scholium.

This Prop, does not include or meddle with fuck

motions, as are eftimated in all direaions. For

upon this fuppofition, motion may be increafed or
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Fig. dccreafed an infinite number ofways. For example,

if two equal and non-elaflic bodies, with equal
velocities, meet one another; both their motions
are deftroyed by the ftroke. Here at the beginning
of the motion, they had both of them a certain

quantity of motion, but to be taken in contrary

dire&ions j but after the ftroke they had none.

PROP. XL

The motion of bodies included in a given fpace^ is

the famey whether that /pace Jiands ftitt\ or moves
uniformly in a right line.

For if a body be moving in a right line, and any
force be equally impreffed both upon the body and
the line it moves in ; this will make no alteration

in the motion of the body along the right line.

And for the fame reafon, the motions of any num-
ber of bodies in their feveral dire&ions will ftill re-

main the fame ; and their motions among themfelves

will continue the fame,whether the including fpace is

at reft, or moves uniformly forward. And fince the

motions of the bodies among themfelves ; that is,

their relative motions remain the fame, whether

the fpace including them be at reft, or has any uni-

form motion. Therefore their mutual adUons upon
one another, muft alfo remain the fame in both

cafes.

SECT,
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SECT. IF.

The perpe?idiculur defcent of heavy bo-

dies , their defcent upon incl'med pl i nesj

and in Curve Surfaces. The Manon
of Pendulums.

PROP. XH.

CT*H E velocities of bodies, falling freely by their own
weight, are as the times of their fallingfrom reft.

For fince the force of gravity is the fame in all

places near the earth's furface (by Poft. ^.), and

this is the force by which bodies defcend. There-

fore the falling body is urged by a force which ads

conftantly and equally, and therefore (by Cor. 3.

Prop. V.) the velocity generated in the falling bo-

dy in any time, is as the time of falling.

Cor. 1 . If a body be thrown direftly upwards with

the,fame velocity it falls with it will lofe all its mo-

tion in the fame time.

For the fame adtive force will deflroy as much
motion in any time, as it can generate in the fame

time.

Cor. 2. Bodies defcending or afcending gain or lofe

equal velocities in equal times.

PROP. XIII.

In bodies falling freely by their mm weight ; the

fpaces defcribed in falling from reft, are as the fquares

<f the times of falling.

For fince gravity is fiippofed to be the fame in

all places near the earth. Therefore the falling

C body



FALLING BODIES.
body will be afted on by a force which is contend

ly the fame; and therefore (by ?roP-/^O the

fpaces defcribed, from the beginning of the po-

tion, or fince their falling from reft, will be as the

fquares of the times of falling.

Cor. i. The fpaces defcribed by falling bodies are

as the fquares of the velocities.
_

For (Prop. XII.) the velocities are as the times

of falling.

Cor. 2. The fpaces defcribed by falling bodies, are

in the compound ratio of the times, and the velocities

acquired by falling.

Cor v If a body falls through any fpace, find

move afterwards with the velocity gained tn falling;

Twill defcribe twice thatfpace in the time of itsfalling.

Cor. 4. A body proje&d upward with the velocity

it gained in falling, iiU afcend to the fame height it

fell from.
J Scholium.

All thefe things would be true if it was
;

not for

the refiftance of the air, which wil
L
retard he*

motion a little. In very fwift "^^^LJ^T
tance of the air has a very great effed m deftroy-

in°- the motions of bodies.

PROP. XIV.

If a heavy body W be fufained
'

*hne AC by a power F atling in direZion WF pa-
plane A^, oy < F

fi y paraiM t0 the hori-
rallel tothepiane, and if A IB* V ^ ^
%cn and BC pe p. 0 «-*l%'u bt CBwill denote

Tpt:^l^a\L it, Ld the bafe AB the

prelfure againjl the plane.

nnw BD perpend*ular to AC, then CB will be

fhe d'elSnV gravity, DC parallel to WF wiU
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be the direction of the force at F, and DB the di- Fi
redhon of the preffure (by Prop. IX ). Therefore a.

(by Prop. VIII.) the weight of the body, the
power at F, and the preffure ; will be refpeftivejy
as BC, CD and DB. But the triangles ABC, BDC
are fimilar, and therefore BC, CD and DB are ref-
peftively as AC, CB and BA. Therefore the
weight, power and preffure, are as the lines AC,
CB and AB.

Cor. i
.
The weight of the body, the power F that

fujtains it on the plane, and the preffure againfi the
plane 5 are refpcffively as radius, the fine and cof.ne
of the planes elevation above the horizon.

For AC, CB and AB are to one another, as
radius, fine of CAB, and fine of ACB.

Cor. 2. The power that urges a body W down the
C3

inclined plane is — — x weight of W. Hence,

Cor. 3. If a prifmatic body whofe length is AC
lie upon the inclined plane AC ; it is urged down the
plane with a force equal to the weight of the prifm
of the length CB.

6 J F J

Cor. 4. If there be two planes of the fame hi?ht+
and two bodies be laid on them proportional to*the
lengths of thefe planes the tendency down the planes
will be equal in both bodies.

PROP. XV.
If AC be an inclined plane, AB the horizon, BC r

perp. to AB. And if W be a heavy body upln the
plane, which is kept there by the power P acting in
direction WP. Draw BDE perp. to WP. Then
the weight W, the power P, the preffure againfi the
plane ; will be refpetiively as AB, DB and AD.

For AB being a horizontal plane is perpendicu-
lar to the adion of gravity •> and BD is perp. to

C 2 the
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.the direaion of the power P; and AD is d*

plane, which is perp. to the direftion of the pref-

Le againft that plane. Therefore (Cor. i. Prop.

VIII ) the weight of the body, the power P, and

the preffurev are as AB, RD and AD. And if

the direftion of the power WP be under the plane

the proportion will be the fame, as long as BD is

perpendicular to WP.

Cor. i. ?be weight of the body, W, is to thepower

P that Mains it : : as cofine of the angle of traaion

CWP : to the fine of the plane's elevation CAB.

For the weight : power - AB : BD :
:
S.ADB

orWDE : S.BAD : : cof DWE or CWP .
&-»AL,

where the angle CWP made by the plane and di-

Teaion of the power is called the angle of Traaion.

Cor 2. Hence it is the fame thing as to the power

ani weizhl, whether the line of direction is above or

ZlZl plane, provided the angle of traaion be the

fame. For an egual power will fufiain the weight m

both cafes.

Cor *. the weight of the body : is to the preffure

etainft the plane : : as the cofine of the angle of trac-

tionJCWP : to the cofine of BNP, the direction of

the power above the horizon.
^

For the weight W : preffure : : AB .
AD .

.

S ADB : S.ABD : : S.ADE : : S.NBE . .
coi.

EWD or PWC : cof. BNP.

Cor A. Hence the preffure againft the plane is

water when the direclion of the power is below the

plane, the weight remaining the fame.

Scholium.

Altho' the power has the fame proportion to the

weight, when the angle of traaion is the
:

lame,

whither the direction of the power be above or
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below the plane. Yet, fince the preflure upon the Fig.

pkne is grLter, when the line of di^ion is be- 5.

Tow the
S
plane. Therefore in pnftice,, when a

weight is to be drawn up hill, if it is to be

done by a power whofe direftion is below the plane,

the greite^preffure in this cafe will make the car-

riage^ fink deeper into the earth, &c. and for that

reafon will require a greater power to draw-i .up,

than when the line of diredion is above the plane.

PROP. XVI.

If a weight W upon an inclined plane AC, be in 6.

equilibria with another weight P hanging freely then

if they be fet a moving, their perpendicular velocities

in that place; will be reciprocally as their quantities of

matter.

Take WA a very fmall line upon the plane AC;

draw AB parallel to the horizon, and BC perp to

it Draw A F, and WR, BE perpendicular to it ;

andWT DVperp.toAB. Let W defcend thro

the fmall line WA upon the plane, then P will af-

cenda hight equal to AR perpendicularly and

WT will be the perpendicular defcent of W
. 1 n„

triancrles AWR and ADE are fimilar and like-

w °the triangles AWT and ADV. Therefore

WT • DV : : AW : : WD : : WR : DE. And

lately, WT : WR s : DV : DE ;
and WR :

ap . . TVF • AE; therefore WT : AR : . u\ •

H : : fby thf fimilar triangles DBV and AEB)

DB : AB : : (Prop. XV.) power P :
weight W

.

Cor 1 If any two bodies be in equilibria upon two

inclined planes ; their perpendicular velocities will be

reciprocally as the bodies.

Cor 2. If two ladies fuftain each other in efli-

brfoTon any plane* * * m be* * %\
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Fig, perp. velocity, is equal to the produft of the other bo-
6. dy X by its perp, velocity.

PR O P. XVII.
7* If a heavy body runs down an inclined plane CA

;

the velocity it acquires in any time, movingfrom reft ;

is to the velocity acquired by a body falling perpendi-
cularly in th?fame time ; as the hight of the plane CB,
to its length CA.

The force by which a body endeavours to defcend
on an inclined plane, is to its weight or the force
of gravity 5 as CB to CA (by Prop. XIV.). And
as thefe forces always remain the fame, therefore
(Cor. 2. Prop. V.) the velocities generated will be
as thefe forces, and the times of a&ing, dire&ly

;

and the bodies reciprocally. And fince the times
of a&ing, and the bodies are the fame in both
cafes, the velocities generated will be as thefe
forces; that is, as the hight of the plane CB to
its length CA.

Cor. i. The velocity acquired by a body running
down an inclined plane^ is as the time of its moving
from reft.

Cor. 2. If a body is thrown up an inclined plane

\

with the velocity it acquired in defending ; it will lofe

all its motion in the fame time.

P R O P. XVIII.

j. If a heavy body defends down an inclined plane
CA ; thefpace it deferibes from the beginning of the
motiony is to thefpace deferibed by a body falling per-
pendicularly in the fame time ; as the hight of the
plane CB, to its length CA.

For the force urging the body down the plane is

to the force of its gravity, as CB to CA (by Prop.

XIVO,
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XIV ) which forces remain conftantly the fame. Fig.

And fince (Prop. XVII.) the velocities generated 7 .

in equal times on the plane, and in the perpendi-

cular, are conftantly as CB to CA ; the fmall par-

ticles of fpace defcribed with thefe velocities in

all the infinitely fmall portions of time, will itill

be in the fame ratio ; and therefore the fums ot

all thefe fmall fpaces, or the whole fpaces defcribed

from the beginning, will be in the fame conftant

ratio of CB to CA.

Cor 1. the {pace defcribed by a body falling down

an inclined plane, in a given time, is as the fine of

the plane's elevation.

For if CB be given, and alfo the perp. defcent

;

that fpace will be reciprocally as CA, or diredly

as S.CAB.

Cor 2. the fpaces defcribed by a body defending

from reft, down an inclined plane, are as the fquares

of the times.

Cor 3. If BD be drawn perp. to the plane CA .

then in the time a body falls perpendicularly thro' the

hight CB, another body will defcend thro" the fpace

CD upon the plane.

For by fimilar triangles CA : CB : : CB : CD.

PROP. XIX.

Tf \C is an inclined plane, the time- of a body's 7

defending thro' the plane CA, is to the time of fall-

ing perpendicularly thro' the hight of the plane CB,

us the length of the plane CA to the hight CB.

For if BD is perp. to CA, then (Cor. 2. Prop.

XVIII.) fpace CD : fpace CA : : fquare of the

time in CD : fquare of the time in CA : : that is,

as the fquare of the time of defcending perpendi-

^ C 4. cuiarly
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Fig. cularly m CB (Cor 3. laft) : fquare of the time in
7. CA. Cut CD : CA : : CB J

: CA*. Therefore
CB 1

: CA' : iquare of the time in CB : fquare of
the time in CA. And CB : CA : : time in CB :

time in CA.

Cor 1. If a body be thrown upwards on the plane
u-iih the veli city acquired in defending; it will in
an ezual time afcend to the fame bight.

Cor. 2 The times wherein different planes, of the
fame bight, are pajjed over ; are as the lengths of the
p'enes.

Let the planes be CA, CF. Then time in AC •

time in CB : : CA : CB. And the time in CB •

t-:me in CF : : CB : CF. Therefore ex equo, time in
AC : time in CF : : CA : CF.

PROP. XX.

g. If a body falls down an inclined plane, it acquires
the fame iclocity as a body falling perpendicularly
thro' the hight of the plane.

Let the body run down the plane CA whofe
hight is CF. Draw DF parallel to AB, and infi-
nitely near it. Then the velocities in DA and FB^
may be looked upon as uniform. Now (Prop!
XIX.) the times of defcribing CA and CB, will be
as CA and CB. Likewife the times of defcribingCD and CF, will be as CD and CF ; that is, asCA and CB. And by divifion, the difference of
the times, or the times of defcribing DA and FB
•will alio be as CA and CB ; that is, as DA and
PB. But (from Prop. III.) the velocities are equal
when the fpaces are as the times of defcription.
Therefore velocity at A is equal to the velocity
at B.

3

Cor,
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Cor. 1 . The velocities acquired, by bodies defcend- Fjg,

htg on any planes,from the fame higbt to the fame be- 8.

rizontal line., are equal.

Cor. 2. If the velocities be equal at any two equal

altitudes D, F ; they will be equal at all other equal

altitudes A, B.

Cor. 3. Hence alfo, if feveral bodies be moving in

different directions* thro* any fpace contained between

two parallel planes ; and be atled on by any force,

which is equal at equal diftances from either plane,

then if their velocities be equal at entering that

fpace ; they will alfo be equal at emerging out of it.

For dividing that fpace into infinitely fmall

parts by parallel planes. Then the force between

any two planes may be fuppofed uniform •, and fup-

pofing DF, AB to reprefent two of thefe planes,

then (by Cor. 2.) the velocities at D and F being

equal ; the velocities at A and B will be equalj

that is, the velocities at entering the firft part of

fpace being equal, the velocities at emerging out

of it, or at entering the fecond fpace will be equal.

And for the fame reafon the velocities at entering

the fecond fpace being equal, thofe at emerging

out of i* into the third, will be equal. And con-

fequently the velocities at entering into, and emerg-

ing out of the third, fourth, fifth, &c. to the laft

will be equal refpe&ively.

PROP. XXI.

If a body falls from the fame bight, tbrc? any 9.

number of contiguous planes AB, BC, CD tt

will at laft gain the fame velocity as a body jailing

perpendicularly from the fame hight.

Let FH be a horizontal line, FD perp. to it.

Produce the planes BC, DC to G and H. Then
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Fig. (Cor. i. Prop. XX.) the velocity at B is the Tape

9. whether the body defcend thro' AB or GB. And
therefore the velocity at C will be the fame, whe-

ther the body defcends thro' ABC or thro' GC„
and this is the fame as if it had defcended thro*

HC. And confequently it will have the fame ve-

locity at D, in descending thro' the planes ABCD,
as in defcending thro' the plane HD ; that is,

(Prop. XX.) as it has in defcending thro' the per-

pendicular FD.

Cor. 1. Hence a body defcending along any curve

furface^ will acquire the fame velocityy as if it fell

perpendicularly thro* the fame^ hight.

For let the number of planes be increafed, and

their length diminifhed ad infinitum, and then

ABCD will become a curve. And the velocity

acquired by defcending thro* thefe infinite planes

;

that is, thro
5
the curve ABCD, will be the fame

as in falling perpendicularly thro
5 FD.

Cor. 2. If a body defcends in a curvey and ano-

ther defcends perpendicularly from the fame hight.

Their velocities will be equal at all equal altitudes.

Cor. 3. If a bodyy after its defcent in a curvey

fhould be dircEled upwards with the velocity it had

gained it will afcend to the fame bight from which

it fell

For fince gravity afts with the fame force whe-

ther the body afcends or defcends, it will deftroy

the velocity in the afcent, in the fame time it did

generate it in the defcent.

Cor. 4. The velocity of a body 'defcending in arty

curve^ is as the fquare root of the hight fallen from.

For it is the fame as in falling perpendicularly •,.

and in falling perpendicularly, it is as the fquare

root of the hight.

Cot*
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Cor. 5. If a body, in moving thro' any fpace ED, Fig,

be atttd on uniformly by any force \ its velotity at 9.

emerging out of it at D, will be equal to the fquare

root of the fum of the fquares of the velocity at E
in entering of it, and of the velocity acquired in fall-

ing from reft thro' that fpace ED. And this holds

whether the body moves perpendicularly or obliquely^

For let the body enter the fpace ED at E 5
with

the velocity acquired in falling thro' FE. Then

(Prop. XIII. Cor. 1.) the fquare of the velocity at

E will be as FE-, and the fquare of the velocity at

D, as FD; and the fquare of the velocity at D
falling from E, will be as ED. But FD = FE
+ ED ; therefore the fquare of the velocity at

D (falling thro' FD) = fquare of the velocity at

E + fquare of the velocity at D (falling thro' ED).

And (Cor. 1. of this Prop.) the velocity will be

the fame whether the body defcends perpendicu-

larly or obliquely.

PROP. XXII.

The times of bodies defcending thro' two fimilar *<>•

farts of fimilar curves, placed alike^ are as the

fquare roots of their lengths.

Let ABCD and abed be two fimilar curves, and

fuppofe BC and be to be infinitely fmall, and fimi-

lar to the whole ; that is, fo that BC : be : : AB :

ab. Draw FA parallel to the horizon, and HB,

hb perp. to it. Then if two bodies defcend from

A and a (Cor. 4. Prop. XXI.) the velocities at B

and b will be as y/HB and y/bb ; that is, as v/AB
and s/ab, becaufe AB, ab are fimilar parts.

Therefore (Prop. III. Cor. 1.) the times of de-

BC , be , .

fcribing BC and^, are as and that is,

as
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AB ab

as and ^—^ or as v/AB and y/ab ; that is

as v/AD and y/ad* becaufe. the curves are fimi-

larly divided in B and b. After the fame manner

the times of defcribing any other two fimilar parts

as BC, be, will be as v"AD and y/ad. Therefore

by composition the times of defcribing all the BC's,

and all the bc's will be as v/AD and y/ad. That

is, the time of delcribing the curve AD to the

time of defcribing the curve ad^ is as v/AD to

y/ad.

Cor. If two bodies defend thro
9

two fimilar curves

ABD, and abd \ the axes of the curves FD, Fd are

as the fquares of the times of their dcfcend.ng.

For v/FD : s/Yd : : /AD : \Z~ad : : time of

defending thro' ABD : time ofdefcending thro
5

abd.

And FD, Fd, are as the fquares of the times.

PROP. XXIII.

> A body will defemd thro
9
any chord of a circle\ in

"

the fame time that another defends perpendicularly

thro
9
the diameter.

Draw the diameter AB perpendicular to the hori-

zon, and the cords CA, CB. Then fince BC is

perpendicular to AC, therefore (Prop. XVIIT.

Cor. 3.) the time of defcending thro' the Cord AC
is equal to the time of falling thro' AB.

Draw CD parallel to AB, and DB parallel to

CA, then is CD equal to AB. And by reafon of

the parallels, the angle DBC — angle BCA = a

right angle. Then fince DB is perp. to CB, there-

fore (Cor. 3. Prop. XVIII.) a body will defcend

thro
5
the inclined plane CB, in the fame time that

another falls thro' CD, or which is the fame thing,

thro' its equal AB.
Cor.
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s

t„"-,. «~ *

a;»o«g- themfelves..

Cor. 2. wfcr* *«w *y

wnf CB, « « its length CB.

For the velocity gained uW™:
and

the fame as is g^**^^ b«
that velocity is to the veloaty

^ g j

thro" AB, asv/BE to v/AB (byg£ £

cord, by its length.

PROP. XXIV.

// a pendulum vibrates in the fmatt arch<o f a cir- M
;/ of one vibration, is to the time oj a

diameter.

« • P"*4"?^ -"ft tsttme2g

in
T
b
°t
h
nn or OE be the pendulum vibrating in the

Let OV or ur.Dc v b
arch ADC whofef^^^^Ee infinitely

to the horizon, ^d take the arch * y

fmall, and draw ABC,«, P P
fc^ ^

and draw the cord AD. Atoa
£G

feff- of Sending thr& the diameter
Put t — time 01 » T , the velocities

*OD, or thro' the cord AD. i hen tn
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Fig. gained by falling thro' 2OD, and by the pendu-
j2 . lum's defcending thro' the arch AE, will be as

x/20D and v^BF. And the fpace defcribed in
the time /, after the fall thro' 2OD, is 4OD. But
the times are as the fpaces, divided by the veloci-

ties. Therefore, ^= or : t (time of

Ee
its defcription)

: : : time of defcribing Ee =
/ X E*

2 V/2OD x BF
But by the fimilar triangles OEF, Eer ; and

EF
KGF, Ggs ; we mail have q~ x Ee =z er — Ff

-C<- FG vr wu r-
ODxFG— KP Whence Ee = j^-^p X

Gg. Therefore the time of defeating Ee =
t X OP x FG X Gg

4KD X EF v^BF x 2OP =

/ X OP x ^BFxjg* X Gf
2KP v/BFxyuo + OF x FP x ^7uE ~

tX^ODxGg tx v'zOD
2KPxv/PO + OFXv/2 4KPx\/poToF

„ / X y/aQD
x g

- ~ 2BP x v/ioTfTpF x G^ ButDF
'

in" its mean quantity for all the arches G^, is near-
ly equal to PK. Therefore the time of defcribing

= -——/ . — X Gf. Whence thetime
2BP v^OP — PK

of defcribing the arch AED = ' X ^ 2°D
2BP 1/2OD— PK

X BGP. And the time of defcribing the whole
arch ADC, or the tiiAe^of qne ofcillation is =
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t x vAOP _ v ,Rf,n. But when the arch x% .

2BDV2OD— DK
vanifties and then the

ADC is exceeding finall, DX vanunes an

time of ofcillation in a very fmall arch is -

il^gE X 2BGD = 1< *^ But if/

time of defcending thro * JJIJ. *
f

E£ of the

pendulum, to the time of one vibration.

Cor. * a fmall <*rd>

* defcending thro' the arch AED

= f x *g . therefore BD s i BGD : : / :
time

in AED;

Cor 2 All the vibrations of the fame pnd^in

Jbl not very large, are performed nearly tn thefam

time.

Cor 3 H KD be biffeZled in U andJ be =

tin?of Motion in a very fmall arch. Then T +
KL

! T wiu he the time of vibration in any

DO + OK x

arch ADC, . , . hration -in ADC =
For we found the time of vibration m

BD
XV tOD— DK

d

^eKDTve
a

ry ill, they are nearly in gco.etn-
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Fig. , 2OD DO+OL
,2/ calprogreffion; whence v/goTOK =DO+

Therefore the time of vibration = T x i

"!"

DO + OK + KL KL-Tx DO + OK -T+Tx DO + OK'

Cor. 4. Hence a falling body will defcend thro* a
fpace of 16 feet, and i inch, in a fecond of time.

For by obfervation, a pendulum 39.13 inches

BGD
long will fwing feconds. And / X gp = 1 fc-

BD 2
cond, and

gQjJ = t> or
^

zz time of falling
3 4*

thro* 2 X 39.13. Whence (Prop. XIII.)
4

, :

3.1416
-

39.13 4

2 X 3913 : : i* :
—~ X 3.1416 zz 193 .096

inches — 16.09 feet.

PROP. XXV.
The lengths of two pendulums^ defcrihing fimilar

archesy are as the fquares of the times of vibration.

For (Prop. XXII.) the times of defcending thro*

two fimilar curves, are as the fquare roots of the

lengths of the curves ; that is, as the fquare roots

of the lengths of the pendulum, their centers be-

ing alike fituated. Therefore the lengths of the

pendulums are as the fquares of the times of vi-

brating.

Cor. 1. The times of vibration of pendulums in

[mall arches of circles* are as the fquare roots of the

lengths of the pendulums.

For if the arches are fimilar, the times of vi-

bration are in that proportion. And (Prop. XXIV.
Cor.
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Cor. 2.) if the arches are fmall, tho

5

not fimilar, Fi

the vibrations will be the fame as before.

Cor. 2. The velocity of a pendulum at its lowefi

point, is as the cord of the arch it defcends thro\

For the velocity at the lowefl point is equal to
the velocity gained in defcending thro

5

the cord;
for they are both of them the fame as a body acquires
by falling thro

5

their common altitude. And
(Prop. XXIII. Cor. 2.) the velocity gained in

falling thro
5

the cord, is as the length of the cord.
Therefore the velocities of a pendulum in different

arches, are in the fame ratio.

PROP. XXVI.

Pendulums of the fame length vibrate in the fame
time^ whether they be heavier or lighter.

For let the two pendulums P, be of the
fame length-, they will each of them fall thro

5

half
the length of the pendulum in the fame time.
For (Cor. 2. Prop. V.) the velocity generated in
any given time, is as the force direftly and mat-
ter reciprocally. But in the two pendulums, the
forces that generate their motions, are their weights,
which are as their quantities of matter. Whence
we have the velocity of P, to the velocity ofp ; as
P • p
p to ~* or as i to 1 j and therefore equal veloci-

ties are generated in the fame time. Confcquently,
equal fpaces will be defcribed in the fame time, and
therefore they will fall thro

5

half the length of one
of them in an equal time. And therefore (Prop.
XXIV.) their vibrations will be performed in the
fame time.

Cor. Hence all bodies whether greater or lejfer^

heavier or lighter, 7iear the earth's furface will fall
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. thro

9
equal/paces in equal times * abating the reftftance

of the air.

Becaufe they are as much retarded by their mat-

ter, as accelerated by their weight. The weight

and the matter being exa&ly proportional to one

another.

PROP. XXVII.

The lengths of pendulum
9
s vibrating in the fame time,

in different places of the worlds will be as the forces

of gravity.

For (by Prop. V. Cor. 2.) the velocity generated

in any time is as the force of gravity diredtly, and

the quantity of matter reciprocally. And the mat-

ter being fuppofed the fame in both pendulums,

the velocity is as the force of gravity ; and the

fpace palTed thro' in a given time, will be as the

velocity; that is, as the gravity. Therefore if

any two fpaces be defcended thro' in any time, and

two pendulums be made, whofe lengths are double

thefe fpaces thefe pendulums (by Prop. XXIV.)

will vibrate in equal times therefore the lengths

of the pendulums, being as the fpaces fallen thro*

in equal times, will be as the forces of gravity.

Cor, i.^he times wherein pendulums of the fame

Mnpkmil^-vibrate, by different forces of gravity y

are reciprocally as the fquare roots of the forces^

For (Cor/2. Prop. V.) when the matter is given,

the velocity generated is as the force X by the time.

And (Prop. VI.) the fpace defcended thro* by any

force, is as the force and fquare of the time. Let

thefe fpaces be the lengths of the pendulums, then

the lengths of the pendulums are as the forces and

the fquares of the times of falling thro' them.

But (Prop. XXIV.) the times of falling thro
5 them

are in a given ratio to the times of vibration ;

whence
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whence the lengths of pendulums are as the forces Fi
and the fquares of the times of vibration ^ there-

fore when the lengths are given, the rorces will be
reciprocally a$ the fquares of the times -> and the

times of vibration reciprocally as the fquare roots

of the forces.

Cor. 2. The lengths of pendulums in different places,

are as the forces of gravity , and the fquares of the

times of vibration.

This is proved under Cor. 2. Hence,

Cor. 3. The times wherein pendulums of any length

-perform ;their ofdilations \ are as the fquare roots of
their lengths direttly, and the fquare roots of the gra-

vitating forces reciprocally.

Cor. 4. The forces of gravity in different places,

are as the lengths qf pendulums direftly^ and the

fquares of the times of vibration reciprocally

.

PRO P. XXVIII. Prob.

To find the length of a pendulum^ that fball make
my number of vibrations in a given time.

Reduce the given time into feconds, then fay,

as the fquare of the number of vibrations given :

to the fquare of this number of feconds : : fo is

39,13 : to the length of the pendulum fought, in

inches.

E%. Suppofe it makes 50 vibrations in a minute,

here a minute is zz 60 feconds j then,

As, 2500 (the fquare of 50) : 3600 (the fquare

Of 00) : : 39.13 : to the length =
140868

=
2500

== 5^'34 ^nc^es
5

t 'ie length required.

D 2 If
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If it be required to find a pendulum that mail

vibrate fuch a number of times in a minute
;
you

need only divide 140868, by the fquare of the

number of vibrations given, and the quotient will

be the length of the pendulum.

This practice is deduced from Prop. XXV. tor

let p be the length of the pendulum, n the num-

ber of vibrations, / the time they are to be per-

formed in. Then 39. 1 3 : i
l

= • P = fcl
uarC

of the time of one vibration, and \Z~^~^ —

time of one vibration ; then if / be divided by

d 39- 1 3 _
./ it will give n ; that is, W~~T ~ n>

whence // X 39- 1 3 = «»?» and "* : " :

j.
39' l

g
If the pendulum is a thread with a little ball at

it then the diftance between the point of fufpenuon

and the center of the ball is efteemed the length of

the pendulum. But if the ball be large, fay as the

diftance between the point of fuipenfion, and the

center of the ball, is to thejWius of the ball
;

fo

the radius of the ball to a third proportional, bet

•of this from the center of the ball downward,

gives the center of ofcillation. Then the who*

diftance from the point of fufpenfion to this center

of ofcillation, is the true length of the pendulum

, If the bob of the pendulum be not a whole

3 '

fphere, but a thin fcgment of a fphere, as AB, as

S moft docks; then to find the center of ofciUa-

tion fay as the diftance between the point ot iul-

pSonJ and the middle of the bob is to half the

breadth of the bob; io half the breadth

bob, to a third proportional. Set one third ot

this length from the middle of the bob downwards,

£ves the center of ofcillation. Then the drtance
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between the centers of fufpenfion and ofcillation, is Fig
the exadt length of the pendulum.

PROP. XXIX. Prob,

Having the length of a pendulum given ; to find
how many vibrations it Jhall make^ in any given time.

Reduce the time given into feconds, and the

pendulum's length into inches ; then fay, as the

given length of the pendulum : to 39.13 : : fo is

the fquare of the time given : to the fquare of the

number of vibrations, whofe fquare root is the num-
ber fought.

Example. Suppofe the length of the pendulum
is 56 34 inches, to find how often it will vibrate in

a minute.

1 minute =: 60 feconds. Then, 56.34 (the

length of the pendulum) : 39.13 : : 3600 (the

fquare of 6b) : to the fquare of the number of vi*

3600 X 39.13 140868
brations = ^ - ~

5J— = 2500, and

500 -50=: the number of vibrations fought-

If the time given be a minute, you need only

divide 140868 by the length, and extraft the root

of the quotient -for the number of vibrations.

This is the reverfe of the laft problem, therefore

fuppofing as before in that problem, we have // X
39.13 zz nnp therefore^ : 39 13 : :// : nn.

They that would fee a further account of the
motions of bodies upon inclined planes, the vibra-

tions of pendulums, and the motion of projedtiles 5

may coniult my large book of Mechanics, where
they will meet with full fatisfadtion.

SECT.



SECT. III.

0f the Center of Gravity ; the equili-

brium of beams of timber ; the di±

regions a7id quantities of the forces

necejjary to fufiain them.

PROP. XXX.

A bodv ccinot defcend or fall downwards, except

only when it is in [itch a pofttion, that by its motion,

its center of gravity defends.

Let the body A ftand upon the horizontal plane

BK, and let C be its center of gravity ;
(taw UJ

perpendicular to the plane BK. And let the body

be fufpended at the point C, upon the perpendicu-

lar line CD. Then (def. 12.) it will remain un-

moved upon the line CD. And as CD is perp.

to the horizon, it has no inclination to move one

way more than another, therefore it will move no

way but remain at reft. Take away the line CD,

and let the body be fupported by the line
:

BC 5
it

BC be Exed, the body will remain at relt on tne

Vnt CB But if CB be movable about B, the bo-

dy fufpended at C, will endeavour to move wita

its center of gravity downwards along tne arch Cfc,

about B as a center, towards N. And for the fame

reafon the body will endeavour to fall the contra-

ry way, movin- about the point N ; I fa) ,
this

:

will

be the cafe when CD is fituated between B and J>

-

But thefe iwo motions being contrary to one ano-

ther, will hinder each other's effefts > and the body

will 'be fuftained without falling. .

Again,
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Again, let the body F be fufpended with its cen- F

ter of gravity I upon the perpendicular IH. As i

this line has so inclination to move to any fide, it

will therefore remain' at reft. Take away the line

IH, and let the center of gravity I be fufpended

on the line IG, then the body will endeavour to

defcend along the arch IK, for the higheft point of

the arch is in the perpendicular eredted at G. For

the fame reafon if the body be fufpended on the

line OI, it will endeavour to defcend towards K,

about the center O; now as bcth thefe motions

tend the fame way, and there is nothing to oppofe

them; the body muft fall towards K. In both

thefe cafes it is plain, that when the center of

gravity by its motion, defcends, the body will fall

;

but ifnot, the body will be fupported without falling.

Cor. i. If a body ftands upon a plane\ if a line be

drawn from the center of gravity perpendicular to the

horizon // this line fall within the bafe on which the

body ftands, it will be fupported without falling. But

if the perpendicular falls without the bafe, the body

will fall.

For when the perpendicular falls within the bale,

the body can be moved no manner of way, but the

center of gravity will rife. And when the perpen-

dicular falls without the bafe, towards any fide ;

if the body be moved towards that fide, the center

of gravity defcends s
and therefore the body will

fall that way.

Cor. 2. If a perpendicular drawn from the center

of gravity perp. to the horizon, fall upon the extremi-

ty of the bafe ; the body may ftand, but the leaft force

whatever, will caufe it to fall that way. And the

nearer the perp. is to any fide, the eafier it will be

made to fall, or is fooner thruft over. And t»e

nearer the perp. is to the middle of the bafe, the firmer

the bodv ftands. ^
D 4 Cor-
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r. Cor. 3 . Hence if the center of gravity of a body be

. fupported, the whole body is fupported. And theplace

of the center of gravity mufi be deemed the place of
the body and is always in a line drawn perpendicular

to the horizon, thro* the center of gravity.

Cor. 4. Hence all the natural affions of animals

may be accounted for from the,properties of the center

&f gravity.

When a man endeavours to walk, he ftretches

out his hind leg, and bends the knee of his fore

leg, by which means his body is thruft forward,

and the center of gravity of his body is moved for-

ward beyond his feet; then to prevent his- falling,

he immediately takes up his hind foot, and places

it forward beyond the center of gravity ; then he

thrufts himfelf forward, by his leg which now is

the hindmoft, till his center of gravity be beyond

his fore foot, and then he fets his hind foot for-

ward again ; and thus he continues walking as long

as he pleafes.

In Handing, a man having his feet clofe toge-

ther cannot ftand fo firmly, as when they are at

fome diftance ; for the greater the bafe, the firmer

the body will ftand ; therefore a globe is eafily mov-
ed upon a plane, and a needle cannot ftand upon

its point, any otherwife than by fticking it into the

plane.

When a man is feated in a chair, he cannot rife

till he thrufts his body forward, and draws his feet

backward, till the center of gravity of his body be

before his feet ; or at leaft upon them ; and to

prevent falling forward, he fets one of his feet for-

ward, and then he can ftand, or ftep forward as

he pleafes.

All other animals walk by the fame rules firft

fetting one foot forward, that way the center of

gravity leans, and then another,

In
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In walking up hill, a man bends his body for- Fig.

ward, that the center of gravity may lie forward of

his feet ; and by that means he prevents his fall-

ing backwards.

In carrying a burthen, a man always leans the

contrary way that the burthen lies ; fo that the

center of gravity of the whole of his body and
the burthen, may fall upon his feet.

A fowl going over an obftacle, thrufts his head

forward, by that means moving the center of gra-

vity of his whole body forwards ; fo that by
fetting one foot upon the obftacle, he can the more
eafily get over it.

PROP. XXXI.

In any two bodies A, B, the common center ofgra- iij.

vity C, divides the line joining their centers^ into two
parts, which are reciprocally as the bodies. AC : BC :

:

B : A.

Let the line ACB be fuppofed an inflexible le-

ver ; and let the lever and bodies be fufpended on

the point C. Then let the bodies be made to vi-

brate about the immovable point C; then will A
and B defcribe two arches of circles about the cen-

ter C, and thefe arches will be as the velocities of

the bodies, and thefe arches are alfo as the radii of

the circles AC and BC. Therefore their velocities

are as the radii. Whence, velocity ofA : velocity

of B : : AC : CB : : (byfuppofition) B : A. There-

fore A X velocity of A r B X velocity of B.

Whence (Prop. II.) the quantities of motion of

the bodies A and 3 are equal, and (Ax. 9.) there-

fore they cannot move one another, but muft re-

main at reft; and confequently fdef. 12.) C is the

cepter of gravity of A and B.

Cor.
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(Jor. 1 • Vfodufts of each body multiplied- by its

j f-

K

dtftante from the commm center ofgravity, m:e zquaL
b

' CAXA = CBXB.

Cor 2. If a weight he laid upon C, a point of the

inflexible lever AB, which is fupported at A and B ;

the preffure at A to the prefjure at B, will be as CB
to CA.

For let the bodies A, B, be both placed in C ;

then (Cor. 3. Prop. XXX.) fince it is -the fame

thing whether the bodies be at A and B, or both

of them at C, their center of gravity ; therefore th<i

prefiiires at A and B will be the fame in both cafes.

But when they are at A and B, upon the lever

ACB, their prelfures are A and B, being the fame

with the weights •, therefore when they are both at

C, the prelfures at A and B will ftill be A and B.

Therefore (Cor. 1.) fince it is CA X A =CBX
B *, therefore CA : CB : : B : A : : preffure at B :

preffure at A,

PROP. XXXII.

15. If there be three or more bodies^ and if a line be

drawn from one body E to the center of gravity of

the reft, C. "Then the center of gravity of all the bo-

dies divides the line CD, in two parts in D, which

are reciprocally as the body E to the fum of all the

ether bodies. CD : DE : : E : A + B &c.

For fuppofe AB and CE to be two inflexible

lines and let the bodyW = A + B &c. and let

W be placed in the center of gravity C. Then

by the lait Prop. CD : DE : : E : W or A + B &c.

Cor. "The body E X DE the diftance from the com-

mon center of gravity, is equal to the fum of the bo-

dies A + B tic. X by DC the diftance of their cen-

ter from the common center of gravity.

p r q P
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Fig

PROP. XXXIII.

If K, B, be two bodies, C their center of gravity. 16

F any point in the line AB. Then will FA X A -t-

FB X B = FC X A + B.

For (Cor. i. Prop.XXXI.) CAX A = CB X B $

that is, FA^FC X A = FC— FB X B ;
whence,

by tranfpofition FA X A + FB X B =FC X A + B.

Cor. Hence the bodies A and B have the fame force

to turn the lever AF about the. point F, as if they

were both placed in C their center of gravity.

PROP. XXXIV.

If feveral bodies A, B, E &c. be placed on an 19

inflexible fireight lever ; and if D be their common

center of gravity ; and if F be any point in the line

AE, then FA X A + FB X B + FE X E &SV. =
?D X A + B + E &c.

For if A -f B = W, then FA x A + FB X

B + FE X E = FC X A + B + FE xE = FC

X W + FE X E = (Prop. XXXIII.) FD X

W + E = FD X A + B + H, in the three bo-

dies A, B, E. And after the fame manner, if

there be four bodies, putW = A + B -f- E, and

it will be proved the fame way, that the fum of

all the produ&s, FA X A + FB X B &c. = <U£

tance of the common center of gravity X by all the

four. And fo on for more bodies.

Cor. The fame Prop, •will hold good, when the bo-

dies, are not in the line AF, but anywhere in the per-

pendiculars paffmg thro' the points A, B, E &c.
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* PRO P. XXXV.
7-

^
/fer^ ^ number of bodies A, B, E, fcfr.

either placed in the line AF, #r awy in the per-
pendiculars faffing thro' A, B, E. ^dfei // D be

the center of gravity of all the bodies ; and F be any
point in the line AF. Then the dijlance of the center

t t?t\
PA XA + FB X B + FE XE

of gravity FD = A + B + £

For whether the bodies be in the points A, B,
E, or in the perpendiculars, it will be (by Prop.
XXXIV. and Cor.) that FA X A + FB X B +
FE XE z FD X A + B + E. Whence FD =
A X FA + B X FB + E X FE t r „ ,

A + B + E =
produfts of each body multiplied by its diftance,

divided by the fum of the bodies.

Cor. i. If a Jingle body only was placed on the le-

ver AF ; then the dijlance of the center of gravity of
that body, is equal to the Jum of the products of all

the particles of the body, each multiplied by its dif-

tance from a given point F, and divided by the body.

For if A, B, E &c. are feveral particles of the

body, then A + B + E &c. = the body ; and
A X FA + B X FB + E X FE

FD - _
Cor. 2. If there be feveral bodies A, B, E, &c.

placed upon the lever At . They aft with the fame
force in turning the lever about any given point F, as

if they were all placed in D the common center of gra-

vity of all the bodies.

Scholium.
If any of the bodies be placed on the contrary fide

tf F, their refpeftive produfts will be negative.

For
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For they aft the contrary way in turning the le- Fig

ver about. *'

PROP. XXXVI.

If feveral bodies A, B, E, G, H, be placed on i\

the lever AH, and F be the center of gravity of all

the weights. Then FAX A + FB X B + FExE
= FGxG + FHxH.

For let the lever be fufpended on the point F,

then the two ends will be in equilibrio, as F is the

center of gravity. Let D be the center of gravi-

ty of A, B, E and I the center or gravity of G,

H. Then (Cor. Prop. XXXIII.) it is the fame

thing whether the bodies on one fide be placed at

A, B, E, or all of them in the point D. And

whether thofe at the other end be placed at G, H;

or all of them at I. But fince F is the center of

gravity, DF X A + B + E = FI X G + H, and

therefore A X AF +BXBF + E X EF = G X
GF + H X HF (by Prop. XXXIV. J

Cor. i. If fveral bodies A, B, E,^G, H, be

placed on an inflexible lever, and if A X FA + B X

FB + EXFE=GXFG + HXFH. IhenF

is the center of gravity of all the bodies.

For no other point will anfwer the equation.

Cor. 2. If feveral bodies A, B, E, G, H, be

placed upon a lever AH, or fufpended at thefe points

by ropes ; and if A X FA + B X FB + E X FE ==

G X FG H X FH ; they will be in equilibrio upon

the point F.

This appears by Def. 12, and F is the center ot

gravity.

PROP
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PROP. XXXVII.

f 9* If a heavy body AB, fufpended by two ropes AC,

BD, remains at reft ; a right line perpendicular to the

horizon, paffmg thro
9
the interferon F of the ropes ;

willalfo pafs thro
9

the center ofgravity G, of tbe bady.

If AC and BD be produced to F where they in-

terfeft-, then (ax. 12.) it is the fame thing whether

the force afting in direftion AC be applied to C
or F and whether the force afting in direftion BD
<be applied to the point D or F. Suppofe then that

they both aft at F, and then it is -the fame thing,

as if the body was fufpended at F by the two firings

AF, BF. And fince the body is at reft, therefore

(Ax. 7.) the body, that is, the center of gravity

G, is at the loweft place it can get; and therefore

is in the plumb line FG. For if the body be made

to vibrate, the center of gravity G will defcribe an

arch of a circle, of which G (being in the/perp.

FG) is the loweft point.

Cor. i. Hence if GN be drawn parallel to AC;
then the weight of the bod)\ the forces aRing at C
and D, are refpeftively as FG, GN, and FN.

This is evident by Prop. VIII.

Cor. 2. If a heavy body AB, be fupported by two

planes , IKL, and EHG, at H and K ; and HF and

KF be drawn perpendicular to thefe planes \ and if
' FG

le drawn from the interferon F, perp> to the hori-

zon> it will pafs thro
9

the center of gravity G, of the

body.

For fmce the body is fuftained by thefe planes,

therefore the planes re-aft againft the body (by

Prop. IX.), in the direftions HF, KF pependicu-

lar to thefe planes. Therefore it is the fame thing

as
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as if the body was fttftained by the two ropes HF, Fig.

KF. For the directions and quantities of the 19.

forces, acting at H and K are the fame in both

cafes. And further, if the body be made to vi-

brate round F, the points H, K will defcnbe two

arches of circles, coinciding with the touching

planes at H, K-, therefore moving the body up

and down the planes, will be juft the fame thing,

as making it vibrate in the ropes, HF and KF \

and confequently, the body can reft in neither cafe,

but when the center of gravity G is in the perpen-

dicular FG.
Scholium.

If anv body mould deny the truth of this Prop,

or its corollaries, againft the cleared force of de-

monftration. It lies upon them to mew wherethe

demonftration fails, or what ftep or fteps thereofdo

not hold good, or are not truly deduced from the

foregoing. If they cannot do this, what other rea-

fons they may affign, can fignify nothing at all to

the purpofe. And if fuch perfon, ignorant of the

laws of nature, and the refolution of forces, would

obiect againft this practice, of fubftituting planes

perpendicular to the lines or cords fuftaining any

weights, inftead of thefe cords. Let him firft read

Sir 7 Newton's Principia, Cor. 2. to the laws of

nature, where he will fee this practice exemplified,

and then make his objections.

And for the fake of fuch perfons as underltand

not how to apply the method of compofition and

refolution of forces, I mall add a few problems to

prevent their being mided by the ram judgment of

fome people, who having brought out falle iolu-

tions to fome problems by their own ill manage-

ment, condemn the method as erroneous •, when

the fault really lies in their own ignorance, and not

at all in the method itfelf.
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FlS* PROP. XXXVIII. Prob.
2°- To determine the pofttion of a beam CD, movable

about the end C, and fujiained by a given weight Q,
banging at a rope QAD, -which goes over a pulley at A
and is fixed to the other end D.

Draw AF, CK parallel to the horizon, FDE
perp. to it, and KD perp. to CD ; and let G be
the center of gravity, w = weight of the beam.
Then if the beam was to lie horizontally (Prop.
XXXI. Cor. 2.) it would be GC : GD : : preflure
at D : preflure at C „ and GC : CD : : preflure at

GCD : w ; whence the preflure atDr — a;, hori-

zontally. And (Prop. XIV. J CD : CE :
•

GC CExCG
CD w CD1— ^ = Preu<ure in direction DK.
Produce AD to O, and draw OI parallel to CD.
Then the beam is fuftained by three forces in direc-
tions OD, DI and IO ; and DI : DO : : S.IOD or
ODC or ADC : rad ; whence S.ADC : rad :

•

CE x CG
., ( ^ ^ radxCExCG

CD- X * : force DO orQ =
S ADCxCD , w.

Therefore w : Qj : SADC : rad X
CE
C^

C-
: :

SADC : ~ X S.FDC, becaufe

=

S.EDC or FDC.
PROP. XXXIX. Prob.

Let the beam ED, be fuftained by the weights P, Q,
by means of the ropes DCP, EAQ, going over the
pulleys C, A, in the horizontal line AC. To find the
pofition of the beam j having the weights P, Q, given.

i Way.
Let G be the center of gravity of the beam.

Thro' D, E, draw HDS, FER perpendicular to

AC.

21.
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AC. Then (Cor. 2. Prop. VIII.) S.EDS : P the Fig'
tenfion of the thread CD : : S.CDS or CDH • 2

1

S.CDH
SEDS X P the tenfion of DE. Alfo, S.DER or

S AEF
EDS : Q^: : S.AER or AEF :

S

'

EDS X Q the

tenfion of DE in a contrary direction. Then as

the beam is in equilibrio, thefe forces or tenfions

, r S.CDH
balance one another; therefore

g Eos
' X =

S.AEF
S £DS X Then P : Q : : S.AEF : S.CDH;

which may be otherwife exprefled, for AE : rad : :

AF
AF : S.AEF = -^g X rad ; and DC : rad : : HC

:

HC AF
x rad = S.HDC. Whence P : Qj :~ ';

CH AF AE
CD :: HC : DC"

2 Way.

Let R, S be the perpendicular preflures of the

ends E, D. w zz weight of the beam. Then
DG EG

(Cor. 2. Prop.XXXI.) R = jTjj w, and S zz EqW.

DG
And (Cor. 2. Prop. VIII.) S.AED : R or w :

:

rn„ S.AEF x DG
S.AEF : tenfion of DE = 3 AED X ED w' And

EG
S.CDE : S or g-^ w : : S.CDH : contrary tenfion

S.CDH X EG ,
, r

of DE = S CDE X ED w'
a tw0 *orces

S.AEF XDG
of DE being equal, we have

g AED X ED w =
E ' S.CDH
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S.CDH XEG S.AEFXDG S.CDHxEG.
S.CDExEDw,and S.AED ~ S.CDE

. S.AEF S.CDH
Whence EG : DG : : : S^DE : : S,AEF

X S.CDE : S.CDH X S.AED.

3 Way.

S.CDE : S.EDS : : S : P = g^pE X S, and

S.RED
'

S.AfiD : S.RED : : R : § aKD R = °<- Then P:

S.EDS p . S.RED . n o at^ _

^: : S^DE XS : S7AED ><R : : SAEDXS :

EG
S.CDE X R : : (laft method) S.AED X jyj w :

DP
S.CDE X w : : S.AED X EG : S.CDE X DG.

And S.AED : S.CDE : : P X DG : Q^X EG.

4 Way.

Draw Cm, Fn parallel to DE, and FE, HD
perp. to the horizon. Then by the refolution of

Dm
forces, CD : Dm : : P : P = perpendicular

EF
force at D ; and riE : EF : : Qj ^g- Q = perpen-

Dm
dicular force at E. Therefore EG : GD : : q=j P

:

EF S.CDE ^ S.F/zE ^ c^Q--^ xP: s^ x(^::S -CDEx
P : S.AED X ForS.C^D = S.^DE = S.FED
= S./zFE. That is, EG : GD : : S.CDE X P :

S.AED X Q. As in the third way.

5 Way.

Let R, S be the perpendicular weights of the

ends E, D \ or which is the fame, the tenfions of the

perpen-
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dicular ropes, FE, HD. By the refolution of Fig.
forces, if Cm, Fn be parallel to DE The force 21.
FE or R is equivalent to En, Fn ; and the force
Dm or S, to DC, mC ; therefore EF : Fn i : R •

Fn
R =: force at E in direction Fn. And Dm :

mb S = e at D *n dire<aion »C. But

the beam being in equilibrio, thefe two oppofite

forces muft be equal ; therefore — -^S.
rJc- mD

xxru i3 c mC Fn S.CDH S.AEF
Whence R : S mD ' FE" S.CDE ' S.AED : :

S.AED x S.CDH : S.AEF X S.CDE. But (Cor. 2.
Prop. XXXI.) R : S : : DG : EG. Whence DG :

EG : : S.AED X S.CDH : S.AEF * S.CDE ; the
fame as by the 2d method. And the fame thing
likewife follows from the ift and 4th method to-
gether.

From thefe feveral ways of proceeding, it is evi-
dent, that which ever way we take, the procefs if
rightly managed always brings us to the fame con-
clufion ; and it comes to the fame thing which way
we ufe, fo that we proceed in a proper manner.
And this among other things, fhews the great ufe
and extent of that noble theory of the compofi-
tion and refolution of forces.

What is calculated above is concerning the an-
gles, or the pofition of the feveral lines to one another,
depending on the feveral forces. Then in regard to
the weight of the beam, put it zz w, then DC :

^ ^ Dm EFDm : : P :^ P~S, and En : EF :. : Qj ~Q
0., ^ D« EF= R. Andw = R +S = P + ^ Q, an

equation (hewing the relation of the weights to
onq another.

E 2 6 Way,
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Fig.

21. 6 Way, by the center of gravity.

Produce AE, CD to B, and from B draw BGO
thro' the center of gravity ; which (by XXXVII.)
will be perp. to AC, and therefore parallel to EF,
DH. Then the angle EBG = AEF, and DBG
= CDH. Then EB : BD : : S.BDE or CDE :

S.BED or AED, and (Trigonom. B. II. Prop. V.
Cor. i.) EG : GD : : EB X S.EBG : BD X S.DBG :

:

EB X S.AEF : BD X S.CDH : : S.CDE X S.AEF :

S.AED x S.CDH; the fame as by the 2d way.
Whence all the reft will be had as before.

Cor. // will be exa5lly the fame thing, whether
the weights P, Q, remain, or the firings AE, CD,
be fixed in that pofition to two tacks, any way in

thefe lines. And if a beam ED, hang upon two
tacks A, C, by ropes fixed there it makes no dif-

ference, if you put two pulleys inflead of the tacks,

for the ropes to go over, and then hang on the weights

Q, P, equal to the tenfions of the firings AE, CD.
For in both cafes, the forces or the tenfions of

the firings, and their directions, remain the fame.

And there is nothing elfe to make a difference in

the fituation of the beam.

Scholium.
Every one that knows any thing of mechanical

principles will eafily underftand, that if any forces,

which keep a body at reft, be refolved into others,

to have the fame effeft ; the contrary forces, or

thofe direftly oppofite, muft aft againft a fingle

point •, or elfe the equilibrium will be deftroyed.

And therefore in the prefent Prop, fuppofe any one
fliould divide the forces CD, AE, into the two HD,
DY, and FE, EX, one perpendicular, the other
parallel to the horizon. The forces HD, EF, will

indeed balance the force of gravity at D and E, to

which
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which they are direttly oppofite. And therefore Fi

the beam will remain unmoved by thefe. But the 2 3

equal forces DY, EX, being parallel, never meet in

a point but afting obliquely on the beam, one of

them drawing at D in direftion DY, and the other

at E in direction EX, the effe<5t will be, that they

will turn the beam ED about the center of gravi-

ty G. Therefore to prevent this, the forces DY,
EX, mull be fubdivided ; that is, they muft be

refolved into others, one whereof is perp. to the

horizon, the other parallel to ED. Then gravity

will balance thefe perp. to the horizon, and the

others, being equal and oppofite, afting in the line

EGD, aft equally againft any of the points D, G,

or E. And lb the beam will remain at reft. Bup

this is much better done at once at the firft, by di-

viding DC, EF, each into two forces, one perp. to

the horizon, the other parallel to the beam EF$
And then the oppofite forces will exaftly balance

one another, and the beam remain unmoved,

PROP. XL. Prob.

To find the pfition of the beam ED, hanging by 2

the rope EBD, whofie ends are fiaftened at E and D 5

and goes over a pulley fixed at B.

Let G be the center of gravity of the beam, then

(Prop. XXXVII.) BG will be perp. to the horizon.

Then as the cord runs freely about the pulley B
therefore (Ax. 13.) the tenfion of the parts of the

rope EB, BD are equal to one another, fuppofe

rz T. By the refolution of forces, the force EB
is equivalent to EG, GB • and DB to DG, GB.

EG
Therefore BE : EG : : T : T = force in direc-

DG
tion EG. And BD : DG : : T : T = force in

E 3 diredion
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Fig. dire&ion DG, which is equal and oppofite to that
22. . 1-1 n . r EG _ DG

in EG
;
tnerefore £B T ~ DB T> WhenceEG

:

EB : : DG : DB. And therefore BG bifecls the
angle EBD.

Cor. Hence ED : firing EBD : : EG : EB the part
EB of thefiring : : andfoGD : DB the -part DB of
the firing.

Scholium.
If GD* be lefs than GE, then the center of gra-

vity G, will be loweft, when the beam hangs per-
pendicular with the end D downward. And in ma-
ny cafes it will be higheft, when it hangs perpen-
dicular, with the end E downward.

PROP. XLI. Proh

2^. There is a beam BC hanging by a fin at C, and
lying upon the wall BE ; to find the forces or preffures
at the points B, and C, and their directions.

Produce BC to K, fo that CK may be equal to
CB. Draw BA parallel, and CL perpendicular, to
the horizon ; and draw BL, CN, KI perp. to
BCK. Thro* the center of gravity G, draw GF
parallel to CL. By Prop. XIV. if a body lies
upon an inclined plane, as BC ; its weight, its in-
clination down the plane, and preffure againft it
are as BC, CA and AB ; that is, as CL, CB and
BL. Therefore if CL reprefent the weight of the
body, CB will be the force urging it down the
plane, and 3L the total preffure againft the plane.
And hnce GF is parallel to CL, BL is divided in
F, in the fame ratio, as BC is divided in G. And
therefore (Cor. 2. Prop. XXXI.) BF will be the
part of the preffure acting at C, and FL the part
adhng at B. MakeCN equal to BF, and compleat

the
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the parallelogram CNIK, and draw CI. Then Fig.

fince BC or CK is the force in dire&ion CK, and 23."

CN the force in dire&ion CN ; then by compofi-

tion, CI will be the fingle force by which C is fuf-

tained, and CI its direction. But the triangles CKI,

CBF are fimilar and equal, and CI zr CF, and in

the fame right line therefore CF is the quantity

and direction of the force ailing at C to fuftain it.

Therefore the weight of the body, the preffure at

B, and the force at C j are refpe&ively as CL, FL,
and CF.

Cor. 1 . Produce FG to interfeft CN in H then

the weight of the bodyy the preffure at B, and the

force aBing at C ; are refpettively as HF, HC, and

CF.
For in the parallelogram CLFH, HF zz CL,

and HC = FL.

Cor. 2. If the beam was fupported by a pin at B,

and laid upon- the wall AC ; the like conflruSfion muft

be made at B, as has been done at C, and then the

forces and directions will be had.

Cor. 3. J/* ^ line perp. to the horizon be drawn*

thro'' F, where the direction of the forces CF, and

BF meet \ it pafjes thro* G the center of gravity of

the beam.

Cor. 4. 7/ is all one whether the beam is; fuftained

by the pin C and the wall BE, or by two ropes CI,

BP afting in the directions FC, FB^ and with the

forces CF, FL.
Scholium.

The proportions and directions of the forces: here

found, are the fame as in Prop. LXIV. of my large

book of Mechanics, and obtained here by a dif-

ferent method. The principles here ufed are in-

difputable -

9 and the principle made ufe of in that

E 4 LXIV.
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is here demonftrated in the third Cor.
fo that the reader may depend upon the truth of
them all.

PROP. XLII. Prob.
t

BC is a heavy beam fupported upon two pop KB,
LC ; to find the pofition of the pop, that the beam
may reft in equilibrio.

Let G be the center of gravity •, draw BA paral-
lel to the horizon, and BF, GD, CAN perpendi-
cular^ it. Then (Prop. XXXI. Cor. 2.) if BC be
the weight of the body, CG will be the part of
the weighr acting at B, and BG the weight at C.
Therefore make CN = BG, and BF — GC ; and
from N and F, draw NI, FK, parallel to BC ; and
make NI = FX, of any length, and lying con-
trary ways. Then draw IC and KB, which will be
the pofition of the pofts required.

For BF is the weight upon B ; and CN, that
upon Q which forces being in direction of the lines
BF, CN, the beam will remain at reft by thefe
forces., And the forces NI, FK, in diredion BC,
being equal and contrary, will alfo keep the beam in
equihbrio, therefore the forces KB, IC, compound-
ed of the others, will alfo keep the beam in equi-
hbrio, ailing in the directions KB, IC, or MB, LC.

Cor. 1
.
Hence if DG be produced, it willpafs thro'

the interferon H, of the lines LC, MB.
For the triangles INC, CGH are fimilar

} there-
fore IN : JSC : : CG : GH, the interferon with
CL. Alfo the triangles KFB, BGH are fimilar;
therefore KF : BG : : BF : GH the interferon
with MB, which muft needs be the fame as the
other, fince the three firft terms of the proportion
are the fame ; for KF = NI, BG = NC, and
BF — CG.

'

Cor.
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Cor. 2. If a line be drawn thro* the center ofgra- Fig.

vity G, of the beam, perpendicular to the horizon 24.

and front any point H in that line, (above or below

G), the lines HBK and HCM be drawn ; then the

props BM and CL will fujiain the> bea?n in equilibrio*

Cor. 3. If GO be drawn parallel to HC ; then the

weight of the beam^ the prejfure at C, and thrufl or

preffure at B are refpe5lively as HG, OG, and HO,
and in thefe directions.

Cor. 4. It is all one for maintaining the equilibri-

um^ whether the beam BC be fupported by two pofts

or props MB, LC or by two ropes BH, CH ; or

by two planes perpendicular to thefe ropes at B and C.

For in all thefe cafes rhe forces and directions

are the fame and there is nothing elfe concerned,

but the forces and directions.

SCHOLIU M.

It does not always happen that the center of

gravity is at the lowed place it can get, to make
an equilibrium. For here if the beam BC be fup-

ported by the pofcs MB, LC ; the center of gra-

vity is at the higheft it can get ; and being in that

poution, it has no inclination to move one way

more than another, and therefore it is as truly in

equilibrio, as if it was at the loweft point. It is true,

any the lean: force will deftroy that equilibrium,

and then if the beam and pofts be movable about

the angles M, B, C, L, which is all along fuppofed,

the beam will defcend till it is below the points M,
L, and gain fuch a pofition as defcribed in Prop.

XXXIX. and its Cor. fuppofmg the ropes fixed at

A, C (fig. 21.) ; and then G will be at the loweft

point, and will come to an equilibrium again. In

planes, the center of gravity G may be either at its

higheft or loweft point. And there are cafes, when
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Fig. the center of gravity is neither at its higheft nor
24. loweft, as may happen in the cafe of Prop. XL.

fo that they who contend, that in cafe of an equi-
librium, the center of gravity muft always be at
the loweft place, are much miftaken, and know
little about the principles of mechanics, or the na-
ture of things.

Thofe that want to fee more variety about the
ntotion of bodies, on inclined planes ; the preffure,
and direction of the preffure of beams of timber

;

centers of gravity, and alfo the centers of ofcilla-

tion and percuffion, &c. may confult my large
book of Mechanics.

SECT.
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SECT. IV.

Mechanical Powers; the Strength

and Strefs of Timber.

PROP. XLIII.

will be in equilibrio.

The balance is a ftreight inflexible rod or beam,

turning about a fixed point or axle in the middle

of it ; to be loaded at each end with weights fuf-

pended there.

Let AB be the beam or lever, C the middle 25

point or center of motion D, E the weights

hanging at the ends A and B. Then let the beam

and the weights, or the whole machine, be fufpend-

ed at C. And fuppofe the beam and the weights

be turned about upon the center C then the

points A, B being equidiftant from C will defcribe

equal arches, and therefore the velocities will be

equal, and if the bodies D and E be equal, then

the motion of D will be equal to the motion of E,

as their quantities of matter and velocities are

equal ; and confequently, if the beam and weights

are fet at reft, neither of them can move the other,

but they will remain in equilibrio.

Cor. If one weight be greater than the. other \

that weight and fcale will defcend^ and raife the other.

Scholium.
The ufe of the balance, or a common pair of

fcales, is to compare the weights of different bo-

dies
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Fig. dies ; for any body whofe weight is required, be-
25. ing put into one fcale, and balanced by known

weights put into the other fcale, thefe weights will
Ihew the weight of the body. To have a pair of
fcales perfeft, they muft have thefe properties.
1. The points of fufpenfion of the fcales, and the
center of motion of the beam, A, C, B, muft be
in a right line. 2. The arms AC, BC, muft be
of equal length from the center. 3. That the cen-
ter of gravity be in the center of motion C.
4. That there be as little fridion as poffible.

5. That they be in equilibrio, when empty.
If the center of gravity of the beam be above

the center of motion, and the fcales be in equili-

brio, if they be put a little out of that pofition,

by putting down one end of the beam, that end
will continually defcend, till the* motion of the
beam is ftopt by the handle H. For by that mo-
tion, the center of gravity is continually defend-
ing, according to the nature of it. But if the cen-
ter of gravity of the beam be below the center of
motion -

5 if one end of the beam be put down a
little, to deflroy the equilibrium ; it will return
back and vibrate up and down. For by this motion
the center of gravity is endeavouring to defcend.

PROP. XLIV. Prcb.

25. To make a falfe balance \ or one which is in equi-

librio when empty j and alfo in equilibria^ when loaded

with unequal weights.

Make fuch a balance as defcribed in the lafl

Prop, only inftead of making the center of mo-
tion in the middle at C, make it nearer one end,

as at F. And make the weight of the fcales fuch, that

they may be in equilibrio upon the center F» Then
if two weights D, E, be made to be in equilibrio

in the two fcales ; thefe weights will be unequal,

for
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for they will be reciprocally as the lengths- of the Fig,

arms AF, BF. That is, AF : BF : : E : D. 25.

For (Prop. XXXI. Cor. 1.) fmce F is the cen-

ter of gravity of D and E, fuppofing them to aft

at & and B ; therefore FA X D = FB X E. And
FA : FB : : E : D. But AF is greater than FB,

therefore E is greater than D.

Cor. 1. Hence to difcover a falfe balance, make the

weights in the two fcales to be in equilibrio ; then

change the weights to the contrary fcales. And if

they be not in equilibrio, the balance is falfe.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo to prove a pair of good fcales^

they muft be in equilibrio when empty, and likewife in

equilibrio with two weights. Then if the weights be

changed to the contrary fcales, the equilibrium will

(till remain, if the fcales are good.

Cor. 3. From hence alfo may be known what is gain-

ed or loft, by changing the weights, in a falfe balance.

Take any weight as 1 pound, to be put into

one fcale and balanced by any fort of goods in the

other. Since AF X D = BF X E ; let the weight

AF
D be 1, then E = the weight of the goods in

the fcale E. Then changing the fcales, let the

BF
weight E be 1 ; then D = the weight of the

,
AF BF

1 ,

goods in the fcale D. Then gp + ^p = whole

weight of the goods, and gp + ^p —* 2 zr gain

to the buyer in 2 lb. &c. Therefore

AF' + BF Z — 2AF X BF . .

AF x BF §am m 2 lb
'
=

AF — BFY , AF— BF)* • • 11
L : and = gain in 1 lb.

AF X BF ' 2AFXBF *

There-
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Kig. Therefore if w is any weight to be bought • the
25. gain to the buyer, for the weight w, by changing

the fcales, will be
AF~BFY

w For wH.nmi,
2AF x BF

r examPJe,

ifAFbe 16, and BF 15 ; then the gain wili be
16— 1 5* £_

2X16x15
W ~48ow'

Scholium.
^
In demonftrating the properties of the mecha-

nical powers ; fince the weight is commonly fome
large body whofe weight is to be overcome or ba-
lanced

; therefore the power which ads againft it
will be moft fitly reprefented by another weight •

and thus the power and weight being of the Ime
kind, may moft properly and naturally be com-
pared together. For fuch a weight may reprefent
any power, as the ftrength of a man's hand, the
force of water or wind, &c. And this weight re-
presenting the power, being fufpended by a rope
may hang perpendicular where the power is to ad
perpendicular to the horizon ; or may go over a
pulley, when it ads obliquely.

PROP. XLV.
6. If the power and weight be in equilibria upon any
7. lever, and a£i in lines perpendicular to the lever

;

8. then the power P is to the weight W ; as the dif-
o. tame of the weightfrom thefupport C, is to the dif-

tance of the power from the fupport.

There are four forts of levers. 1. When the
fupport is between the weight and the power.
2. When the weight is between the power and the
fupport. 3. When the power is between the weight
and the fupport. 4. When the lever is not ftrei<*ht
but crooked.

a

A le-
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A lever is any inflexible rod or beam, of wood Fig,

or metal, made ufe of to move bodies. The fup-

port is the prop it refts on, in moving or fuftaining 27.

any heavy body, and this is the fame as the center 28.

of motion. 2 9*

Let the power P aft at A by means of a rope ;

then as C is the prop or center of motion, if the

Jever be made to move about the center C, the

arches defcribed by A and W •> that is, the veloci-

ties of A and W will be as the radii CA and CW.
But the velocity of P is the fame as that of the

point A. Therefore velocity of P : velocity of

W : : CA : CW : : (by fuppofition) W : P ; there-

fore P X velocity of P = W X velocity of W.
Confequently their motions are equal, and they

cannot move one another, but muft remain in equi-

librio. And if they be in equilibrio, they muft

have this proportion affigned.

Cor. 1. If a power P aft obliquely againjl the le- 3°*

ver WA the power and weight will be in equilibrio,

when the power P is to the weightW ; as the dis-

tance of theweightCW, toCD the perpendicular, drawn

from the fupport to the line of direction of the power.

For in this cafe WCD becomes a bended lever,

and the power P afts perpendicular to CD at D
and (Ax. 12.) it is all one whether the power afts

at D or A, in the line of dire&ion AD. And hence,

Cor. 2. If any force be applied to a lever ACW
at A, its power to turn it about the center of motion

C, is as the fine of the angle of application CAD.
For if CA be given, CD is as the fine ofCAD.

Cor. 3. In a fireight lever, of thefe three, the

power, the weight, and the preffure upon the fupport \

the middlemofi is equal to the fum of the other two.

For the middle one acts as;ainft both the others

and fupports them.
Cor.
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Fig. Cor. 4. From the foregoing properties of the le-

30. ver9 the effects of feveral forts of fMpk machines
may be explained ; and like-wife the manner of lifting
carrying, drawing of heavy bodies, and fuch like.

26. For example, if a given weight W is to be
raifed by a fmall power applied at A, the end of
the lever AW. If we divide WA in C, fo that it
be as CA : CW : : as the weightW : to the power
P

;
then fixing a prop or fupport at C or rather a

little nearer W; then the power P with a fmall
addition, will raife the weight W.

27. Again, if two men be to carry a weight W, upon
the lever CA. The weight the man at A carries,
is to the weight the man at C carries as CW, to
AW. And therefore the lever or beam CA ouo-ht
to be divided in that proportion at W, the place
where the weight is to lie, according to the ftrength
of the men that carry it.

31. Likewife if two horfes be to draw at the fwino--
tree AB, by the ropes AF, BG ; and the fwinJ-
tree draws a carriage &c. by the rope CD ; then
the force afting at A will be to the force adino- at
B, as BC to AC. And therefore BC ought to be
to AC, as the ftrength of the horfe at F, to the
ftrength of the horfe at G ; the weaker horfe hav-
ing the longer end. But it is proper to make the
crofs bar AB crooked at C ; that when theftronger
horfe pulls his end more forward, he may pull
obliquely, and at a lefs diftance from the center

;

whilft the weaker horfe pulls at right angles to his
end, and at a greater diftance.

Again, fuch inftruments as crows and handfpikes
are levers of the firft kind, and are very ufeful and
handy for raifing a great weight to a fmall hight.
Alfo fciffars, pinchers, fnuffers, are double levers
of the firft kind, where the joint is the fulcrum or
fupport. The oars of a boat, the rudder of a fhip,
cutting knives fixed at one end, are levers of the

fecond
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fecond kind. Tongs, fheers, and the bones of Fig.

animals, are levers of the third kind, a ladder raif-

ed upright, is a lever of the third kind. A ham-
mer drawing out a nail is a lever of the fourth kind. 32.

The Steel Tard is nothing but a lever of the firft

kind, whofe mechaftifm or conftruftion is this.

Let AB be the beam, C the point of fufpenfion

;

P the power, movable along the beam CB. The
beam being fufpended at D, move the power P,
along towards C, till you find the point O, where P
reduces the beam to an equilibrium. Then at A
hang on the weight W of 1 pound ; and move P
to be in equilibrio with it at 1 ; then hang on W
of 2 pound, and fliift P till it be in equilibrio, at

2. Proceed thus with 3, 4, 5, &c. pounds at W,
and find the divifions 3, 4, 5, &c. Or if you will;

after having found the points O, 1 ; make the di-

vifions, 12, 23, 34, &c. each equal to Oi. But
for more exa&nefs and expedition, having found
the point O, whereP makes the beam in equilibrio :

hang on any known number of pounds, as W;
and move P to the point B, where it makes an
equilibrium. Then divide OB into as many equal
parts as W Confifts of pounds: mark thefe divi-

fions 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. Then any weight W being
fufpended at A. If P be placed to make an equi-

librium therewith ; then the number where P hangs
will ftiew the pounds or weight of W.
To prove this, we muft obferve, that AC is the

heavier end of the beam ; therefore let Q be the

Momentum at that end to make an equilibrium
with P fufpended at O ; that is, let CL= CO X P,
But (Cor. 2. Prop. XXXVI.) CAxWz
CF X P = CO X P + OF X P. Take away Q= CO X P, and then CA x W = OF X P.
Whence AC : P : : OF : W. But AC and P are
always the fame ; therefore W is as OF ; that is,

F if
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Pig. if OF be i, 2, 3, &c. divifions, then W is 1, 2, 3,
32. &c, pounds.

We may take notice that the divifions Oi, 12,
23, &c. are all equal 5 but.CO may .be greater or
Jefler, or nothing.

If you would know how much the weight P is,

take the diftance CA, and fet it from O along the
divifions O, 1, 2, 3, &c. and it will reach to the
number of pounds. But this is of no confequence,
being only matter of curiofity.

PROP. XLVI.

33* In the compound lever> or where feveral levers aft
upon one another^ as AB, BC, CD, whofe fupports
are F, G, I ; the power P : is to the weight W : ;

as BF X CG X Dl : to AF X BG X CI.

For the power P a&ing at A : force at B : : BF

:

AF ; and force or power at B : force at C : : CG

:

GB and force or power at C : weight W : : DI :

IC. Therefore ex equo, power P : weight W • •

BF X CG X DI : AF X GB X IC.

And it is the fame thing in the other kinds of
levers, taking the refpedtive diftances, from the fe-

veral props or fupports.

PROP. XLVII.

34. In the wheel and axk\ the weight andpower will
be in equilibrio, when the power P is to the weightW •, as the radius of tfye axle CA, where the weight
hangs to the radius the wheel CB, where the

power a£ls*

This is a wheel fixed to a cylindrical roller,

turning round upon a fmall axis ; and having a
rope going round it.

Thro'
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Thro* the center of the wheel C, draw the hori- Fig-

zontal line BCA. Then BP and AW are perpen- 34.
dicular to BA 1 and BCA will be a lever whofe

fupport is C ; and the power afts always at the dif-

tance BC, and the weight at the diftance CA \
which remain always the fame. Therefore the

weight and power aft always upon the lever BCA*
But by the property of the lever (Prop. XLV-)
BC : CA : : W : P, to have an equilibrium.

Otherwife9

If the wheel be fet a moving the velocity of the

point A or of W, is to that of B or P, as CA
to CB ; that is (by fuppofition), as P : W. There*

fore W X velocity of W = P X velocity of P

;

therefore the motions of P and W, being equal,

they cannot, when at reft, move one another*

Cor. 1. If the power afling at the radius CB, aSl

not at right angles to it draw CD perpendicular to

BP the direction of the power ; then the power P : is

to the weight W : : as the radius of the axle CA : to

the perpendicular CD.
For in the lever DCA, whofe fupport is C, the

power P : weight W : : CA ; CD.

Cor. 2. In a roller turned rounds on the axis or 36*

fpindle FC, by the handle CBG \ the power applied

perpendicularly to BC at B, is to ihe weight W : :

as the radius of the roller DA, to the length of the

handle CB.
For in turning round, the point B defcribes the

circumference of a circld the fame as if it was a

Wheel whofe radius is CB.

Scholium.
All this is upon fuppofition that the fope fuf*

taining the weight" is of no fenfible thicknefs. But

if it is a thick rope, or if there be feveral folds of

F 2 ic
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Fig. it about the roller or barrel ; you mult meafure

3 6. to the middle of the out fide rope to get the radius

of the roller. For the diftance of the weight from
the center is increafed fo much, by the rope's go-
ing round,

.From hence the effe&s of feveral forts of ma-
chines, or inftruments, may be accounted for. A
roller and handle for a well or a mine, is the
fame thing as a wheel and axle, a windlefs and
a capftain in a ftiip is the fame ; and fo is a crane
to draw up goods with. A gimblet and an aijger

to bore with, may be referred to the wheel and axle.

The wheel and axle has a particular advantage
over the lever ; for a weight can but be raifed a
very little way by the lever. But by continual

turning round of the wheel and roller, the weight
may be raifed to any hight required.

PROP. XLVIII.

g 7. In a combination of wheels with teeth ; if the pow-
er P be to the weight W : : as the product of the dia-

meters of all the axles or pinions^ to the produEl of
the diameters of all the wheels j the power and weight
will be in equilibrio.

AC, CD are the radii of one wheel and its axle

;

DG, GH, the radii of another ; and HI, IK arc

thofe of another. Thefe a£t upon one another at

D and H, then as the po^ver or force P is propa-

gated thro' all the wheels and axles to Wj we
muft proceed to find the feveral forces afting upon
them, by Prop. XXXVII. Thus,

CA
CD : CA : : P : £g P =z force a&ing at D.

,^tt CA^ r ^ CAxGD
ana GH : GD : : P (force at D) : cDxGH

r: force a&ing at H.
and
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and IK : IH
: : X GH ^ orce at H) :

CA X GD X IH
CD X GH x IK

P = at K =W
'
And ^AX

GD X IH X P = CD X GH X IK X whence
P : W : : CD X GHXIK : : CA X GDx IH.

Cor. i. If the weight and power be in equilibrio%

and made to move ; the velocity of the weighty is to

the velocity of the power ; as the product of the dia-

meters of all the axles or pinions, to the produft of
the diameters of all the wheels. Or infiead of the

diameters, take the number of teeth in thefe axles and
wheels that drive one another. And the fame is true

of wheels carried about by ropes.

For the power is to the weight ; as the velocity

of the weight to the velocity of the power. And
the number of teeth in the wheels and pinions,

that drive one another, are as the diameters. And
the ropes fupply the place of teeth.

Cor. 2. In a combination of wheels with teeth. The
number of revolutions of the firft wheels is to the num-
ber of revolutions of the laft wheel, in any time\

as the product of the diameters of the pinions or

axles, to the produtt of the diameters of the wheels

:

cr as the produSl of the number of teeth in the pi-

lions, to the product of the number of teeth in the

wheels which drive them. And the fame is true of
wheels going by cords.

For as often as the number of teeth in any pi-

nion, is contained in the number of teeth of the

wheel that drives it ; fo many revolutions does that

pinion make for one revolution of the wheel.

Scholium.
A pinion is nothing but a fmall wheel, fixed at

the other end of the axis, oppofite to the wheel

;

F 3 and
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Fig. and confifts but of a few leaves or teeth ; and there-

37. fore is commonly lefs than the wheel. But in the
fenfe of this propofition, a pinion may, if wc
pleafe, be bigger than the wheel. As if we put
the power and weight into the contrary places, the

wheels will become the pinions, and the pinions

the wheels, according to the meaning of this pro?

ppfition.

PROP. XLIX.

If a power fuftains a weight by means of\a fixed

pulley ; the -power and weight are equal : but if the

pulley be movable along with the weight* then the

weight is double the power.

A pulley is a fmall wheel of wood or metal,

turning round upon an axis, fixed in a block ; on
the edge of the pulley is a groove for the rope to go
over.

Thro* the centers of the pullies, draw the ho-

20. rizontal Jines AB, CD ; then will AB reprefent a

lever of the firft kind, and its fupport is the cen-

ter of the pulley, which is a fixed point, the block

being fixed at F. And the ppints A, and B, where

the power and weight aft, being equally diftant

from the fupport, therefore (Prop. XLV.) the power
P zr weight W.

Alfo CD reprefents a lever of the fecond kind*

whofe fupport is at C, a fixed point the rope CG
being fixed at G. And the weight W afting at

the middle of CD, and the power afting at D,
twice the diftance from C ; therefore (Prop. XLV.)
the power P is to the weight W : ; as i CD to

CD; or as 1 to 2.

Cor. Hence all fixed pulleys are levers of the firjl

kind, and ferve only to change the dire&ion of the

motion -> but make no addition at all to the power.

And'
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And therefore if a rope goes over feveral fixed put- Fig.

lies; the power is not increafedt but rather decreafedt 38.

fa the frittion. 39'

Scholium.

The ufe of a fixed pulley is of great fervice irt

raifing a weight to any height, which otherwife

muft be carried by ftrength of men, which is often

impracticable. Therefore if a rope is fixed to the

weight at W (fig. 38.) and paffed over the pulley

BA •, a man taking hold at P will draw up the

weight, without moving from the place. And if

the weight be large, feveral perfons may pull to-

gether at F, to raiie the weight up ; where in ma-

ny cafes they cannot come to it, to raife it by

flj-ength.

PROP. L.

In a combination of putties, all drawn fa one rope 40,

toinz over all the putties ; if the power P is to the

weight W ; as 1 to the number of the parts of the

rope proceeding from the movable block and pullies.

Then the power and weight will be in eamltbria.

Let the rope go from the power about the pul-

lies in this order, ntovrs, where the laft part s i&

fixed to the lower block B. Now (Ax 13O all

the parts of the rope ntovrs are equally ftretched,

and therefore each of them bears an equal weight •»

but the part n bears the power P, which goes ta

the fixed block A. AH the other parts, fuftam the

weight and movable block B, each with a force

eaual to P. Therefore P is to the fum of all the

forces, fuftained by 0, r, s, /, v, or the weight

W, as 1 to the number of thefe ropes immediate-

ly communicating with the movable block B. And

,01 the ropes having an equal tenfion, non_^
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Fig. them can move the reft, but they muft remain in
40. equilibrio.

And if you take away the power at P, and ap-
ply a force at the rope / equal to P, to pull up-
wards in direction /A 5 this wili make no alteration,
for the rope / draws from the movable block with
the fame force as before, and therefore the weight
is fuftained as before ; for the upper pulley (by
Prop. XLIX. Cor.) which the rope nt goes over,
ferves only to change the direction. And there-
fore as there are the fame number of ropes ftill

drawing from the movable block as before ; the
propofition holds good alfo in this refpeft. And it
would be the fame thing if the rope s was fixed to
the weight W inftead of the block B 5 but had it

been fixed to the block A, there muft have been a
pulley more below, and a rope more, which would
have increafed the power, according to the propo-
fition.

r r

Cor. 1
.
Hence it appears to be a difadvantage to the

power to pull againft the fixed block.

For the rope n has no more purchafe, or no more
efFe£t than the rope / has which draws againft the
movable block 5 and therefore when one draws by
the rope n, there muft be a pulley more, which
will create more fri&ion.

Cor. 2. Hence one may explain the effetts of all
forts of machines compofed of pullies ; or find out
fuch a conftruftion or combination of them as to an-
five? any purpofe deftred. And to find its force, be-
gin at the power, and call it 1 ; then allparts of the
running rope that go and return about feveral pullies,

muft be each numbered alike. And any rope that a5ts
againft feveral others muft be numbered with the fum
if tbefe. And fo on to the weight.

For
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For example •, fuppofe a man wanted to draw him^ Fig.

felf up to- the top of a houfe or a church. Get a 41.
pulley A fixed at the top, and place another B at

the bottom. Let a rope be fixed to the upper

block A, and brought down about the pulley B,

and then put round the upper pulley, and fo

brought to the ground at FL Then if a crofs

ftick CD be fattened to the block B by a rope

a

man may get aftride of the ftick, and then draw
himfelf up by the rope H. And the power to draw
himfelf up, will be little more than

-J of his

weight. For the power at H, and the two parts

of the rope going about the pulley B, fuftain all

his weight; and each of them fuftains one third

of it.

If inftead of the ftick CD, he takes a chair to

fit in ; then when he has drawn himfelf up to any
hight he pleafes, he may fix the rope H to the

chair, and then do any fort of bufinefs, as fet up
a dial, point the walls, and fuch like, as is com-
monly done.

Again, feveral tackles are ufed aboard a fliip, 4€*
for hoifting goods and the like. Let A, B be two
blocks with pullies, the upper one being fixed*

ajid let a weightW be fufpended at the fingle pul-

ley and rope, one end of the rope being fixed at
F, and the other fattened to the movable block

This pulley and rope BCF is called a Runner. Let
the power be at P, call it 1 ; then all the ropes go-*

ing from B to A, mutt be each of them 1, and
the rope going from the block B, afting againft

thefe four mutt be marked 4, and the other part

of it CF mutt alfo be 4. Laftly, the weight a£t-

ing againft thefe two, muft be 8. And then the

power P is to the weight W, as 1 to 8.

ABCD is another tackle with a runner BAD, A 43J
being a fixed pulley-, the two blocks B, C, are

both movable. The rope DAB is fixed to the

weight
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fig. weight at D, and to the block B. The rope PB
43 • goes and returns about the pullies BC, and at laft

is fattened to the block C. Let P be the power,
mark it i* then the other parts of the rope between
the blocks, muft alfo be i apiece. Then CI a&-
iag againft 3, muft be 3. And AB is 4, as it a&s
agaifift 4*, likewife AD muft be 4. Therefore the

whole force that fuftains the weight W is 3 and 4,
or 7. And the power to the weight as 1 to 7.

%4; The following is a fort of Spanijh burton* A and
F are two fixed pullies ; C and B two movable
ones. The rope going from the power P, goes

round C, B, and A, and is fattened to the block

B. Another rope is fattened to the block B, and
goes over the pulley F, and is fixed to the

block C. Then marking the power P, 1. Then
each part of the rope, continued over C, B, and
A- to B again muft be each 1 . Then FC muft be

2$ as it adts againft two parts; and likewife the

other part of it FB muft be 2. Then the whole
that lifts the weight W, is 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 z: 5.

And therefore the power is to the weight as 1 to 5.

The fri&ion between the pullies and blocks is

fometimes considerable. To remedy which, they

muft be as large as they can conveniently be made,

and kept oiled or greafed.

PROP. LI.

45* In - the fcrew^ if the power applied at E, be t$

the weight* preffure* &c. at B ; as the difiance of
two threads of the fcrew, taken parallel to the axis

of.it* is to the circumference defcribed by the power at

E ; then the weight and power will be in equilibrio.

A fcrew is an inftrument confifting of two parts

AB, CD, fitting into one another. AB is the male

fcrew, called the top or Ipindle ; this is a long cy-

lindrical body, having its furface cut into ridges
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and hollows, that run round it in a fpiral manner Fig,

from one end to the other, at equal chftances 5 45*

thefe rifings are called threads, and fo many revo-

lutions as they make, fo many threads the fcrew

contains. CD is the female fcnjw, or the plate,

thro' which the other goes its concavity is cut in

the fame manner as the male, fo that the ridges of

the male may exaftly fit the hollows of the female.

By reafon of the winding of the threads*, as the

handle EF is turned one way or the other, the

male AB goes further in or comes further out, of

the female.

Let the point E ofthe handle* make one revolu-

tion, then the male AB will have advanced the dif-

tance between one thread and another, of the fcrew.

Therefore if G reprefent any weight, which the

end B ads againft, it will be moved thro* the

breadth of a thread, whilft the power moves thro*

a circumference whofe radius is EA. Therefore

the velocity of G is to the velocity of E, as the

breadth of a thread, to the circumference defcribed

by E that is (by fuppofition) as the power at E,

to the weight at G. Therefore E X velocity of E
= GX velocity of G ; and therefore their motions

being equal, they will be in equilibrio.

Cor. By reafon of the friRion, if any weight is

to be removed by a fcrew ; the power muft be t*

the weight ; at leaf; as the breadth of two threads of

the fcrew, to the circumference defcribed by the power \

to keep the weight in equilibrio j and muft be much

more to move it.

For in the fcrew there is fo much fri&ion, that

it will fuftain the weight when the power is taken

away. And therefore the fri&ion is as great or

greater than the power. And therefore the whole

power applied muft at leaft be doubled to produce

any motion.
1 SCHO-
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Fig.

45. OCHOLIUM.
Screws with fliarp threads have far more friaion

than thofe with fquare threads, and therefore move
a body with more difficulty.

The fcrew, in moving a body, afts like an in-
clined plane. For it is juft the fame as if an in-
clined plane was forced under a body to raife it •

the body being prevented from flying back, and
the bafe of the plane being driven parallel to the
horizon.

The ufe of this power is very great. It is of
gteat fervice for fixing feveral things together - by
help of fcrew nails j it is likewife very ufeful for
fqueezing or prefling things clofe together, or
breaking them ; alfo for raifing or moving large bo-
dies. The fcrew is ufed in prefles for wine, oil, or
for fqueezing the juice out of any fruit. The very
friaion of this machine has its particular ufe, for
when a weight is raifed to any hight ; if the power
be taken away, the fcrew will retain its pofition,
and hinder the weight from defcending again by
its friaion, without any other power to fuftain it.

In the common fcrew, fuch as is here fuppofed

;

the threads are all one continued fpiral from one
end to the other ; but where there are two or more
fpirals, independent of one another, as in the worm
of a jack j you muft meafure between thread and
thread of the lame fpiral, in computing the power.

PROP.
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PROP. LII.

In the endlefs fcrew, where the teeth of the worm *

or fpindle AB, drives the wheel CD, by acting againji

the teeth of it. If the power applied at P, is to the

weight W, aSting upon the edge of the wheel atdi
as the diftance of two threads or teeth, between fore

fide and fore fide, taken along AB is to the circum-

ference defcribed by the power P. Then the weight

and power will be in equilibrio.

The endlefs or perpetual fcrew is one that turns

perpetually round the" axis AB j and whofe teeth

fit exa&ly into the teeth of the wheel CD, which

are cut obliquely to anfwer them; So that as AB
turns round, its teeth take hold of the teeth of the

wheel CD, and turns it about the axis I, and raifes

the weight W.
For by one revolution of the power at P, the

wheel will be drawn forward one tooth ^ and the

weightW will be raifed the fame diftance. There-

fore the velocity of the power, will be to that of

the weight ; as that circumference, to one tooth :

:

that is (by fuppofition) as the weight W, to the

power P. Therefore the power P X velocity of

p z WX velocity ofW ; therefore their motions

being equal, they will be in equilibrio.

Cor. If a weight N be fufpended at E on the axle

EF ; then if the power P, is to the weight N : : as

the breadth of a tooth X EF, to the circumference

defcribed by P X CD. Ihey will be in equilibrio.

Or if the power P \ is to the weight N : : as ra-

dius of the axle ET, to the raaius of the handle FP
X by the number of teeth in CD i they will be in equi-

librio.

For
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Fig. For power P : weight W : : i tooth : circumference.
46. andweightW: weight N : : EF : CD.

therefore P : N : : 1 toothxEF : CD X circumference.
Or thus, whilft EF turns round once, P turns

round as oft as CD has teeth ; whence EI ; BP x
number of teeth : ; velocity ofN : velocity of P • •

P : N.
7

Scholium.
47« As the teeth of the wheel CD, muft be cut

obliquely to anfwer the teeth or fcrew on AB;
fuppofing AB to lie in the plane of the wheel CD

;

and therefore the wheel will be afted on oblique-
ly by the fcrew AB. To remedy that, the fcrew
AB may be placed oblique to the wheel, in fuch
a pofition, that when the teeth of the wheel are
cut ftreight or perp. to its plane, the teeth of the
fcrew AB, may coincide with them, and fit them.
By that means the force will be dire&ed along the
plane of the wheel CD. Fig. 47 explains my
meaning.

This machine is of excellent ufe, not only in it-

fclf, for raifing great weights, and other purpofes

;

but in the conftru&ion of feveral forts of compound
engines.

PROP. LIII.

48, In the wedge ACD, if a power affing perpendicu-

lar ' to the back CD, is to the force aRing againji

either fide AC, in a direction perpendicular to it ; as

the back CD, to either of the fides AC \ the wedge
will be in equilibrio.

A wedge is a body of iron or fome hard fub-

fiance in form of a prifm, contained between two
ifoceles triangles, as CAD. AB is the hight, and
CD the back of it; AC, AD the fides.

Let AB be perp. to the back CD, and BEy BI*,

perp. to the fides AC, AD. Draw EG, FG pa-

rallel
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rallel to BF, BE ; then all the fides of the paral-:Fig*

lelogram BEGF are equal. The triangles EGB, 4*8.

ADC are fimilar-, for draw EOF which will tie

perp. to AB ; then the right angled triangles AEB,
AEO, are fimilar, and the angle ABE = AEO =
ACB ; that is, GBE = ACD, and likewife BGE
= ADC, whence CAD = BEG.
Now let BG be the force a&ing at B, in direc-

tion BA, perp. to CD ; then (Prop. IX.) the forces

againft the fides .AC, AD, will be in the dire&ions

EB, FB; and therefore EB, LG will reprefent

thefe forces (by Prop. VIII.), when they keep one

another in equilibrio. Therefore force BG appli-

ed to the back of the wedge, is to the force BE,
perp. to the fide AC ; as BG to BE \ that is, (by

fimilar triangles) as CD to CA.

Cor. 1. The power afting againft the back at B*if

to that part of the force againft AC, which a£Is pa-

rallel to the back CD ; as the back CD, is to the

bight AB.
For divide the whole force BE into the two BO,

OE the part EO afts parallel to CD therefore

the force adting at B, is to the force in dire&ion

OE or BC ; as BG to OE ; that is, (by fimilar tri-

angles) as CD to AB.

Cor. 2. By reafon of the great frittion of the

wedge, the power at B, muft be to the refiftanct

againft one fide AC ; at leaft as twice the bafe CD,
to the fide AC, taking the rejiftance pe>p. to AC.

Or as twice the bafe CD, to the highi \B, for the

refiftance parallel to the bafe CD ; to overcome the re-

fiftance. But the power muft be doubled for the refif-

tance againft both fides.

For fince the wedge retains any pofition it is

driven into; therefore the fndtion muft be at leaft

equal to the power that drives it.

Cor.
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Fig. Cor. 3. If you reckon the rejiftance at both fides

48. of the wedge j then, if there is an equilibrium, the
power at B, is to the whole refiftance ; as the back
CD, to the fum of thefides, CA, AD, reckoning the

refinance perp. to the fides. Or as the back CD, to

twice the hight AB, for the refifiance parallel to the

back CD.
This follows directly from the Prop, and Cor. iv

Scholium.

The principal ufe of the wedge is for the cleav-
ing of wood or feparating the parts of hard bo-
dies, by the blow of a mallet. The force im-
preffed by a mallet is vaftly great in comparifon of
a dead weight. For if a wedge, which is to
cleave a piece of wood, be- prefled down with
never fo great a weight, or even if the other me-
chanical powers be applied to force it in ; yet the
effedt of them will fcarce be fenfible ; and yet the
ftroke of a Hedge or mallet will force it in. This
effedt is owing very much to the quantity of mo-
tion the mallet is put into, which it communicates
in an inftant to the wedge, by the force of percuf-
fion. A great deal of the refiftance is owing to
fri&ion, which hinders the motion of the wedge ;

but the ftroke of a mallet overcomes it; upon
which account the force of percuffion is of excel-

lent ufe ; for a fmart ftroke puts the body into a
tremulous vibrating motion, by which the parts
are difunited and feparated ; and by this means the
fridion or fticking is overcome, and the motion of
the wedge made eafy.

This mechanic power is the fimpleft of any

;

and to this, may be reduced all edge tools, as
knives, axes, chiflels, fciffars, fwords, files, faws,
fpades, fhovels, &c. which are fo many wedges
fattened to a handle. And alfo all tools or inftru-

ments
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ments with a (harp point, as nails, bodkins, nee- Fig,
dies, pins; and all inftruments to cleave, cut, flit, 48/
chop, pierce, bore, and the like* And in general
all inftruments that have an edge or point.

This Prop, is the fame as Prop. XXX. iri my
large book of Mechanics, but demonftrated after

a different way ; and both come to the fame thing,
which evinces the truth thereof.

In this Prop. I have fhewn under what circum-
ftance, the wedge is in equilibrio ; and that is,

when the power is to the force againfb either fide

;

as the back, is to that fide. Therefore it muft be
very ftrange, that any body fliould underftand it,

as if I had faid, that the power is to the whole
refiftance ; as the back, is to one fide only. They
that do this muft be blind or very carelefs.

SECT.



I to }

SECT, V,

The comparative Strength of Beams of

Ttmber, and the Strefs they fuftain.

The Powers of Engines , their Motions,

and FriSfion.

PROP. LIV.

If a ham of wood AU, wbofe feffion is a paral-

lelogram, fa Jupported at the mis A and B, by two

props C, D. And a weight E fa laid on the middle

ef itj to break it ; the ftrength of it will be as the

fquare of the depth EF, when the breadth is given.

For divide the depth EF into an infinite num-

ber of equal parts at n, o, p, q, r, &c. Now the

ftrength of the beam confifts of the ftrength of

all the fibres Fn, no, op, &c. And to break thefe

fibres, is to break the beam. Alfo when the beam

is ftretched by the weight, the fibres Fn, no, op,

&c. are ftretched by the power of the bended le-

vers AEF, AE», AE<7, &c. whofe fupport is at

E, and power at A. For the prefifure at A being

half the weight E, we muft fuppofe that preffure

applied to A, to overcome the refiftances at F, n,

o, &c. Put the force or preffure at A zz P, then

P ads againft all the fibres at F, n, 0, &c. by

help of the bended levers AEF, AE», AE<?, &c.

But it rs a known property of fprings, fibres, and

fuch like expanding bodies ; that the further they

are ftretched, the greater force they exert, in pro-

portion to the length. Therefore when the beam

breaks s that is, when the tenfion of the fibre Fn
is
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is at its utnioft extent j then thofe m the middle
between F and E will have but half the tenfion, and
thofe at all other diftances, wilThave a tenfion pro-
portional to that diftance. This being fettled, let the

utmoft tenfion of nF be n i ; then the tenfions at ny
En E* E/>

pi &e. will be gp* gpi &c. and the feve-

ral forces, thefe exert agginft the point A, by meaqs
of the bended levers FEA, #EA, *EA, &c. will

FE E»* Eg* Ef
be EA* EF X EA' EFxEA' EFX EA&C md

the fum of all is gF ^ EA X into EF4 + Enz

+ E$z + Ep* &c. to o. But (Arith. Inf. Prop.
III.) the fum of the progreffion EF* + Enz + Ea*
&c. to o, is 4 EFJ

. Therefore the fum of all the

forces exerted at A 5 that is, P = EF ^ EA X
EF* *

x EF J = But P = 4. weight E, therefore

EF*
weight E = £ X wheh the beam breaks.

In like manner for any other depth E/>, the weight
iEpz

t that would break it is = pr~* Whence the

weight E to the weight e, is as EF* to Epz
^ that

2
is, as the fquares of the depths j for -g-^ is a given

quantity. Therefore the ftrength of the beams,
are as the fquares of the depths.

Cor. 1. Hence tbeftrengtbs of feveral pieces of the
fame timber^ are to one another as the breadths and
fquares of the depths.

For by this Prop, they are as the fquares of the
depths when the breadth is given. And if the
breadth be increafed in any proportion, it is cvi-

G 2 flent
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$ig. dent the ftrength is increafed in the fame propor-

49 tipn. So that a beam of the fame depth being

twice &s broad is twice as ftrong, and thrice as

broad is thrice as ftrong,. &c.

50. Cor. 2 . If feveral beams of timber as AF of tit

fame length, ftick out of a wall ; their ftrength to

bear any weightW fufpended at the end, is as the

breadth and fquare of the depth.

This follows from Cor. 1 . only turning the beam

npfide down, to make the weight W fufpended at

A ad downwards inftead of prefling upwards.

49. Cor. 3. If feveral pieces of timber be laid under

one another, they will be no ftronger, than if they

*tvete laid Jide by fide.

For not being conne&ed together in one folid

piece, they can only exert each its own ftrength,

which will be the fame in any pofition.

Cor. 4. Hence the fame piece of timber is ftronger

when laid edgeways or with the flatfide up and down,

than when laid flat ways, or with the flat fide hori-

zontal a?id that in proportion of the greater breadth

to the lejfer.

For let B be the greater breadth, or the breadth

of the flat fide-, b the tefffer breadth, being the

narrow fide. Then the ftrength edge ways is BB£,

and flat ways Bbb and they are to one another as

B to b.

PROP. LV.

40. tf a beam of timber AB befupforted at both ends ;

and a given weight E laid on the middle of it ; the

Jlrefs it fuffers by the weight, will be as its length AB.

For half the weight E is fupported at A, by the

prop C and the preflure at C is equal to it. And
this preflure is alwavs the fame whatever length

F
' AB
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AB is of. But it was {hewn in the laft Prop, that Fig*

the preflure at A, breaks the fibres En, no, op,&cc. 49*

by means of the bended levers AEF, AEn, AEo,

&c. But (by Prop. XLV.) when the lengths EF,

En, Eo, &c. are given, and the power at A alfo

given •, the effeft at F, n, 0, &c. is fo much great-

er, as the arm AE is longer ^ that is, the ftrefs at

the fe&ion EF, is proportional to the diftance AE
?

or to the length of the beam AB.

Cor. 1. If AF be a beam flicking out of a wall, 5°»

and a weight W hung at the end of it. The ftrefs it

fuffers by .the weighty at any. point G, will be as the

diftance AG.
For this has the fame effect, as rn the-£afe of

this Prop.; only turning the beam upfuk down. Or

thus3 fuppofe AHG to be a bended lever, whofe

fulcrum is H \ then fince GH is given, and the

weight"W \ therefore by the power of the-. lever,

the lpno-er AH is, the more force is applied at G*

or any other points, in GH, to feparate the parts

of the wood ; and therefore the ftreft is as AG.

Cor. 2. "Therefore, in/lead of a weight, if any

force be applied at the end A, of the lever AF

;

the ftrefs at any part G, will be as the force, and

diftance AG. r *
For augmenting the force, the ftrefs. is increafed

in the fame ratio.

Cor. 3. Hence alfo if any weight lie upon the 49-

middle of a horizontal beam the ftrefs there will be

us the weight and length of the beam.

For if the weight be increafed, the ftrefs will be

increafed proportionally, all other circumftances

remaining the fame.

Cor. 4. The ftrefe cf beams by their own weight,

will be as the fquares of the lengths.

For here the weight is as the length.

G 3 PRO?.
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PROP. LVI.

If AB be a beam of timber wbofe length is giuen \

and fufportedat the ends A and B; and if a given

weight W be placed at any point of it G. The ftrefs

of the beam at G, will be as the refiangle AGB.

Let the given weight be W, then (Cor. 3. Prop.

XLV.) the weight W is equal to the preffure at

both A and B. And (Cor. 2. Prop. XXXI.) pref-

fure at A : preffure at B : : BG : A(j, and preff. A

:

pref. A + pref. B : : BG : BG + AG ; that is,

pref. A : weight W : : BG : AB, therefore preffure

BG
at A r jgW, and this is the force re-a&ing at A.

feut (Ihnp. LV. Cor. 2.) the ftrefs at G by this

ibire a&ing at the diftartce AG, is & thfe forefe

AG X BG
4nult*ptitd by AG ; that is, as— — X W. But

"VV and AB are given, and therefore die ftrefs at G
is as AG x GB.

Cor. 1. The greateji ftrefs of a beam is when the

weight Ires in the middle.

For the greateft rectangle of the parts, is in that

point.

Cor. 2. The ftrefs at any point P by a weight at

G ; is equal to the ftrefs at Q, by the fame weight at P.

For when the weight is at W, the ftrefc At G is

BP
AG X GB, and the ftrefs at P = X the ftrefs at

BP
G = g£j X AG X GB — BPx AG. Again, wheh

the weipht is at P, the ftrefs at P is AP X PB;
AG „ n r AG

and the ftrefs at G = X laft ftrefs = X

APxPBr AGX PB± the fame as before.

PROP,
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Fig.

PROP. LVII.

If the diftanee of the walls AD and BC be given* 52 '

and AB, AC be two beams of timber of equal thick-

nefs the one horizontal., the other inclined. And if

two equal weights P, Qj be fufpended in the middle

of them ; the ftrefs is equal in both* and the one will

asfoon break as the ether* by thefe equal weights.

For {Prop. XIV.; AC : AB : ; weight P i

j^, P = preflure againft the plane, or the part of

the' -weight the beam AC fuftains. And fCor. 3.

Prop. LV.) the ftrefs upon AC is P X AC or

AB X P ; and the ftrefs on AB is Q^X AB, which

is equal tb ABX P, becaufe the weights P, Qjire

equal. Therefore, the ftrefs being the fame, and

the beams being of equal thkknefs, one will bear

as much as the other, and they will both break to-

gether.

Cor. 1. If the beams be loaded with weights in

*ny other places in the faipe perpendicular line as F,

G; they will bear equal ftrefs* and one will asfoon-

break as the other.

For they are cut into parts fimilar to one ano-

ther; and therefore ftrefs at F : ftrefs by P : :

AB*
AFC : I AO : : AGB :

~—
: : ftrefs by B : ftrels

byQ or ftrefs by P. Therefore ftrefs at F = ftrefs

atB.

Cor. 2. If the two beams be loaded in proportion

to their lengths * the ftrefs by thefe weights, or by

their own weights, will be as their lengths ; and there-

fore the longer* that ftands a/lope* will fioner break.

G 4 For
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Fig, For the ftrefs upon AC was AB X P, and the

$3, ftrefs on AB was AB X Qj but fince P and Q are
to one another as AC and AB, therefore the ftrefs

on AC and AB will be as AB X AC and AB X
AB ; that is, as AC to AB. And in regard to
their own weights, thefe are alfo proportional to
their lengths,

PROP. LVIII.

£3, Let AB, AG, be two beams of timber of equal

length and tbicknefs^ the one horizontal the .other fet

flcping. And if CD be perp. to AB, and they be

loaded in the middle with two weights P, Q, which
are to one another as AC to AD. Then the ftrefs
will be equal in both

%
and one will as foon break as

the other,

AD
For (Prop. XIV,) AC : AD : : P :

~~ P =
preffure of P in the middle of AC. And by fup-

AD
pofition, AC : AD : : P : Q ; therefore P -

Q, the weight in the middle of AB, Therefore
the forces in the middle of the two beams are the
fame ; and the lengths of the beams being the fame,
therefore (Prop. LV.) the ftrefs is equal upon botfy
of them; and being of equal thicknefs, if one
breaks the other will break,

Cor. If tb? weights P, Q, be equal upon the two
equal beams AB, AC. The ftrefs upon AB will be
to the Jlrtfs .upon AC, as AB or AC .to AD. The
fame holds in regard to their own weights.

For die weight QJs incre^fed in that proportipn
f

Scholium.
Many more propofitions relating to* the ftrength

f>f timber might be inferred 5 3s for example, if a

weight
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weight was difpofed equally thro* the length 6f Fig,

thebt&m AB (fig. fupported at both ends; 53.

the ftrfefs in any point G, is as the reftangle AGB.
And the ft'refs at any point G is but half of the

ftrefs it would fufFer, if the whole weight was fuf-

pended at G. Alfo if AF (fig. 50.) be a beam

fixed in a wall at one end, and a weight be dif-

perfed uniformly thro* all the length of it. The
ftrefs at any point G, with that weight (or with its

own weight, if it be all of a thickhefs), will be as

AG fquare, the fqiiare of the diftance from the

end. And the ftrefs at any point G by a weight

fufperided at A 5 will be' double the ftrefs at the

fame point G, when the fame weight is dilperfed

uniformly thro' the part AG. They that would

fee thefe and fuch like things demonftrated, may
confult my large book of Mechanics, to which I

refer the reader.

PROP. LIX.

If feveral pieces of timber be applied to any me-

chanical ufe where Jlrength is required ; not only

the parts of the fame piece^ but the feveral pieces in

regard to one another^ ought to be fo adjuftedfor big~

nefs \ that the Jlrength maybe always proportional to

the ftrefs they are to endure^

This Prop, is the foundation of 411 good Mecha-.

nifm, and ought to be - regarded in alL forts of

tools and jnftruments we work with, as well as in

the fevers! parts of any engine. For who that is

wife, will, overload himfelf with his work tools, or

make them bigger and heavier than the work re-

quires ? neither ought they to be fo (lender as not to

be able to perform their office. In all engines,* it muft

be confidered what weight every beam is. to carry,

and pfQportion the ftrength accordingly. All le-

vers
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,vers muft be made ftrongeft at the place where
they are ftrained the moft j in levers of the firft

kind, they muft be ftrongeft at the fupport. In

thofe of *he fecond kind, at the weight. In thofe

of the third kind, at the power, and diminifh pro-

portionally from that point. The axles of wheels

and pullies, the teeth of wheels, which bear grey-
er weights, or ad with greater force, muft be made
ftronger. And thofe lighter, that have light work
to do* Ropes muft be (o much ftronger or weaker,

as they have more or l$fs tenfion. And in general,

ail the,parts of a machine Riqft have fuch a degree of
ftrength as to be able to perform its office, and no
more* For an excefs of ftrength in any part does

Do good, but adds ynneceflary weight to the ma-
chine, which clogs and lietards its motion, and
Oiakes it languid and dead. And on the other hand,

a defedt of ftrength where it is wanted, will be %

means to make the engine fail in that part, and go
to ruin. So neceffary it is to adjuft the ftrength to

the ftrefs, that a good mechanic will never negledt

k; butwiil contrive all the parts in due proportion,

by which means they will laft all alike, and, the

^rfiale machine will be difpofed to fail all at once.

And this will ever diftinguilh a good mechanic

from a bad one, who either makes fome parts fa

defe&ive, imperfeft and feeble as to fail very foon ;

or makes others, fo ftrong or clumfey, as to out

kffjttfl the reft.

Front this general rule follows

Cor. In feveral pieces of timber of the fame

fort or in different farts of the famepiece ; the breadth

multiplied tb* fquare of the depths muft be as the

length multiplied by the weight to be born.

For then the ftrength will be as the ftrels.

Cor. 2. 1:be breadth mutiplied by the fquare of the

depth\ end divided by the prpduft of the length and

weight, muft be the fame in all. Cor.
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Cor. 3. Hence may be computed the ftrength of tim- Fig*

her proper for feveral ufes in building. As,

1 . To find the dimenfions of joifts and boards

for flooring. Let d, I be the breadth, depth

and length of a joift, n zz number of them, x zz

their difyance, g = depth of a board, w zz weight

;

then nbdd zz ftrength of all the joifts, and wl zz

ftrefs on them, alfo nlgg zz ftrength of the boards,

- nbdd nlgg
,

and wx their ftrefs -/therefore = -5^ 5 and x

r± t¥,> for the diftance of the joifts, or the length
bad

Ugg
of a board between them. Or b zz of M zz

^5 and fo on, according to what is wanted.

2. To find the dimenfiotis of fqtoare timber for

the rodf of a houfe. Let r, j, /be the length of

the ribs, fpars and lats, fo far as they bear ; x9 y, z

their breadth or depth, # the diftances of the lats,

w zz weight upon a rih, c zz cofine of elevation

of the roof. Then by reafon of the inclined plane,

— x c zz weight upon a fpar. And — zz weight

upon a lat : for the ribs and lats lie horizontally,

xl y % z*

Therefore (Cor. 2.). — = ^ " = w—— X € t 9\ 11 1

r fx

Whence ** =7/7' ^d^ ? = Hence any

one j, or 2 be given, and all the reft of the

quantities ; the other two may be found. Or in

general, any two being unknown, they may be

found, from having the reft given.

For example, let r zz 9 feet, s rr 4 feet, / zz

15 inches, n zz 11 inches, <: = .707 the cofine of

45% the pitch of the roof. And afTume y zz 2 i
inches

;
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Fig 3

8

1

inches i then x = 2 { v/£^: = 7.1 inches. And

* -y^TTs = 2 -
^jti

= 1 * inches -

$4, 3. To find the curve ACB, into the form of
which, if a joift be cut, on the upper 6r under

fide; and having the two fides parallel planes,

Which are perp. to the horizon. That the faid joift

fliall be equally ftrong every where to bear a given

weight, fufpended on it.

Let the weight be placed in the ordinate CD ;

and the breadth of the beam, and the weight being

given i then (Prop, LIVJ the ftrength at C is as

CD*. And .(Prop. LVI.) the ftrefs is as ADB.
Therefore that the ftrength may be as the ftrefs,

CD* is as the re&angle ADB ; and therefore the

curve ACB is an ellipfts.

55. 4. To find the figure of,a beam AB, fixed with

one end in a wall, and having a given weight W
fufpended at the other end B; and being every

where of the fame dep:h i it may be equally ftrong

throughout.

Let CD be the breadth at C ; then (Prop. LIV.)

the ftrength is as CD. And (Cor. 1. Prop. LV.)

the ftrefs- is as CB. Therefore CD is every where

as CB, and therefore CDB is a plane triangle. And
the beam is a prifm, whofe upper and under fides

are parallel to the horizon.

z6. 5- To find the figure of a beam AB, fticking
"

with one, end in a wall,' and of a given breadth .;

having a weight W fufpended at the end B \ fo

that, it may be" equally ftrong throughout.

Let CD be the depth at C. Then fince the

breadth is given, -the ftrength is as CD\ And the

ftrds as DB therefore CD' is as DB. Whence

CD is a common parabola.

6. To find the figufe of a beam AB, of the

feme breadth and depth, fticking in a wall with

one
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one end, and bearing a weight fufpended at the Fig,

otherendB-, fo that it maybe equally ftrong through- 57.

Let CD be the thicknefs atO. Then the ftrength

is as CD', and the ftrefs is as BO. Therefore BO

is .as CD' or as CO'. And confequently ACB is

a cubic parabola, whofe vertex is at B.

7. In like manner, if CBD be a beam fixed with 5»-

one end in a wall, and all the fides of it be cut

into the form of a concave parabola, whole vertex

is at B. It will be equally ftrong throughout for

fupporting its own weight.

For putting BO = x, CO - y, then by nature

of the curve, ay = xx. But the folidity of CBD is

3. 141 6yyx ^ center of gravity I} is diftant

' * lorn B, therefore OI = 4- x. Now CD' or

3. 14

1

6yyx

8y» = ftrength at O. And CBD X OI or X

± x = ftrefs. Therefore the ftrength : to the ftrefs :

:

is as Sf : to * ^ : : 8j : ^ : : 87 :

:

:

34o : 3.1416a, that is, in a given ra-

•tio. And as this happens every where, the folid

is equally ftrong in all parts.

I muft take notice here that the 1 1 6th figure in

my large book of Mechanics, is drawn wrong. It

fhould be concave inftead of being convex.

8. Again, if AB be the fpire of a church which 59-

js a folid cone or pyramid ; it will be equally ftrong

throughout for refifting the wind. For the quan-

tity of wind falling on any part of it ACD, will

be as the feftion ACD. Therefore let AO = x,

CD ~y. And x = ay, then the ftrength atO =
y\ and if I be the center of gravity of ACD, then
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Fig OI =: I x. And the ftrefs atO z: wind ACD #
59, OI = *y x r *• Therefore the ftrength is to the

ftrefs : : asy* :

*

T xxy : : yy : ^. xx or 4. aayy : : 3 : aa\
that is, in a given ratio. Therefore the fpire is

equally ftrong every where.

Scholium.

It is all along fuppofed that the timber, &c. is

of equal goodnefs, where thefe proportions for
ftrength are made. But if it is otherwife, a pro-
per allowance muft be made for the defedt.

In thefe Proportions, I have called every thing
Strength^ that contributes in a direct proportion to
refill any force adting againft a beam to break it

;

and I call Strefs^ whatever weakens it in a direct
proportion. But the whole may be referred to the
article of ftrength; for what I have called ftrels

may be reckoned ftrength in an inverfe ratio. Thus
the ftrength of a piece of timber may be faid to
be dire&ly as the breadth and fquare of the depth,
and inversely as its length, and the weight or force
applied ; and that is equivalent to taking in the
ftrefs. But I had rather keep them diftind, and
refer to each of them their proper effects, as I have
along done in the foregoing examples.
A piece of wood a foot kmg, and an inch lquare,

will bear as follows ; oak from 320 to 1 100 ; elm
from 310 to 930 ; fir from 280 to 770 pounds*
according to the goodnefs.

PROP
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Fig.

PROP. LX.

In any machine contrived to raife great weights ; if

the power applied, be to the weight to be raifed-, as

the velocity of the weight, to the velocity of the

power ; the power will only be in equilibrio with the

weight. Therefore to raife it, the power muft be fo

far increafed, as to overcome all the Jnclion and re-

fiftance arifing from tbi engine or otherwife > and

then the power will be able to raife the weight.

A man would be much miftaken, who Ihall

make an engine to raife a great we^, and gn-e

his power no greater velocity, in regard to the ve-

locity of the weight than the quantity ot tne

weight has in regard to the quantity ot the power.

For when he has done that, his weight and power

will but have equal quantities of motion, and

therefore they cannot fet one another a moving,

but muft always remain at reft. It is neceffary

then that he do one of thefe two things. 1. That

he apply a power greater than in that proportion, lo

much as to overcome all the friftion and other ac-

cidental refiftancc that may happen : and m lorne

engines thefe are very great. Or 2. He mmt io

continue his engine, that the velocity of the power,

which fuppofe he has given, may be fo much

neater than the velocity of the weight •, as the

quantity of the weight, friction, and refiftance and

all together, is greater than the power. This be-

ing done, the greater power will always overcome

the leffer, and his engine will work.

If a man does not attend to this rule, he will be

guilty of many abfurd miftakes, either in attempt-

ing things that are impoffible, or in not applying

means proper for the purpofe Hence it is that

eneines contrived for mines and water-works fo ot-

S fen
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Fig. ten fail ; as they muft when either the quantity of

velocity of the power is too little ; or which is the
fame thing, when the velocity of the weight is too
great, and therefore would require more power
than what is propofed. As the weight is to move
flow, the confequence is, that it will be fo much a
longer time in moving thro

5

any fpace. But there
is no help for that. For as much as the weio-ht to
be raifed is the greater, the time of raifing ft will
be fo much greater too.

Cor. i . Hence in raiftng any weighty what is gain-
ed in power is loft in time. Or the time of rifng
thro' any hight will be fo much longer as the weight is
greater.

If the power be to the weight as i to 20, then
the fpace thro* which the weight moves will be 20
times lefs, and the time will be 20 times longer in
moving thro' any fpace, than that of the power.
The advantage that is gained by the ftrength of
the motion, is loft in the flownefs of it. So that
tho' they increafe the power, they prolong the time.
And that which one man may do in 20 days, may
be done by the ftrength of twenty men in one day.

Cor. 2. The quantity of motion in the weight is not
at all increafed by the engine. And if any given
quantity of power be immediately applied to a body at
liberty, it will produce as much motion in it, as it
would do by help of a machine.

PROP. LXI.
If an engine be compcfed of feveral of the fimple

mechanic powers combined together ; // will produce
the fame effeS, fetting afide frifiion ; as any one fim-
ple mechanic power would do, which has the fame
power or force of afiing.

For let any compound engine be divided into all
the fimple powers that compofe it. Then the force

or
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or power applied to the firft part, will caufe it to Fig.

aft upon the fecond with a new power, which
would be deemed the weighty if the machine had
no more parts. This new power ailing on the fe-

cond part, will caufe it to aft upon the third part

;

and that upon a fourth, and fo on till you come
at the weight, which will be afted on, by all thefe

mediums, juft the fame as by a fimple machine
whofe power is equal to them all.

Cor. 1. Hence a compound machine may be made^

which jhall have the fame power^ as any fingle one

propofed.

For if a lever is propofed whofe power is 100 to

1 ; two levers afting on one another will be equi-

valent to it, where the power of the firft is as 10
to 1, and that of the fecond alfo as 10 to 1, or the

firft 20 to t, and the fecond 5 to 1 ; or any two
numbers, whofe produft is 100.

Again, a wheel and axle whofe power is as 48
to 1, may be reiblved into two or more wheels
with teeth, to have the fame power; for exam-
ple, make two wheels, fo that the firft wheel and
pinion be as 8 to 1, and the fecond as 6 to 1.

They will have the fame effec: as the fingle one. Or
break it into three wheels, whofe feveral powers may
be 4 to 1, and 4 to 1, and 3 to 1.

If a fimple combination of pullies be as 36 to

1 you may take three combinations to aft upon
one another, whofe powers are 3 to 1, 3 to 1, and
4 to 1.

And after the fame manner it is to be done in

machines more compounded.
And this is generally done to fave room. For

when an engine is to have great power, ic is hard-
ly made of one wheel, it would be fo large ; but
by breaking it into feveral wheels, after this man-
ner; it will go into a little room, -and have the

H fame
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. fame power as the other. All the inconvenience

is, it will have more fri£tion for the more parts

acting upon one another, the more frkition is made.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo it follows^ that in any compound

machine^ its power is to the weight , in the compound

ratio of the power to the weight in all theJimple ma-

chines that compofe it.

Cor. 3. Hence it will he no difficult matter to con-

trive an engine that jhall overcome any force or- re/if

tance affigned.

For if you have the quantity of power given, as

well as of the weight or refiftance ; it is but taking

any fimple machine as a lever, wheel, &c. fo that

the power may be to the weight in the ratio af-

figned, adding as much to the weight as you judge

the friftion will amount to. When -this fimple

machine is obtained ; break it or refolve it into as

many other fimple ones as you think proper \ fa

that they may have the fame power.

And as to the feveral fimple machines, it mat-

ters not what fort they are of, as to the power

;

whether they be levers, wheels, pullies, or fcrews j

but fome are more commodious than others for

particular purpofes ; which a mechanic will find

out beft by practice. In general, a lever is the

moft ready and fimple machine to raife a weight a

fmall diftance \ and for further diftances, the wheel

and axle, or a combination of pullies or the per-

petual fcrew. Alfo thefe may be combined with

one another ; as a lever with a wheel or a fcrew,

the wheel and axle with pullies, pullies with pul-

lies, and wheels with wheels, the perpetual fcrew

and the wheel. But in general a machine fhould

confift of as few parts as is confiftent with the pur-

pole it is defigned for, upon account of leffening ,the

friftion j and to make it ftill lefs, the joints muft
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be oiled or greafed. All parts that adt on one

another muft be polifhed fmooth. The axles or

fpindles of wheels muft not fliake in the holes, but

run true and even. Likewife the larger a machine

is, if it be well executed, the better and truer it

will work. And large wheels and pullies, and
fmall axles or fpindles have the leaft fri&ion.

The power applied to work the engine may be

men or horfes ; or it may be weight or a fpring 9

or wind, water, or fire of which one muft take

that which is moft convenient and cofh the leaft.

Wind and water are beft applied to work large en-

gines, and fuch as muft be continually kept going.

A man may a6t for a while againft a refiftance of

50 pounds ; and for a whole day againft 30 pounds.

A horfe is about as ftrong as five men.

If two men work at a roller, the handles ought
to be at right angles to one another.

When a machine is to go regular and uniform, a
heavy wheel or fly muft be applied to it.

Scholium.
Two things are required to make a good engi-

neer. 1. A good invention for the fimpie and eafy

contrivance of a machine, and this is to be attain^

•ed by pradtice and experience. 2 . So much theory

as to be able to compute the effe6t any engine will

have v and this is to be learned from the principles

of Mechanics.

PROP. LXII.

tfhe friRion or refiftance arifing by a body moving

upon any furface^ is as the roughnefs of the furfacer and

nearly as the weight of the body \ but is not much in*

creafed by the quantity of the furface of the moving

body, and is fomething greater with a greater velocity.

It is matter of experience that bodies meet with

a great deal of refiftance by Aiding upQn one ano-

H 2 thef,
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Fi°\ ther, which cannot be entirely taken away, tho' the
°

bodies be made never fo fmooth : yet by fmoothing

or polifhing their furfaces, and taking off the rough-

nefs of them, this refiftance may be reduced to a

fmall matter. But many bodies, by their natural

texture, are not capable of bearing a polifli -

9 and

thefe will always have a confiderable degree of re-

fiftance or fri&ion. And thofe that can be polifli-

ed, will have fome of this refiftance arifmg from

the cohefion of their furfaces. But in general,

the fmoother or finer their furfaces, the lefs the

fridtion will be.

As the furfaces of all bodies are in fome degree

rough and uneven, and fubjeft to many inequali-

ties ; when one body is laid upon another, the pro-

minent parts of one fall into the hollows of the

other fo that the body cannot be moved forward,

till the prominent parts of one be raifed above

the prominent parts of the other, which requires

the more force to effeft, as thefe parts are higher;

that is, as the body is rougher.
^
And this is fimi-

lar to drawing a body up an inclined plane> for

thefe protuberances are nothing elfe but fo many

inclined planes, over which the body is to be drawn.

And therefore the heavier the body, the more force

is required to draw it over thefe eminencies ; whence,

the fri&ion will be nearly as the weight of the body.

But whilft the roughnefs remains the fame, or the

prominent parts remain of the fame hight, there

will always be required the fame force, to draw the

fame weight. And the increafmg of the furface, re-

taining the fame weight, can add nothing to the re-

fiftance on that account ; but it will make fome ad-

dition upon other accounts. For when one furface

is dragged along another, fome part of the re-

iiftanceVifes from fome parts of the moving fur-

face, taking hold of the parts of the other, and

ttarino- them off and this is called wearing. And
* there-
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therefore this part of the friftion is greater in.a-great- Fig.,

er furface, in proportion to that furface. There is,

likewife in a greater furface, a greater force of co-

hefion, which ftill adds fomething to the fri&ion.

But the two parts of the fri&ion, arifmg from the

wearing and tenacity, are not increafed by the ve-

locity: but the other part, of drawing them over

inclined planes, will increafe with the velocity. So>

that in the whole, the fri&ion is fomething increaf-

ed by the quantity of the furface, and by the ve-

locity, but not much. But more in fome bodies,

than others, according to their particular texture.

Cor. i . Hence there can be no certain ruley to ejli*

mate the frittion of bodies ; this is a matter that can

only be decided by experiments. But it may be obferv-

edj thaty ceteris paribus* hard bodies will have lefs re-

Jiftance than fofter \ and bodies oiled or greafed^ will

have far lefs.

For the particles of hard bodies, cannot fo well

take hold of one another to tear themfelves off.

And when a furface is oiled, it is the fame thing

as if it run upon a great number of rollers or fpheres.

Cor. 2 * Hence alfo a method appears of meafuring

the friSion of a body fliding upon another body, by.

help of an inclined plane.

Take a plank CB of the fame matter, raife it at 6®^

one end C lb high, till the body whofe friftion is

fought, being laid at C, fhall juft begin to move
down the plane CB. Then the weight of the bo-

dy, is to the friftion as the bafe AB, to the hight

AC of the plane. For the preffure againft the

plane is the part of the weight that caufes the

fridion, and the tendency down the plane is equal

to the fri&ion. And (Prop. XIV.) that prefliire is.

to the tendency as AB to AC.
H i if
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Fig. If you pufh the body from C downward, and
60. obferve it to keep the fame velocity thro' D to B ;

then you will have the friftion for that velocity. If

it increafes its velocity, lower the end of the plank
C; if it grows flower, raife the end C, till you
get the body to have the fame velocity quite thro*

the plane. And fo you will find what elevations

are proper for each velocity and from thence the

ratio of AB to AC, or ofthe weight to the friftion.

There is a way to make the experiment, by draw-

ing the body along a horizontal plane, by weights

hung at a ftring, which goes over a pulley ; but the

method here defcribed is more eafy and fimple.

Scholium.
From what has been before laid down, it will be

eafy to underftand the nature of engines, and how
to contrive one for any purpofe affigned. And
likewife having any engine before us^ we can by
the fame rules, compute its powers and operations.

Engines are of various kinds fome are fixed in

a particular place, where they are to adl ; as wind-

mills and water-mills for corn, fire engines for

drawing water, gins for coal pits, many forts of
mills ; pumps, cranes, &c. others are movable
from one place to another, and may be carried to

any place where they are wanted, as blocks, pul-

lies and tackles for raifing weights, the lifting

jack, and lifting ftock, clocks, watches, fmall bel-

lows, fcales* fteelyards, and an infinite number of
others. Another fort of engines are fuch as are

made on purpofe to move from one place to ano-

ther, fuch as boats, fhips, coaches, carriages, wag-
gons, &c. If any of thefe are urged forward by
the help of levers, wheels, &c. By having the

adting power given, the moving force that drives

it forward, is eafily found by the properties of

thefe machines. Only obferve, if the firft adting

power
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power be external, as wind, water, horfes, &c. Fig.

you muft not forget to add or fubtraft it, to or

from the moving force before found ; according as

that firft afting power confpires with, or oppofes

the motion of the machine ; and the refult is the

true force it is driven forward with. I have only

toom to defcribe a very few engines, but thofe that

defire it may fee great variety in my large book of

Mechanics.

A WHEEL CARRIAGE.

AB is a cart or carriage, going upon two wheels 6u

as CD, and fometimes upon four, as all waggons

do. The advantages of wheel carriages is fo great,,

that no body who has any great weight to carry,

will make ufe of any other method. Was a great

weight to be dragged along upon a fledge or any

j*uch machine without wheels, the fridhon would be

fo great, that a fufficient force in many cafes could

not be got to do it. But by applying wheels to carn-

ages the friftion is almoft all of it taken away.

And this is occafioned by the wheels turning round

upon the ground, inftead of dragging upon it. And

the reafon of the wheel's turning round is the refif-

tance the earth makes againft it at O where it

touches. For as the carriages goes along, the wheel

meets with a refiftance at the bottom O, where it

touches the ground ; and meeting with none at the

top at C, to balance if, that force at O muft make

it turn round in the order ODC, fo that all the

parts of the circumference of the wheel are fuccef-

fively applied to the earth. In going down a fteep

bank it is often neceffary to tie one wheel faft, that

it cannot turn round, this will make it drag ;
and

by the great refiftance it meets with, Hops the. too

violent motion, the carriage would otherwife have,

in defending the hill. _
H 4 *ut
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Fig.

b

But altho' all forts of wheels very much dirni-

61. nifli the fri&ion yet fome have more than others;
and it may be obferved that great wheels, and fmali
axles have the leaft friftion. To make the fridion
as little as pofiible, fome have applied fri&ion
wheels, which is thus ; EG is the friction wheel
running upon an axis I which is fixed in the piece
of timber ES, which timber is fixed to the fide ot
the carriage. KL is the axle of the carriage,

which is fixed in the wheel CD, lb that both
turn round together. Then inftead of the carri-

age lying upon the akle KL, the fri&ion wheel
FG lies upon the axle ; fo that when the wheel CD
turns round,^ the axle caufes the fri&ion wheel,
with the weight of the carriage upon it, to turn
round the center I, which diminilhes the friction in

proportion to the radius IG : and there is the fame
contrivance for the wheel on the other fide. But
the wheel CD need not be fixed to the axle ; for
it may turn round on the axle KL, and alfo the
•axle turn round under the carriage.

In paffing over any obftacles, the large wheels
have the advantage. For let MN be an obftacle

;

then drawing the wheel over this obftacle, is the
fame thing as drawing it up the inclined plane MP,
which is a tangent to the point M but the greater
the wheel CD is, the lefs is that plane inclined to
the horizon.

Likewife great wheels do not fink fo deep into
the earth as fmall ones, and confequently require
lefs force to pull them out again.

But there are difadvantges in great wheels ; for
in the firft place, they are more eafily overturned ;

and fecondly, they are not fo eafy to turn with, in
a ftrait road as fmall wheels.

The tackle of any carriage ought to be fo fixed,

that the horfe may pull partly upwards, or lift, as
well as pull forwards ^ for all hills and inequalities

in
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in the road, being like fo many inclined planes, Fig.

the weight is moft eafily drawn over them, when 61.

the power draws at an equal elevation.

A carriage with four wheels is more advantage-

ous, than one with two only, but they are bad to

turn and therefore are obliged to make ufe of

fmall fore-wheels. Broad wheels which are lately

come into fafoion, are very advantageous, as they

fink but little into the earth. But there is a dis-

advantage attends them, for they take up fuch a

quantity of dirt by their great breadth, as fenfibly

retards the carriage by its weight, and the like may
be faid of their own weight.

The under fide of the axle where the wheels are,

muft be in a right line ; otherwife if they flant up-

wards, the weight of the carriage will caufe them
to work toward the end, and prefs againft the

runners and lin pin. And as the ends of the axle

are conical, this caufes the wheels to come nearer

together at bottom, and be further diftant at the

top ; by which means the carriage is fooner over-

turned. To help this, the ends of the axle muft

be made as near a cylindrical form as poffible, t<5

get the wheels to fit, and to move free.

A HAND MILL.
Fig. 62. is a hand mill for grinding corn, A, B 62.

the ftones included in a wooden cafe. A the up-

per ftone, being the living or moving ftone. B the

lower ftone, or the dead ftone, being fixed immov-
able. The upper ftone is 5 inches thick, and a

foot and three quarters broad the lower ftone is

broader. C is a cog-wheel, with 16 or 18 cogs

;

DE its axis. F is a trundle with 9 rounds, fixed

to the axis G, which axis is fixed to the upper

ftone A, by a piece of iron made on purpofe. H
is the hopper, into which the corn is put ; 1 the lhoe,

to carry the corn by little and little thro* a hole at
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Fig. K, to fall between the two ftones. L is the mill

62. eye, being the place where the flour or meal comes
out after it is ground. The under ftone is fup-
ported by ftrong beams not drawn here. And the
fpindle G ftands on the beam MN, which lies up-
on the bearer Q, and O lies upon a fixed beam at

one end, and at the other end has a fixing fixed,

and tied to the pin P. The under ftone is not flat,

but rifes a little in the middle, and the upper one
is a little hollow. The ftones very near touch at

the out fide, but are wider towards the middle to
let the corn go in.

When corn is to be ground, it is put into the
hopper H, a little at a time, and a man turns the
handle D, which carries round the cog-wheel C,
and this carries about the trundle F, and axis Gt
and ftone A . The axis G is angular at K ; and
as it goes round, it ftiakes the ftioe I, and makes
the corn fall gradually thro* the hole K. And the
upper ftone going round grinds it, and when
ground it comes out at the mill eye L, where there

is a fack or tub placed to receive it. Another han-
dle may be made at E like that at D, for two men
to work, if any one pleafes. In order to make the
mill grind courfer or finer, the upper ftone A may
be lowered or raifed, by means of the firing going
from the bearer O ; for turning round the pin P,
the firing is lengthened or fhortened, and thereby
the timbers O, M are lowered or raifed, and with
them the axle G and ftone A. For the fpindle G
goes thro

5

the ftone B, and runs upon the beam
MN. The fpindle is made fo clofe and tight, by
wood or leather, where it goes thro the under ftone,

that no meal can fall thro
5

. The under fide of the

upper ftone is cut into gutters in the manner repre-

sented at Q. It is a pity fome fuch like mills are

not made at a cheap rate for the fake of the poor,
who are much diftrefTed by the roguery of the

fillers. Fig.
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Fig. 63. is a fort of crane, BC an upright poft, Fig.

AB a beam fixed horizontally at top of it ; thefe 63,

turn round together on the pivot Cy and within

the circle S, which is fixed to the top of the frame

PQ^ EF is a wooden roller, or rather a roller

made of thin boards, for lightnefs, _and all nailed

to feveral circular pieces on the infide. GH a

wheel fixed to the roller, about which goes the rope,

GR. IK, LN, two other ropes ; fixed with one

end to the crofs piece AB, and the other end to

the roller EF. W a weight equal to the weight

of the wheel and roller, which is fattened to a rope

which goes over the pulley O, and then is faften-

ed to a collar V, which goes round the roller. ET
is another rope with a hook at it to lift up any

weight, the other end of the rope being fixed to

the roller here are in all five ropes.'

To raife any weight as M, hang it upon the

hook T, then pulling at the rope R which goes

about the wheel GH, this caufes the wheel and

roller to turn round, and the ropes IK, LN ta

wind about it, by which means the wheel and axle

rifes and by rifing, folds the rope TE about the

roller the contrary way, and fo raifes the weight

M. When the weight M is raifed high enough, a

man muft take hold of . the rope T with a hook,

by which the whole machine may be drawn about,

turning upon the centers C and S. And then the

weight M may be let down again. The weight of

the wheel and roller do not affe6t the power draw-

ing at R, becaufe it is balanced by the weight W.
There is no fridion in this machine but what is

occafioned by the collar V, and the bending of the

ropes. And the power is to the weight in this

crane, as the diameter of the waller Co the radius

of the wheel GH.

Am



lot fulling mill, k
Fie.

An ENGINE for railing Weights.
64. Fig. 64. is an engine compofed of a perpetual

fcrew AB, and a wheel DE'with teeth, and a fin-

gle pulley H. FG is an axle, about which a rope
goes, which lifts the pulley and weight W. EC is

the winch, to turn it round withal. As the fpin-
dle AB is turned about, the teeth of it takes, the
teeth of the wheel DE, and turns it about, toge-
ther with the axle FG> which winds up the rope,
and raifes the pulley H, with the weight W. The
power at C, is to the weight W, as diameter FG
X by the breadth of one tooth, is to twice the di-

ameter DE X circumference of the circle defcribed
by C.

A FULLING MILL.
65. Fig. 65. is a fulling mill. AB a great water

wheel, carried about by a ftream of water, com-
ing from the trough C, and falling into the buck-
ets D, D, D whole weight carries the wheel about

;

this is a breaft mill, becaufe the water comes no
higher than the middle or breaft of the wheel ;

EF is its axis; I, I; K, K, two lifters going
thro* the axle, which raife the ends G, G of the
wooden mallets GH, GH, as the wheel goes about

;

and when the end G flips off the cog or lifter K
or I, the jmallet falls into the trough L, and each
of the mallets makes two ftrokes for one revolu-

tion of the wheel. The mallets move about the

centers M, M. Thefe troughs L, L, contain the

Huff which is to be milled, by the beating of the

mallets. N, N, is a channel to carry the water,

being juft wide enough to let the wheel go round.

And the wheel may be ftopt, by turning the

trough C afide, which brings the water. In this

engine more mallets may be ufed, and then more
pins or lifters muft be put thro' the axis EF,

Fig.
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Fio*. 66. is a common P^fo/ Watch. AA the Fig,

BB the verge C, C, two palats. D the. 66.

crown wheel afting againft the palats C, C ; E its

pinion. F the contrate wheels G its pinion. H the

third wheel, I its pinion. K the fecond wheel or

center wheel, L its pinion. M the great wheel, N
the fufee turning round upon the fpindle of M.

O the [ping boy:, having a fpring included in it.

PP the chain going round the fpring box O, and

the fufee N. < This work is within the watch be-

tween the two plates. Here the face is downward,

and in the watch the wheel K is placed in the cen-

ter, and the others round about it. Here I have

placed them fo as beft to be feen, which fignifies

nothing to the motion. The balance AA is with-

out the plate, covered by the cock X. The mi-

nute hand Q goes upon the axis of the wheel K.

Then between the upper plate and the face, we

have V the cannon pinion or pinion of report. Z the

dial wheel. T the minute wheel S the pinion
^
or

nut, fixed to it. The focket of the cannon pinion

V goes into the focket of the wheel Z, and are

movable about one another, and both go thro' the

face on the focket of the pinion Z is fixed the

hour hand R and on the focket of V is fixed the

minute hand
y
Q. Likewife the focket of V is hol-

low, and both go upon the arbour of the wheel K,

which reaches thro' the face, and are fattened there.

The wheel and focket, T, S are hollow, and go

upon a fixed axle on which they turn round.

When the chain PP is wound up, upon the fu-

fee N ; the fpring included in the box O, draws

the chain PP," which forces about the wheel M, the

fufee being kept from flipping back, by a catch

on purpcfe. Then M drives L and K, and K
drives I, and H drives G, and F drives E, and

the teeth of the crown wheel D, aft againft the

palats C, C alternately, and caufe the balance AA to
r

vibrate
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vibrate back and forward, and thus the watch is

kept going.

The cannon pinion, and dial wheel V and Z,
And the hands Q, R, being put upon the arbor

of K at W and fattened there, by means of a

ftioulder which is upon the axis, and a brafs fpring

;

as the wheel K goes round, it carries with it the

pinionV with the minute hand, and V drives T to-

gether with S ; and S drives Z with the hour hand.

The numbers of the wheels and pinions, (that

is the teeth in them) are, M = 48, L =z 12, K zz

54, I = 6, H = 48, G = 6, F = 48, E r 6,

D z 15, and 2 palats. The train, or number of

beats in an hour, is 17280, which is about 4 J*, beats

in a fecond. Alfo V z 10, Z z 36, S z 12,

T = 40.

The wheel M goes round 6 times in 24 hours,

therefore K goes round (~) 4 times as much ;

that is, 24 times, or once in an hour, and the hand

along with it ; therefore Q will (hew minutes.

Then as V goes round once in an hour, T will go

round (~) t °^ t^iat> or i ^e circumference;
40

and as S goes ^, Z will go -I of that, or ^
of the circumference in an hour, and therefore aft

R goes along with it, R will Ihew the hours. The
wheels and pinions T, Z, and S, V, are drawn

with the face upwards. And the whole machine

included in a cafe is but about two inches diameter*

There is a fpiral Ipring fixed under the balance

AB, called the regulatory which gives it a regu-

lar motion and likewife abundance of fmall parts

helpful to her motion, too long to be defcribed

here.

The
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The way of writing down the numbers, is thus, Fig.

48
«

12 — 54 IO Q_
6— 48 40 — 12

6— 48 36 R.
6—15

2

Explanation. The wheel with 48 drives a pinion,

of 12, and a wheel of 54 on the fame arbor. The
wheel 54 drives the pinion 6 with the wheel 48 on

the fame arbor. The wheel 48 drives the pinion

6 and wheel 48 on the fame arbor. The wheel

48 drives the pinion 6 and wheel 1 5 on the fame

arbor. And the wheel 15 drives the two palats..

Again the wheel 54 has the pini<jp 10 on its ar-

bor, and the hand and- the pinion 10 drives

the wheel 40, with the pinion 12. And the pini-

on 12 drives the wheel 36 with the hand R.

As this machine is moved by a fpring, it is fub-

jeft to very great inequalities of motion, occafion-

ed by heat and cold. For hot weather fo relaxes,

foftens, and weakens the main fpring, that it lofes

a great deal of its ftrength, which caufes the watch

to lofe time and go too flow. On the other hand,

cold frofty weather fo afFefts the fpring, and it is

fo condenfed and hardened, that it becomes far

ftronger and by that means accelerates the mo-
tion of the watch, and makes her go fafter. The
difference of motion in a watch, thus occafioned

by heat and cold, will often amount to &n hour,

and more in 24 hours. To remedy this, there is

a piece of machinery, called the Slide, placed near

the regulating fpring ; which being put forward or

backward, fhortens or lengthens the fpring, fo as

to make her keep time truly.

Some people have been fo filly as to think, that

the greater ftrength of a fpring arifes wholly

from
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Fig. from its being made Ihorter, as this happens to be

one of the effects of cold. But it is eafily demon-
67. ftrated that this is not the caufe. For let AB be

a fpring as it is dilated by heat, and ab the fame
fpring contradted by cold. Now if the fpring has
been contra&ed in length, it mull be proportional-
ly contrafted in all dimenfions. Let /, by d, de-
note the length, breadth, and depth, in its cold,
and leaft dimenfions ; and r/, rb, rd, the length,
breadth, and depth, in its hot and greateft dimen-
fions. Then (Prop. LIV.) the ftrength of the
longer, to the ftrength of the fhorter, will be as
rbXrrdd bdd

~l
to -j" (confidering it weakened by the

length), and that is as rr to 1, or as AB' to ab\
So that the Iwiger fpring, upon account of its be-
ing affedted with heat, is fo far from being weaker,
than the fhorter affedted with cold, that it is the
ftronger of the two.. And therefore this difference
is not to be afcribed merely to the lengthning or
fhortning thereof ; but muft be owing to the na-
ture, texture and conftitution of the fteel, as it is

fome way or other affedted and changed by the
heat and cold.

And that there is fome change induced by the
cold, into the very texture of the mettal, is evi-
dent from this, that all forts of tools made of
iron or fteel, as fprings, knives, faws, nails, &c.
very eafily fnap and break in cold frofty weather,
which they will not do in hot weather. And that
property of fteel fprings is the true caufe, that thefe
forts of movements can never go true.

66. To make a calculation of the different forces re-

quifite to make a watch gain or lofe any number
of minutes, as fuppofe half an hour in 24 ; and I

have often experienced it to be more. By Cor. 4.
Prop. VI. the produdt of the force and fquare of

the
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the time, is as the produft of the body and fpace Fig,

defcribed, which here is a given quantity. For 66.

the matter of the balance remains the fame in hot

as cold weather; and fo does the length of the

fwing, which here is the fpace defcribed. There-

fore the force is reciprocally as the fquare of the

time of vibrating, or dire&ly as the fquare of the

number of vibrations in 24 hours. Therefore the

force with the warm fpring, is to the force with the

cold one as the fquare of 23 \ hours, to the fquare

of 24; that is, nearly as 23 to 24. So that if a

fpring was to contradt half an inch in a foot in.

length, without altering its other dimenfions, it

Would but be fufficient to account for that phe-

nomenon but this is forty times more than the

lengthening and fliortening by heat and cold, for

that does not alter fo much as a thoufandth part,

as is plain from experiments.

The cafe being thus, a clock or watch going by

a fpring, can never be made to keep time truly,

except it be always kept to the fame degree of heat

or cold, which cannot be done without conftant

attendance. And if any fort of mechanifm be con-

trived to corre£t this
^
yet as fuch a thing can only

be made by guefs, it cannot be trufted to at fea, but

only for (hort voyages. But no motion however

regular, can ever anfwer at fea, where the irregu-

lar motion of the fhip will continually difturb it

;

add to this, that the fmall compafs a watch is con-

tained in, makes it eafier difturbed, than a larger

machine would be ; but to fuppofe that any regu-

lar motion can fubfift among ten thoufand irregular

motions, and in ten thoufand different directions,

is a moft glaring abfurdity And if any one with

fuch a machine would but make trial of it to the Eaft

Indies, he would find the abfurdity and difappfcint-

ment. And therefore I never expeft to fee fuch a

time keeper, or any fuch thing as a watch or clock

I going
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Fig, going by a fpring* to keep true time at fea. But
66. time will difcover all things.

As to pendulum clocks, their irregularity in the

fame latitude is owing to nothing but the length-

ring or fhortning of the pendulum -

9 which is a

mere trine to the other. But then they would be

infinitely more difturbed at fea, than a watch ; and
in a ftorm could not go at all. In different lati-

tudes too, another irregularity attends a pendulum,
depending on the different forces of gravity. Tho9

this amounts but to a fmall matter, yet it makes
a confiderable variation, in a great length of time.

For in fouth latitudes, where the gravity is lefs, a

clock lofes time. And in north latitudes, where

the gravity is greater, it gains time. So that none

pf thefe machines are fit to meafu: e time at fea, al-

tho' ten times ten thoufand pounds lliould be given

away for making them.

A DESCENDING CLOCK.

68. Fig. 68, is a clock defcending down an inclined

plane. This confifts of a train of wratch work,

contained between two circular plates AB, CD,.

4 inches diameter, fixed together by a hoop an

inch and half broad, inclofing all the work. The
inner work confifts of 5 wheels, the fame as in a

watch, only there is a fpur wheel inftead of the

contrate wheel, as 4 ; b is the balance, whofe pa-

lats play in the teeth of the crown wheel 5. Here
is no fpring to give it motion, but inflead thereof,

the weight W is fixed to the wheel 1, and fo ad-

jufted for weight, that it may balance the lower

fide, and hinder it from rolling down the plane.

Now whilft the weight W moves the wheel 1, this

wheel bv moving about, caufes the weight W to

defcend, by which, it ceafes to be a balance for the

oppofite fide, and therefore that fide begins to de-

fcend,
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fcend, till the weight W be raifed high enough Fig-

again to become a balance, which muft be about 68.

the pofition it appears in the figure. Thus whilft

wheels move gradually aboyt, the weight W de-

fcends gradually, which makes the body of the

machine turn gradually round, and defcend down

the inclined plane PQj making one revolution iii

12 hours. And therefore to have her to go 24 or

30 hours the length of the plane PQjnuft be 2

or 2 \ circumferences of the plates. Before the

weight W is fixed to the wheel 1, fome lead or

brafs muft be foldered on the fide E oppofite to

the wheels 2, 3, 4, &c. for the wheel 1 muft be

in the center. And then the lead or brafs muft

be filed away till the center of gravity of the ma-

chine be in the center of the plates. And to hin-

der the machine from Aiding, the edges of the

plates muft be lightly indented. The inclined

plane PQ may be a board, which muft be .elevated

10 or 12 degrees, but that is to be found by trials;

for if fhe go too flow the end P muft be raifed

but if too faft it muft be lowered. When the

clock has gone the length of the board to Q, it

muft be fet again at P. The fore fide CD is di-

vided into hours, and a pin is fixed in the center

at G, on which the hand FGH, always hangs

loofely in a perp. pofition, with the heavy end H
downward. And the end F ftiews the hour of

the day. So that the hours come to the hand,

and not the hand to the hours.

The board PQ muft be be perfeftly (freight

from one end to the other, or elfe fhe will go fat-

ter in fome places, and flower in others.

The circle with hours ought to be a narrow rim

of brafs, movable round about, by the help of

of one or more pins placed in it ; fo that it may

be fet to the true time.

I 2 The
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Fig. The weight W ferves for two ufes, i, to be a

68. counterpoife to the fide A ; and 2, by it$ weight

to put the clock in motion.

The weight W muft be fo heavy as to make
the clock keep time, when it has a proper de-

gree of elevation as 45 degrees; and then the

board muft have an elevation of 10 or 12 de-

grees. If fhe go too faft, with thefe pofitions,

take fome thing off the weight if too flow, add
fomething to it.

SECT.
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Fig.

SECT. VI.

Hydrostatics and Pneumatics.

DEFINITION I.

J Fluid, is fuch a body whofe parts are eafily

moved among themfelves, and yield to any ,

force a&ing againft them,/£/ w^'-

D E F. II. ^y^/^X^^^f
Hydrofiatics* is a fcience that cfemonftrates the

properties of fluids.

D E F.. III.

Hydraulics* is the art of raifing water by engines.

D E F. IV.

Pneumatics* is that fcience which fliews the pro-

perties of the air.

D E F. V.

A fountain or jet £eau* is an artificial fpout of

water.

PROP. LXIII.

If one part of a fluid he higher than another* the

higher parts will continually defcend to the lower places*

and will not he at reft* till the furface of it is quite

level.

For the parts of a fluid being movable every

way, if any part is above the reft, it will defcend

by its own gravity as low as it can get. And af-

terwards other parts that are now become higher,

I 3 will
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g. will defcend as the other did, till at laft they will all

be reduced to a level or horizontal plane.

Cor. i. Hence water that communicates by means

of a channel or pipe^ with other water ; will fettle

at the feme hight in both places.

Cor. 2. Fcr the fame reafon, if a fluid gravitates

towards a center \ it will difpofe itfelf into a fpherical

figure wkofe center is the center of force. As the

fea in refpeff of the earth.

PROP. LXIV.

If a fluid be at reft in a veffel whofe bafe is paral-

lel to the horizon ; equal parts of the bafe are equally

preffed by the fluid.

For upon every part of the bafe there is an
equal column of the fluid fupported by it. And
as all thefe columns are of equal weight, they muft
prefs the bafe equally ; or equal parts of the bafe

will fuftain an equal preffure.

Cor. i . All parts of the fluid prefs equally at the

fame depth.

For imagine a plain drawn thro' the fluid paral-

lel to the horizon. Then the preffure will be the
fame in any part of that plane, and therefore the
parts of the fluid at th~ fame depth fuftain the
fame preffure.

Cor. 2 . "The preffure of a fluid at any depths is as
the depth of the fluid.

For the preffure is as the weight, and the weight
is as the hight of a column of the fluid.

PROP.
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Fig.

PROP. LXV.

If a fluid is compreffed by its weight or otherwise v.

at any point it preps equally, in all manner of directions*

This arifes from the nature of fluidity ;
which

is, to yield to any force in any direction If it

•cannot give way to any force applied, it will preis

aaainft other parts of the fluid in direction of that

torce. And the preffure in all directions with be

the fame. For if any one was lefs, the fluid

would move that way, till the preffure be equal

every way.

Cor. In any vejfel containing a fluid ; the preffure

is the fame againft the bottom, as againft the fides,

or even upwards, at the fame depth.

PROP. LXVI.

The preffure of a fluid upon the bafe of the con-
6

taining vejfel, is as the bafe, and perpendicular alti-

tude Whatever be the figure of the veffel that con-

tains it.

Let A.BIC, EGKH be two veffels. Then

(Prop. LXIV. Cor. 2.) the preffure upon an inch

on the bafe AB = hight CD X 1 inch. And the

preffure up^n an inch on the bafe HK is = hight

FH X 1 inch. But (Prop. LXIV.) equal parts of

the bafes are equally preffed, therefore the preffure

on the bafe AB is CD X number of inches m AB>

and preffure on the bafe HK is FH X number of

inches in HK. That is, the preffure on AB is to

the preffure on HK ; as bafe AB X hight CD, to

the bafe HK X hight FH.

Cor. 1 . Hence if the bights be equal., the preffures

are as the bafes. And if both the bights and bafesM^
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Fig. equal ; the preffures are equal in both j tho

9

their con-

69. tents be never fo different.

For the reafon that the wider veffel EK, has na
greater preffure at the bottom, is, becaufe the
oblique fides EH, GK, take off part of the weight.

And in the narrower veffel CB, the fides CA, IB,
re-a6t againfl: the preffure of the water, which is all

alike at the fame depth ; and by this re-a<5Hon the
preffure is increafed at the bottom, fo as to be-
come the fame every where.

Cor.' 2. The prejfure againfl the bafe of any vejfely

is the fame as of a cylinder of an equal bafe and hight.

70. Cor. 3. If there be a recurve tube ABF, in which
are two different fluids CD, EF. Their hights in
the two legs CD, EF, will be reciprocally as their

fpeciflc gravities, when they are at re[I.

For if the fluid EF be twice or thrice as light
as CD ; it muft have twice or thrice the hight, to
have an equal preffure, to counterbalance the other.

PROP, LXVII.

71. Jf a body of the fame fpeciflc gravity of a fluid ;
be immerfed in it, it will reft in any place of it. A
body of greater denfity will fink j and one of a lefs
denfity willfwim.

Let A, B, C be three bodies ; whereof A is
lighter bulk for bulk th_ the fluid ; B is equal ; and
C heavier. The body B, being of the fame den^
fity, or equal in weight as fo much of the fluid
it will prefs the fluid under it juft as much as if
the fpace was filled with the fluid. The preffure
then will be the fame all around it, as if the fluid
was there, and confequently there is no force to put
it out of its place. But if the body be lighter,

the
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the preffure of it downwards will be lefs than be- Fig.

fore; and lefs than in other places at the fame 71*

depth ; and confequently the lefTer force will give

way, and it will rife to the top. And if the body

be heavier, the prefTure downwards will be greater

than before ; and the greater preffure will prevail

and carry it to the bottom.

Cor. 1 . Hence if feveral bodies of different fpecific

gravity be immerfed in a fluid ; the beavieft will get

the loweft.

For the heavieft are impelled with a greater

force, and therefore will go fafteft down.

Cor. 2. A body immerfed in a fluids lofes as much

weighty as an equal quantity of the fluid weighs. Ani

the fluid gains it.

For if the body is of the fame fpecific gravity

as the fluid ; then it will lofe all its weight. Ana

if it be lighter or heavier, there remains only the

difference of the weights of the body and fluid, to

move the body.

Cor. 3. All bodies of equal magnitudes, lofe equal

weights in the fame fluid. And bodies of different

magnitudes lofe weightsproportional to the magnitudes.

Cor. 4. The weights loft in different fluids^ by im-

merging the fame body therein, are as the fpecific gra-

vities of the fluids. And bodies of equal weight, lofe

weights in the fame fluid, reciprocally as the fpecific

gravities of the bodies.

Cor. 5. The weight of a body fwimming in a

fluid, is equal to the weight of as much of the fluids

as the immerfed part of the body takes, up.

For the preffure underneath the fwimming body

is juft the fame as fo much of the immerfed fluid %

and therefore the weights are the fame.

Cor,
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Fig. Cor. 6. Hence a body will fink deeper in a lighter

7 1 . fluid than in a heavier.

Cor. 7. Hence appears the reafcn why we do not

feel the whole weight of an immerfed body* till it be.

drawn qtdte out of the water.

PROP. LXVIII.

7 2 « If a fluid runs thro' a pipe, fo as to leave no vacui-
ties ; the velocity of the fluid in different parts of ity

will be reciprocally as the tranfverfe feftions, in thefe

parts.

Let AC, LB be the fe&ions at A and L. And
fet the part of the fluid ACBL come to the place
acbl Then will the folid ACBL = folid acbh3
take away the part <srBL common to both ; and
we have ACca ~ LBbl. But in equal folids the

bafes and hights are reciprocally proportional. But
if Df be the axis of the pipe, the hights Dd, Ff
pafled thro

5

in equal times, are as the velocities.

Therefore, fedtion AC : fe&ion LB : : velocity

along Ff : velocity along Dd.

PROP. LXIX.

73' If AD is a vefjel of water or any other fluid -

9 B
a hole in the bottom or fide. Then if the veffel be al-

ways kept full-, in the time a heavy body falls

thro* half the bight of the water above the hole AB,
a cylinder of water will flow out of the hole, whofe

bight is AB, and bafe the area of the hole.

The preffure of the water againft- ijie hole B,

by which the motion is generated, is equal to the

weight of a column of water whofe hight is AB,
and bafe the area B (by Cor. 2. Prop. LXVL). But
equal forces generate equal motions j and fince a

cylinder
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cylinder of water falling thro
5

i AB by its gravity, Fig.

acquires fuch a motion, as to pafs thro' the whole 73.

hight AB in that time. Therefore in that time

the water running out muft acquire the fame mo-

tion. And that the effluent water may have the

fame motion, a cylinder muft run out whofe length

is AB ; and then the fpace defcribed by the water

in that time will alfo be AB, for that fpace is the

length of the cylinder run out. Therefore this is

the quantity run out in that time.

Cor. 1 . The quantity run out in any time is equal

to a cylinder or prifm, whofe length is the fpace de-

fcribed in that time by the velocity acquired by fall-

ing thro' half the hight , and whofe bafe is the^ hole.

For the length of the cylinder is as the time of

running out.

Cor. 2. The velocity a little without the bole, is

greater than in the hole and is nearly equal to the

velocity of a body falling thro
9
the whole hight AB.

For without the hole the ftream is contra&ed by

the water's converging from all fides to the cen-

ter of the hole. And this makes the velocity

greater in about the ratio of 1 to y/2.

Cor. 3. The water fpouts out with the fame velo~

city, whether it be downwards, or fideways, or up-

wards. And therefore if it be upwards, it afcends

nearly to the hight' of the water above the hole.

Cor. 4. The velocities and likewife the quantities of

the fpouting water, at different depths-, will be as

the fquare roots of the depths.

Scholium.

From hence are derived the rules for the conftruc- 74.

tion of fountains or jets. Let ABC be a refer-

voir of water, CDE a pipe coming from it, to

bring
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Fig. bring water to the fountain which fpouts up at E,
74 ,

to the hight EF, near to the level of the refervoir
AB. ' In order to have a fountain in perfection, the
pipe CD muft be wide, and covered with a thin
plate at E with a hole in it, not above the fifth or
fixth part of the diameter of the pipe CD. And
this pipe muft be curve having no angles. If the
refervoir be 50. feet high, the diameter of the hole
at E may be an inch, and the diameter of the pipe
6 inches. In general, the diameter of the hole E,
ought to be as the fquare root of the hight of the
refervoir. When the water runs thro' a great
length of pipe, the jet will not rife fo high. A
jet never rifes to the full hight of the refervoir ; in
a 5 feet jet it wants an inch, and it falls fhort by
lengths which are as the fquares of thehights; and
fmaller jets lofe more. No jet will rife 300 feet high.
A fmall fountain is eafily made by taking a

ftrong bottle A, and filling it half full of water

;

cement a tube BI very clofe in it, going near the
bottom of the bottle. Then blow in at the top B,
to comprefs the air within ; and the water will
fpout out atB. If a fountain be placed in the funfhine
and made to play, it will fliew all the colours of
the rainbow, if a black cloth be placed beyond it.

A jet goes higher if it is not exa&ly perpendi-
cular ; for then the upper part of the jet falls to

one fide without refilling the column below. The
refiftance of the air will alfo deftroy a deal of its

motion, and hinder it from rifing to the hight of
the refervoir. Alfo the fri&ion of the tube or pipe
of c6ndu6t has a great fliare in retarding the motion.

yS. If there be an upright veflfel as AF full of wa-
ter, and feveral holes be made in the fide as B, C^
D : then the diftances, the water will fpout> upon
the horizontal plane EL, will be as the fquare
roots of the reftangles of the fegments, ABE,
ACE, and ADE. For the fpaces will be as the

velocities
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velocities and times. But (Cor. 4.) the velocity erf Fig.

the water flowing out of B, will be as v/AB, and 7 8 -

the time of its moving (which is the fame as the

time of its fall) will be (by Prop. XIII.) as

\/BE-, therefore the diftance EH is as

and the fpace EL as \/ACE. And hence if two

holes are made equidiftant from top and bottom,

they will projeft the water to the fame diftance,

for if AB == DE, then ABE = ADE, which

makes EH the fame for both, and hence alfo it

follows, that the projection from the middle point

C will be furtheft ; for ACE is the greateft re&an-

gle. Thefe are the proportions of the diftances ;

but for the abfolute diftances, it will be thus. The
velocity thro' any hole B, will carry it thro' 2AB
in the time of falling thro' AB then to find how
far it will move in the time of falling thro' BE.
Since thefe times are as the fquare roots of the

hights, it will be, v^AB : 2AB : : v/BE : EH =
BE ,

2AB v/^jg = 2 ABE
'
anc* t'ie *Pace^ =

2 v'ACE. It is plain, thefe curves are parabolas.

For the horizontal motion being uniform ; EH
will be as the time ; that is, as v/BE, or BE will

be as EH% which is the property of a parabola.

If there be a broad veffel ABDC full of water,

and the top AB fits exaftly into it; and if the

fmall pipe FE of a great length be foldered clofe

into the top, and if water be poured into the top

of the pipe F, till it be full ; it will raife a great

weight laid upon the top, with the little quantity

of water contained in the pipe ; which weight will

be nearly equal to a column of the fluid, whofe

bafe is the top AB ; and hight, that of the pipe

EF. For the preflfure of the water againft the top

AB, is equal to the weight of that column of wa-
ter,
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g. ter, by Prop. LXV. and Cor. And Prop. LXVX

76. Cor. 2.

But here the tube muft not be too fmall. For
in capillary tubes the attra&ion of the glafs will

take off its gravity. If a very fmall tube be im-
merfed with one end in a veliel of water, the wa-
ter will rife in the tube above the furface of the

water and the higher, the fmaller the tube is.

But in quickfilver, it defcends in the tube below the

external furface, from the repulfion of the glafs.

To explain the operation of a fyphon, which is

a crooked pipe CDE, to draw liquors off*. Set the

fyphon with the ends C, E, upwards, and fill it

with water at the end E till it run out at C ; to

prevent it, clap the finger at C, and fill the other

end to the top, and flop that with the finger. Then
keeping both ends ftopt, invert the fhorter end C
into a vefiel of water AB, and take off the finerers,

and the water will run out at E, till it be as low as

C in the vefiel ; provided the end E be always

lower than C. Since E is always below C, the

hight of the column of water DE is greater than

that of CD, and therefore DE muft out wekh
CD and defcend, and CD" will follow after, being

forced up by the preiTure of the air, wineh afts

upon the furface of the water in the vciTel AB,
The furface of the earth falls below the horizontal

level only an inch in 620 yards \ and in other dif-

tancesthe defcentsareasthefquares of the uiftances.

And to find the nature of the curve DCG, form-

ing the jet IDG. Let AK be the hight or top of

the refervoir HF, and fuppofe the ftream to afcend

without any friftion, or refiftance. Ey the laws of

falling bodies the velocity in any place B, will be

as \/AB. Put the femidiameter of the hole at

D zz d, and AD zz h. Then fince the fame wa-

ter pafies thro' the fe£tions at D and B ; therefore

(Prop. LXVIII.) the velocity will be reciprocally

as
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i i F
as the fedion ; whence y/b : ^ : : \/AB f g£i ;

^

therefore *~ = and dd^/h = BCVAB,

whence AB X BC+ zz hd* which is a paraboliform

figure whofe aflymptote is AK, for the nature of

the catara&ic curve DCG. And if the fluid was

to defcend thro' a hole, as IC ; it would form it-

felf into the fame figure GCD in defcending.

PROP. LXX.
The refiftance any body meets with in moving thro*

a fluid is as the fquare of the velocity.

For if any body moves with twice the velocity

of another body equal to it, it will ftrike againft

twice as much of the fluid, and with twice the ve-

locity and therefore has four times the refiftance

;

for that will be as the matter and velocity. And
if it moves with thrice the velocity, it ftrikes againft

thrice as much of the fluid in the fame time, with

thrice the velocity, and therefore has nine times the

refiftance. And lb on for all other velocities.

Cor. If a ftream of water whofe diameter is given,

ftrike againft an obftacle at reft the force againft it

will be as the fquare cf the velocity of the ftream.

For the reaibn is the fame ; fince with twice or

thrice the velocity ; twice or thrice as much of the

fluid impinges upon it, in the fame time.

PROP. LXXI.

The force of a ftream of water againft any 'plane

cbftacle at reft, is equal to the weight of a column of

water, wbcfe bafe is the fettion of the ftream ; and

bight, the fpace defended thro
9

by a falling body,, to

acquire that velocity.

For let there be a refervoir whofe hight is that

fpace fallen thro'. Then the water (by Cor. 2.

Prop.
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Fig. Prop. LXIX.) flowing our at the bottom of the re-

fervatory, has the fame motion as the ftream ; but

this is generated by the weight of that column of

water, which is the force producing it. And that

fame motion is deftroyed by the obftacle, therefore

the force againfi: it is the very fame : for there is

required as much force to deftroy as to generate

any motion.

Cor. The force of a ftream of water flowing out

at a hole in the bottom of a refervator)\ is equal to

the weight of a column of the fluid of the fame hight

end whofe bafe is the hole.

PROP. LXXIL Prob.

To find the fpecific gravity of folids or fluids.

1 . For a folid heavier than water.

Weigh the body feparately, firft out of water,

and then fufpended in water. And divide the

weight out of water by the difference of the weights,

gives the fpecific gravity ; reckoning the fpecific

gravity of water i.

For the difference of the weights is equal to the

weight of as much water (by Cor. 2. Prop. LXVII.)

;

and the weights of equal magnitudes, are as the

fpecific gravities ; therefore the difference of thefe

weights ; is to the weight of the body as the fpe-

cific gravity of water 1, to the fpecific gravity of

the body.

2. For a body lighter than water.

Take a piece of any heavy body, fo big as be-

ing tied to the light body, it may fink it in water.

Weigh the heavy body in and out of water, and

find the lofs of weight. Alfo weigh the compound
both in and out of water, and find alfo the lofs of

weight.
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weight. Then divide the weight of the light bo- Fig.

by (out of water), by the difference of thefe lofies,

gives the fpecific gravity ; the fpecific gravity of

water being 1.

For the laft lofs is z= weight of water equal in

magnitude to the com-
pound.

And the firft lofs is = weight of water equal in

magnitude to the heavy

body.

Whence the dif. lofies is weight of water equal in

magnitude to the light

body.

and the weights of equal magnitudes, being as the

fpecific gravities ; therefore the difference of the

lolfes, (or the weight of water equal to the light

body) : weight of the light body : : fpetific gravi-

ty of water 1 : fpecific gravity of the light body.

3. For a fluid of any fort.

Take a piece of a body whofe fpecific gravity

you know ; weigh it both in and out of the

fluid ; take the difference of the weights, and mul-

tiply it by the fpecific gravity of the folid body,

and divide the produft by the weight of the body

(out of water), for the fpecific gravity of the fluid.

For the difference of the weights in and out of

water, is the weight of fo much of the fluid as

equals the magnitude of the body. And the weight

of equal magnitudes being as the fpecific gravities ;

therefore, weight of the folid : difference of the

weights (or the weight of (g much of the fluid) : :

fpecific gravity of the folid : to the fpecific gravity

of the fluid.

Example.

I weighed a piece of lead ore, which was 124

o-rainsj and in water it weighed 104 grains, the
0 K difference
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Fig . •

I245 ' difference is 20 ^ then = 6.2 j the fpecific gra-

vity of the ore.

A table of fpecific gravities.

tune gpld —
Standard gold

Quickfilver —
Lead —
Fine filver

Standard filver

Copper —
Copper half-pence

Gun metal

Fine brafs —
Caft brafs —
Steel —
Iron —
Pewter —
Tin —
Caft iron —
Lead ore —
Copper ore

Lapis calaminaris

Load ftone

Antimony
Diamond —
Ifland chriftal

Stone, hard

Rock chriftal

Glafs —
Flint —
Common ftone

Chriftal —
Brick —
Earth —
Horn —

•

19.640
18.888

14.000

".340
1 1.092

10.536

9.000

8.915

8.784

8.350
8.100

7- 85Q
7-644

7-47 1

7.320
7.000
6.200

5.167
5.000

4-93°
4.000

3-5*7
2.720

2.700
2.650
2.600

2.570
2.500
2.2 10

2.000

1.984
1.840

Ivory
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Ivory — — — 1-820 Fig-

Chalk — — — 1-793

Allum — — — i-7*4

Clay — — — 1-7 12

Oil of vitriol — — — i-7°°

Honey — — — 1.450

Lignum vitas — — — i-3 2 7

Treacle — — — 1-290

Pitch — —
• — 1-150

Rozin — — — i-joo

Mohogany — — — 1-063

Amber — — — 1.040

Urine — — — 1-032

Milk — — — 1-031

Brazil — — — 1.03

1

Box — — — 1-030

Sea water — — — 1-030

Ale — — — 1-028

Vinegar — — — 1.026

Tar — — — 1-015

Common clear water — — — 1 .000

Bee wax — — -955

Butter — — — -940

Linfeedoil — — — -932.

Brandy — — — .927

Salladoil — — — -9 1 ?

Logwood — — — -9*3

Ice — — — -9°8

Oak — — — -830

Am — — — -830

Elm — — — -820

Oil of turpentine — — — -8 10

Walnut tree — —1 — -650

Fir — — — .580

Cork — — — -238

New fallen fnow — — — -o8o

Air — — .0012

Cor.
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Fig. Cor. i . As the weight loft in a fluids is to the ab-

folute weight of the body ; fo is the fpecific gravity of
the fluids to the fpecific gravity of the body.

Cor. 2. Having the fpecific gravity of a bodyy
and the weight of it ; the folidity may be found thus ->

multiply the weight in pounds by 62 \. 'They fay as

that product to 1 \ fo is the weight of the body in

pounds, to the content in feet. And having the con-

tent given 1 one may find the weight, by working
backwards.

For a cubic foot of water weighs 62 4. lb. aver-

dupoiie ; and therefore a cubic foot of the body
weighs 62 -J- X by the fpecific gravity of the body.
Whence the weight of the body, divided by that

product, gives the number of feet in it. Or as 1,

to that product ; fo is the content, to the weight.

Scholium.

% 0t The ipecific gravities of bodies may be found
with a pair of fcales -

9 fufpending the body in wa-
ter, by a horfe hair. But there is an inftrument

for this purpofe called the Hydroftatical Balance,

the conftruftion of which is thus. AB is the ftand

and pedeftal, having at the top two cheeks of
fteel, on which the beam CD is fufpended, which
is like the beam of a pair of fcales, and muft play

freely, and be it felr exaftly in equilibrio. To
this belongs the glafs bubble G, and the glafs

bucket H, and four other parts E, F, I, L. To
thefe are loops fattened ro hang them by. And
the weights of all thefe are fo adjufted, that E zz

F + the bubble in water, or zz I + the bucket
out of v/ater, or zz I + L + the bucket in water.

Whence JL zz difference of the weights of the

bucket in and out of water. And if you pleafe

you may have a weight K, fo that K + bubble in

v/ater zz bubble out of water or eiie find it in

grains.
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grains. The piece L has a flit in it to flip it upon Fig.
the fhank of I. go.

It is plain the weight K =z weight of water as big
as the bubble, or a water bubble.

Then to find the fpecific gravity of a folid.

Hang E at one end of the balance, and I and'
the bucket with the folid in it, at the other end

;

and find what weight is a balance to it.

Then flip L upon I, and immerge the bucket
and folid in the water, and find again what weight
balances it. Then the firfl weight divided by the
difference of the weights, is the fpecific gravity of
the body > that of water being i

.

For fluids.

Hang E at one end, and F with the bubble at

the other ; plunge the bubble into the fluid in the
veffel MN. Then find the weight P which makes
a balance. Then the fpecific gravity of the fluid

K + P
. K —

P

is zz —j^"""" 3 when P is laid on F; or zz —^

—

5

when P is laid on E.
For E being equal to I + the bucket ; the firfl:

weight found for a balance, is the weight of the
folid. Again, E being equal to I + L -f- the
bucket in water; the weight to balance that, is

the weight of the folid in water ; and the difference,

is zz to the weight of as much water. Therefore
('Cor. i .) the firfl weight divided by that difference,

is the fpecific gravity of the body.

Again, fince E is zz to F + the bubble in wa-
ter; therefore P is the difference of the weights,

of the fluid and fo much water ; that is, P zz dif-

ference of K and a fluid bubble ; or P zz fluid— K>

when the fluid is heavier than water, or when P is

laid on F. And therefore P — K — the fluid

K 3 bubble,
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Fig- bubble, when contrary. Whence the fluid bubble

8g. K + P, for a heavier or lighter fluid. And the
*

fpecific gravities being as the weights of thefe equal

bubbles ; fpecific gravity of water : fpecific gravi-

K+P
t r

ty of the fluid : : K : K±P : : i : -^g— the fpe-

cific gravity of the fluid. Where if P be o, it is

the fame as that of water.

PROP. LXXIII.

<Ihe air is a heavy body y and gravitates on allparts

of the furface of the earth.

That the air is a fluid is very plain, as it yields

to any the leaft force that is impreffed upon it,

without making any fenfible refiftance. But if it

be moved brilkly, .by fome very thin and light bo-

dy, as a fan, or by a pair of bellows, we become

very fenfible of its motion againfh our hands or

face, and iikewife by its impelling or blowing away

any light bodies* that lie in the way of its motion.

Therefore the air being capable of moving other

bodies by its impuife, muft it felf be a body and

muft therefore' be heavy like all other bodies, in

proportion to the matter it contains ; and will con-

fequently prefs upon all bodies placed under it.

And being a fluid, it will dilate and fpread itfe.lf

all over upon the earth : and like other fluids will

g^itate upon, and prefs every where upon its fur-

lace. The gravity and prefiure of the air is alfo

evident from experiments. For (fig. 70.) if water,

&c. be put into the tube ABF, and the air be

drawn out of the end F by an air-pump, the water

will afcend in the end F, and defcend in the end

A, by reafon of the prefiure at A, which was

taken off or diminifhed at F. There are number-

lefs experiments of th's fort. And tho' thefe pro-

perties
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perties and effects are certain, yet the air is a fluid Fig,

fo very fine and fubtle, as to be perfedtly tranfpa- 70.

rent, and quite invifible to the eye.

Cor. 1. The air, like other fluids, will, by its

weight and fluidity, infinuate it/elf into all the cavi-

ties, and corners within the earth ; and there prefs

with fo much greater force, as the places are deeper.

Cor. 2. Hence the atmofphere, or the whole body of

aiw furrounding the earth, gravitates upon the fur-

fkces of all other bodies, whether folid or fluid, and

that with a force proportional to its weight or quan-

tity of matter.

For this property it muft have in common with

all other fluids.

Cor, 3. Hence the preffure, at any depth of water,

cr other fluid, will be equal to the preffure of the fluid

together with the preffure of the atmofphere.

Cor. 4. Likewife all bodies, near the furface of the

earth, lofe fo much of their weight, as thefame bulk of

fo much air weight. And confequently, they arefomething

lighter than they would be in a vacuum. But being

fo very fmall it is commonly neglected ; tho* in ftrici-

nefs, the true or abfolute weight is the weight in vacuo.

PROP. LXXIV.

The air is an elafiic fluid, or fuch a one, as is ca-

pable of being condenfed or expanded. And it obferves

this law, that its denfity is proportional to the force

that compreffes it.

Thefe properties of the air, are proved by ex-

periments, of which there are innumerable. If

you take a fyringe, and thruli the handle inwards,

you'll feel the included air ad ftrongly againft your
J K 4. hand*
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Fig. hand ; and the more you thruft, the further the

pifton goes in, Imt the more it refifts ; and taking
away your hand, the handle returns back to where
it was at ftrft This proves its elafticity, and alfo

that air may be driven into a lefs fpace, and con-
denied.

75. Again, take a flrong bottle, and fill it half full

of water, and cement a pipe BI, clofe in it, going
near the bottom; then inje& air into the bottle

thro
5

the pipe BI. Then the water will fpout out
at B, and form a jet; which proves, that the air is

firfl cendenfed, and then by its fpring drives out
the water, till it become of the fame denlity as at

firft, and then the fpouting ceafes.

Si. Likewife if a veflel of glafs AB be filled with
water in the vefiel CD, and then drawn up with
the bottom upwards ; if any air is left in the top
at A, the higher you pull it up, the more it ex-

pands ; and the further the glafs is thruft down in-

to the velfel CD, the more the air is condenfed.
82. Again, take a crooked glafs tube ABD open at

the end A, and clofe at D ; pour in mercury to

the hight BC, but' no higher, and then the air in

DC is in the fame ftate as the external air. Then
pour in more mercury at A, and obferve where it

rifes to in both legs, as to G and H. Then you
may always fee that the higher the mercury is in

the leg BH, the lefs the fpace GD is, into which
the air is driven. And if the hight of the mercu-
ry FH be fnch as to equal the prelfure of the at-

mofphere, then DG will be half DC; if it be
twice the preffure of the atmofphere, DG will be

4 DC, &c. So that the denfity is always as the

weight or compreffion. And here the part CD is

fuppofed to be cylindrical.

Cor. 1 . The fpace that any quantity of air takes up,

is reciprocally as the force that comprefj'es it.

Cor.
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Cor. 2. All the air near the earth is in a ftate 0/Fig.

compreffion, by the weight of the incumbent atmofphere.

Cor. 3 . The air is denfer near the earth, or at the

foot of a mountain, than at the top of it, and in

high places. And the higher from the earth the mors

rare it is.

Cor. 4. The fpring or elaflicity of the air is equal

to the weight of the atmofphere above it ; and pro-

duces the fame effects.

For they always balance and fuftain each other.

Cor. 5. Hence if the denfity of the air be increafed \

its fpring or elaflicity will likewife be increafed in the

fame proportion.

Cor. 6. From the gravity and preffure of the at-

mofphere. upon the furfaces of fluids, the fluids are

made to rife in any pipes or veffels, when the preffure

within is taken off.

PROP. LXXV.

The expanfion and elaflicity of the air is increafed

ly heat, and decreafed by cold. Or heat expands, and

cold condenfes the air.

This is alfo matter of experience ; for tie a blad-

der very clofe with fome air in it, and lay it before,

the fire, and k will vifibly diftend the bladder and

burft it if the heat is continued, and encreafed high

enough. . „

If "a glafs veffel AB (Fig. 81.) with water in it, 8

be turned upfide down, with a little air in the top

A ; and be placed in a veffel of water, and hung

over the fire, and any weight laid upon it to keep

it down as the water warms, the air in the top A,

will by degrees expand, till it fills the glafs, and
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Fig. by its elaftic force, drive all the water out of the
gi. glafs, and a .good part of the air will follow, by

continuing the veffel there. Many more experi-
ments may be produced proving the fame thing.

PROP. LXXVI.

The air will prefs upon the furfaces of all fluids,
with any force •> without faffing thro' them, or enter-
ing into them.

If this was not fo, no machine, whofe ufe or
adtion depends upon the preffure of the atmofphere,
could do its bufinefs. Thus the weight of the atf-

mofphere preffes upon the furface of water, and
forces it up into the barrel of a pump, without any
air getting in, which would fpoil its working. Like-
wife the preffure of the atmofphere keeps mercu-
ry fufpended at fuch a hight, that its weight is equal
to that preffure ; and yet it never forces itfelf thro'
the mercury into the vacuum above, though it

ftand never fo long. And whatever be the texture
or conftitution of that fubtle invifible fluid we call
air, yet it is never found to pafs through any fluid,

iho
9

it be made to prefs never fo ftrongly upon it.

For tho' there be fome air inclofed in the pores of
almoft all bodies, whether folid or fluid ; yet the
particles of air cannot by any force be made to pafs
thro' the body of any fluid ; or.forced through the
pores of it, although that force or preffure be con-
tinued never fo long. And this feems to argue'
that the particles of air are greater than the parti-
cles or pores of other fluids ; or at leaft are of a
ftru&ure quite different from any of them.

PROP.
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Fig,

PROP. LXXVII. ..

the weight or preffure of the atmofphere, upon any

bafe at the earth's furface ; is equal to the weight of

a column of mercury of the fame bafe, and wboje

bight is from 28 to 31 inches, feldom more or lejs.

This is evident from the barometer, an inftru-

ment which mews the preffure of the air •, which

at fome feafons Hands at a hight of 28 inches, fome-

times at 29, and 30, or 3 1. The reafon of this is

not, becaufe there is at fome times more air in the

atmofphere, than, at others but becaufe the air

being an extremely fubtle and elaftic fluid, capable

of being moved by any impreffions, and many

miles high-, it is much difturbed by winds, and by

heat and cold •, and being often in a tumultuous,

agitation •, it happens to be accumulated in iome

places, and confidently deprefied m others • by

which means it becomes denfer and heavier where

it is higher, fo as to raife the column of mercury

to 70 or 3 1 inches. And where it is lower, it is

rarer and lighter, fo as only to raife it to 28 or 29

inches. And experience mews, that it feldom goes

without the limits of 28 and 31.

Cor. 1 . The air in the fame place does not always

continue of the fame weight; but is fometimes heavier,

and fometimes lighter ; but the mean weight of the at-

mofphere, is that when the auickfilver Jlands at about

29 jr
inches.

Cor. 2. Hence the prepre of the atmofphere upon

a fquare inch at the earth's furface, at a medium, ts

very near 1 5 pounds, averdupoife.

For an inch of quickfilver weighs 8.102 ounces.

Cor. 3. Hence alfo the weight or preffure of the at-

mofphere, in its ligbteft and heavieft jlate, is equal t^
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Fig. the weight of a column of water, 32 or 36feet high •

cr at a memm 34 feet.
*

For w^ter and quickfilver are in weight nearly as
1 to 14. ° J

Cor.4. if the air was of the fame denfity to the
top of the atmofphere, as it is at the earth s its hight
voould be about 5 4. miles at a medium.
For the weight of air and water are nearly as

12 to 1000.

Cor. 5. "The denfity of the air in two places diftant
from each^ other but a few miles, on the earth's fur-
face and in the fame level may be looked on to be
the fame, at the fame time.

^
Cor. 6. The denfity of the air at 'two different al-

titudes in the fame place, differing only by a few
feet ; may be looked on as the faftie.

Cor. 7. If the perpendicular hight of the top of a
fyphon from the water, be more than 34 feet, at a
mean denfity of the air. The fyphon cannot be made
to run.

For the weight of the water in the legs will be
greater than the preffure of the atmofphere, and
both columns will run down, till they be 34 feet
high.

Cor. 8. Hence alfo the quickfilver rifes higher in the
barometer, at the bottom of a mountain than at the
top. And at the bottom of a coal pit, than at the
top of it.

SCHO-
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Scholium. Fig.

Hence the denfity of the air jnay be found at

any hight from the earth, as in the following table.

lVlllcb LlCmiLy Miles rjenfitv

_ x

T •9564 IO .1700
1

.9146 20 .02917
3
4- .8748 3° .005048

I •8372 40 .000881

2 .701-2 50 .000155

3 .5871 100 .0000000298

4 •49 1 7

5 .4119

The firft and third columns are the hight in

miles from the furface of the earth. And the fe-

cond and fourth columns, Ihew the denfity at that

hight fuppofing the denfity at the furface of the

earth, to be 1.

The denfity at any hight is eafily calculated by

this feries. Put r = radius of the earth, h =
hight from the furface, both in feet. Then the

denfity at the hight b9 is the number belonging to

b
the logarithm, denoted by this feries —

^8444
—

h h h— A — — B — — C &c. where A, B, C, &c.
r r r

are the preceding terms. The terms here will be

alternately negative and affirmative. But the firft

tenA alone is fufficient when the hight is but a few

miles.

By the weight and .preflure of the atmofphere, the

operations of pneumatic engines may be accounted

for and explained. I (hall juft mention one or two.

A PUMP.
Fig. 83. is a common pump. AB the barrel orO.J . . * i T 1 J J

vlinder, madebody of the pump, being a hollow cy
of
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Fig. of wood or lead. CD the handle movable about
83. the pin E. DF .an iron rod moving about a pin

D ; this rod is hooked to the bucket or fucker FG,
which moves up and down within the pump. The
bucket FG is hollow, and has a valve or clack L
at the top opening upwards. H a plug -fixed at

the bottom of the barrel, being likewife hollow,
and a valve at I opening alfo upwards. BK the
bottom going into the well at K; the pipe below
B need not be large, being only to convey the wa-
ter out of the well into the body of the pump.
The plug H muft be fixed clofe that no water can
get between it and the barrel ; and the fucker FG,
is to be armed with leather, to fit clofe that no air or
water can get thro* between it and the barrel.

When the pump is firft wrought, or any time in
dry weather when the water above the fucker is

Rafted, it muft be primed, by pouring in fome wa-
ter at the top A to cover the fucker, that no air get
through. Then raifing the end C of the handle,
the bucket F defcends, and the water will rife thro*
the hollow GL, preffing open the valve L. Then
putting dov/n the end C raifes the bucket F, and
the valve L fhuts by the weight of the water above
it. And at the fame time the preffure of the at-

mofphere forces the water up thro' the pipe KB,
and opening the valve I, it paffes thro' the plug in-

to the body of the pump. And when the fucker
G defcends again, the valve I fhuts, and the water
-cannot return, but opening the valve L, paffes thro'
the fucker GL. And when the fucker is raifed

again, the valve L fhuts again, and the water is

raifed in the pump. So that by the motion of* the
pifton up and down, and the alternate opening and
fhutting of the tv/o valves ; water is continually
raifed into the body of the pump, and difcharged
at the fpout M.

The
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The diftance KG, from the well to the bucket, Fig,

;nuft not be above 32 feet ; for the preffure of the 83.

atmofphere will raife the water no higher, and if

it is more, the pump will not work. It is evident

a pump will work better when the atmofphere is

heavy than when it is light, there being a twelfth

or fifteenth part difference, at different times. An<J

when it is lighteft it is only equal to 3 2 feet. Where-
fore the plug H muft always be placed fo low, a$

that the fucker GL may be within that compafs.

A BAROMETER.
Fig. 84. is a Barometer or an inftrument to mea- 84.

fure the weight of the air. It confifts of a glais

cone ABC hollow within, filled full of mercury,

and hermetically fealed at the end C, fo that no
air be left in it. When it is fet upright, the mercury

defcends down the tube EC, into the bubble A,
which has a little opening at the top A, that the

air may have free ingrefs and egrefs. At the top

of the tube C, there muft be a perfeft vacuum.
This is fixed in a frame, and hung perpendicular

againft a wall. Near the top C, on the frame, is

placed a fcale of inches, Ihewing how high the

mercury is in the tube BC, above the level of it

in the bubble A, which is generally from 28 to 31
inches, but moftly about 29 or 30. Along with

the fcale of inches, there is alfo placed a fcale of

fuch weather as has been obferved to anfwer the fe-

veral hights of the quickfilver. Such a fcale you
have annexed to the 84th figure. In dividing the

fcale of inches, care muft be taken to make proper

allowance for the rifing or falling of the quickfilver

in the bubble A, which ought to be about half

full, when it ftands at 29 which is the mean
hight. For whilft the quickfilver rifes an inch at

C, it defcends a little in the bubble A, and that

defcent
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defcent muft be dedudted, which makes the divi-

fions be fomething lefs than an inch. Thefe inches

muft be divided into tenth parts, for the more exa£t

meafuring the weight of the atmofphere. For the

pillar of mercury in the tube is always equal to the

weight of a pillar of the atmofphere of the fame

thicknefs, And as the hight of the quickfilver

increafes or decreafes, the weight of the air in-

creafes or decreafes accordingly. The tube muft

be near 3 feet long, and the bore not lefs than ~

or
-J-
of an inch, in diameter, or elfe the quickfil-

ver will not move freely in it.

By help of the barometer, the hight of moun-

tains may be meafured by the following table. In

which the firft column is the hight of the moun-

tain, &c. in feet or miles the fecond the hight

of the quickfilver ; and the third the defcent of the

quickfilvgt in the barometer and this at a mean

denfity of the air.

Feet
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r eet Defcent Feet
J

O 2Q.50^
260Ot r\dX \J\J 9 n AOO • IOO

o onZWW 9 n 90

1

.100 ! 2700
/

300 Z • W -< -207 1 2 800

/LWW 20.10/1 .2Q£
'

2900
£00 20.007 .4Q3 ' 2000

ouu oft n 1

0

z 0 • \j x w CQO i 2 IOO
hmf f-\ /~\ z 0 « 0 1 z 688 9900

Son 28.716 .784. 2 200

yuvj 98 6 T O .881 94.OO

28.^22 •Q77y 1

1

9/:oo

I IOO 98 A9 8 1.072 ! 2600
i 0 r\c\1 zuu 98 9 99 1. 168

,

2700j /

I3OO 20.z^7 I 262 28003 uww

x. z^-ww 28.14.2 1.9/^7 2QOO

28.04.8 I.A.Z2 4000

1 UwU ^/•yb<t T.£4.6 4IOO

I 7OO O *7 8^0 t 64.0 A200
t Roox uww 27.766 1.724' 4200
t Ann 9 *7 672 1.828 4400

9 *7 £7Q •z /'D/y 1.02 I 4./COO

2I0O 27.487 2.0I3 460O

2200 27-394 2.106 , 4700

2300 27.302 2.198 , 48OO

2400 27.210 2.290 49OO

2500 27.119 I2.381I 5O0O

Feet I High Baron,- Defcent.

27.028

26.938
26.848

26.758-

26.668

26.578
26.489
26.4OO
26.3II

26.222

26.136

26.049

25.961

25.874
25.786

25.699
25.613

25.527
25.44I

25-355

25.270
25.185
25.101

25.017
24-933

2.472
2.562

2.652

2.742

2.83.2

2.922

3.01

1

3.100

3.189

3.278

3-3 64
3-45i

3-539
3.626

3-7'4

3.801

3.887

3-973
4-059
4-H5
4.230

4.315

4-399
4-483

4-567
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Fig,

84* The Table continued in M 1 l e s.

A 'XIlvO il» .U all/111* 1 jf»0*^nf> 1VT il^C xi. uarom. 1/elcent

O. 29.50
nor oftZ O • Z 1 I .2Q 3- 2 5 ID.57 12.93

26.Q8 2.^2

v#
/ D 2/?.80 5' 2.7 £ I A OAf 4-34

I. 2A.70 a.8o A. I A £0

2 2.02 - 0 0
5.88 4-25 *3- 8 7 15.63

I.5O 22.60 6.90 4-5° 13.27 16.23
21.62 7.88 4-75 12.70 16.80

2. 20 68 8.82 5- 12.15 !7-35'

2.25 19.78 9.72 5-25 1 1.62 17.88
2.50 18.93 10.57 5-50 1 1. 12 18.38

2-75 18.11 "39 575 10.64 18.86

3- 17.32 12.18 6. IO.18 19.32

This table is made from a table of the air's den*
fity, made as in Schol. Prop. LXXVII. And
then multiplying all the numbers thereof by 29.5
the mean denfity of the air. For the denfity of
the air at any height above the earth is as the weight
of the atmofphere above it, (by Prop. LXXIV.)

;

and that is as the height of the mercury in the ba-
rometer.

A WATER BAROMETER.
85. A barometer may alio be made of water as in

fig* 85, which is a water barometer. AB is a
glafs tube open at both ends, and cemented clofe

in the mouth of the bottle EF, and reaching very
near the bottom. Then warming the bottle at the
fire, part of the air will fly out ; then the end A
is put into a veflH of water mixed with cochineal,

which will go thro' the pipe into the bottle as it

grows cold. Then it is let upright j and the water

may
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may be made to ftand at any point C, by fucking Fig.

or Wowing at A. And if this barometer be kept 85.

to the fame degree of heat, by putting it in a vef-

fel of land, it will be very correct for taking fmall

altitudes for a little alteration in the weight of

the atmofphere, will make the water at C rife or

fall in the tube very fenfibly. But if it be fuffer-

cd to grow warmer, the water will rife too high in

the tube, and fpoil the ufe of it ; fo that it mult

be kept to the fame temper.

If a barometer was to be made of water put

into an exhaufted tube, after the manner of quick*

filver; it would require a tube 36 feet long or

more •, which could hardly find room within doors.

But, then it would go 14 times more exa£t than

quickfilver becaufe for every inch the quickfilver

rifes, the water would rife 14; from whence every

minute change in the atmofphere would be dii-

And the water barometer above defcribed will

mew the variation of the air's gravity as minutely

as the other, if the bottle be large to hold a great

quantity of air. And in any cafe, by reducing

the bottle (fo far as the air is contained) to a cylin-

der •, and put D = diameter of the bottle, d _.

diameter of the pipe, p = height of air, * _ nf-

ing in the pipe, all in inches. Then the height of a

hill in feet will be nearly 1 + X 71*. And

if y — height of the hill or any afcent, Q =

12^. Then x = == very near, at a

mean denfity of the air.

A THERMOMETER.
Fig. 86. is a thermometer, or an inftrument to gg

meafure the degrees of heat and cold. AB is a
0

hollow
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Fig. hollow tube near two foot long, with a ball at the
86. bottom ; it is filled with fpirits of wine mixed with

cochineal, half way up the neck ; which done, it is

heated very much, till the liquor fill the tube, and
then it is fealed hermetically at the end A. Then
the fpirit contracts within the tube as it cools. It
is inclofed in a frame, which is graduated into de-
grees,^ for heat and cold. For hot weather dilates
the fpirit, and makes it run further up the tube

;

and cold weather on the contrary, contrafts it, and
makes it fink lower in the tube. And the parti-
cular divifions, fliew the feveral degrees of heat
and cold ; againft the principal ofwhich, the words
heat, cold, temperate, &c. are written.

They that would fee more machines defcribed,
may confult my large book of Mechanics, where
he will meet with great variety.

FINIS.

ERRATUM.
Page 35, Line 10 from the bottom, ready Cor. 1. Henet
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THE

PREFACE.
CT77 E Projection of the Sphere, or of its Circles*

has the fame relation to Spherical Trigonometryy
that practical Geometry has to plane Trigonometry. For

as the one faves a deal of Calculation, by drawing a

few right Lines, fo does the other, by drawing a few
Circles. The Projection of the Sphere gives a Learner

a good Idea of the Sphere and all its Circles, and of

their feveral Pofitions to one another, and confequently

of Spherical Triangles, and the Nature of Spherical

Trigonomeuy

.

I have here delivered, the Principles of three forts

of Projection, in afmall compafs and yet the Reader

will find here, all that is efjential to the fubjeCl ; and

yet nothing j'uperfluous for 1 think no more need be-

faid, or indeed can be faid about it, to make it intelli^

gible and practicable. For here is laid down\. not only

the whole Theory, but the Practice likewife. Tet the

practical Part is entirely difengaged from the Theory -
y

fo that any body (tbo
9

he has no defire or leifure to

attain to the Theory,) may neverthelefs, by help of the

Problems, make himfelf Majler of the Practice. For-

which end I have endeavoured to make all the rules re-

lating to practice, plain, Jhort, and cafy,. and at the

fame time full and clear.

It is true the foluticn of Problems this way^ muffr

be allowed to be imperfeCl for there will always be

fome errors in workings as well as in the injfruments-
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we work with. But nobody infeeking an accurate fo*

lution to a Problem, will trufi to a Projection by fcale

and compafs; becaufe this cannot be depended on in

cafes of great nicety. Tet where no great exattnefs is re-

quired it will be found very ready and ufeful and,

be/ides, willferve to prove and confirm the folution ob-

taind by Calculation.

But then this defeft is abundantly recompenfed by the

eafinefs of this method. For by fcale and compafs onlyy

all forts of Problems belonging to the Sphere, as in Af-

tronomy, Geography, Dialling, &c. may be folved

with very little trouble, which require a great deal of

time and pains, to work out trigonometrically by the ta-

iles. It likewife affords a great pleafure to the mind,

that one can, in a little time, deferibe the whole furni-

ture of Heaven, and Earth, and reprefent them to the

eye, in a fmall fcheme of paper.

But its principal ufe is for fuch perfons {and that is

by far the greater number) as having no opportunity

for learning Spherical Trigonometry, have yet a defire

to refolve fome Problems of the Sphere. For fuch as

thefe, this fmall Treatife will be of particular fervice,

becaufe the practical rules, efpecially of any one fort of

Projeftion, may be learned in a very little time, and

are eaftly remembered. So that I have fome hopes I

Jhall pleafe all my Readers^ whether theoretical or prac-

"fical.

w. E,

THE
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' V

THE

PROJECTION
OF THE

SPHERE in PLANO.

DEFINITIONS;
x. T)ROJECTION of the fphere is the repte-

JL fenting its furface upon a plane, called the

Plane of 'Projection.

2. Orthographic Proje&ion, is the drawing the

circles of the fphere upon the plane of Tome great

circle, by lines perpendicular to that plane, let fall

from all the points of the circles to be projected.

3. The Stenographic Projection, is the drawing

the circles of the fphere upon the plane of one of

its great circles, by lines drawn from the pole of

that great circle to all the points of the circles to be

projected.

4. The Gnomonical Projection, is the drawing the

circles of an hemifphere, upon a plane touching it

in the vertex, by lines or rays ilTuing from the cen-

ter of the hemifphere, to all the points of the cir-

cles to be projected.

5. The Primitive circle is that on whofe plane

the fphere is projected. And the pole of this cir-

cle is called the Pole of Projection. The point from

-whence the projecting right lines iffue is the project-

ing Point,

A3 6- The
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6. The Line of Meafures of any circle is the

common interfeCtion of the plane of projection,

and another plane that paffes thro' the eye, and is

perpendicular both to the plane of projection, and
to the plane of that circle.

SCHOLI'UJ}.

There are other Projections of the Sphere, as the

Cylindrical, the Scenographic which belongs to Per-

fpeCtive, the Globical which belongs to Geography,

Mercators, for which fee Navigation, &c.

AXIOM.
The Place of any vifible point of the Sphere upon

the plane of projection, is ^here the projecting

line cuts that plane.

Cor. If the eye he applied to the projecting pointy

it will view all the circles of the. Sphere, and every

part of them^ in the projection, jtiji as they appear

from thence in the Sphere itfelf

Scholium.
The Projection of the Sphere is only the fhadow

of the circles of the Sphere upon the plane of Pro-

jection, the light being in the place of the eye or

projecting point.

The Signification of fome Characters,

-f- added to.

— fubtraCting the following quantity.

<C an angle.

— equal to.

-J- perpendicular to,

H parallel to.

•: • a proportion,

SECT.
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The Orthographic Proje&ivn of the

Sph ere,

PROP. I.

TF a right line is projeftjtd upon a plane, it k Fig
1

projected into a fight 'line ; and its length will be to 3.

the length of the projections as radius to the coftne of
T
-

its inclination above thai plane.

For let fall the perpendiculars Aa, Bb upon the

plane of projection, then ab will be the line, it is

projeded into but by trigonometry AB : is to A*

or ab : : as radius : to the fine of B or cofine of

Cor. i* If a right line is projected upon a planer,

parallel thereto, it is projected into a right line paral-

lel and equal to itfelf

Cor. 2. If an angle be pro]efted upon a plane which

is parallel to the two lines forming the angle ^ it is

projected into an angle equal to itfelf

Cor. 3. Any plain figure projected upon a plane pa-

rallel to itfelf, is projettcd into a figure fimilar and

tqual to itfelf.

Cor. 4. Hence alfo the area of any plain figure, is

H the area of its projection : : as radius* to the cofine

its elevation or inclination.

PROP. II.

A circle perpendicular to the plane of projections is

grojetted into a right line equal to its diameter.

For projecting lines drawn through all the points

Qf the circle fall in the common fection of the planes

A 4 of
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Fig. of the circle and of projection, which is a right

line (Geom. V. 3.),. and equal to the diameter of
the circle ; becaufe the planes interfcdb in that dia-
meter. E. D.

Cor. Hence any plane figure, perpendicular to themne of projetlion is projected into a right line. For
the perpendiculars from every point, 'will all fall in
the common interferon, of thefigure -with the plane of
projetlion. J

PROP. Ill,

_
A circle parallel to the plane of pryetlicn is pro-

jetted into a circle eaiial to itfelf and concentric with
the primitive.

Let BOD be the circle, I its center, C the cen-
ter of the fphere, the points I,- By O, D, are pro-
jected .into the points C, L> F, G. And .therefore
OICF, and B1CL are redtangled parallelograms.
Confequently LC = BI = OI = FC, (Geom,
•111* ^* -D»

Cor. The radius CL or CF is the cojine of the cir-
cle's diflancefrom theprimitive, for it is the/me ofAB.

P R O P. IV.

2. An inclined circle is projecled into an ellipfis tvhoti
tranfverfe axis is the diameter of the circle.

Let ADBH be the inclined circle, P its center"-,
and let it be proje&ed into adbh ; draw the plane"
ABFC0 through the center C of the fphere, per-
pendicular to the plane of the given circle and
plane of projection, to interfe<5t them in the lines
AB, ah ; draw GPH, DE, perpendicular, and DQ
parallel to AB ; then becaufe the line GP, and
the^ane of projection are both perpendicular tp

die
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the plane ABF ; therefore GH is parallel to the Fig,

plane of proje&ion, and therefore to gb.

In the circle ADB, DQ^ = GQH = gqb, and

and BP* = GP l
z: gp\ And (Geom. V. 12.) BP :

EP or DQj : bp : ep. or dq, and BP" : DQ Z
: :

hp* : df i that is, gf : gqh : : 3p* : ^ and there-

fore agbb is an ellipfis, whofe tranfverfc gb is the

diameter of the circle. £K E. D.

Cor. 1 . Since ab is perpendicular to gb, therefore

ab is tbe conjugate axis \ and is twice the fine of the

<Z AB£ to the radius gp \ that is^ the conjugate axis

is equal to twice the cofine of the inclination, to the

radius of the circle.

Cor. 2. The tranfverfe axis is equal to twice the

cofine of its diftance from its parallel great circle. For

gb zz GH = 2AP ~ twice tbefine of AK.

Cor. 3. The extremities of the conjugate axis are

dijiant from the center of the primitive^ by the fines

of the circles neareft and greateft diftance from the pole

of the primitive. Thus aC is the fine of AN, and

IC the fine of BN.

Cor. 4. Hence alfo it is plain that the conjugate axis

always paffes thro
9

the center C of the primitive ; and

is always in the line of meafures of that circle.

Scholium.
Every circle in the projection reprefents two equal j #

circles, parallel and equidiftant from the primitive,

Evefy right line reprefents two femicircles, one to-

wards the eye, the other in the oppofite fide. Eve-

ry ellipfis reprefents two equal circles, but contra-

rily inclined as AB, CD ; one above the primitive

the other below it.

And now the Theory being laid down, it re-

mains only to deduce thence, fome fhort rules for

pra&ice, as follows.

PROP-
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' PRO P. V. Prob.

5. To project a circle parallel to the primitive.

Rule.

Take the complement of its diftance from the

primitive, and fet it from A to E ; and with the

center C and radius CD = perpendicular EF, de-

fcribe the circle H)gG.

By the plain fcale.

Take the fine of its diftance from the pole of

the primitive with that radius and the center C
defcribe the circle.

PROP. VI. Prob.

To prejeol a right circle, or one that is perpendicu-

lar to the plain of projection.

Rule.

Thro* the center C of the primitive, draw the

diameter AB, and take the diftance from its paral-

lel great circle, and fet from A to E, and from B
to D, and draw ED, the right circle required.

By the fcale.

Take the fine of the circle's diftance from its pa-

rallel great circle AB, and at that diftance draw a

parallel ED for the circle required.

PROP. VII. Prob.

To pro]eft a given oblique circle.

Rule.

£9
Draw the line of meafures AB, and take the cir-

cle's neareft diftance from the primitive, and fet

from
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from B to D, upwards if it be above the primitive ;Jng.

or downward, if below ; likewife take its greatefl ' i.

diftance, and fet from A to E, and draw ED^ and

let fall the perpendiculars EF, DG ; and bifedt FG
in H, and ereft the perpendicular KHI, making

KH = HI = half ED ; then defcribe an ellipfis

(by the Conic Se&ions) whofe tranfverfe is IK and

conjugate FG j and that lhall reprefent the circle

given.

By the [cole.

Draw the line of meafures AB y and take the 6«

fines of the circle's neareft and greatefl: diftande

from the pole of the primitive, and fet them from
the center C to F and G, (both ways if the circle

encompafs the pole, but the fame way if it lie on
one fide the pole 5) bifedt FG in H, and ereA HK,
HI perpendicular to FG, and to the radius of

the circle given, or the fine of its diftance from its

own pole ; about the axes FG, KI defcribe an el-

lipfis, and it is done.

S c ho LIU M.

An ellipfis great or fmall may be defcribed by 10.

points, thus ; thro' the center D of the circle and
ellipfis, draw BD the tranfverfe AR ; ahd on
AR ere£l a fufficient number of perpendiculars IK,

ik &c. and make as DB or DA : DE : : IK : IF : :

ik : if &c. then thro
5

all the points E, F, f &c.
draw a curve. See Prop. 76. ellipfis.

PROP. VIII. Prob.

To find the pole of a given ellipfis.

Rule.

Thro5

the center of the primitive C, draw the 7;
conjugate of the ellipfis ; on the extreme points

G, ereft the perpendiculars FE, GD, or fet the

tranfverfe
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. tranfverfe IK from E to D, and bifeft ED in Rf

and let fall RP perpendicular to AB, then is P
the pole.

By the fcale.

Take CF, and CG, and apply to the fines, and

find the degrees anfwering or the fupplements

then take the fine of half the futn of thefe degrees,

if F, G be both on one fide of C, or the fine of

half the difference, if they lie on contrary fides

;

and fet it from C to the pole P.

Or thus ; apply the femi-tranfverfe IH to the

fines, and fet the degrees from EtoRj and draw

RP J- to AB and P is the pole.

PROP. IX. Prob.

<fo meafure an arch of a parallel circle; or to fet

any number of degrees on it.

Rule.

With the radius of the parallel, and one foot

in C defcribe a circle G^, draw CGB, and Cgb

then B* will meafure the given arch Gg ; or Gg

^ill contain the given number of degrees fet from

B to b. So that either being given finds the other.

PROP. X. Prob.

To meafure any part of a right circle.

Rule.

In the right circle ED, let EA = AD ; and

let AB be to be meafured. Make CF = AE
with extent BA = FG defcribe the arch GI 5 draw

CGK to touch it in G ; then is HK the meafure of

AB. For FG — S. <: HCK to the radius CF or

AE, and BA is the fame, by Cor. Prop. III.

Other*
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Fig.

Otherwife thus. 8.

On the diameter ED, defcribe the femicirclc

END, draw AN, BO, LP perpendicular to ED,

then ON is the meafure of BA, and NP of AL j

and ON or NP may be meafured as in Prop. IX.

By the fcale.

Let AL be to be meafured. Draw CD ; and

LM parallel to AC, then CM applied to the fines

<nves the degrees. For radius CD : AD : : CM :

AL.

Cor. If the right circle pajfes thro
9

the center, there

is no more to do, but to raife perpendiculars on it,

which will cut the primitive, as required. Or apply

the part of the right circle to the line of fines.

PROP. XI. Prob.

To fet off any number of degrees upon a right cir-

cle, DE.
Rule.

Draw CA DE, and make the <Z HCK =: g #

the degrees given, make CF = radius AE, take

FG the heareft diftance, and fet from A to B ; then

AB = <L HCK, the degrees propofed.

Otherwife thus.

On ED defcribe the femicircle END, then by

Prop. IX. fet off NP = degrees given, draw PL
perpendicular to ED, then AL contain th<? de-

grees required.

Or thus by the fcale.

Draw CD, take the given degrees of the fines,

and fet from C to M, and draw ML parallel to

CA, then AL zz arch requiredn PROP,
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PROP. XII. Prob.

To meafure an arch of w ellipfis \ or to fet any
, number of degrees upon it.

Rule.

About AR the tranfverfe axis of the ellipfis,

defcribe a circle ABR ; ereft the perpendiculars
BED, KFI, on AR ; then BK is the meafure of
EF, or EF is the reprefentation of the arch BK.
And BK is to be meafured, or any degrees fet up-
on it, as in Prop. IX.

Scholium.
Thefe Problems are all evident from the three-

firft propofitions, and need no other demonftration.
If the fphere be proje&ed on any plane parallel ta
the primitive, the projeftion will be the very fame
for being effe&ed by parallel lines, which are al-

ways at the fame diftance, there will be produced
the fame figure, or reprefentation. Of all ortho-
graphic projections, thofe on the meridian or on
the folftitial colure, commonly called the Analem-
iha, is mod ufeful ; becaufe a great many of the
circles of the fphere fall into right lines or circles,

whereas in the projections upon other planes, they
are projeaed into ellipfes, which are hard to de-
icnSe

; which makes thefe forts of projection to be
neglected.

And by the fame rules that the circles of the
fphere are projected upon a plane, any other figure
may likewife be orthographically projected

; by let-
ting fail perpendiculars upon the plane from all the
angles, or all the points of the figure, and joining
thefe points with right or curve lines, as they are
in the figure itfelf.

By this kind of projection, either the convex or
concave fide of the fphere, may be projected ;

which
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which is peculiar to this fort of projedion ; that Fig.

is, either the heraifphere towards you, or that from 9.

you, may be projected upon the plane of its great

circle. And ftnee m fcroe cafes they both have the

fame appearance, it ought to be mentioned whe-

ther it is.

But if botfc tke convex and concave fides of

the fame hemisphere be projeded ; that is, if you

make two projettions^ one for the convex, the

other for the concave fide the circles in one will

be inverted in refpeft of the other, the right to

the left, &c. Becaufe in looking at the fame he-

mifphere, it will not have the fame appearance,

when you look at the contrary fides of it \ becaufe

you look contrary ways at it, to fee the external

and internal furfaces.

SECT*
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SECT. II

The Stenographic ProjeEiion of the

Sphere.

PROP. I.

circle paffing thro* the projefling pointy ii

projefled into a right line.

For all lines drawn from the projecting point,
to this circle, pafs thro* the interferon of this cir-

cle and plane of projection, which is a right line.

Cor. i . A great circle faffing thro* the poles of the

primitive is projected into a right line paffing thro\

the center.

Cor. 2 . Any circle faffing thro* the projefling point

is projefled into a right line perpendicular to the line

of meafures^ and dtftant from the center^ the femi-
tangent of its neareft dijlancefrom the pole oppofite to

12. the projefling point, thus the circle AE is projefled

into a right line paffing thro* G, and perpendicular to

BC, the line of meafures^ and GC is the femitangent

cf EM.
PROP. II.

Every circle (that paffes not through the projefling

point) is projefled into a circle.

Ii. Cafe I. Let the circle EF be parallel to the

primitive BD lines drawn to all points of it from
the projecting point A, will form a conic furface,

which being cut parallel to the bafe by the plane
BD, the fe&ion GH (into which EF is proje&ed)
will be a circle by the conic fe&ions.

Cafe
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Cafe II. Let BH be the line of meafures to the Fig.

circle EF, draw FK parallel to BD, then arch AK 12.

= AF, and therefore < AFK or AHG = AEF ;

therefore in the triangles AEF, AGH, the angles

at E and H are equal, and the angle A common

;

therefore the angles at F and G are equal. There-

fore the cone of rays AEF (whofe bafe EF is a

circle) is cut by fubcontrary fe&ion, by the plane

of projection BD, and therefore, by the conic fee-

tions, the feftion GH (which is the projection of

the circle EF) will alfo be a circle. 4>. E. D.

Cor. When AF is equal to AG, the circle EF is

projected into a circle equal to it felf.

For then the fimilar .triangles AHG and AEF,
will alfo be equal, and GH =z EF.

PROP. III.

Any point on the fphere
9

s furface is projected into

a pointy diftant from the center, the femi-tangent of
its diflancefrom the pole oppofite to theprojectingpoint.

Thus the point E is proje&ed into G, and F into

H ; and CG is the femi-tangent of EM, and CH
of MF.

Cor. 1 A great circle perpendicular to the primi-

tive is projected into a line offemi-tangents pajfwg thro*

the center, and produced infinitely >

For MF is proje&ed into CH its femi-tangent,

and EM into the femi-tangent CG.

Cor. 2. Any arch EM of a great circle perp. to the

primitive \ is projected into the femi-tangent of it.

Thus EM is projefted into GC.

Cor. 3. Any arch EMF of a great circle is pro-

jected into the fum of its femi-tanients% of its greateft

B and
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and Ieaft diftances from the oppofite pole M, if it lye

on both fides of M, or thedif. of the femi-tangents*

when all on onefide,

PROP. IV/

The angle made by two circles on the furface of the

fphere is equal to that made by their reprefentatives

upon the plane of projection.

Let the angle BPK be projected. Thrp5

the

angular point P and the center C, draw the

plane of a great circle PED perpendicular to the

plane of projection IlFG. Let a plane PHG touch

the fphere m P ; then fince the circle EPD is per-

pendicular both to this plane and to the plane of

proje&ion, therefore it is perpendicular to their in-

teriection GH. The angles made by circles are the

fame as thofe made by their tangents, therefore in

the plane PGH, draw the tangents PH, PF, PG
to the arches, PB, PD, PK and thefe will be

proje&ed into the lines ^H, pF, pK : Nov/ I fay the

<T HPG zz <Z HpG. For the angle CPF zz a

right angle zz CpA + CAP ; therefore taking a-

way the equal angles CPA and CAP, and <ZpFF
zz CpA or PpF confequently pF zz PF. There-

fore in the right angled triangles PFG and^FG,
there are two fides equal and the included < right

;

therefore hypothenufe PG zz pG. And for the

fame reafon in the right angled triangles PFH and

/>FH, PH = pH. Laftly in the triangles PHG
and 2>HG, all the fides are refpeclively equal, and

therefore < P zz <p. E. D.

Cor. i . The rumb lines projected make the fame an-

gles with the meridians as upon the globe \ and there-

fore are logarithmic fpirals on the plain of the equi-

noctial. For every particle of the rumb coincides with

jome great circle.

Cor.
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Cor. 2 . The angle made by two circles on the fphere Fi

is equal to the angle "/hade by the radii of their projec-

tions at the point of interferon. For the angle made

by two circles on a plant isthefame with that made by

their radii drawn to the point of interferon.

PROP. V.

The center of a projeEled (kffer) circle perpendicu-

lar to the primitive, is in the line of meafures diftant

from the center of the primitive, the fecant of the lef-

fer circles diftance from its own pole \ and its radius

is the tangent of that diftance.

Let A be the projecting point, EF the circle to l

be projected, GH* the projected diameter. From
the centers C, D draw CF, DF, and the triangles

CFt, DFI are right angled at I ; then <T IFC zz:

<C FCA = 2< FEA or 2FEG 2 <cFHG zz:

<C FDG, therefore IFC + IFD z= FDG + IFD
zz a right angle ; that is CFD is a right angle, and
the line CD is the fecant of BF, and the radius

FD is the tangent of it. £K E. D.

Cor. If thefe circles be a51ually defcribed,
9
tis plain

the radius FD is a tangent to the primitive at F,

where the leffer circle cuts it.

PROP. VI.

The center of Projection of a great circle is in the

line of meafures, diftant from the center of the pri-

mitive, the tangent of its inclination to the primi-

tive ; and its radius is the fecant of its inclination.

Let A be the projecting point, EF the great cir- 1

cle, GH the projected diameter, D the center -

9

B 2 draw
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Fig. draw DA. The angle EAF being in a femicir-

15. cle is right. In the right angled triangle GAH,
AC is perpendicular to GH, therefore <: GAC =
AHC and their double, EZB zz ADC, and their

complements. ECF zr CAD. Therefore CD is the
tangent of ECI, and radius AD its fecant. <^ £, D.

1 6. Cor. 1 . If the great oblique circle AGBH be actu-

ally defcribed upon the primitive A IB. /fay, all great
circles paffing thro'' G will have the centers of their

projections in the line RS drawn thro* the center D,
perpendicular to the line of meafures IH.

For fince all great circles cut one another at a fe-

micircle's diitance, all circles palling thro' G muft
cut at the oppofite point H ; and therefore their

centers muft be in the Line RDS»

Cor. 2. Hence alfo if any oblique circle GLH be
required to make any given angle with another circle

BGAH, it will be projetted the fame way with re-

gard to GAH confidered as a primitive, and RS its

line of meafures as the circle BGA is on the primi-
tive BIA, and line of meafures ID. And therefore

the tangent of the angle AGL to the radius GD, fet

from D to N, gives the center of GL.
' For the <C NGD will then be equal to AGL,
by Cor. 2. Prop. IV. and therefore GLH is rightly

proje&ed.

Cor. 3. Andfor the fame reafcn, if N be the cen-

ter of the circle GfHR ; the centers of all circles poff-
ing thro'' g and R, will be in the line rNs perpends
cular to RS ; fo n is the center ofgrR. But then as

g, R do not reprefent oppofite points of the circle GgH,
therefore all circles paffing thro" g, R, (as grR) will

he leffer circles, except G^HR,

Scholium.
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Scholium. ^S*

Of all great circles in the projection, the primi-

tive is the leaft. For the radius of any oblique

great circle (being the fecant of the inclination) is

greater than the radius of the primitive ^ as the

fecant is always greater than the radius. There-

fore every oblique great circle in the projection is

greater than the primitive.

PROP. VII.

The projefied extremities of the diameter of any cir^

cle, are in the line of meafures, di/lant from the cen-

ter of the primitive circle, the femi-tangents of its

neareft and greateft diftances from the pole of projeSlion

oppojite to the projecting point.

For the diameter of the circle EF is projedted 15..

into GH, from the proje&ing point A. But GC 17^
is the femi-tangent of £B, and CH the femi-tangent

of BF. E. D.

Cor. 1. The points where an inclined great circle 15^
cuts the line of meafures, within and without the pri-

mitive^ is diftant from the center of the primitive, tht

tangent and co-tangent of half the complement of the

circle's inclination to the primitive

For CG zz tangent of half EB, or of half the

complement of IE the inclination. And (becaufe

the <c E xF is right; CH is die co-tangent of GAC,
or half EB.

Cor. 2. Hence the center D of a projected circle is i

in the line of meafures diftant, from the center of the 1 8^
primitive, half the difference of the femi-tangents of its

near
\ft and greateft diftance from the appofite pole, if

it encompaffes that pole hut half the fum of the fe-

mi-tangents if it lye on one fide the pole of projeSlion.

B 3 Cor.,
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Fig. Cor. 3. And the radiusAs half the fum of the fe-

mi- tangents^ if the circle encompaffes the pole \ or half

the difference if it lyes on onefide.

17, Cor. 4. Hence alfb if pq be the projected poles^ it

will be qG : pG : : qH : pH.
For draw Gn parallel to qA, and fince P, Qjire

the poles, therefore qAp is a right angle, and fince

the angles GAp and pAH are equal, and Gn per?

endieular to A/>, therefore GA z= An whence

y fimilar triangles qG : qH : : An or AG : AH : :

Gp9 />H, (Geom. II, 25.) And confequently the

line ^H is cut horomonically in the points G, p.

PROP. VIII.

The projected poles of any circle are in the line of

meafures^ within and without the primitive^ and dis-

tant from its center the tangent and co-tangent of half

its, inclination to the primitive.

{ y t
The poles P, p of the circle EF are projefted

into D and d ; and CD is the tangent of CAD or
half BCP, that is, of half GCI, the inclination of
the circle ICK, parallel to EF. Likewife Cd is

the tangent of CAd, or the co-tangent of CAD.
^ £. D.

Cor. 1 . The pole of the primitive is its center and
the pole of a right circle is in the primitive.

ig. Cor. 2. The projefted center of any circle is always
between the projected pole {neareft to it on the fphere)

and the center of the primitive ; and the projected

centers of all circles lye between the projected poles.

For the middle point of EF or its center is pro-
jected into S ; and all the points in Pp (in which are
all the centers) are projected into Dd.

Co_r a
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Cor. 3. If P be the projefted center of any circle F"ig„.

EFG, any right lines EG, FH faffing thro" P will 20.

intercept equal arches EF, GH.
For in any circle of the fphere, any two lines*

pafling thro' the center, intercept equal arches ;

and thefe are proje&ed into right lines, paffing

thro' the proje&ed center P, and therefore EF,

GH, reprefent equal arches..

PROP. IX.

If EFGH, efgh reprefmt two equal circles, where- 20..

of EFG is as far diftant from its pole P, as efg is 21^
from the projecling point. I' fty, any two right lines

(^EP, and /FP,) being drawn thro'' P, will intercept

equal arches (in reprefentaiion,) of thefe circles ; on

{he fame fide, if P falls within the circles \ but on the

contrary fide, if without \ thai is, EF zz ef, and

GH zzgh.

For by the nature of the fection of a fphere

any two circles paffing thro
5 two given points or

poles on the furface of the fphere, will- intercept

equal arches of two other circles equidiftant.from

thefe poles. Therefore the circles EFG and efg,

on the fphere, are equally cut by the planes of any;

two circles paffing thro' the projecting point and

the pole P, on the fphere. But thefe circles (by.

Prop. I.) are projected into the right lines Pe and^

Vf, paffing thro
5

P. And the intercepted arches,

representing equal arches on the fphere, are there-,

fqre equal, that is, EF zz efr and GH zzgh..

Cor. 1. If a .circle is pfojeEled into aright line EF, 22u

perpendicular tv the line of meafures EG and iffrom-

the center C a circle efP be deferibed paffing thro
9

its-

pole P, and P/ be drawn ; then arch ef zz EF. And

tf any other circle be deferibed whofe vertex is P, the-

arch ef will always b'e equal to EF.
B 4 Cc£l
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Fig. Cor. 2 . Hence alfo, iffrom the pole of a great cir-

ae there be drawn two right lines, the intercepted arch
cf the projected great circle will be equal to the inter-
cepted arch of the primitive.

2 3- Cor 3- After the fame manner, if there be two
24. equal circles EF, whereof one is as far from the

pok ? as the other is from the pole of prejetlion e,
cppefte to the projecting point. Then any circle drawn
thro the points P, C, will intercept equal arch EF_ ej - and GH = gh, between it and the line of mea-
Jures PCG. J

For this is true on the fphere, and their projec-
tions are the fame.

Cor. 4. Iffrom an angular point be drawn two
ngbt lines thro' the poles of its fides ; the intercepted
anh of the primitive, will be equal to that angle.

t or the diftance of the poles is equaj to that
angle. n

PROP. X.

25- .
V PH' NK ^ *uo equal circles, whereof NK.

26 '1 fiaT fr?Z th
f Pro)ea^S point as QH from its

pole ? ;
and if they be projected into the circles whole-

radii are MC or CI , and DF or FG, F being the
tenter of DG, and E the projefted pole. I fay the
pole E will be diftant from their centers in proportion
to the radii of the circles; that is, CE : EF : : CL :Vb or FG.

NT
F
- £2*

,

NK
r
and ML are Parallel

>
and ^ch

?i p ^ therefore < ELI = NKI (or nKl) ~G1P
;

therefore the triangles 1EL and 1EG are fi-

f'^C
.

nce EL : EI : : EI : EG. Again the
angle EMI ^ KNI = PIQ, and therefore ^
£ angles IEM and IED are fimilar, whence EM :

: : &l : &D. Therefore EI4 = EL x EG =
EM
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EM X ED. Confequently EM : EL : : EG : ED j Fig

EM + EL EM — EL
and by compofition r : ~ '•

EG+ED EG-ED
M:EC;;FG;

2 2
*

FF. StE. D.

Cor. i. Hence if the circle KN be as far from 25.

the projecting pointy as QH is from either of its pales^ 26*

and if E, O, be its projected poles then will EL :

EM : : ED : : EG : : OD : OG.
This follows from the. foregoing demonftration,

and Cor. 4. Prop. VII.

Cor. 2. Hence alfo if F be the center^ and FD the 25.

radius of any circle .QH, and E, O the projected 26.

poles \ then EF : DF : : DF : FO.
EG + ED

For it follows from Cor. 1, that ;

^^ ::OG + OD: OG_Op
2

2 2

Cor. 3. Hence if the circle DBG, be as far from 27.

its projected pole P, as LMN is from the projecting 28.

point ; and if any right lines be drawn thro
9

P, as

iMPG, NPK, they will cut off fimilar arches GK>
MN in the two circles.

For from the centers C, F, draw the lines CNV
FK, then fince the angles CPN, and FPK are

equal, and by this Prop. CP : CN : : FP : FK;
therefore (Geom. II. 16J ; the triangles PCN and
PFK are fimilar ; and the angle PCN ~ < PFK

.

therefore the arches MN and GK are fimilar.

Cor. 4. Hence alfo if thro
9

the projected pole P of 27.
any circle DBG, a right line BPK be drawn. Then 2 8.

1 fay the degrees in the arch GK fhall be the meafare
of DB in the projection. And the degrees in DB,
Jhall be the meafure of GK in the projection.

For
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Fig. For (by Prop. IX.) the arch MN is the meafure

of DB, and therefore GK which is fimilar to MN,
will alfo be the meafure of it.

Cor. 5. The centers of all projefted circles are all

beyond the projected poles (in refpeft to the center of
the primitives) j and none of their centers can fall
between them.

go. Cor. 6. Hence it follows (by Cor. 5. and Pr. VIII.
Cor. 3. J that all circles that are not parallel to the

primitive have equal arches on the fphere reprefented

by unequal arches on the plane of projection.

For if P be the projected center, then GH is

greater than EF.

Scholium.
It will be eafy by the foregoing propofitions to

defcribe the reprefentation of any circle, and the

reverfe will eafily fliow what circle of the fphere any
projected .circle reprefents. What follows here-

after is deduced from the foregoing propofitions,

and will eafily be underftood without any other

demonftration.

If the fphere was to be projected on any plane
parallel to the primitive, 'tis all the fame thing.

For the cones of rays iffuing from the projecting

point, are all cut by parallel planes into fimilar fec-

rions, it only makes the projections bigger or lefs>

according to the diftance of the plane of projection,

whiHt they are ftill fimilar-, and amounts to no more
than projecting from different fcales upon the fame
plane. And therefore the projecting the fphere on
the plane of a lefier circle is only projecting it upon
the great circle parallel thereto, and continuing all

the lines of the fcheme to that leffer circle*

PROP,
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PROP, XL Prob.

Fig.

2"
o draw a circle parallel to the 'primitive at a given

diftance from its pole.

Rule.

Thro' the center C draw two diameters AB, DE, 29.

perpendicular to one another. Take in your com-
pares the diftance of the circle from the pole of the
primitive oppofite to the projecting point, and fet

it from DtoF- from E draw EF to interfecft AB
in I ; with the radius CI, and center C, defcribe the

circle GI required.

By the plain Scale.

With the radius CI, equal to the femi-tangent of
the circles diftance from the pole of projection op-
pofite the projecting point, defcribe the circle IG.
Here the radius of projection CA, is the tangent
of 45°, or the fem-itangent of 90 0

.

PROP. XII. Proh.

tfo draw a lejfer circle perpendicular to the primitive

ft a given diftance from the pole of that circle.

Rule.

Thro' the pole B draw the line of meafures AB, 3°«
make BG the circle's diftance from its pole, and
draw CG, and GF perpendicular to it with the ra-
dius FG defcribe the circle GI required.

By the Scale.

Set the fecant of the circle's diftance from its pole
from C to F, gives the center. With the tangent
of that diftance for a radius, defcribe the circle GI.

Or thus, make BG the circle's diftance from its

pole 5 and GF its tangent, fet from G, gives F the

center j
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Fig. center thro' G defcribe the circle GI from the cen-

30. ter F.

Cor. Hence a great circle perpendicular to the pri-

mitive^ is a right line CDE drawn thro* the center

perpendicular to the line of meafures.

Scholium.
When the center F lyes at too a great a diftance

;

draw EG, to cut AB in H ; or lay the femi-tan-

gent of DG from C to H. And thro' the three

points G, H, I, draw a circle with a bow.

PROP. XIII. Prob.

To defcribe an oblique circle at a given diftance from

c pole given.

Rule.

31, Draw the line of meafures AB thro
5

the given

pointy, if that point is given ; and diaw DE -J-

to it, alfo draw E/>P. Or if the point p is not gi-

ven, fet the height of the pole above the primitive

from B to P. Then from P fet of PH = PI = cir-

cle's diftance from its pole ; and draw EH, EI, to

interfe£t AB in F and G. About the diameter FG
defcribe the circle required.

By the Scale.

If the point P is given, apply Cp to the femi-tan-

gents and it gives the diftance of the pole from D, the

pole of projection oppofite to the projecting point.

This diftance being had, you'll eafily find the great-

eft and neareft diftances of the circle from the pole

of the primitive oppofite to the projefting point

;

take the femi tangents of thefe diftances and fetfrom

C to G and F, both the fame way if the circle lye

all on one fide, but each its own way, if on different

fides of D. And then FG is the diameter of the

circle required to be drawn*
Cor.
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Cor. i. If ¥ be the pole of a great circle as ofFi

DLE. Draw EFH, and make HP zz DH, and 3

draw EpP, and then P is its center.

Or thus, draw EFH thro
9
the pole F, make HK

90 degrees draw EK cutting the line of meafures in

L. Thro
9

the three points D, L, E, draw the great

circle required.

Cor. 2. Hence it willbeeafy to draw one circle pa-

rallel to another.

PROP. XIV. Prob.

Thro
9

two given points A, B, to draw a great circle.

Rule.

Thro' one of the points A, draw a line thro
5

the 3
center, ACG ; and EF perpendicular to it. Then
draw AE, and EG perpendicular to it. Thro' the

three points A, B, G draw the circle required.

Or thus% From E (found as before) draw EH,
and then HCI, and laftly EIG, gives G a third

point, thro' which the circle muft pafs.

By the Scale.

Draw ACG ; and apply AC to the femi-tangents,

find the degrees, fet the femi-tangent of its fupple-

ment from C to G, for a third point.

Or thus \ Apply AC to the tangents, and fet the
tangent of its complement from C to G. And
thro' the three points ABG, defcribe the circle re-

quired.

For lince HEI or AEG is a right angle, there-

fore A, G are oppofite points of the fphere ; and
therefore all circles paffing thro' A and G are

great circles.

Scholium.
If the points A, B, G lie nearly in a right line,

then you may draw a circle thro' them with a bow.

PROP.
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Fig.

PROP. XV. Prob.

About a pole given, to defcribe a circle thro' a given
point.

Rule.

33. Let P be the pole, and B the given point ; thro'
P, B defcribe the great circle AD (by Prop. XIV.),
whofe center is E ; thro' the center C draw CPH ;

and from the center E, draw EB, and BF perpen-
dicular to it. To the center F, and radius FB
defcribe the circle BGH required.

PROP. XVI. Prob.

To find the poles of any circle FNG.

Rule.

31. Thro' *ts center draw the line of meafures AG,
and DE perpendicular to it. Draw EFH, and
fet its diftance (from its own pole) from H to P,
and draw EpP, then p is the pole.

Or thus, Draw EFH, EIG, and bifect HI in
P, and draw E/>P, and p is the internal pole. Lafl>
ly draw PCQ, and EQ?, and q is the external pole.

In a great circle DLE, draw ELK, and make
DH = AK, (or KH = AD, and draw EFH, and
F is the pole.

By the Scale.

Apply CF to the femi-tangents, and note the
degrees. Take the fum of theie degrees and of
the circle's diftance from its pole, if the circle lie

all on one fide, but their difference if it encom-
pafles the pole of proje&ion ; fet the femi-tangent
of this fum or difference from C to the internal
pole p. And the femi-tangent of its fupplement
Cq, gives the external pole q.

Or thus, Apply CF and CG to the femi-tansents,
fet the femi-tangent of half the fum of the degrees

(if
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(if the circle lies all one way) or of half the dif- Fig.

ference (if it encompafles the pole of projection), 31.

from C to the pole p and the femi-tangent of the

fupplement, Cq gives the external pole q.

In a great circle as DLE, draw the line of mea-

fures AB perp. to DE ; and let the tangent and

co-tangent of half its inclination, from the center

C, different ways to F and /•, which gives the in-

ternal and external poles F and /.

PROP. XVII. Prob.

T0 draw a great circle at any given inclination above

the primitive ; or making any given angle with it, at

4 given point.

Ride.

Draw the line of meafures AB ; and DCE per- 34.

pendicular to it. Make EK zz 2HD zz twice the

complement of the circle's inclination -

3
(or DK zz

2AH rz twice the inclination ) and draw EKF,
then F is the center of EGD, the circle required.

Or thus ; Draw DE and AB perp. to it, and let

D be the point given. Make AH the inclination,

and draw EGH and HCN and ENQ, to cut AB
in O. Then bifed GO in F, for the center of the

circle required.

By the Scale.

Set the tangent of the inclination in the line of

meafures from C to F, then F is the center. Set

the femi-tangent of the complement from C to G 5

then GF or DF is the radius.

Or the fecant of the inclination fet from G or D
to F gives the center.

Cor. T0 draw an oblique circle to make a given an-

gle with a given oblique circle DGE at D. Draw
EGH, and fet the given anglefrom H to I, and draw

ELL Thro
9

D, L, E defcribe a great circle.

PROP.
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Fig.

PROP. XVIIL Prob.

Through a given point P, to draw a great circle^

to make agiven angle with the primitive.

Rule.

35- Thro* the point given P and the center C draw
the line AB ; and DE perpendicular to it. Set the
given angle from A to H and from H to K, and
draw BGK ; with radius CG, and center C defcribe
the circle GIF ; and with radius BG and center P
crofs that circle in F. Then with radius FP and
center F, defcribe the circle LPM required.

By the Scale.

With the tangent of the given angle and one
foot in C, defcribe the arch FG. With the fecant
of the given angle and one foot in the given point
P, crofs that' arch at F. From the center F def-
cribe a circle thro' the point P.

PROP. XIX. Prob.

To draw a great circle to make a given angle with
a given oblique circle FPR, at a given point P, in
that circle.

Rule.

36. Thro5

the center C and the given point P, draw
the right line DE ; and AB perpendicular to it;

draw APG and make BM = 2DG ; and draw AM
to cut DE in I. Draw IQ^perpendicular to DE,
then IQjs the line wherein the centers of all cir-

cles are found which pafs thro
5

the point P. Find
N the center of the given circle FPR, and make
the angle NPL equal to the given angle, then L
is the center of the circle HPK required.

By
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By the Scale. Fig.

Thro' P and C draw DE ; apply CP to the femi- 3&
tangents, and fet the tangent of its complement
from C to I (or the fecant from P to I). On DI
eteft the perpendicular IQ* Find the center N of

FPR, and make the angle NFL = angle given*

and L is the center.

Cor. If one circle is to be drawn perpendicular to

another it mufi be drawn thro
9
its poles.

PROP, XX. Prob.

5Tp draw a great circle thro
9
agiven point P, to make

a given angle with a given great circle DE.

Rule.

About the given point P as a pole (by Prop. 13. yjl

Cor. 1 .) defcribe the great circle FG ; find I the pole

of the given circle DE, and (by Prop. 16.) about

the pole I fby Prop. 13.) defcribe the fmall circle

HKL at a diftance equal to the given angle, to in-

terfedt FG in H ; about the pole H defcribe (by

Prop. 13.) the great circle APB required,

PROP. XXI. Prob.

To draw a great circle to cut two given great circles

abd% ebf at given angles.

Rule.

Find the poles j, r, of the two given circles* 50,

by Prop. 1 6. about which draw two parallels phky

fnk^ at the diftances refpeftively equal to the an-

gles given by Prop. 13. the point of interfe&ion P,

is the pole of the circle mcq required.

Cor. Hence^ to draw a right circle to make with

an oblique circle^ abd9 any given angle. Draw
a parallel phk at a dijtance from the pole of the ob-

lique circle^ equal to the given angle. Its interferon

C / with
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Fig./ with the primitive, gives the pie of the right circle

get required.

PROP. XXII. Prob.

*fo lay any number of degrees on a great- circle of

iQ. meafure any arch, of it.

Rule.

*g Let AFI be the primitive ; find the internal pole

P of the given* circle DEH (by Prop 16.) lay the

degrees on the primitive, from A to F, and draw

PA, PF, intercepting the part required DE. Or

to meafure DE, draw PEF and PDA, and AF is

its meafure, and applied to the line of chords fhows

how many* degrees it is.

Or thus ; Find the external pole p of the given

xircle, fet the given degrees from I to K, and draw

p\ 9
^K, intercepting the part DE required. Or to

meafure DE, thro' DaadE draw pl y
/>K, then KI

is the meafure of DE.
Or thus Thro5

the internal pole P, draw the

lines DPG, and EPL y fetting the given degrees

from G to L in the circle GL \ then DE is the arch

required. Or if DE he to be meafured, then the

degrees in the arch GL is the meafure of DE.
Or thus \ Set the given degrees from G to H in

the circle GL and from the external pole P, draw

pG, pHj intercepting DE the arch required Or

to meafure DE, draw #DG, jpEH", then the degrees

in GH, is equal to DE.

By the Scale for right Circles.

38. Let CA be the right circle, take the number of

degrees off the iemi-tangents and fet from C to D
for the arch CD. Or if the given degrees are to

be fet from A, then take the degrees off the femi-

tangents from 9c 0 towards the beginning, and fet

from A to D. And if CD was to be meafured,

appl
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apply it to the beginning of the femi-tangents ; and Fij£

to meafure AD, apply it from go° backwards, and
the degrees intercepted gives its meafure.

Scholium.
The primitive is meafured by the line of chords,

or elfe it is aftually divided into degrees.

PROP. XXIII. Prob.

1*0 fet any number of degrees on a lejir circle, or

to meafure any arch of it.

Let the lefler circle beDEH ; find its internal pole 38.

P, by Prop. 1 6. defcribe the circle AFK parallel to

the primitive, by Prop. 1 1. and as far from the pro^

jefting point, as the given circle DE is from its

internal pole P, fet the given degrees from A to

F, and draw PA, PF interfcfting the given circle

in D, E ; then DE is the arch required. Or to

meafure DE, draw PDA, PEF, and AF fhows

the degrees in DE.
Or thus Find the external pole jp, of the given

circle by Prop. 16. defcribe the lefler circle AFK
as far from the projefting point, as DE the given

circle is from its pole^>, by Prop. 11. fet the de-

grees from I to K and draw ^>DI, />EK, then DE
reprefents the given number of degrees. Or to

meafure DE draw pDl> pEK ; and KI is the mea-
fure of DE.
Or thus ; Let O be the center of the given circle

DEH ; thro' the internal pole P, draw lines DPG,
EPL, divide the quadrant GQJnto 90 equal de-

grees, and if the givfen degrees be fet from G to L,
then DE will reprefent thefe degrees. Or the de-

grees in GL will meafure DE.
Or thus Divide the quadrant GR into 90 equal

parts or degrees, and fet the given degrees from G
to H, and draw jpDG, />EH, from the external polq

p -

9 then DE will reprefent the given degrees. Or
C 2 thro*
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Fig. thro' D, E drawing />DG, ^EH, then the number
of equal degrees in GH is the meafure of DE.

Scholium.
Any circle parallel to the primitive is divided or

meafured, by drawing lines from the center, to the

like divifions of the primitive. Or by help of the

-chords on the fedtor, fet to the radius or that circle.

PROP. XXIV. Prok

tto meafure any angle.

Rule.

By Cor. i. Prop. 13. About the angular point as

a pole, defcribe a great circle, and note where it

interfedts the legs of the angle ; thro' thefe points of

interferon, and the angular point, draw two right

lines, to cut the primitive ; the afch of the primi-

tive intercepted between them is the meafure of the

angle. This needs no example.

Or thus ; by Prop. 1 6. Find the two poles of

the containing fides, (the neareft, if it be an acute

angle, otherwife the furtheft) and thro' the angular

point and thefe poles, draw right lines to the primi-

tive, then the intercepted arch of the primitive is

31. the angle required. As if the angle AEL was re-

quired. Let C and F be the poles of EA and EL.

From the angular point E, draw ECD and EFH.
Then the arch of the primitive DH, is the meafure

of the angle AEL.
Scholium.

Becaufe in the Stereographic Projeftion of the

Sphere, all circles are projected either into circles or

right lines, which are eafily defcribed * therefore

this fort of prqje&ion is preferred before all others.

Alfo thofe planes are preferred before others to pro-

jeft upon, where moft circles are projected into

right lines, they being eafier to defcribe and meafure

than circles are -, fuch are the projections on the

planes of the meridian and folftitial colure.

SECT.
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sect. nr.

The Gnomonical Proje&ion of the Sphere*

PROP. I;

Every great circle as BAD is.projeSed into a right 39*
Vine, perpendicular to the, line of meafures, and dif-

tant from the center, the co-tangent of its inclination*

or the tangent of its neareft diftance from the pole of
projection.

Let CBED be perpendicular both to the given
circle BAD and plane of projection, and then the

interfeCtionCF will be the line of meafures. Now
fince the plane of the; circle RD, and the plane of
proje&ion are both perpendicular to BCDE, there-

fore their common feCtion will alfo be perpendicu-
lar to BCDE, and confequently to the line of mea-*

furesXF. Now fince the projecting point A is in

the plane of the circle, all the points . of it will he
projected into that feCUon that is, into a right

line pafling thro' d\ and perpendicular to Cd. And
Cd is the tangent of CD, or co-tangen* of CdA.
Q E..D.

Cor. 1. Agreat circle perpendicular to the plane of 39*
projection is projected* into a right line paffmg thro

9

the center of projection and ,any arch is projected, in-

to its correfpondent tangent.

Thus the arch CD is projected into the tangent QL

Cor. 2. Any pointy

as D, or the pole of any circle*,

is projected into a point d diftant from the pole ofpror
jeClion C, the tangent of that diftance.

Cor. 3. If two great circles Ire perpendicular to each

other, and one of thern pajjesthro* the pole of pwjec*

C 3 Hon 1,
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Fig. tion they will be projected into two right lines per-

39. pendtcukr to each other*

For the reprefentation of that circle which paffe$

thro' the pole of projection is the line of meafures

of the other circle.

Cor. 4. And hence if a great circle he perpendicu-

lar to feveral other great circles^ and its reprefentation

pafs thro' the center of ptojeftion; then all thefe cir-

cles will be reprefented by lines parallel to one another^

and perpendicular to the line of meafures or reprefen-

tation of that firfl circle.

PROP. II.

aq. If iV° great circles interfed in the pole of projec-
#

tion their reprefentations fhall make an angle at the

tenter of the plane of projection equal to the angle

wade by thefe circles on the fphere.

For fince both thefe circles are perpendicular to

the plane of projection ; the angle made by their

interfettions with this plane, is the fame as the angle

inade by thefe circles. £K E £>.

PROP. III.

Any leffer circle parallel to the plane of projection is

projected into a circle^ whofe center is the pole of pro-

jection \ and radius the tangent of the circle's diftance

from the pole of projection.

2 Q
Let the circle PI be parallel to the plane GF,

then the equal arches PC, CI are proje&ed into the

equal tangents GC, CH ; and therefore C the

point of contact and pole of the circle PI and of

the projection, is the center of the reprefentation

GH. SIE.D.

Cor. If a circle be parallel to the plane of projec-

tion^ and 45 degrees from the poley it is projected inta

a circle
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a circle equal to a great circle of the fphere and may Fi^
therefore be looked upon as the primitive circle in this

projeftiony and its radius the radius of projection.

PROP. IV.

Every leffer circle {Hot parallel to the plane of pro- 40*

jetlion) is projeBed into a conic fe£lion^ whofe tranf-

juerfe axis U in the line of meafures, and whofe neareft

vertex is diftant from the center of the plane the tail-

gent of its nearefl diftance from the pole of projection ;

and the other vertex is diftant the tangent of its furtheft:
'dijhxnce*.

Let BE be parallel to the line of meafures dp>

then any circle is the bafe of a cone whofe vertex

is at A, and therefore that Cbnt being produced

will be cut by the £lane of projection in fome conic

feftiori thus the circle wh6fe diameter is DP will

be cut by the plane in an ellipfis whofe tranfverfe is

df\ and Cd is the tadgeht of CAD,, and Cf of CF.
In like manner the cone AFE being cut by the

plane, / will be the neareft vertex ; and the other

point into which E is projected is at an infinite

d^tance. Alfo the cone AFG (whofe bafe is the

circle FG) being cut by the plane / is the neareft:.

vertex j and GA being produced* gives d. the. other*

vertex. ^ E. D.

Cor. 1. If the dijianee of the furthefi point of tht

circle be lefs than 90° from the pole of projection^,

then it will be projected into an ellipjis.

Thus DF is projedted info df7 and DC being lefs

than 90% the feft'ion df is' an ellipfis, whofe ver-

tices are at d and /; for the plane df cuts both fides

6f the cone
5
dA, /A.

Con. 2 . If the furtheft pdtHt It more than go. de-

grees from the f#h* of frojetllm^ it will be projeWtib

C 4 into-
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Fig. into an hyperbola. Thus the circle FG is projeSted into
40. an hyperbola whofe vertices are f and d, and tran-

verfe fd.

For the plane dp cuts only the fide A/of the cone.

Cor. 3. And in the circle EF, where thefurtheft
point E is 90 0 from C it will be proje£led into a pa-
rabola, whofe vertex isf
For the plane dp (cutting the cone FAE) is pa-

rallel to the fide AE.
'

Cor. 4. If Bbe the center, and K, £, l% the fo-
cus of the ellipfis, hyperbola, orparabola •, then HK —
hd~ hJ

for the eliipfis, and Uk =z
Ad + Af

2 2

for the hyperbola ; and (drawingfn perpendicular on
#E 1 "p £

AE) fl — L , for the parabola ; whiqb are
2

the reprefentations of the circles DF, FG, FE re-

fpeRively.

This all appears from the Conic Sections.

PROP, V.

41. Let the plane TW be perpendicular to the plane of
projeflion TV, and BCD a great circle of the Jphere
in the plane TW. And let the great circle BED be
projected in the right line bek. Draw CQS bk%

and Cm
\\
to it and equal to CA, and make QS = Qm ;

then Ifay any angle QJt zz Q£.

Suppofe the hypothenufe AQjo be drawn, then
fince the plane ACQJs perpendicular to the plane
Ti>, and bQ is + to the interferon CQ^ therefore

hQJs perpendicular to the plane ACQ, and confe-
quently £QJs perpendicular to the hypothenufe
AQi But AQ = = Qj, and Qj is alfo perpen-
dicular to bQ. Therefore all angles made at S cut
the line £Q in the fame points as the angles made

at
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at A ; but by the angles at A the circle BED is Fi

proje&ed into the line bQ. Therefore the angles 4

at s are the meafures of the parts of the projected

circle £Q ; and s is the dividing center thereof.

E. D.

Cor. 1 . Any great circle tQb is projected into a line

of tangents to the radius SQ.

For is the tangent of the angle QSt to the

radius QS or Qm.

Cor. 2. If the circle bC pafs thro' the center of

projection; then A the projecting point is the divid-

ing center thereof And Cb is the tangent of its cor-

refpondent arch CB, to CA the radius ofprojection.

PROP. VI.

Let the parallel circle GEH be as far from the 4

pole of projection C as the circle FKI is from its pole

P ; and let the dijiance of the poles C, P be bifeCted

by the radius AO, and draw £AD perpendicular to

AO then any right line bek drawn thre
9
b, will cut

off the arches hi = F«, and ge zz kf (fuppofingf the

other vertex)^ in the reprefentations of thefe equal cir-

cles in the plane of projection.

For let G, E, R, L, H, N, R, K, I be refpec-

tively projected into the points £, e, r, /, h, n, r,

k, f Then fmce in the fphere, the arch BF zz

DH, and arch BG zz DI. And the great circle

BEKD makes the angles at B and D equal, and is

proje&ed into a right line as bl therefore the tri-

angular figures BFN and DHL are fimilar, and

equal and likewife BGE, and DIK are fimilar and

equal, and LH zz NF, and KI zz EG ; whence

it is evident their projections Ih zz nF, and kf zz ge.

0, E. D,^ PROP.
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PROP. VII.

42.. If big and Fnk be the projections of two equal cir-

cles^ whereof one is asfar from its pole P as the other

from its pole C which is the center of projeSlion and
if the difiance of the projected poles C, p be divided
in 0, fo that the degrees in O, op, be equal, and the
perpendicular oS be ereSted to the line of meaftlres gh.
I Jay the lines pn, C/, drawn from the poles C, p
thro* any pomt QJn the line oS, will cut off the arch
Fn = <c QCp

For drawing the great circle GPI, in a plane per-
pendicular to the plane of projection. The great

circle AO perpendicular to CP is projected into

oS by Prop. I. Cor. 3. Now let be the pro-
jection of q, and fince pQ, CQ are right lines,

therefore they reprefent the great circles P^, Cq.
But the fpherical triangle P^C is an ifoceles-trian-

gle, and therefore the angles at P and C are equal.

But becaufe P is the pole of FI, therefore the
great circle Pq continued, will cut an arch off FI
=z <Z CP? -<PC? z < QCp by Prop. II.

That is (fince Fn represents the part cut off from
FI) arch Fn = arch Ih or < QCh. E. D.

Cor. Hence if from the projeSled pole p of any cir-

tie, a perpendicular be ereSied to the line of meafures ;

it will cut off a quadrant from the reprefentation of
that circle.

For that perpendicular will be parallel to OS ;

QJreing at an infinite difiance.

PROP.
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PROP. VIII.

&it Fnk fa fh.e ptfptftian -of 4*® circle Fl, and fi 42.

the projetledp.qk >i 1/ ^ ffc co-tangent ff

CAP, and g^perpendmlar to the line of metres

VCy tnd CAP If fiASirf by &Qy <md the Hneo^bf

ivawtf to any pint % and atfo pB cutting Fnk ty 4*

Irfay the angle, goB ?z arch fd-

For the arch FG is a quadrant, and the <
r= <gpA + <t <?A/> = (becaufe GCA and£Ap are

right angles) £AC + oAp = #AC + CA<? = <
fA*. Therefore |A —go? x^nfeqqentiy i*' the

dividing center ofgB the reprefentation ofGA \ 3**4

confequently by Prop. V. <*goB is the meafufe of

gB. But fince pq reprefents a quadrant, therefore

p is the pole of g% a^id therefore the great eifcle

pffi puffing thro' tfie pole of the qircks gB and F*

wiU cut off equal ar«h£s ija both* thai is Ed- ±zg&

^ <CgoB. 4
Cor. STitf <1 gciB is the m<$$* of the angle gpSk

For the triangle gpB repgefeftts. a triangle oaths

fphere wherein the arch which ^B reprefents is equal

to the angle which <Z p reprefents, becaufe gp is

90 degrees. Therefore g$B is. the araafufe of both.

Scholium,

Thus far I have treated of the theory * what

follows is the practical part, and depends altoge-

ther on what is above delivered, in which 1 think

no difficulty can occur. In the Gnomohical Projec-

tion, the plane projedted on, is lbppofedto 'toufcfe

the hemifphere to be projected; in ks vertex- ancf

the point of contaft will be the center ofprojection.

But if it be required to* project upon any plane pa-

raifet
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Fig. rallel to this touching plane, the procefs will be na
42. way different, and is only taking a greater or letter

r£
1US^ Pr°)eAi

<>P>
according to the greater or

lefler diftance ; which is in efFeft projefting a great-
er or letter fphere upon its touching plane.
When you have the fphere to projeft this way,

upon a given plane ; it will affift the imagination,
tf you fuppofe yourfelf placed in the center of the
iphere with your face towards the plane, whofe pofi-
tion is given ; and from thence projecting with
your eye, the circles of the fphere upon this plane.

PROP. IX. Prob.

43' to draw a great circle, thro' a given point, and
at agiven diftancefrom the pole of projeffion.

Rule.

Defcribe the circle ADB with the radius of pro-
jection, and thro' the given point P draw the right
linePCA, and CE perpendicular to it ; make the
angle CAE = given diftance of the circle from C
and thro' E defcribe the circle EFG, and thro' P
draw the line PK touching the circle in I, then is
PlK the circle required.

By the plain Scale.

With the tangent of the circle's diftance from
the pole of projection C, defcribe the circle EIF
and draw PK to touch this circle i and PIK is the
circle required.

PROP. X. Prob.

3. To draw a great circle perpendicular tn a given
great circle, which paffes thro' the pole of projacHan i
and at a given diftance from that pole.

Rule.

Draw the primitive ADB. Let CI be the given
circle, draw CL perpendicular to CI, and make the

angle
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angle CLI = the given diftance ; thro
5

1 draw KP Fig.

parallel to CL for the circle required. 43.

By the Scale.

In the given circle CI, . fet the tangent of the

given diftance, from C to I ; thro* 1 draw KP per-

pendicular to CI, then KP is the circle required.

PROP. XI. Prob.

To meafure any part of a great circle -

9 or to fet any 44.

number of degrees thereon.

Rule.

Let EP be the great circle thro* C draw ID
perpendicular to EP, and CB parallel to it. Let

EBD be a circle defcribed with the radius of pro-

jection CB, make IA zz IB ; then A is the dividing

center of EP, confequently drawing AP, the <
IAP = meafure of the given arch IP.

Or if the degrees be given, make the < IAP
zz thefe given degrees, which cuts off IP, the arch

correfpondent thereto.

By the Scale.

Draw ICD perpendicular to EP apply CI to

the tangents, and fet the femi-tan^ent of its com-

plement from C to A, gives the dividing center of

EP, &c
PROP. XII. Prob.

To draw a great circle to make a given angle with
£ I#

* given great circle, at a given point 5 or to meafure

an angle made by two great circles.

Rule.

Let P be the given point, and PB the given great

circle. Draw thro' P, and C the center of projection,

the line PCG, to which from C draw CA perpen-

dicular,
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Fig. dicular, and equal to the tadius of projedtion. Draw

PA and AG perpendicular to it, at G ereft BD per*

pendicular to GC, cutting PB in B ; draw AO bi-

fe&ing the angle CAP ; then at the point O, make
BOD zz angle givefi, and from D draw the Ime
DP, then BPD is the angle required.

Or if the degrees in the angle BPD be required,

from the points B, D, draw the lines BO, DO $

and the angle BOD is the meafure of BPD.

Cor. If an angle be required to be made at the pole

cr center of projection^ equal to a given angle y this is

no more than drawing two lines from the center mak-
ing the angle required. And if one great circle be to

be drawn to anothergreat circle , it mufi be drawn
thro* its pole.

PROP. XIII. Proh

43- To projeCl a lejfer circle parallel to the primitive.

Rule.

With the radius of projection AC, and center

C, defcribe the primitive circle ADB, by Cor. Prop.
III. and draw ACB, and GCE perpendicular to it.

Set the circle's diftance from its pole from B to

H, and from H to D, and draw AFD. With
radius CE defcribe the circle EFG required;

By the Scale.

With the radius CE equal to the tangent of the
circle's diftance from its pole, defcribe the circle

EFG, for the circle required.

PROP. XIV. Prob.

48. To draw a lejfer circle perpendicular to the plane of
projection.

Rule.

Thro* the center of proje&ion C, draw its pa-
rallel great circle TI. At C make the angle ICN

and
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and TCO = the given circle's diftance from its pa- Fig.

rallel great circle fI ; make CL equal radius of 48.

projection, and draw LM perpendicular to CL.

Set LM from C to V, or CM from C to F. Then

thro' thj? vertex V between the asymptotes CN,
CO defcribe the hyperbola WVK. Or to the fo-

cus F, and femi-traniverfe CV,, defcribe the hyper-

bola \ for the circle required.

Otherwife by Points.

Thro' the center of proje&ion C draw the line of

meafures CF, and TCI perpendicular to it, draw

any number of right lines CV, DE, GH, IK &c.

and PQ, RS, TW, &c. perpendicular to TL And
by Prop. XI. make CV, DE, GH, &e. each e-

qual to the diftance of the given circle from its pa-

rallel great circle ; then all the points W, S, Q, V,

E, H, K, &c. joined by a regular curve will be

the representation of the circle required.

Or thus.

Make the angle iak zr diftance of the given cir-

cle from its parallel great circle. Then thro' the

center of projection C, draw the great circle TCI
parallel to the circle given, upon which ereft the

perpendicular CA — radius of projection. Alfa

draw any number of right lines CV, DE, GH, IK,

&c. perpendicular to TL Then take each of the

diftances from A to C, D, G, I, &c. and fet them

from a to r, g, d, /, &c. and to at draw the per-

pendiculars cv, der gh, ik, &c. and make CV,
DE, GH* IK, &c. refpe&ively equal to cvy de,

gb, ik, &c. which gives the points V, E, H, K,

&c. after the fame manner on the other fide, find

the points Q, S, W, &c. then thro' all thefe points

W, S, Q, V, E, H, K, &c. draw a regular curve,

which will be an hyperbola reprefenting the cir-

cle given.
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By the Scale.

Take the tangent of the circle's diftance from

its parallel great circle, and fet it from C (the cen-

ter of projection) to V, and the fecant thereoffrom

C to F. Then with the femi-tranfverfe CV, and

focus F, defcribe the hyperbola WVHK.

PROP. XV. Prob.

J*o projeSl any lejjer oblique circle given.

Rule.

Draw the line of meafurefc dp, and at C the
* center of projection draw CA to dp and =z radius

of projection ; with the center A, defcribe the cir-

cle DCFG ; and draw RAE parallel to dp. Then
take the greateft and leaft diftances of the circle

from the pole of projection and fet from C, to D
and F, for the circle DF ; and from A, the pro-

jecting point, draw At/, and ADd, then df will

be the tranfverfe axis of the ellipfis. But if D
fall beyond the line RE, as at G, then draw a line

from G backward thro
5 A to D, and then df is

the tranfverfe of an hyperbola. But if the point

D fall in the line RE as at E, then the line AE no

where meets the line of meafures, and the projec-

tion of E is at an infinite diftance, and then the cir-

cle will be projefted into a parabola whofe vertex

is/. Laftly, bifeCt dfm H the center, and for the

ellipfis take half the difference of the lines Ady

A/, and fet from H to K for the focus. But for

the hyperbola take half the fum of Ad, A/, and fet

from H to the focus k of the hyperbola. Then with

the tranfverfe df and focus K or k defcribe the el-

lipfis dMf or the hyperbola/^. For the projec-

tion of the circle given.

But for the parabola make EQ^rr F/, and draw

fn -i- AQ 5
and fet ^QJrom/ toK the focus. Then

with
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with the vertex/and focus k defcribe the parabola Fig.

fw> for the proje&ion of the given circle FE.

Otherwife by Points.

Thro* the center of projection C, draw the line
4g-

of meafures CF, palling thro' the pole P (if P is

given ; but if not, find it, by fetting off CP zz the
diftance of that pole, from the center of proje&ion,
by Prop. XI.) then fet off PD, PF equal to the

given diftance from its pole, by Prop. XI. Thro*
P draw a fufiicient number of right lines, La, Mp %

N#, Oo, Rr, Sj, &c. which will all reprefent great
circles. Find the dividing centers of each of thefe

lines ; and by Prop. XI. fet off upon each of then>
from P, the given diftance of the circle from it*

pole, as PL, Pa, PM, P^, &c. and thro' all the
points L, M, D, O, R, &c. draw a curve line, for
the circle required.

Or thus.

Draw the Fine of meafures PCG, and by Prop. 49.
XL make CG zz the diftance of the parallel great
circle from the pole of projeftion, and draw AGK
perpendicular to it, which will reprefent a great
circle whofe pole is P. Draw any number of Vio-ht

Jines thro' P to AK, as AP, BP, HP, &c. and
&
by

Prop. XI. fet off from AK the parts AL, BM, HO,
&c. each equal to the circle's diftance from its pa-
rallel great circle. Then all the points L, M, D,
O, &c. being joined by a regular curve, will repre-
fent the parallel circle required.

Or thus.

Thro' the center of proje6tion C draw the line of 49,
meafures DCF, and the radius of proje&ion CW
perpendicular to it, and AGK -J- GC, for a greai;

circle whofe pole is P. Draw wp zz WP, and wa
to it, draw any number of right lines, AP, BP,

GP, &c. and make pg, pb, pa, &c. zz PG, PB, PA*
D & c .
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Fig. &c. alfo make the <Z pwl and pwx zz the circle's
49- diftance from its pole P (or awl — the diftance from

its parallel great circle) ; and upon PG, PB, PA,
&c. make PD, PM, PL, &c. = pd, pm, pi, &c. re-
fpettively.

Or make GD, BM, AL, &c -gd, bm, al, &c.
After the fame manner, find the points O, R, &c.
and thro' all the points R, O, D, M, L, &c. draw
a regular curve, making no angles, which will re-
prefent the parallel required. Likewife where any
line ap cuts wx, that diftance from p will give the
point a, or is n Pa • and fo of any other of the
lines bp, gp, &c.

The reafon of this procefs will be plain, ifyou fup-
pofe the points py w applied to P, W ; and g, b, a, &c.
fucceffively to G, B, A, &c. for then d, m, I, willfall
upon D, M, L, &c.

By the Scale.

45- Tak
.

e thc tangents of the circle's neareft and "fur-
theft diftance from the pole of projection, and fet
from C to/ and d, gives the vertices, and bifedt df
in H ; then take half the difference, or half the fum,
of the fecants of the greateft and lead diftances from
the pole of projection, and fet from H, to K or
k for the focus of the ellipfis or hyperbola, which
may then be defcribed.

49; Cor. If the curve be required to pafs thro' a given
point S ; menfure PS by Prop. XI, and then the curve
may be drawn by this Problem.

PROP. XVI. Prob.

47. To find the pole of any circle in the projection, DMF.

Rule.

From the center of proje&ion C, draw the radius
of projeaionCA perpendicular to the line of mea-

fures
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fures DF. And to A the projefting point, draw Fig.

DA, FA, and bifeft the angle DAF by the line AP, 47-

then P is the pole. But if the curve be an hyper-

bola, as/w, fig. 45, you muft produce dA, and bi-

feft the angle /AG. And in a parabola, where the

point d is at an infinite diftance, bifeft the angle/AE.
Or thus Drawing CA perpendicular to DC, draw

DA, and make the angle DAP zz the circle's dif-

tance from its pole, gives the pole P.

By the Scale.

Draw the radius of projeftion CA -i- to the

line of meafures DF. Apply CD CF to the tan-

gents, and fet the tangent of half the difference of

their degrees from C to P, if D, F lye on contrary

fides of C ; but half the fum if on the fame fide,

gives P the pole.

Or thus By Prop. XI. fet off from D to P, the

circle's diftance from its pole, gives the pole P.

Cor. If it be a great circle as BG ; draw the line 46.

of meafures GC, and CA to it, and equal to the

radius of projections make GAP a right angle, and

P is the pole.

PROP. XVII. Prcb.

To meafure any arch of a lejfer circle \ or to fet any

number of degrees thereon.

Rule.

Let F» be the given circle. From the center of

projection C, draw CA perpendicular to the line

of meafures GH. To P the pole of the given cir-

cle draw AP, and AO bifefting the angle CAP,
And draw AD perpendicular to AO. Defcribe

the circle G/rl (by Prop. XIII.) as far from the pole

of projeftion C, as the given circle is from its pole

P. And thro' any given point- ;/ in the circle F#,

D 2 draw
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draw D#/, gives HI the number of degrees — Fn.

Or the degrees being given and fet from H to /, the

line D/ cuts off Fn equal thereto.

Or thus ; AO being drawn as before, ereft OS
perpendicular to CO ; thro' the given point n draw

Pn cutting OS in Q, then thro' Q draw C/, and the

angle QCP is = Fn. Or making QCP zz the de-

grees given, draw PQ», and arch Fn zz thefe de-

grees.

Or thus AO, AP, being drawn as before, draw

AG perpendicular to AP, and GB perpendicular

to GC. Thro' the given point n draw PB cutting

GB in B, and draw OB, then the <C GOB z= arch

Fn. Or making <C GOB zz the given degrees ^ draw

PB, and it cuts off Fn zz the degrees given.

By the Scale.

Let C be the center of proje&ion, P the pole of

the given circle. Apply CP to the tangents, and

fet the tangent of its half from C to O, and the co-

tangent of its half from C to D ; with radius CG
tangent of the degrees in FP the given circle's dif-

tance from its pole, defcribe the circle GSH. Then

D/ drawn thro* n or /, cuts off HI zz Fn.

Or thus ; O being found as before, ere£t OS per-

pendicular to CO ; thro* the given point n draw

PQtf, and <C QCH =: Fn.

Or thus y
Apply CP to the tangents, and fet the

co-tangent thereof from C to G. Erett GB per-

pendicular to GC. Thro* n draw P#B, and draw

BO then < GOB = Fn.

Cor. If the leffer circle be perpendicular to the plain

of projection as VHK. Tou have no more to do but

to draw the perpendiculars VC, HG, to its pamllel

great circle CI. Then CG {meafured by Prop. XL)
will be equal to VH ; or the degrees fet from C to GK

cuts off VH equal thereto.

SCHO-
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Fig.

Scholium.
This fort of projection is little ufed, by realbnof 48.

feveral of the circles of the fphere fall in ellipfes

and hyperbolas, which are very difficult to defcribe.

Notwithftanding it is very convenient for folving

fome Problems of the fphere, becaufe all the great

circles are proje&ed into right lines. And this forrr

or the Gnomonic Projection is the very foundation

of all dialling. For if the fphere be proje&ed oa
any plane, and upon that fide of it on which the>

fun is to fliine and the projedted pole be made
the center of the dial, and the axis of the globe

the Stile or Gnomon, and the radius of projeftion its,

height ; you will have a dial drawn with all its fur-

niture. Upon this account it deferves to be more
taken notice of, than at prefent it is. I have in the
foregoing propofitions given, I think, all the fun-

damental principles of this kind of proje&ion, hal-

ving met with little or nothing done upon this fub^

jefl before.

GENERAL PROBLEM.
tfo projeft the fphere upon any given- plane.

Before you can project the fphere upon any plane^

you mull have a perfect knowledge of all its cir-

cles, and their pofitions in refpedt of one another

;

the diitances of the leffer circles from their poles,

and from their parallel great circles the angles:

made by great circles, or their inclinations, to one
another, particularly to the primitive circle, on*

whofe plane 'or a parallel thereto) you are about to»

projeft the fphere. Then after the primitive cir-

cle is defcribed ; you muft defcribe all other circles

concerned in the Problem, according to the rules*

of that fort* of Projection, you are going to ufe ;

D 3 and
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Fig. and the interfe&ion of thefe circles will determine

the Problem.

And note, that the Projedion of the concave fide

of the fphere is more fit for aftronomical purpofes ;

for in looking at the heavens, we view the conca-

vity. But it is better to project the convex hemif-

phere in geography, becaufe we fee the convex fide

only.

The principal Points, Angles and Circles of the Sphere

are as follows.

I. Points.

rt
i. Zenith is the point over our heads, Z.

* ' 2. Nadir is the point under our feet, N.
-

'

3. Poles of the world are 2 points, round which

the diurnal revolution is performed, P the north

pole, p the fouth pole. A line drawn through the

poles, is called the Axis of the world, as Pp.

4. The Center of the earth or of the heavens, C.

5. EqtiinoRial Points, are the points of interfec-

tion of the Equator and Ecliptic, ~«
6. Solstitial Points, are the beginning of Cancer

and Capricorn, <£>, Yf.

II. Great Circles.

j. Equinoftial, is a circle 90 degrees diftant from
the poles of the world, as EQ.

2. Meridians, or hour Circles ; are circles paffing

thro' the poles of the world, as Pop, PEp, &c.

3. Sol/litial Colure, is a meridian paffing thro' the

folftitial points, as P$/>.

4. EquinoRial Colure, is a meridian paffing thro*

the equinoftial points, P Cp.

5. Ecliptic is the circle thro' which the fun feems

to move in a year, $ yf ; it cuts the equino&ial at

an angle of 23
0 30', in paffing thro' the equino&ial

points. In this are reckoned the 12 Sines, T 5

H, S, ft, W> ~> Hi, zz, X.
6. Ho-
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6. Horizon, is a circle dividing the upper from Fig.

the lower hemifphere, as HO, being 90 0 diftant 52.

from the Zenith and Nadir. 53.

7. Vertical Circles, are circles paffing thro
5

the 55,

Zenith and Nadir, ZoN.
8. Circles of Longitude in the heavens, pafs thro*

the poles of the ecliptic and cut it at right angles.

9. Meridian of a Place, is that Meridian which,

paffes thro
5

the Zenith, as PZH.
10. Prime Vertical, is that which paffes thro* the.

«aft and weft points of the horizon..

III. Leffer circles.

1. Parallels of Latitude are parallel to the equi^.

noftial on the earth, parallels of altitude are parallel

to the horizon,, parallels of declination, are parallel,

to
1

the equinoftial in the heavens.

z. Tropics, are 2 circles diftant 23° go' from the

equino&ial, the tropic of Cancer towards the north*

the tropic of Capricorn towards the fouth.

3, Polar Circles^ are diftant 23 0 30' from the

poles of the world, the Arftic circle towards the

north, the AntarElic towards the fouth,

IV. Angles and Arches of Circles.

1. Sun's (or Star's) Altitude, is an; arch of the A-
zimuth between the fun and horizon, as O B.

2. Amplitude is an arch of the horizon, between-

fun-rifing and the eaft, or fun-fetting and the weft.

3. Azimuth, is an arch of the horizon between

the fun's Azimuth circle, and the north or fouth,,

as HB, or OB or it is the angle at the zenith,.

HZB or OZB.
4. Right Afcenfion is an arch of the equator be-

tween the fun's meridian, and the firft point of

Aries, as T K.

5. Afcen/tonal Difference is an arch of the equi-

noctial, between the fun's meridian, and that point,

D 4 "of
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Fig. of the equino&ial that rifes with him, or it is the
52. angle at the^polej^etween the fun's and the fix o'clock
53. meridian,

55. 6. Oblique Afcenjion or Defcenfton, is the fum or
difference of the right afcenfion and the afcenfional
difference.

7. Sun's Longitude, is an arch of the ecliptic, be-
tween the fun and firft part of Aries, as x ©.

8. Declination is an arch of the meridian, between
the equinoftial and the fun, as OK.

9. Latitude of a Star, is an arch of a circle of
longitude between the ftar and ecliptic.

10. Latitude of a Plane\ in an arch of the meri-
dian between the equino&fel and the place.

1 1. Longitude of a place on the earth is an arch
of the equino&ial, between the firft meridian (Me
of Ferro), and the meridian of the place. And
diff. longitude, is an arch of the equator, between the
meridians of the two places, or the angle at the pole.

12. Hour of the Bay, is an arch of the equinoc-
tial, between the meridian of the place and the fun's
meridian, as EK ; or it is the angle they make at
the pole, as EPO.

Example I.

To projett the fphere upon the plane of the meridian,
for May 12, 1767. Latitude 54

0 -I north, at a quar-
ter pafi 9 o'clock before noon.

I. By the Orthographic Proje5lion.

52. Here we will projeft the convex fide of the eaft-
ern hemifphere. With the chord of 6o° degrees
defcribe the primitive circle or meridian of the place
HZON. Thro' the center C draw the horizon HO ;

fet the latitude 54-i from O to P and from H to p,
and draw Pp the 6 o'clock meridian. Thro' C draw
EQ perpendicular to Pp for the equinottial.
Make ED, Qd 18 0

5 the declination May 12,
and draw Dd the fun's parallel for that day. By

Prop.
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Prop. XI. make © G (3 ^ hours or) 48 0 45' the Fig.

flin's diftaftce from the hour of 6, then O is the 52.

fun's plate. Thro* 0 by Prop. V. draw AL pa-

rallel to H 0 for the fun's parallel of altitude. By
Prop. VII. draw the meridianP Op and the azimuth
Z 0 N. Alfo the ecliptic will be an ellipfis pafling

thro' 0, which cannot conveniently be drawn in

this proje&ion. Alfo draw the parallel Ss 1 8° be-

low the horizon, and where it interfefts Dd is the

point of day break, if there is any. Now the fun

is at d at 12 o'clock at night, and rifes at R, at 6
o'clock is at G, due eaft at F, at 0 a quarter pa&
9, and is at D in the meridian at 1 2 o'clock.

Draw GI parallel to HO. Then GR meafured
by Prop. X. is 27 0 14', and turned into time fallow-

ing 15 degrees for an hour) ftiows how long the fun

rifes before 6, to be i
h 49* ; GI meafured by Prop.,

X. gives the azimuth at 6, 79° 1 6'. CR by Cor.

Prop. X. gives the amplitude 32 0
19', and CF gives

his altitude when eaft 2 2° 25'. FG 13
0 28' (turned

into time) is 54™, and (hews how long after 6 he
is due eaft. IO is his altitude at 6, 140 38'. AH
41 0 53' is his altitude at 0, or a quarter paft 9;
and 0L meafured by Prop. X. is his azimuth
from the north at the fame time, 122 0 40'. And
thus the place of the moon or a ftar being given, it

may be put into the proje&ion, as at *. And its

altitude, azimuth, amplitude, time of rifing, &c.
may all be found, as before for the fun.

II. Stereograpbically.

To project the fphere on the plane of the meri- 5$,
dian,the proje&ing point in the weftern point of the
horizon ; with cord of 60, draw the primitive cir-

cle HZON, and thro' C draw HO for the hori-

zon, and ZN perpendicular thereto for the prime
vertical. Set the latitude from O to P, and frrim

H to />, and draw P/> the 6 o'clock meridian, and
EQ
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Fig. EQ^ perpendicular thereto for the cquino&ial.

53. Make ED, Qd the declination, and by Prop. XII.

draw DGd, the fun's parallel for the day. Draw
the meridian Pop by Prop. XVII. making an an-

gle of 41° 15 with the primitive, to interfeft the

fun's parallel in 0 , the fun's place at g
h
^. Thro*

O, by Prop. XII. draw the parallel of altitude

AgL; thro' G draw, by Prop. XVII. the azi-

muth ZoN. And by Prop. XII. draw the paral-

lel Ssd 1 8° below the horizon, if it cut RJ, gives

the point of day break. And thro' G draw the

parallel of altitude GI. Laftly, by Prop. XX.
thro' 0 draw the great circle r0- cutting the

equinottial EQ at an angle of 23
0

: 30', and this

is the ecliptic, t the firft point of Aries, and ^
that of Libra.

This done, dR meafured by Prop. XXIII. is 62*

46', fhows the time of fun rifmg ; CR by Prop.

XXII. is the amplitude 32
0

19'. GI 79
0
16' by

Prop. XXIII. the fun's azimuth at 6. IO 14
0
38'

his altitude at 6. CF 22 0 25' by Prop. XXII. his

altitude when eaft. GF 13
0 28' the time when he

is due eaft. ©B 41° 53' by Prop. XXII. his alti-

tude at a quarter paft 9 ; the <C©ZP 122 0 40' by
Prop. XXIV. his azimuth at that time. Alfo TO,
by Prop.XXII. is his longitude 5 1°

f. TK his right

afcenfion, 48 0 40'.

And the place of the moon or a ftar being given,
it may be put into the fcheme as at * ^ and its

time of rifmg, amplitude, azimuth, &c. found as

before.

III. Gnomonically.

54. To projedt the eaftern hemifphere upon a plane
parallel to the meridian. About the center of pro-
jection C defcribe the circle HON with the tangent
of 4.5 the radius of projection, for the primitive.

Thro' C draw the horizon HO, and the prime ver-

tical
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tical ZN perpendicular thereto. Set the latitude Fig.

54 \ from H to ay and draw the 6 o'clock meri- 54.

dian P/>, and the equino&ial EQj>erpendicular to

it. Set the tangent of 48
0
45' (equal to 3^ hours)

from C to E, and by Prop. X. draw the meridian

EL parallel to Pp. Make Ee = Ea, and < Ee ©
— 18 0

5 the fun's declination, then by Prop.

XI. © is the fun's place. Thro* © draw the hy-

perbola DOd (by Prop. XIV.) for the fun's paral-

lel of declination and draw ©B perpendicular to

HO, for his azimuth circle. And draw GI per-

pendicular to HO, and RM, FT,
||
Pp. Alfo the

ecliptic is a right line palling thro' ©, and cutting

EQ^at an angle of 23
0
30', which is difficult to

draw in this proje&ion.

Alfo by Prop. XIV. Draw the parallel Sj i8°

below the horizon, and if it interfefts Dd, it gives

the point -of fun rife.

Then if by Prop. XVII. or XI. you meafure GR
or rather CM, 27

0
14', you have the time of fun

rifing GF or CT 13
0 28 , the time when he is due

eaft. Alfo by Prop. XI. if you meafure CR you
have the amplitude 32 0 19'. CI the comp. of his

azimuth at fix, io° 44'. IG by Prop. XII. his al-

titude at 6, 1

4

0 38'. CF his altitude when eaft,

22 0 25'. And by Prop. XI. ©B = 41 0 53', his

altitude a quarter paft 9. CB the complement of

his azimuth at that time, 32
0 40'.

And the place of the moon or a ftar being given,

its place in the projedion may be determined as be-

fore, and all the requifites found.

Ex. 2.

5T0 projett the fphere upon the plane of the foljli-

tial colure for latitude 544- N. May 23, 1767* at

10 o'clock in the morning.

Stereogram
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Stereogrophically.

The projeftioi? of the weftern hemifphere, the
firft point of Libra, the proje&ins point. Defcribc
the folftitial colure PE/)Q^ and the equinodial co-
lure Pp perpendicular to it ; and thro' C draw the
equinoctial EQ^perpendicular to Pp. Set 23 0 30
from E to s, and from C^to Yf, and draw the e-

cliptk s vf. Set the fun's longitude 6i° 42' from
C to G , and thfo' 0 draw P©Kp for the io o'clock
meridian. Make KA (two hours or) 300

, and draw
f*Ap for the meridian of the place. Set the lati-

tude of the place 54-i. from A to Z, and Z is the
zenith. About the pole Z defcribe the great circle

BHS for the horizon of the place* Thro5 Z ancf

© draw an azimuth circle ZOB.
Then you have 0K the fun's declination 200 33'.

CK his right afcenfion 59
0

35'. 0B his altitude
at 10 o'clock 49* 10'; the < AZ© or PZ© his azi-

muth at 10 = HB, 45
0
44. H the fouth point

Of the horizon. 1 the point of the ecliptic that is

111 the meridian. T the point of the ecliptic that
is fetting in the horizon.

Exathple. 3.

Td projett the fphere on the plane of the horizon*

Lai. N. July 31, 1767, at 10 o'clock.

Gnomonically

.

To projeft the upper hemifphere on a plane pa-
rallel to the horizon. With the radius of projec-
tion and center C, defcribe the primitive circle

ADB. Thro' C draw the meridian PE, and AS
perpendicular to it for the prime vertical. Set
off CP 3 5 J. the latitude and P is the N. Pole, and
perpendicular to CP draw Pp the 6 o'clock meri-
dian. Set the complement of the latitude from C
xo E ; and draw EQ perpendicular to CE for the

equifioo-
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equinoctial. Make EB 30
0

(or 2 hours) and draw Fig.

the 10 o'clock meridian PB. Set the fun's declina- 56.

tion 1 8° 2/ from B to 0. And 0 is the place of

the fun at 10 o'clock. Thro' O draw the azimuth

circle CQj likewife thro' 0, a parallel to the equi-

noctial EQ^may eafily be defcribed by Prop. XV.
for the fun's parallel that day.

Then C O meafured by Prop. XL is 31
0
30' the

complement of the altitude. And the angle ECO
meafured by Cor. Prop. XII. is his azimuth, 65

0
10.

Scholium.
After this manner may any Problems of the

Sphere be folved by any of thefe Proje&ions, or

upon any planes, but upon fome more commodi-

oufly than upon others. And if in a fpherical tri-

angle any fides or angles be required, they may be

projefted according to what is given therein, accord-

ing to any of thefe kinds of projection before de-

livered ; and it will be moft eafily done, when you

chufe fuch a plane to projedt on, that fome given

fide may be in the primitive, or a given angle at

the center ; and then you need draw no more lines

or circles than what are immediately concerned

in that Problem. But always chufe fuch a plans

to projedt on, where the lines and circles are rnoft

eafily drawn, and fo that none of them run out of

the fcheme.

FINIS.
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THE

PREFACE-
TN thefollowing Treatife, I have explained and demonjlra-

ted the Laws of Centripetel Forces ; a doclrine upon

which all Aftronomy is grounded ; and without the knowledge

of which , no rational account can be given of the motions

of any of the celeflial bodies, as the Comets, the Planets, and
their Satellites, From thefe laivs are derived the caufes of
the variousfeeming irregularities obferved in their motions ;

fuch as their accelerations and retardations, their approach-

ing to, and receding from the center of force ; irregularity

\

only in appearance ; but in reality, thefe motions are truly

regular and conformable to the ejlablijhed laws of Nature.
From this*foundation we trace the way or path of all the

planets, and difcover the origin andfpring of all the celef-

tial motions, and clearly underjland and accountfor all the

phenomena thence arifmg.

In thefirft feclion, you have the Centripetal Forces of bo-

dies revolving in circles ; their velocities, periodic times*,

and dijlances compared together , their relations and propor-

tions to each other ; and that when they either revolve about

the fame center, or about different ones. The different mo-
tions caufed by different forces, or by different central at-

tracting bodies, are here Jhewn. We have given likewife

the periodic time of aftmple pendulum revolving with a coni-

cal motion ; and alfo the center of Turbination, and the pe-

riodic time of a compound pendulum, or a fy/lem of bodies,

revolving with a conical motion ; as properly belonging ts

the doclrine of Centripetal Forces.

In the fecond feclion we have Jhewn the motion of bodies

in the Ellipfis, Hyperbola, and Parabola \ and in other

Curves. The proportion of the Centripetal Forces, and ve-

locities in different parts of the fame Curve. The law of
Centripetal Force to defcribe a given Curve, and the velo-

A 2 city



ii The PREFACE.
city in any point of it ; and more particularly with refpeSf
to that law of Centripetal Force that is reciprocally as the
fquare of the diflance ; zuhich is thegrand law of Nature in
regard to the afiion of bodies upon one another at a dif-
tance ; and according to this law, is fhewn the motion of bo-
-dies round one another, and round their common center of
gravity, and the orbits they will deferibe.

In the thirdfeclion we have given the dijlurbing or per-
turbating force of a third body, acling upon two others that
revolve round one another. From thefe principles are de-
duced the errors caufed in the motion of a Satellite, inoving
round its primary planet. Towards the end, are feveral
propofitions, by means^ whereof, the motion of the Nodes, and
variation of inclination of a Satellite's orbit, andfuel? like

things may be computed. As thefe things are all laid down
for thefake of undcrflanding our own Syflem, I have infert-
ed fomefew things, by way of illuflration of the rules, in
regard to the Moon and Jupiter. But as to the Moon, there
arefotne things fo very intricate, and require fuch long and
tedious calculations, as zvould require a volume of themfelves \

fo thai thefmall room I am confined to cannot admit of them ;

andfew would trouble themfelves to read them, if they were
there. This lajl feciion concludes with afew things of ano-
ther kind, but depending on the principles of Centripetal
Forces.

Several of thefe things about Centripetal Forces are calcu-
lated by the method of Fluxions ; and cannot eafily be done
any other way ; and mojl of them taken from my book of
Fluxions. And feveral other things relating to Centripetal
Forces, yoii will alfo find in that book

; being forry to trou-
ble the reader too much with repeating what I have written
and publifhed elfezvhere.

W. Emerfon.
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Centripetal and Certrifugal" Force.

DEFINITIONS.
D E F. I.

?Jf*ttE center of attraction, is the point towards
which any body is attradted or impelled,

D E F> II.

Centripetal force, is that force by which a body is

impelled to a certain point, as a center. Here all

the particles of the body are equally afted on by
the force.

D E R. III.

Centrifugal force, is the refiftance a moving body
makes to prevent its being turned out of its direA
courfe. This is oppofite and equal to the centri-

petal force ; for aftion and re-action are equal and
contrary.

D E F. IV.

Angular velocity\ is the quantity of the angle a
body defcribes in a given time, about a certain

point, as a center. Apparent velocity is the fame
thing.

D E F. V.

Periodical time, is the time of revolution of a bo-
dy round a center.

B SECT,
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S E C T. I.

*The motion of bodies in Circular Orbit s*

PROP. I.

g* The centripetalforces, whereby equal bodies at equal

diftances from the centers of force, are drawn to-

wards thefe centers ; are as the quantities of matter

in the central bodies.

For fince all attraction is made towards bodies,

every part of the attra&ing body muft contribute

its fhare in that effeft. Therefore a body twice as

great will attraft the fame body twice as much ;

and one thrice as great, thrice as much, and fo on.

Therefore the attra&ion of the central body ; that

is, the centripetal force, is as the quantity of mat-

ter in the attracting or central body.

Cor. i . Any body whether great or little\ placed

fit the fame diftance, is attratted thro'' equalfpaces in

the fame time, by the central body.

For tho' a body twice or thrice as great as ano-

ther, is drawn with twice or thrice the force; yet

it will acquire no greater velocity, nor pafs thro
5

a

greater fpace. For (Prop. V. Cor. 2. Median.)

the velocity generated in a given time, is as the

force directly, and quantity of matter reciprocally ;

and the force, which is the weight; of the bpdy,

being as the quantity of matter ; therefore the ve-

locity generated is as the quantity of matter di-

rectly, and quantity of matter reciprocally, and
therefore is a given quantity.

Cor,
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Cor. 2 . Therefore the centripetal force, or force

towards the center, is not to be meafured by the quan-
tity of the falling body j but by thefpace it falls thro*
in, a given time. And therefore it is fometimes called
an accelerative force.

PROP, II.

If a body revokes in a circle, and is retained in it,

by a centripetalforce, tending to the center of it y putR zz radius of the circle or orbit defcribed, AC.
F = abfolute force, at the diftance R.
s zz the fpace a falling body could defcend thro

9

, by
the force at A, and

t zz time of the defcent.

it — 3.1416.

Then its periodic time, or the time of one revolution

2R
will be 7rt </—

•

v s

And the velocity, or fpace it defcribes in the time t,

will be \/2Rs.

For let AB be a tangent to the circle at A ; take
AF an infinitely fmall arch, and draw FB perp. to
AB, and FD perp. to the radius AC. Let the
body defcend thro

5

the infinitely fmall hight AD or
BF, by the centripetal force in the time 1 . Now
that the body may be kept in the circular orbit:
AFE, it ought to defcribe the arch AF in the
fame time 1 . The circumference of the circle A£
is 27rR, and the arch AF = ^/iR x AD.
By the laws of falling bodies s/s : / : : */AD

:

AD
* s/~ — tim? of moving thro* AD or AF. Aiitf

by uniform motion, as AF, to the time of its de-
fcription : : circumference AFEA, to the time of

B 2 one
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, . , . .-rr AD

It one revolution ; that is, ^R x AD:/*/

—

n
2/tfR 2R

2ttR : periodic time rz^2^J = * / \/~ #

AD
Alfo by the laws of uniform motion, t */—

_____
v

^

or time of defcribing AF : AF or vAR x "AD : :

/ : \/iRs zz the velocity of the body, or fpace
defcribed in time /.

Cor. 1 . The velocity of the revolving body, is equal
to that which a falling body acquires in defending
thro' half the radius AC, by the force at A uniform-
ly continued.

For y/s (hight) : 2s (the velocity) : : y/JLR (the

hight) : y/iRs, the velocity acquired by falling

thro
5

i R.

Cor. 2. Hence, if a body revolves uniformly in a
circle, by means of a given centripetal force ; the

arch which it defcribes in any time, is' a mean propor-

tional between the diameter of the circle, and the

fpace which the body would defend thro' in the fame
time, and with the fame given force.

For 2R (diameter) : */%Rs : : y/^Rj : s ; where

y/zRs is the arch defcribed, and s the fpace defend-
ed thro', in the time t.

2, Cor. 3. If a body revolves in any curve AFQ,
about the center of force s and if AC or R be the

radius of curvature in any point A ; s zz fpace defend-

ed by the force directed to C. Then the velocity in A
will be y/2Rs.

For this is the velocity in the circle ; and there-

fore in the curve, which coincides with it.

PROP.
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PROP. III.

If feveral bodies revolve in circles round the fame

cr different centers; the periodic times will be as the

fquare roots of the radii direffly, and the fquare roots

of the centripetal forces reciprocally.

Let F centripetal force at A tending to the

center C of the circle.

V zz velocity of the body.

R = radius AC of the circle,

P = periodic time.

sR ^ .

Then (Prop. II.) P = ir t v/~p But s 1S as the

2R
force F that generates it $ whence P = -k t 5

and fince 2, and / are given quantities, therefore

R
P OCv/F

-

Cor. 1. The periodic times are as the radii direftlyr

and the velocities reciprocally.

For (Prop II.J V = \/2Rs = vARF, and V*
2R

= 2RF 5
andPzW s/y^ and PP = "%

t% x

therefore P* V* = f X 4^% and P* =
F

7r*t
z X 4RZ

. „ X 2R R
y, 3

and P = y OCy'

Cor. 2 . periodic times are as the velocities di-

reftfa, and the centripetal forces reciprocally.

VV R
For V* = 2Rs = 2RF 5 and R - -£p> and y
V V R V

=
Jf.

OCp- But(Cor. i.)P OCy OC

B 3 Cor.
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Fig.

^
Cor. 3. If the periodic times are equal \ the velo-

l . cities^ and alfo the centripetal forces, will be as the

radii.

For if P be given ; then |l and ^ and p are

all given ratios.

Cor. 4. If the periodic times are as the fquare
t€ots of the radii ; the velocities will be as the fquare
roots of the radii, and the centripetal forces equal.

For (Prop. III. and Cor. 1.) putting s/R for P,
R R i

wehave «/R pc ^/f
OCy-Therefore 1 OC OC

x/R , . .-y- , and y/R OC V, and ^/F is a given quantity.

Cor. 5. If the periodic times are as the radii ; the
velocities will be equals and the centripetal forces re^

ciprocally as the radii.

R R
For putting R for P, we have R OCv/p OC y i

whence v/R OC ^p, and 1 OG ^ that is, R
1

OC -p or the centripetal force is reciprocally as

the radius 5 and V is a given quantity.

Cor. 6. If the periodic times are in the fefquiplicate
ratio of the radii ; the velocities will be reciprocally as
the fquare roots of the radii, and the centripetalforces
reciprocally as the fquares of the radii.

3 3 R R
Put RjforP, then R* OC^J? OCy^andR OQ

1 3 1
or RR OCp> and ^/R QC y •

Cor. 7. If the periodic times be as the nth power
of the radius ; then the velocities will be reciprocally as
the n— 1*6 power of {he radii, and the centripetal

forces
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forces reciprocally as the in — \ fh power of the Figi

radii. *•

R R
Put Rn

for P, then R* OC v/ p OC y • Whence

OCpandR2^ 1 OCp- AlfoR*" 1 OC^

PROP/ IV.

If feverd bodies revolve in circles round the fame i.

er different centers ; the velocities are as the radii di+

re£lly> and periodic times reciprocally.

For putting the fame letters as in Prop. III. we

have (by Prop. II.) V =r x/zRs = y/aRF ^ and P

OC-^(byCor.2.Pr.IIL),andPF OCV,andF OC

p- Whence V = vARF = * p and V*

2RV iTr 2R R
=z —j—> and V = -p OCp-

Cor. i. The velocities are as the periodical times*

and the centripetal forces.

For we had PF OCV*.

Cor 2. The fquares of the velocities are as the ra~

dii and the centripetal forces.

For V v/^RF,

Cor. 3. If the velocities are equal % the periodic

times are as the radii , and the radii reciprocally as

the centripetal forces.

R
For if V be given, its equal p is a given ratio %

1

and y'RF is given, whenceR OGp •

B 4 Cor,
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Fig. Cor. 4. If the velocities be as the radii, the perio*

1
.

die times -will be the fame ; and the centripetal forces
as the radii.

\Z2RF, whence R OCF.

Cor
. 5. If the velocities be reciprocally as the radii-,

the centripetal forces are reciprocally as the cubes of
the radii

* and the periodic times as the fquares of the
radii.

4 J

For put ~ for V, then (Cor. 2.) ~ = ^/zRF,

j~ = 2RF
? whence F oc 4r Alfo I OCp, and

P OCRR,

PROP. V.

,. If feveral bodies revolve in circles about the lam*
0

r

r

Jff%i ""''1

!

he
r
centriP^ forces are Js themd the *mres **>

Put the fame letters as in Prop. HI. Then (Prop.
Tn p .

>2R 2R r
u.) r 7T ts/~ - K t y/ j-, and PP = ^tt

X % , and PPF = 2^/R • whence p 2^//R

_ R PP

PP
Cor. 1. The centripetal forces are as the velocities

direclly, and the periodic times reciprocally.

For (Prop. IV.) V OC^andF OCj| OC--

if

C
thl\

2

) *r
c?triPetal faces, are as the fquares

>f the velocities dtreSlly, and the radii reciprocally.

For
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V F

For (Cor. i.) F OC-p, andFP OC V, But (Prop.

R FR
III. Cor. i.) P OCy> therefore FP OC y~> there-

FR VV
fore -y 00V, and F OC

Cor. 3. If the centripetalforces are equals the ve-

locities are as the periodic times \ and the radii as the

fquares of the periodic times^ or as the fquares of the

velocities.

Cor. 4. If the centripetal forces be as the radii^

the 'periodic times will be equal.

For F 0Cpp and ^ OCpp and if ^ be a

given ratio, p-p will be given, as alfo P.

Cor. 5. If the centripetal forces be reciprocally as

the fquares of the diftances ; the fquares of the peri-

odical times will be as the cubes of the diftances ; and

the velocities reciprocally as the fquare roots of the

diftances.

For writing for F, then OC pp and

R' . 1 VV 1

pT a given quantity. And OC~jJT 5 and OC

VV, or v/ ~ OCV.

PROP. VI.

If feveral bodies revolve in circles^ about the fame
or different centers ; the radii are direttly as the centri-

petal forces^ and the fquares of the periodic times.

For (Prop. II.) putting the fame letters as be-

zK 2R
fore, P zz 7T t = 17 * s/~y"> an^ = ****

2R
X -p , and PPF zz i^ttR OC R.

Cor,
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g. Cor. i . The radii are direSlly as the velocities and
. periodic times.

For (Prop. IV. Cor. i.) PF ocV, but PPF OC
Ri therefore PV ccR<

Cor. 2. <w « the fquares of the veloci-
ties aireclly, and the centripetalforces reciprocally.

For (Prop. III. Con 2.) P oC f> but (Cor. 1.)

R OCPV ; therefore R OC?
Cor. 3. If the radii are equal ; the centripetalforces

are as the fquares of the velocities, and reciprocally
as the fquares of the periodic times. And the veloci-
ties reciprocallly as the periodic times.

VV
For ifR be given, and PPF, and PV.aregiven

quantities, and F OCVV,orF oCjjpandV Oci'

Scholium.
The converfe of all thefe propofitions and corol-

laries are equally true. And what is demonftrated
of centripetal forces, is equally true of centrifugal
forces, they being equal and contrary.

PROP. VII.

The quantities of matter in all attratling bodies^
having others revolving about them in circles ; are as
the cubes of the diftances direclly, and the fquares of
the periodical times reciprocally.

Let M be the quantity of matter in any centra!
attracting body. Then fince it appears, from all
aftronomical obfervations, that the fquares of the
periodical times are as the cubes of the diftances,
of the planets, and fatellites from their refpeaive

centers.
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tenters. Therefore (Cor. 6. Prop. III.) the centri- I

petal forces will be reciprocally as the fquares of the
i

diftances-, that is, F And (Prop. I.)

the attra&ive force at a given diftance, is as the

body M, therefore the abfolute force of the body

M RM is as And (Prop. V.) fince F OCpp> put

inftead of F, and we have OC and

R*M OCp-

Cor. i. Hence inftead ofF in any of the foregoing

proportions and their corollaries, one may fubftitute

M
which is the force that the attracting body in C,

exerts at A.

Cor. 2. The attractive force of any body, is as

the quantity of matter direSlyy and the fquare of the

diftance reciprocally.

PROP. VIII.

If the centripetal force be as the diftance from the

center C. A body let fallfrom any point A, willfall

to the center in the fame time, that a body revolving

in the circular orbit ALEA, at the diftance CA,
would defcribe the quadrant AGL.

The truth of this is very readily fhewn by fluxions;

thus, put AC zz r, AH = x, t zz time of defcrib-

jng AH, v zz the velocity at H. F = force at H,

which is as CH or r— x. Then (Mechan. Cor. 2.

Prop. V.) the velocity generated is as the force and

time; that is, v OCFt. Alfo (Mechan. Prop. HI.

Cor. 1.) the time is as the fpace dividedby the veloci-

ty*
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Fig.

{. ty 5. that is, 'OC--; therefore voc— OC^
- ***,

v v v

andw OC r— x xx, and the fluent is — OC

—
, or OC irx ~ and v OC r#

—

xx or

HG ; that is, the velocity at H is as the ordinateHG of the circle.

Now it is evident, that in the time the revolv-
ing body defcribes the infinitely fmall arch AF, the
falling body will defcend thro

5

the verfed fine AD,
and would defcribe twice AD in the fame time'
with the velocity in D. Therefore we (hall have/

velocity at F : velocity at D : : AF orFD : 2AD,
and.velocity at D : velocity atH : : AF orFD : GH,

'

therefore,

velocity at F or G : velocity at H : : AF2
: 2AD X

GH: : 2AD : GH : : CA or CG : °H. But

drawing an ordinate infinitely near GH; by the
nature of the circle, it will be, as GC : GH : : fo
the increment of the curve AG : to the increment
of the axis AH. And therefore, vel. at G : vel.
at H : : as the increment of AG : to the increment
of AH. Therefore fince the velocities are as the
fpaces defcribed, the times of defcription will be
equal i and the fevejral parts of the arch AGL are
defcribed in the fame times as the correfpondent
parts of the radius AHC. And by compofition,
the arch AG and abfcifla AH, as alfo the quadrant
AL and radius AC, are defcribed in equal times.

Cor. 1
. The velocity of the defending body at any

place H, is as the fine GH.

Cor. 2. And the time of defcending thro' any verfed
fine AH, is as the correfponding arch AG.

Cor,
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Cor. 3. All the times of falling from any altitudes Fig.

whatever', to the center C, will be equal.
;

3.

For thefe times are \ the periodic times and

(Prop. V. Cor, 4.) thefe periodic times are all equal.

Cor. 4. In the time of one revolution^ the falling

body will have moved thro' C to E, .
and back again

thro' C to A, meeting the revolving body again at A.

Cor. 5. The velocity of the falling body at the cen-

ter C, is equal to the velocity of the revolving body.

For the velocities are as the lines GH and GC

;

and thefe are ^qual, when G comes to L.

PROP. IX.

If a pendulum AB be fufpended at A, and be made 4-

to revolve by a conical motion^ and defcribe the circle

BEDH parallel to the horizon.

Put 7T =: 3. 141 6; p — i6xV feet, the fpace de-

fended by gravity in the time t.

.
2AC

Then the periodical time of B will be itt \/

For (Mechan. Prop. VIII.) if the axis AC re-

prefents the weight of the body, AB will be the

force ftretching the ftring, and BC the force tend-

ins to the center C. Alfo (Mechan. Prop. VI.) if

the time is given, the fpace defcribed will be as the

force ; whence AC : BC : : p : :^ p ~ the fpace

defcended towards C, by the force BC, in the time

/. > This is the fpace s in Prop. II. Therefore 111-

ftead of s put its value in the periodical time, and

(by Prop. II.) we ftiall have the periodical time of the

pendulum = tt / s/"s = 17 t v 2^ BCxp
,2AC

Cor.
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Fig. Cor. i. In all pendulums, the periodic times are as
4. the fquare roots of the bights of the cones, AC.

Foe tt, t, and p are given quantities.

'

Cor. 2 . If the bights of the cones be thefame, the
penodic times will be the fame, whatever be the radius
of the bafe BC.

Cor. 3. The femiperiodic time of revolution, is
equal to the time of ofdilation of a pendulum, whofe
length is AC, the bight of the cone.

For by the laws of falling bodies, t y/~ ~
time of falling thro' J- AC ; and therefore(Me-

chan. Prop. XXIV.) 1 : w : : ,^ . n t
A£

2P 2p
_ t y2AC t

r

v~~p~ » the t^e of vibration, which is

half the periodica] time.

Cor. 4. The /pace defcended by a falling body, in
the time of one revolution, will be vir X 2AC.

For (time) : p (hight) : : v«tt x — (per.

time) : tttt x 2AC — hight defcended in that time.

Cor. 5. The periodic time, or time of one revolu-

tion, is equal to vy/z X time of falling thro' AC.

For the time of falling thro' AC is / •

p
Cor. 6. The weight of the pendulum is to the cen-

trifugal force \ as the hight of the cone AC, to the
radius of the bafe CB. And therefore when the hight
CA is equal to the radius CB ; the centripetal or
centrifugal force is equal to the gravity.

PROP,
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PROP, X.
*

Suppofe a jyjlem of bodies A, B, C, to revolve 5*

with a conical motion about the axis TKperp. to the

horizon, fo as to keep the fame fide always towards

the axis of revolution^ and the fame pofition among

themfelves.

To find the periodical time of the whole fyjlem*

1 . Let A, B, C be all fituated in one plane

pafllng thro* TR. From A, B, C let fall the

perpendiculars A$7 Bb9 Cc9 upon the axis TR.
And let A, B, C represent the quantities of matter

in the bodies A, B, C. Alfo put h 16^ feet,

the hight a body falls in the time t by gravity 5 tt

zz 3. 141 6 ; P zz the periodic time of the fyftem.

By the refolution of forces, Ta (gravity) : Aa
Aa

(force in direction Aa) : : h : ;jr h zz fpace de-

fended by A towards a in the time 1, which is a$

the velocity generated by the force Aa. There*

Aa
fore jrhAzz motion generated in A in direction

Aa. And the force in diredlion Aa to move the

fyftem towards TR, by the power of the lever

TA, i4>A X X, or A. X M. This,*,

centripetal force of the fyftem, arifing from the gra-

vity of A. In like manner the centripetal forces

arifing from B and C, will be Bb X hB and Cc X hC.

By the laws of uniform motion, P : 2 ?r X Aa :

:

2-rrt X Aa
t : p ~ arch defcribed by A in the time

4wtt X Aaz
2-7rtt X Aa

t. And FVx2Aa or
pp zrdiftanceit

is drawn from the tangent in that time, or as the

velocity generated ; and therefore pp X A
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Fig. = motion of A tending from the center a> by the
5. revolution of the fyftem. And the force in direc-

tion aA, to move the fyftem from TR, by the

power of the lever TA, will be A x
Ta. And this is the centrifugal force of the fyf-
tem arifing from the revolution of A. And in like
manner the centrifugal forces arifing from B and

C, will be pp E X TV and—pp C
X T<r.

But becaufe the whole fyftem always keeps at
the fame diftance from the axis TF, in its revolu-
tion ; therefore the fum of all the centripetal forces
muft be equal to the fum of all the centrifugal
forces. Whence AaXhA zz BbXhB + CcXhC zz
Q7T'Trtt

-pp- X into Aa X Ta X A + Bb X Tb X B + Cc

X Tc X C. And confequently P n v t <y~g X
A^xT^xA + B^x Tb x B + CcxTcxC

Aa X A + Bb xB + QxC
2. If the bodies are not all in one plane, let N

be the center of gravity of the bodies A, B, C.
And thro

9 N draw the plane TNR; and from all
the bodies, let fall perpendiculars upon that plane,
Then the periodic time will be the fame as if all

the bodies were placed in thefe points where the
perpendiculars cut the plane. For if m be one ot
the bodies, and mC perp. to the plane. Then the
centripetal and centrifugal forces of m in direction

.„ , , limit X Tc
cm, will be cm X hm and pp m X mc. But

the force cm is divided into the two forces cC, Cm.
And all the forces Cm deftroy one another, be-
caufe the plane, TN<r, paffes thro' their center of
gravity. Therefore the plane is only aded on by

the
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the remaining force cC. So that the centripetal Fi<*.
and centrifugal forces will be the fame as before, rf
when the body was placed in C } and the periodic
time is the fame.

Cor. i. If N» be drawn from the center of gra-
vity perp. to TF; then the periodic time of the fyf

tern, P = v t v/-r X
TaXAaXA +TbxBbxB + TcxCcxC

N» X A + B +~C~
For (Mechan. Prop. XXXV.) Aa X A + Bb X

B + CcxC = N« x A + H + C.

Cor. 2. length of a ftmple pendulum, making
two vibrations, or an exceeding fmall conical motion,
in the fame periodic time, will be

Tax AaX A + Tb xBb X B + TcX Cc XC
N» X A + B + C

For let TO be the hight of the cone defcribed

by the pendulum ; then (Prop. IX.; PP = —j— x
TO ; therefore TO =
TaXAa xA+T£xB£xB + TcxCcxC

N» X A + B + C

Cor. 3 . If TO be the length of an ifocronal pen-
dulum, then O is the center of gravity of all the pe-
ripheries defcribed by A, B, C ; each multiplied by
the body ; whether A, B, C be the places of the bo-
dies, or the points ofprojection upon the plane TNR.

For if Aa x A, Bb X B, Cc X C be taken for
bodies, their center of gravity will be diftanc from
T, the length

TaxAa X A + Tb x Bb x B + Tc X Cc X C
Aa X A -f- Bb X B + C7x C ^

Me"

C chan.
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Fig. chan. Prop. XXXV.) which is equal to TO by
5- Cor. 2. and the peripheries are as the radii, Aa, Bb

?

Cc.

Cor. 4. If any of the bodies he on the contrary fide

of the axis TR, or above the point of fufpenfion T ;

that diftance mujl he negative.

Cor. 5. If any line or plane figure be placed in the

plane TNR ; then the point O, which gives the length

of the pendulum, will be the center of gravity, of

the furface or folid, defcribed in its revolution.

Scholium.
The point O which gives the length of the ifo-

cronal pendulum is called the center of turbina-

tion or revolution. And the plane TNR paffing

thro/ the center of gravity, the turbinating plane.

SECT*
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S E C T. II.

The motion of bodies in all forts of

Curve Lines.

PROP. XI.

HfllE areas, which a revolving body defcribes £jFig.
1

radii drawn to a fixed center offorce, are propor- £o

tional to the times of defcription * and are all in the

fame immoveable plane.

Let S be the center of force * and let the time

be divided into very finall equal parts. In the firft

part of time let the body defcribe the line AB;
then if nothing hindered, it would defcribe BK =
AB, in the fecond part of time ; and then the area

ASB — BSK. But in the point B let the centri-

petal force ad by a fmgle but ftrong impulfe, and

caufe the body to defcribe the line BC. Draw KC
parallel to SB, and compleat the parallelogram

BKO, then the triangle SBC rz SBK, being be-

tween the fame parallels ; therefore SBC = SBA,

and in the fame plane. Alfo the body moving uni-

formly, would in another part of time defcribe Cm
zz CB but at C, at the end of the fecond part ot

time, let it be afted on, by another impulfe and

carried along the line CD draw mD- parallel to

CS, and D will be the place of the body after the

third part of time and the triangle SCD =z SCm

= SCB, and all in the fame plane. After the

fame manner let the force afl: fucceffively at. D,

E, F, &c. And making Vn zz DC, and Bo =
ED, &c. and compleating the parallelograms as

C 2 berore y
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Fig before the triangle CSm = CSD = DS» = DSE
6. = ESo = ESF, &c. and all in the fame im-

moveable plane. Therefore in equal times equal

areas are defcribed ; and by compounding, the fum

of all the areas is as the time of defcription. Now
let the number of triangles be increafed, and their

breadth dimintfhed ad infinitum •, and the centri-

petal force will ad continually, and the figure

ABCDEF, &c. will become a curve ; and the areas

will be proportional to the times of defcription.

Cor. i . If a body describes areas proportional to

the times, about any point •, it is urged towards that

point by the centripetal force.

For a body cannot defcribe areas proportional to

the times, about two different points or centers, in

the fame plane.

Cor. 2. The velocity of a body revolving in a

curve, is reciprocally as the perpendicular to the tan-

gent, in that point of the curve.
_

For the area of any of thefe little triangles being

given ; the bafe (which reprefents the velocity) is

reciprocally as the perpendicular.

7' Cor. 3. The angular velocity at the center of

force, is reciprocally as the fquare of its diftancefrom

that center. „ ,

For if the fmall triangles CSD and SBA be

equal, they are defcribed in equal times. The
4 SCXCQ . ... SBxBP

areaCSD = ~ > and area SBA = —-- >

therefore SC X CQ_= SB X BP. But the angle

CSD : angle ASB : : CQj cq : : SC X CQj SC x

cq : : SB X BP : SC X cq : : area SBA : area Scq :

:

SB* : Sc1 or SC*.

PROP.
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PROP. XII.

If a body revolving in any curve VIL, be urged by

a centripetal force tending towards the center S ; the

centripetal force in any point I of the curve will be as
.

P—
\ where p zz perpendicular SP on the tangent at

I, and d zz the dijlance SI.

For take the point K infinitely near I, and draw
the lines SI, SK; and the tangents IP, Kf \ and
the perpendiculars SP, Sf. Alfo draw Km, Kn
parallel to SP, SI, and KN perp. to SI.

The triangles ISP, IKN. nKm, are fimilar; as

alfo IKw, IPq. Therefore Iq or IP : IK : : jP :

Km. And PS : IP : : Km : mn. And IN : IK : :

mn : nK. And multiplying the terms of thefe three

proportions, IP X PS X IN : IK x IP X IK : :

qP XKm X mn : Km X mn X nK. That is, PS X
P?XIK*

IN : IK 1
: : qP : nK zz

ps x~lfrj*
**ut (Median.

Prop. VI.) the fpace »K, thro' which the body is

drawn from the tangent, is as the force and fquare

of the time ; that is (Prop. XL) as the force and

fquare of the area ISK, or as the force X SP X
KN% or becaufe SI X KN n twice the triangle

ISK zz IK X SP ; therefore nK is as the force X
IK* X PS*. Therefore the force at I is as

nK Pg X IK X Pq _
IK^XPS 1 -PSxINxlK'xPS 1 ~PS*XlN~

£.
p\d

nK
Cor. i . ? he centripetalfarce at I is as

3p x j^jsji
*

nK
^SP'XlK*' C 3 Cot,
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Fig. Cor. 2 . Hence the radius of curvature in I, is zz

8. SI x IN

P?
.

IK*
For that radius zz zz (by the fimilar trian-

IK X IP
gles IKm, IqV) — — zz (by the fimilar trian-

SI X IN
gles IPS, INK)

pg

PRO P. XIII. Prob.

tfo find the law of the centripetal force, requifite

to make a body move in a given curve line.

Let the diftance SI — d, the perpendicular SP
(upon the tangent at I) zz p 3 then from the na-

ture of the curve, find the value of p in terms of

d9
and fubftitute it $nd its fluxion, in the quantity

L
yd

nK »K
Or find the value of

gp x KNa or
gpa x IKa

*

Any of thefe will give the law of centripetal force
a

by the laft Prop.

<j, If a body revolves in the circumference of a cir-

cle ; to find the force direffed to a given point S.

Draw SI to the body at I, SP perp to the tan-

gent PI, SG perp. to the radius CI. Then SP zz

GI ; becaufe SGIP is a parallelogram. Put SI zz

d, SP = p, SC zz a, CI = r, CD = x9 ID be-

ing perp. to SD. Then in the obtufe angle SCI,

SP £z SC* + CP + 2SCD, or dd zz aa + rr +
dd— aa— rr

2ax-9 whence x zz —•• The triangles
2a &

SCG and CID are fimilar, whence CI (r) : CD
(x
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a% dd— aa— rr

(x) : : SC (a) : CG a - .= -
j and

9

dd— aa — rr dd + rr — aa

p s r + 2r 2r

P = Therefore the force (—.

J
is aa—

r

i. = ^ r; that is, the force is as

rpl r X dd + rr— aa

d

dd + rr — aa

And if a-r, the force is as

Ex.2.

If a body revolves in an ellipfis y to find the force 10.

tending to the center C.

Let 4- tranfverfe CV = r, 4- conjugate CD = r,

draw CI zz J, and its' femiconjugate CR zz b.

Then by the properties of the ellipfis (Con. Se£t.

B. I. Prop. XXXIV.) bb + dd zz rr + cc,

whence b zz </rr + cc — dd ; and (ib. Prop.

XXXVII.) * or v/rr + ^ ~- dd : c : : r : p zz

-7========= •, and /> = " —

p

* There-

p crd'd rr+'ee—dd^ _ j_.
fore = «,

"",
, 3 X y — arr

Therefore the force is direftly as the diftance CI. -

After the fame manner, the force tending to the

center of an hyperbola, will be found— ,
which

is a centrifugal force, direttly as the diftance.

Ex. 3.

If a body revolves in an ellipfis, to find the lav) of x ^
centripetal force, tending to the focus S.

C 4
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Fig. Let the femitranfverfe OV = r, the femiconju-
1 1

,
gate OD = e, draw SI - d; and 01, and

J

its
conjugate OK = b.

Then (Con. Sed. B. I. Prop. XXXV.) 2rd— dd
- lb

;
and (ib. Prop. XXXVI.) b or ^zrd—dd :

Vzrd—dd* F ~

cds/ivd— dd— cdX zrd~ dd>—*Xrd^Ji

cdx zrd— dd—cd x rd— dd
zra— dd^i

Therefore i- - X 2*/r
—

'

_^
fd cw'd X zdF^d^i ~~ c%di ~ ccd*

Therefore the centripetal force is as~, or recipro-

cally as the fquare of the diftance.

Ex. 4,

12. If a body revolves in the hyperbola VI ; to find the
law of centripetal force, tending to the focus S.
Draw SI, and the tangent FT, and SP perp.

upon it. And let the femitranfverfe SO =r r, fe-
unconjugate = c, SI -^Sfz ^ and * = fe-
rniconjugate to IO.

Then (Con Sed. BJTL Prop. XXXI.) %rd +
dd z= ^ and £ = X/Tfd'+ dd~ And (ib. Prop.

XXXII.) b or +~dd : c : : d : p —

y , =; i whence /> n

x \Zzrd +ld~ed X zrd + dd~* x 7d + dd
zrd -r dd

= V* zrd + dd— cd X rd -f dd cr^
zrd + 2vf+~dd^

There-
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Therefore A _^xg+TO _ «r£ Fy.

jggr Therefore the centripetal force is as^ or

jj* that is, reciprocally as the fquare of the dif-

tancc.

And in like manner the force towards the other

focus F, is or as ^r, which is a centrifugal

force reciprocally as the fquare of the diftance.

Ex. 5.

If a body revolves in the parabela VI * to find the 13.
force tending to the focus S.

Draw IS, and the tangent IT, and SP perp. to
it. And put SI =: d9 SP zz />, latus re&um = r.

Then (Con. Seft. B. III. Prop. II. and Cor. 3.

Prop. XII.) pp zz -L rd, and 2pp = «. r</ ; and f

8/> Wrd ^rax^rd\/?dxd
8r 2=

l^Td
~ Therefore th^ centripetal force

is reciprocally as the fquare of the diftance CL
Hence, in all the Conic Sections, the centripe-

tal force tending to the focus, is reciprocally as the
fquare of the diftance from the focus.

Ex. 6.

Let VI be the logarithmic fpiral, to find the force 14,
tending to the center S.

Draw the tangent IP, and SP perp, to it, let

SI zz d, SP zz p ; then the ratio of d to p is al-

ways
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^if.'
ways &vcn

>
fuPP0;fe as m to n. Then ^ ~

and p zz —a. Coniequently— rz — X —7~- —r ™ n 7
pd m &d*d

~~

mm i

; and the centripetal force is as or reci-

procally as the cube of the diftance,

P R O P. XIV..'

tfhe velocity of a body moving in any curve QAO,
in any point A ; is to the velocity of a body moving

in a circle at the fame difiance \ as ^p'd to

Putting d zz difiance SA, andp zz SP the perpendi-
cular on the tangent at A.

Let AR be the radius of curvature ; from the
point a in the curve infinitely near A, draw am,
an parallel to AS, AR. Let C zz velocity in the
curve, c zz velocity in the circle. By fimilar tri-

angle SP (p) : SA (d) : : an : am : : centripetal
force tending to R: centripetal force tending to

S : : (Prop. V. Cor. 2.)^ ~. But (Prop.

XII. Cor. 2.) AR = d
l., whence p :

p dd
ec •~
d

: : CQ> : ccd. And pd : dp : : CC : cc.

Cor. 1. If r zz half the tranfverfe axis of an eU
lipfis then the velocity of a body revolving round the

focus, is to thatpin a circle at the fame difiance y as

\/<ir— d: \/r.

crdd
Vox p zz —jn (See Ex. 3. Prop. XIII.)»

2rd— da U

and
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and/) = And the fquares of the
F&

r
s/zrd — dd 3

velocities in the curve, and in the circle, are as

cdd ,
crddd A

rA. ,

Vzrd — dd 2rd— adw

or as 2r — d to r.

Cor. 2. Suppofe as before* the velocity of a body

revolving round the center of an ellipfis* is to the ve-

locity in a circle at the fame diftance ; as half the con-

jugate diameter to that diftance* is to the diftance.

cr *

For * = —===========^ and p ==

v rr -J- cc — da

crdd
Whence, the fquares of thefeve-

rr + cc— dd\'<

crd ,
crddd

locities are as -7 ~~~~n and —i— , fl
\/rr ^ cc — dd rr + — da\ *

or as 1 to -^T^TZTdd °r aS rr + £C~ dd to^
or as bb to See Ex. 2. Prop. XIII.

Cor. 3. 2l><? velocity in a parabola round the focus,

js to the velocity in a circle at the fame diftance j as

y/2 to I.

For f ='i 1/^ md ? = -^7v5
(SeC EX

* *

Prop. XIII.) Whence the fquares of thefe veloci-

rdd ,7 1 1

ties are as^ v/W and or as T r</ t *

that is as 2 to 1.

Cor. 4. 0/ a body in the logarithmic

fpiral in any pint, is the fame as the velocity of a

body at the fame diftance in a circle.
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Fig. _ n , n •

jJ For p = -J, andp - -d, (Ex. 6. Prop. XIII.)

And the fquares of the velocities are as —dd and
171

~~

mddj that is, equal.

PROP. XV, Prob.

1 6. 3* find the force which atting in direction of the
ordinate MP, Jhall caufe the body to move in that curve.

Draw mp parallel and infinitely near MP, and
Ms parallel to AP. Then the force is as the fpace
*»r, thro' which it is drawn from the tangent, in a
given time. But ms is the fluxion and mr the fe-

cond fluxion of the ordinate PM* Therefore
making the fluxion of the time conftant ; or which
is the lame thing, making the fluxion of the axis

conftant find the fecond fluxion of the ordinate,
which will be as the force.

ILx • i •

Let the curve be an ellipfis whofe equation is^y rz

-\/2rx—"xx. Putting AP = PM = y, r zz

femitranfverfe, c zz femiconjugate. Then y zz.

L x ™ZJ^1 , andyzz- -xk/^T=^

c

v 2rx — xx

— - X r — x X rx — xx X zrx — xx * =
2rx — xx r

2rx + xx— r— x c —rr ^Cr= —X
2rx — xx\ * r 2rx— xxp y l

That is, the force is as ~, or reciprocally as the

cube
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cube of the ordinate. The fame is true of the Fig.

circle, which is one fort of ellipfis. 10.

Ex. 2.

Let the curve be a parabola, AP = x, PM =
y, and rx = yy j then rx = iff, and a# + 2yjf

- o; therefore jy = —yy, andjf =—j _—
rrxx_ ZlT, and the force as or reci-

procally as the cube of the ordinate.

PROP. XVI.

If the law of centripetal force be reciprocally as

the fware of the diftance. The velocities of bodies

revolving in different ellipfes about one common cen-

ter*, are direilly as the fquare roots of the parame-

ters, and reciprocally as the perpendiculars to the tan-

gents at thefe feints of their orbits.

Let d, D be the diftances in two ellipfes j r, e%

A Pi and R, C, L, P, the femitranfverfe, ferni-

conjugate, latus reftum, and perpendicular in the

two eflipfes. Then the fquares of the velocities m
two circles whofe radii are d, D, (by Prop. IV.

Cor. 2.) will be as d X force in dy and D X force

d D 11
in D ; that is, as jd and or as j-and D
Then (Prop. XIV. Cor. 1.),

velocity in theellipfis*/: vel. in thecircle*/ :
: / 2r—d :/r.

and vel. in the circle*/ : vel. in the circleD :
: : /jj"

And (Prop. XIV. Cor. 1.)

vel. in the circleD : vel. in thecllipfisD ::/R: Y
2R rT (?'

Therefore vel. in the ellipfis d : vel. in the ellipfis

D : :
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Flg

' D : :J*r— d *R
:
yfcPXr,,

d D ' dr

2R — D
V DR

But (Con. Se<5t. B. I. Prop. 0,6.) p zz c \/2r ~>

2r — d ir— d c
and p v/

—

j— zz c, and —-j— - — and

jir— d c \Z~Ll cc

^~dT~ =pl/? = -y-(becaufe 7 = ± I by

the Conic Sections.) In like manner v/~^"d~ —
*

- "Whence, vel. in the ellipfis d : vel. in the

ellipfis D : : — :

p ir

Cor. i. Hence the velocities in the two ellipfis, are
%r — d 2R— D

" and aZ-dr—
Cor. 2. Alfo the fquares of the areas defcribed in

the fame time, are as the parameters.

For the areas are as the arches X perpendiculars*,

or as the velocities X perpendiculars i that is, as

— X p and y- x P, or as and -v/L.

Cor. 3. 77^ velocity of a body in different farts of
its orbit is reciprocally as the perpendicular upon the

ir— d
tangent at that point \ and therefore is as y'—^—

.

For the parameter is given.

Cor. 4. The velocity in a conic feElion .at its great-
eji or kafl dijlance, is to the velocity in a circle at

the
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the fame diftance \ as the fquare root of the farante- Fig.

ter? to the fquare root of twice that diftance.

For here d = D = p = P, and L = 2D. There-

fore the velocity in the ellipfis, to the velocity in

the circle ; as ^ : ~p— : : : \/2L) -

Cor. 5. The velocity in an ellipfis at its mean dif~

tance, is the fame as in a circle at the fame diftance.

For if d be the mean diftance, then p = c. And

if D be the radius of the circle, then L zz 2D,

and P = D. Whence, vel. in the ellipfis : to the

vel. in the circle : :^ : : : (becauferr= lb)

_^ :
_J_

: :v/D:n/, But D = r, there-

fore the velocities are equal.

Cor. 6. Both the real and apparent velocity round ij\

the focus F, is greateft at A, the neareft vertex and

leaft at B, the remote vertex.

For the real velocity is reciprocally as the per-

pendicular, which is leaft at A and greateft at B,

And the apparent velocity at F is reciprocally as

the fquare of the diftance from F, which diftance

is leaft at A, and greateft at B, (Cor. 2. and

2 . Prop..XL)

Cor. 7. The fame things fuppofed, and PC, CK 23.

being femiconjugates the velocity in the curve, is to

the velocity towards the focus F; as CK to

For vel. in the curve : vel. towards F : : Yp :

pn : : FP : NP : id : y/dd —'pp. But pp .=2

ccd 2rd -— dd— cc
,—

7 and dd-tp= 2r _ d
-d. Whence

vel. in the curve : vel. towards F : : d :

s/
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Kg- Jird—dd—cc
H- V zr— d d'.'.Vzrd--dd: \/zrd—dd-^7c

: : (Con. SeA. B. I. Prop. XXXV.) CK :

VCK*— CD1
.

Cor. 8. The afcending or defcendinr velocity is the
peateft when FP is half the htus reSium, or whenFP ts perp. to AB.

For >/2rd— dd : v^-T^1T«: . .. vel . in
, /\/ir— d\
the curve ( ^ J : vel. towards F =

zrd— dd— cc

^ Id ' and makinS the Square of this

i • . , ird—dd— cc
velocity a maximum, then -n = m> ancj

zrd— zdd X dd—zd'd x zrd— dd
—~ — 0 ;

and rd—dd — zrd + dd + cc = o, and —• rd
CC+ cc o. whence d = — = half the latus reftum.

Cor. 9. ./jf FR, the difiance from the focus to the

curve be = \/CA X CD ; R is the place where
the angular motion about the focus F, is equal to the
mean motion.

For the area of a circle whofe radius FR is

y/CA X CD is equal to the area of the ellipfis
;

and if we fuppofe them both defcribed in equal
times ; then the fmall equal parts at R will be de-
fcribed in equal times ; and therefore the angular
velocities at F will be equal ; and both equal to
the mean motion. The angular motion in the el-

lipfis from B to R will be flower ; and from R to
A fwifter, than the mean motion.

PROP.
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PROP. XVH.

If the centripetal forces he reciprocally as the

fquares of the diftances ; the periodic times in ellipfesy

"will be in the fefquiplicate ratio of the tranfuerfe
axes AB ; or the fquares of the periodic times\ will
be as the cubes of the mean diftances FD, from the
common center.

Put the fimbols as in the laft, and /, T, for the
periodical times. Then by the nature of the el*

hpfis cc z= A lr, and t = y/^lr, and rc zz r^/ilr.
And for the fame reafon RC zr Ry/i-LR. Alfo
(Prop. XVI. Cor. 2.) the areas defcribed in the
lame time are as the fquare roots of the parame-
ters

; and therefore the whole areas of the ellipfes,

are as the periodical times multiplied by the fquare
roots of the parameters. But the whole areas are
alfo as the rectangles of the axes ; therefore the
re&angles of the axes are as the periodical times
multiplied by the fquare roots of the parameters

;

that is, rc or r^^lr : RC or R^LR : : t</l :

T\/L. And fquaring, -i/r 5
: i-LR* : : /// : TTL.

That is^r*
: R* . . tt . TT. And / : T : ; ri : Ri :

:

2r* : 2IV.

Cor. 1 . The areas of the ellipfes are as the periodic

times multiplied by thefquare roots of the parameters.

Cor. 2. The periodic time in an ellipjis, is the fame
as in a circle^ whofe diameter is equal to the tranfuerfe

axis AB y or the radius equal to the mean diftance FD.

Cor. 3. The quantities of matter in central attract-

ing bodies, that have others revolving about them in

ellipfes ; are as the cubes of the mean di/iances> divid-

ed by the fquares of the periodical times.

D For
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For (Cor. 2.) the periodic times are the fame

when the mean diftances are equal to the radii j and

the reft follows from Prop. VII.

PROP, XVIII.

If the centripetal forces be direftly as the diftances ;

the periodic times of bodies moving in ellipfes round

the fame center , will be all equal to one another*

Let AEL be an ellipfis, AGL a circle on the

fame axis AL, C the center of both. Draw the

tangent AD, and npF parallel to it, and D#, Bp
parallel to AC : AF being very fmall. Then Dn
equal to Bp will be as the centripetal force and

therefore AD and AB, or An and Ap will be de-

fcribed in the fame time, in the circle and ellipfis.

Confequently the areas defcribed in thefe equal

times will be AnC and ApC But thefe areas are

to one another as nF to PF, or as GC to EC that

is, as the area of the circle AGL to the area of

the ellipfis AEL. Therefore fince parts proportional

to the wholes are defcribed in equal times j the

wholes will be defcribed in equal times. And
therefore the periodic times, in the circle and el-

lipfis, are equal.

But (Prop. V. Cor. 4.) the periodic times in all

circles are equal, in this law of centripetal force

;

and therefore the periodic times in all ellipfes are

equal.

Cor. *The velocity at any point I of an ellipfis^ is

as the reSlangle of the two axes AC, CE j divided

by the perpendicular CH, upon the tangent at I.

For the arch I X CH is as the area defcribed in

a fmall given part of time, and that is as the whole

area (becaufe the periodic times are equal) or as

AC X CE. And therefore the arch I or the velo-

AC X CE
city, is as—£h PROP.
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PROP. XIX. 18."

tfhe denftties of central attracting bodies, are reci-

procally as the cubes of the parallaxes of the bodies

revolving about them {as feen from thefe central bo-
dies)

y
and reciprocally as the fquares of the periodic

times.

^
For the denfity multiplied by the cube of the

diameter, is as the quantity of matter ; that is (by
Prop XVII. Cor. 3.) as the cube of the mean dif-

tance divided by the fquare of the periodical time
of the revolving body. And therefore the denfity
is as the cube of the diftance, divided by the cube
of the diameter, and by the fquare of the periodic
time. But the diameter divided by the diftance is

as the angle of the paralax ; therefore the denfity
is as 1 divided by the cube of the paralax, and the
fquare of the periodic time.

PROP. XX.

If two bodies A, B, revolve about each other ;

they will both of them revolve about their center of
gravity.

Let C be the center of gravity of the bodies A,
B, afting upon one another by any centripetal forces.

And let AZ be the dire£tion of A's motion ; draw
BM "parallel to AZ, for the direction of B, And
let AZ, BH be defcribed in a very fmall part of
time, fo that AZ may be to BH, as AC to BC ;

and then C will be the center of gravity of Z and
H, becaufe the triangles ACZ and BCH are fimi*

lar.
#

Whence AC : CB : : ZC : CH. But as the
bodies A and B attract one another, the fpaces Aa
and Bb they are drawn thro', will be reciprocally

P 2 as
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as the bodies, or dire&ly as the diflances from the

center of gravity that is, Aa : Bb : : AC : BC.
Compleat the parallelograms Ac and Bi; and the

bodies, inftead of being at Z and H, will be at c

and d. But fmce AC : BC : : Aa :Bb. By divi-

fion AC : BC : : aC : bC. But AC : BC : : AZ

:

BH : : ac : bd. Whence aC : bC : : ac : bd. There-

fore the triangles cCa, and dCb are fimilar, whence
Cc : Cd :,: ac \ bd w AC : BC : : B : A. There-

fore C is ftill the center of gravity of the bodies

at c and d.

In like manner, producing Bd and Ac, till dg be

equal to Bd, and cq to Ac •, and if cf, dh, be the

fpaces drawn thro
5 by their mutual attraftions ; and

if the parallelograms ce, di, be compleated. Then
it will be proved by the fame way of reafoning, that

C is the center of gravity of the bodies at q and g,

and alfo at e and z, where A defcribes the diagonals

Ac, ce, &c. and B the diagonals Bd, di, &c. and

fo on ad infinitum.

If one of the bodies B is at reft whilft the other

moves along the' line AL. Then the center of

gravity C will move uniformly along the line CO
parallel to AL. Therefore if the fpace the bodies

move in, be fuppofed to move in direftion CO,
with the velocity of the center of gravity, then

the center of gravity will be at reft in that fpace,

and the body B will move in dire&ion BH parallel

to CO or AZ ; and then this cafe comes to the

fame as the former. Therefore the bodies will al-

ways move round the center of gravity, which is

either at reft, or moves uniformly in a right line.

If the bodies repel one another by a like rea-

foning it may be proved that they will conftantly

move round their center of gravity.

If the lines CA, Cc, Ce, &c. be equal ; and

CB, Cd, Ci, &c. alfo equal. Then it is the cafe

of two bodies joined by a rod or a firing -

y or of

one
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one body compofed of two parts. This body or Fig.

bodies will always move round, their common cen- 19.

ter of gravity.

Cor. 1. The direftions of the bodies in oppojitepoints

of the orbits, are always parallel to one another.

For fince AZ : Zc : : BH : HJ; and AZ, Zc

parallel to BH, Hi; therefore the <Z Zhc = <C
HBi, and Bd parallel to Ac. And for the fame

reafon di is parallel to ce, &c.

Cor. 2. Two bodies1
ailing upon one another by

any forces ; defcribefimilar figures about their common

center of gravity.

For the particles Ac, Bd of the curves are pa-

rallel to one another, and every where proportional,

to the diftances of the bodies AC, BC.

Cor. 3 . If the forces be direclly as the diftances ;

the bodies will defcribe concentrical ellipfes round the

center of gravity.

Cor. 4. If the forces be reciprocally as the fquares

of the diftances the bodies will defcribe fimilar el-

lipfes or fome conic fe5lions, about each other, wfcofe

center of gravity Hin the focus of both.

P R O P XXI.

if two bodies S, P attraff each other with any 20.

forces, and at the fame time revolve about their center

of gravity C. Then if either body P, with the fame

force, defcribes a fimilar curve about the other body S

qt reft ; its periodical time, will be to thz periodical

time of either about the center of gravity ai the

fquare root of the fum of the bodies (s/S + P), to

the fquare root of the fixed or central body (\/S).

Let PV be the orbit defcribed about C, and Vv

that defcribed $bout S. Draw the tangent Pr, take

P 3 the
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Fig. the arch PQ^ extremely fmall, and draw CQR;
20. alfo draw Sqr parallel to CR, and then PQ and P$

will be fimilar parts of the curves PV and Pv.
Now the times that the bodies are drawn from

the tangent thro* the fpaces QR, qr, with the fame
force, will be as the fquare roots of the fpaces QR,
qn that is (becaufeof the fimilar figures CPRQand
SPrq) as v/CP to \/SP ; that is, (by the nature

of the center of gravity) as y/S to \/S + P. But
the times wherein the bodies are drawn from the
tangent thro' RQ> r#, are the times wherein the
fimilar arches PQ, Pq are defcribed; and thefe
times are as the whole periodic times. Therefore
the periodic time in PV, is to the periodic time in

P^ ; as v/S to v/S + P7

Cor. i . <fhe velocity in the orbit PV about C, is

to the velocity in the orbit Pv about S; as v/S ta

For the velocities are as the fpaces divided by
the times ; therefore, vel. in PV : vel in Pv : :

PQ^ Pq
.
CP SP _S_ S4-P^ VsTp :ys

s

y/s+:p
: vs :

y/s'+f
: : v/SyS ~f- P.

Cor. 2. Bodies revolving round their common cen-

ter ofgravity) deferibe areas proportional to the times.

PROP. XXIL
t°< If the forces be reciprocally as the fquares of the

dijiances and if a body revolves about the center L
in the fame periodical time^ that the bodies S, P, re-

volve about the center of gravity C. Then will SP ;

LP : ; VS~+P : Vs.

Let PN be the orbit defcribed about L. Then
(Prop. XXL) per. time in PQ : per, time in Pq : :
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V'S : v/S + P : : \/CP : a/sFTAnd (Prop. XVII.) Kg?

per. time in Pj : per. time in PN : : SP* : LP* 2°#

fuppofing PQ, PN, fimilar arches. Therefore

per. time in PQ : per. time in PN : : a/CP X SP* :

y/SPxLP^ : -VCPxSP1
: \/IF*. Butthe periodic

times are equal ; therefore y/CP X SP* = v^DF,

and LP' ^ CP X SP% and LP = VCP x SP\

But LP : SP : : i/CP X SP : SP or V^SF : :

^/CP :\/SP:: Cs : V^S + P.

Cor. i. If the forces be reciprocally as the fquares

if the diftances the tranfverfe axis of the ellipjis de-

fcribed by P about the center of gravity C, is to the

tranfverfe axis defcribed by P about the other body 3

at reft , in the fame periodical time ; as the cube root

of the fum of the bodies S + P5 to the cube root of the

fixed or central body S.

Cor. 2. If two bodies attracing each other move

about their center of gravity. Their motions will bt

the fame as if they did not attract one another, but

were both attracted with the fame forces, by another

body placed in the center of gravity.

P R O P. XXIII. Proh

Suppofe the centripetal force to be direttly as the 2U
diftance. To determine the orbit which a body will

defcribe, that is proje£led from a given place P, with

4 given velocity, in a given direction PT.

By Ex. 2. Prop, XIII. the body will move in

an ellipfis, whofe center is C the center of force -,

and the line of direftion PT will be a tangent at

t;hepointP. Draw CR perp. to PT. And let

the diftance CP ^ d. CR = pr femitranfverfe axis

D 4 CA
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Hg. CA = R, femiconjugate axis CB = C. CG (the
2i. femiconjugate to CP) = B. / = fpace a body

would defcend at P, in a fecond, by the centripe-
tal force, v = the velocity at P, the body is pro-'
jetted with, or the fpace it defcribes in a fecond.

Then s/zdf zz velocity of a body revolving in a
circle at the diftance CP.
Then (Prop. XIV. Cor. 2.) v : ^/zdf : : B : d,

and B^/idf zz dv, and zBBdf zz ddvv, whence
_ dvv d
BB = ~j ' and B = v But (Con. Sett. B.

I Prop. XXXIV.) RR + CC = BB + dd zz
vvd
-jj + dd. And (ib. Prop. XXXVII.) CR = Bp

d
= fo^rf Therefore RR 4. CC -f 2RC zz

vvd d
—jr + dd + 2pv 1/—* and R + C =
'vvd

~~
~d

+ dd + 2pv y/—. zz m, Alfo RR + CC
_ vvd d— 2RC = + dd— 2pv and R^-C =

Ivvd 77" ^
Tf +

'
"~ 2?v

^~2~f
~ n- Therefore R —

m + n m— n— -> and C — 1-—- •

2 2

Then to find the pofition of the tranfverfe axis
AD. Let F, S be the foci. Then (by Con. Sett,
B. I. Prop. I I. Cor.) we fhall have SC or CF =
\/RR — CC. Put FP - x ; then SP = 2R — x.
and (ib Prop. XXXV.) SP X PF or 2R* -~'xx zz
BB, and RR — 2R# + xx — RR BB, and
R ~ X ~ ~ ^RR — BB ; whence x = R +
vRR ~ BB ; that is, the greater part FP - R +

J'-
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\/RR— BB, and the leffer part SP = R —
\/RR — BB. Then in the triangle PCF or PCS,

all the fides are given, to find the angle PCF or

PCA.

Cor. The periodical time in feconds, is 3. 141

6

2d

*T -
For arch \Zidf: time i" : : circumference 3.1410

id
X zd : 3. 1

41 6 v/y peri°dical time in a circle

whofe radius is d. And by Prop. XVIII. the pe-

riodical time is the fame in all circles and ellipfes.

PROP. XXIV. Prob.

Suppoftng the centripetal force reciprocally as the

Jquare of the diftance ; to determine the orbit which a

body will defcribe\ that is^ projected from a given

place P, with a given velocity^ in agiven direction PT.

By Prop. XIII. the body will move in a conic

feftion, whofe focus is S the center of force. And
the line of dire&ion PT will be a tangent at the

point P. Let the diftance SP zz d, tranfverfe axis

AD zz z. f zz fpace a body will defcend at P, in

a fecond, by the centripetal force, v zz the veloci-

ty the body is projedled with from P, or the fpace

it defcribes in a fecond. Then s/idf is the veloci-

ty of a body revolving in a circle, at the diftance SP.

Then (Prop XIV. Cor. i.)v: y/Tdf: : \/z— d:

i/iz. Whence v</iz zz s/idfz — zddf and

vvz zz 4dfz — 4ddf ; and j\.dfz — vvz zz ^ddf9

whence z zz ff^ = AD. And PH zz z—
4af — vv

dw
d zz —7? Therefore if ±df is greater than
* 4-df— vv

VVy
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Fig.

'

w, * is affirmative, and the orbit is an ellipfis.
zst. But if letter, % is negative, and the curve is a hy-

perbola, and if equal, 'tis a parabola.
Draw SR perp. to PT, and let SR = *. Alfo

draw from the other focus H, HF perp. to PT.
Then (Con. Seel. B. I. Prop. X.) the angle SPR
= angle HPF, whence the triangles SPR, HPF
arefimilar ; therefore SP (d) : SR (p) : : HP (z—
d) : HF = —J-p i and (ib. Prop. XXI.) SR X

HF or ^~j-pp = re&angle DHA or CB% the

fquare of half the conjugate axis ; therefore CB rs
z— d

In the triangle SPH, the angle SPH and the
fides SP, PH are given, to find the angle PSH>
the pofition of the tranfverfe axis.

Cor. i. The periodical time in the ellipfis APDB
4.ddf

4df— vv) x

T? id
x?or 3. 141 6 y/-j zz periodic time in the circle

whofe radius is d. And (Prop. XVII.) 2^ : 3. 1416
id 3

\r~J
: : z% : period, time in the ellipfis zz 3. 141

6

/ 2d 0
^df— vv\*

Cor. 2. The latus reHum of the axis AD is

ppvv

~W'
Cor. 3. Hence the tranfverfe axis and the periodic

time will remain the fame, whatever he the angle of
direction SPT.

Fo£
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For no quantities but d9 /, and v are concerned 5 Fig.

all which are given.

SCHOUUM.
Sortie people have dreamed that there may be a

fyftem of a fun and planets revolving about it*

within any fmall particle of matter; or a world in

miniature. But this cannot be ; for though mat-
ter is infinitely divifible ; yet the law of attra&ioa

of the fmall particles of matter, not being as the

fquares of the diftances reciprocally, but nearer the

oubes ; therefore the revolution of one particle of
matter about another, cannot be performed in an-

cllipfis, but in fome other curve ; where it will con-
tinually approach to or recede from the center *

and fo at laft will lofe its motion. Such motion as

thefe can be nothing like that of a fun and planets.

PROP. XXV.
If a body revolves in the circumference of a circle 24*

ZPA, in a refifting medium, whofe denftty is given.

5F9 find the force at any place P, tending to the cen-

ter C as alfo the time, velocity, and refiftance. Sup*

pofing the refiftance as the fqiiare of the velocity.

Draw PC, and dp parallel and infinitely near it,

cutting the tangent Vd in d. And put CZ zz r,

ZP z, time of defcribing ZP =: t, velocity at

P — v9 refiftance 1: R,/z force at P, g — force

of gravity at Z, c zr velocity in Z. And let a
body moving uniformly with the velocity 1, thra*

the fpace 1, in the time 1^ meet the refiftance 1.

in the medium. And let a body defcend thro' the;

fpace a, by the force g at Z, in the fame time 1.

1. By the laws of uniform motion, the fpace is*

as the time X velocity. Whence 1 (ipace) ; 1 X 1

• « •

(time X vel. ) : : z : vt z> whence t — —'

2. Bj
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Fig, zz '*

OA 2. By the nature of the circle, dp zz —— vvft
r9 r 2r 2r

3. By accelerated motion, the Ipace is as the
force X fquare of the time ; whence^ x i* (force

X time*) : a (fpace) : :fii:dp or : : 2rf • vv

——- • And cc zz 2ar.
g

4. The velocity generated (or deftroyed) is as the
force X time ; therefore, g x 1 (force x time) : 2a

(velocity) : : R*:— v zz —— zz >and—
g gv

2aRz
vv zz ——

-

-

g
5. The refiftance is as the fquare of the veloci-

ty, whence i
z
(vel.

1
) : 1 (refiftance) ; : vv : R zz vv.

^ r • zaRz 2avvz
Therefore — vv zz zz • And —

*

g g
v 2aZ

, t
2az— = ~> whence — log : v zz—> and corre&-

v g g
c 2az

cd, log : — zz
5 & y g

a • r
2arf arf

Again, fince —- zz vv9
—L zz vv zz

aavvz . • 2vvz Aarfz f- , and/zz zz_:L^__, and~£
£ r gr f
4&z ±az

zz — > and— log :/ zz — , and corre&ed, log :

g 4**

/- *

.

Z cr

Alfo t zz~ — ZLiZ, and / = and cor-v 2avv 2aV

z g
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Cor i . Hence v = number belonging to the logo- Fig.

24.

ritbm : log :<:——• 4**f= mmber belon£in& t0

the logarithm : log : g— —

'

Cor. 2. therefore the logarithms of v andf, each

of them federally decreafes equally, in defenhng equal

(paces, ad infinitum. And therefore at every revolu-

tion, the log : of v is equally diminifhed, and hkewtfe

that off But the body will revolve for ever, for

•when v is o, t will be infinite.

Cor. 3. Hence if the central body at C, was fo

diminifhed that its log : may decreafe equally tn defenb-

ing equal fpaces, or in each revolution, after the man-

ner as before-mentioned; then the body will perpetu-

ally revolve in a circle, in a medium of uniform den-

fity.

SECT.



i 4<5 J
Fig.

SECT. nr.

The motion of three bodies aBing upon
one another

; the periurbuting forces
of a third body. The motion of bo-
dies round an axis at ref> or having
a progreffwe motion and other things

of the fame nature.

PROP. xxvi.

>' aM * h°/y he fr°je5ieifrom A, in a given direBim
AD, and be attracted to two fixed centers S, T, not
in the fame plane with AD ; the revolving triangle
SAT, drawn thro' the moving body, jhall defcribe e-
qual folids in equal times, about the line ST.

Divide the time into infinitely fmall equal parts -

it is plain that equal right lines AB, BC, CD, &c!
would be defcribed in thefe equal times ; and con-
fequently that all the folid pyramids STAB, STBC,
STCD, &c. are equal, which would be defcribed
in the fame equal times ; if the moving body was
not acted on by the forces S and T.

But let the forces at S and T, act at the end of
the feveral intervals of time ; as fuppofe the forceT to act at B in diredion BT ; fo that the body,
mftead of being at C, is drawn from the line BC,
in the direction CF, parallel to BT. And in like
manner it is drawn from the line BC, by the force
S, in direction CE parallel to SB. And therefore,
by thejoint forces, the body at the end of the time'
muft be fomewhere in the plane ECF parallel to

SBT,
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SBT, as at I. But (Geom. VI. 17.) the folid Fig.

pyramids STBI and STBC, are equal being con- 25.

tained between the parallel planes ECF and SBT,

and therefore have equal hights -

9 whence STBI =
pyramid STAB. . _

In like manner continue BI, making IK rz BI;

and in the next part of time, the body would ar-

rive at K, defcribing the pyramid STIR equal to

STBI. But being drawn from the line IK, by the

forces S, T, in the direftions KL, KN, parallel

to IS, IT ; the body will be found at the end of

the time, fomewhere in the plane LKN parallel to

SIT, as fuppofe at O, and then it will have de-

ferred the folid STIO = STIK = STBI = py-

ramid STAB. .

And in the fame manner producing IO to P, Ml

OP = OI. Then the body, attra&ed from O, by

the forces S, T, will defcribe another equal pyra-

mid. And fo it will continue to defcribe equal py-

ramids in equal times; and confequently the whole

folids defcribed are proportional to the times of de-

fcriptiom

Cor. 1. When the number of lineola AB, BI, IO,

(Sc. is increafed, and their magnitude diminijhedj ad

infinitum the orbit ABIO, becomes a curve.

Cor. 2. Any line AB is a tangent at A, BI at Bf

(Sc. A, B, (Sc. being any pints in the orbit.

Cor. 3. But the orbit ABIO is not contained m
me plane1 except in fome particular cafes.

For that the orbit may not deviate from a plane %

the forces on both fides thereof, ought to be alike.

P R 0 P*
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Fig.

PRO P. XXVII.

26
'

i ¥e he h°dy T revolves ** the orbit TH, about the
body b at a great diftance, whilft a lifer body P re-
vohes about T very near ; and if C be the centripe-
tal force of S ailing upon T. Then the difiurbinz

force of S upon P « - ^C. Suppofmg PK i>«-

™//«?/, and KT f«rp. ST. And~C =
rra?/* of centripetal force from P /<?«w<& T.

Let ST = r PT — PK = jy, ^ — force of
gravity, £ = fpaCe defended thereby in time i.
s the fpace defcended in the time i, by the force
e. p = periodic time of T about S, and / = per.
time or P about T. y — centripetal force of T at
P, v = 3.1416.

Since attraction is reciprocally as the fquare of
the diftance, then force of S acting at T : force of

S acting at P : < -I_ • _L. . .

ST2 * SP1
"

"

'
' y — -y

r j- ay, nearly. And force of S ading at T • to
difference of the forces : : r : 2y, that is, r 2y

°

l: 7 c = difference of the forces ; and this is

Sfo
11^ -°r? bl Whkh P is drawn the or-

bit QAZ in direftion KP or PS.
But fince the motion will be the fame, whether

the fingle force PS aft in the direction PS ; or thetwo forces PT, TS aft in the directions PT, TS •

fubftitute thefe two for that fingle one; therefore
proceeding as before, the force of S acting at T

:

fprce of S ading at P : :
1

:
. And forcc

, y
of
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of S afting at P in diredtion PS : force of S aft- Fie:,

iilg on P in direction of I S : : PS : TS : : r —y : 2 6<

r : 1 7 : ^Z7y Therefore ex aquo* force of S afting

at T : force of S adling ori P in dire&ion TS : ;11 1 1 i 1

f i '

r .y > r\— %rz
y r ' r— %y

r + 3y, nearly. And the force at T : difference

of the forces : : r : 3^ or r : 3^ : : C : — C zz dif-
v

turbing force of P, a&ing in direftion parallel ta

TS. And PK (y) : PT (a) : : increafe of the dif-

turbing force in dire&ion PK (~c) : the ad-

dition of the centripetal force in dlrc&ion PT.

For when the difturbing force was — C> there was

• ml •

no addition of centripetal force at T, but a dimi-
'

nution thereof j as appears by the following CoroL

Cor. 1 . The fmple difturbing force, whereby P h

drawn towards S, is n —C. And the diminution of

centripetal force of P towards T, is zz - C\ Andthe

accelerating force at Pin the arch PA, is — — C»
r

Putting z - fine of 2PQ, v zz verfedfine of 2PQ±
For ice x r= PK, and draw Kl perp. to PT 5

then by fimuar triang'es, PT (a) : PK (y) : :

PK : PI : : force PK (jC) : force indirection IP

or TP = —C = - C,
or r

Alfo PI C«; : 'iK (x) : : FK : KI : : force PK
E (2^
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26. (~r^)
: *°rce *n diredlion KI or PA =r C rr.

£c By Trigon. E. I. Prop. n. Schol.

Cor. 2.. ST^ dijlurbing force at P /V zz -—7, f

Being the fine of the dijlame from the quadrature^ P
the moon^ S the fun.

For (Prop. V.) C = ~y> and =^ v =

^ (becaufe £ =
-J )

= y nearlr.

_
Cor. 3. S y«», p *^ the equinoc-

tial of the earth; the dijlurbing force at P is zz

42852000

For when P is at the moon's orbit, the force i*

^ry; but£ = 6ox6o7, or Y = , therefore-

the force becomes •

^ 36oo
v and at the earth is

S9± x 60'
*

Cor. 4, If S be the moon, P a body on the equi-
mSlialof the earth. The dijlurbing force at P is =z

" i
1

11 •

28.80000

For the general perturbating force was y C, and

here C muft be the centripetal force at the rnoon.
Now the centripetal force of the earth, at the dif-

tance of the moon is ~g. And the moon being

40 times lefs than the earth, the centripetal force

of
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of the moon, at the fame diftance, is

^Q ^ gQfl g j

put this for C, then the force of the moon upon

the equinoftial, isf X = t^xBxW
~~ 20 X 40 X 60 2,

Cor. 5. The difiurbing force of the fun, to that of
the moon, upon the equinoftial \ is as 1 to 4.46.

1 1

For thefe forces are as
—

Q „ and
1 2852000 28 80000

or as 2 8 8 to 1285? or as 1 to 4.46*

Cor. 6. Iff be the apparent diameter, and d tht

denfity of the perturbating body . Then the difiurbing

force will always be as dfly>

For that force is —C or as
—

* Let its djame*
r r

ter, = b, M z= its quantity of matter. Then C

is as — that is, as Therefore the difturbing
rr rr

dby
force is as or as dy X/?

.

Cor. 7. If P be a point in the equator of tht

earth, S the fun.

The centrifugal force of P :

is to the perturbating force PT : :

.As the fquare of the earth's periodical time about the

fun pp :

to the fquare of the earth's periodical time about its

axis tt.

Let / zz time of revolution of the earth round

its axis ; then / : lira (circumference) : : i° :

^~ s= arch defcribed in one fecond * apd the ver£

E ?
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Fig. ^.TTTtaa 2-wira

26. ed fme := Jf^Ta = ~1T ~ afcent or defcent hY

the earth's centrifugal force. But forces are as

IT17CIY

their effedts, whence h : g : : -jp (afcent) :

^

the centrifugal force itfelf. But the perturbating

a asg
force is —C zz -r- Whence the centrif. force :

r rb
27T7rag aSg 27fTT s

perturbating force : : : ^ : :
— :

-
: :

27T7rr 27T7rr

29T7rr : //^ : :
—— : //. But —— = pp. For^/irs:

2-rrr ^.TTTrrr 2?W
i" : : 2irr : 0 n —7=' and pp zz

V2TS 2rs

Cor. 8. Hence the body P is accelerated from the

quadratures Q, Z, /<? Jtziges A, B j #W retard-

ed from the fiziges to the quadratures. And moves

fafteri and defribes a greater area, in the Jiziges

than in the quadratures.

PROP. XXVIIL

"The fame things fuppofed as in the laft Prop, the

linear error generated in P in any time, is as the dif-

turbing force and fquare of the time. And the an-

gular error^ feen from T, will be as the force and

fquare of the time direffly, and the diftance TP reci-

procally.

For the motion generated in a given part of time,

by any force, will be as that force ; and in any

other time as the force apd the fquare of the time.

The motion fo generated is the linear error of P, as

it is carried out of its proper orbit, by the force

3~C. And that error, as feen from T, is as the

angle
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angle it is feen under and therefore is as that linear Fig,

error, divided by the diftance TP; and therefore 26.

is as the force and fquare of the time, divided by
the diftance.

Cor. 1 . The linear error generated in one revolu-

tion of P, is as the difturbing force and fquare of

the periodical time, — And the angular error in

one revolution is as the force and fquare of the perio-

dic time divided by the diflance.

Cor. %. The mean linear error of P in tiny given

a
time, will be as the force and periodical time, ~Ct.

And the mean angular one, as the force andperiodical

time, divided by the diftance.

For let the given time be 1 $ then t (time) :

#C aCt— tt (whole error) * ; 1 :
— * the error in the

r r

given time.

Cor. 3. The mean lineal error in any*given time, is

m TP and the periodical time of P direttly, and the

fquare of the periodical time of T reciprocally. And
the mean angular errorr as the periodical time of P
direttly, and the fquare of the periodical time, of T
reciprocally.

r at at
For (Prop. V.) C is as —j and — C is as — XA ' pp. r t

r at t— or — • And the angular error as — • 1

pp pp *=> pp

Cor. 4. In any given time, the lineal' error iss as-

TP and the periodical time of P direffly, and the

cube of ST reciprocally. And the angular error a*

the periodical time of P direttly, and the cube„ of ST
reciprocally.

E % For
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Fig, ^ i ______ . f r 4t at

l£.
For (Prop* XvlLjpp is as r\ therefore ~ is as~*

Cor. 5. _T£* ///^r error in a given time is as

fLC, and the angular error as ^lC9

at i
For / is as a\ and — C as £L C.

r
r

Cor, 6. And universally1 the angular errors in the
whole revolution of any fatellites are as the fquares

the periodic times of the fatellites direffly, and the
fquares of the periodic times of their primary planets
reciprocally. And the mean angular errors are as the
periodical times of the fatellites^ divided by the fquares

cf the periodic times of their primary planets.

For by Cor. 1 . the angular error is as the force
and fquare of the time divided by the diftance *

that is, as — x — ; that is, (becaufe C is as — )r a pp/
it
~" The reft is proved in Cor. 3*
r?

V R O P, XXIX

*7* V a ffoeroii AB revolves about an axis ST in

free fpace^ which axis is in an oblique fituation to the

fpheroid ; the fpheroid willy by the centrifugal force%

be moved by degre s into a right pofition ab ; and afr
ferwards by its libration^ into the oblique pofition * (3,

And then will return back into the pofitions a%, AB

;

#nd. fo vibrate for ever*

Let C be t>ie center of the fpheroid ; D the cen-
ter of gravit y of the end ICLB ; E that of the
end ICLA ; bd, Ee perp, to ST. Then the cen-

trifugal force of the end CB, fuppofmg it to a<5b

wholly
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wholly at D, in direftion iD, having nothing to Fig.

oppoie it, will move me end CB from B towards 27.

b, with a force which is as ( d. And at the fame

time, the centrifugal force of the end CA, ailing

in dire&ion <?E., wih move the end CA from A to-

wards a, confpiring with the motion of the end

CB j by which means it will by degrees come into

the pofition ab. And then by the motion acquir-

ed, it will come into the pofition * p, making

the angle SC a = SCB. And the motion being

then deftroyed, it will return back, by the like

centrifugal forces, a&ing the contrary way and

be brought again into the pofitions aby and AB \

and continue to vibrate thus perpetually.

Cor, Hence if the axis of the earth is not precife-

ly the fame as the axis of its diurnal rotation the

earth will have fuch a libration as is here defcribed9

but exceeding fmalL This is fup cfin* it a Jolid bo-

dy ; but if it was a fluids it would by the centrifu-

gal force^ form itfelf into an oblate fpheroid.

PROP. XXX. Pr&k

If a globe APBQ^ free fpace, revolve about 2 J.

the axis SCT, in direttion ADB ; and if any force

applied at V, the end of the radius CV, affs by a

/ingle impulfe in dire£lion VG perp. to CV, in the

plane VCD. T0 find the axis about which the glob&

(hall afterwards re volve.

Suppofe the great circle VBQA perp. to the

line of dire&ion VG ; and if VH, VI be 90 de-

grees ; it is plain, if the firft motion was to ceafe

;

the globe by the impulfe at V, would revolve round

the axis IH, which by the firft motion was round

the axis PQ^ Therefore by both motions toge-

ther it will move round neither of them* Naw
E 4 fiiw^
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ig fince a point of the furface moving with the oreaN
8. eft velocity about ST*, will move along the^reat

circle ADB j and a point having the greateft velo-
city about IH, moves along the great circle VDE.
Therefore a point that will have the greateft velo-
city, by the compound motion, will alfo be in a
great circle paffing thro' D. Therefore in the
great circles DB, DE, take two very fmall lines
Dr, Do, in the fame ratio as the velocities in AD,
and VD

; and compleat the parallelogram Dopr.
Tuen thro' D and p draw a great circle KDpL -

t
and a point having the greateft motion, arifincr from
a compofkion of the other two motions, will move
along KDpL. Therefore finding F, R the poles
of the circle KDpL, FR will be the new axis of
revolution, or the axis fought. And the velocity
about the axis FR will be proportional to Dp ;VBQA being always fuppofed perp. to GV, or to
the plane DVC. '

Note, if you fuppofe an equal force applied at
E, in direction contrary to GV, it will by that
means keep the center C of the globe unmoved,
and will likewife generate twice, the motion in the
globe.

Cor. .1. the greater the force is that is applied to
V, the greater the dijtance PF is, to which the pole
is removed. And if feveral impulfes be made fuccef-
fively at V, when V is in the circle APB, the pole E
will be moved further and further towards H, in the
circle APB.

'

For feveral fmall forces or impulfes have the
fame effecT: as a fingle one equal to them all.

Cor. 2. If the force at! at P, in diretlion perp. t$
the plane CPB ; and Dr, Do be as the velocities along
DB and DQ. The great circle KDL (paffing thr?
D andp) is the path of the point D ; and its pole F,
«r axis of revolution RF j the pole being tranjlated

from,
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from P to F. And if the impulfe be exceeding /mall. Fig,
PF will alfo be exceeding fmalL

Cor. 3. If the force at P always alls in parallel

directions, whiljl the globe turns round. The pole

will make a revolution in a fmall circle upon the jur-

face of the globe, in the time of the globe's rotation^

and the contrary way to the globe's motion.

For let a fingle impulfe at P tranflate the pole to

F *, and afterwards when the globe has made half a
revolution, and the point P is come to p\ then if a

new impulfe be made at F, the pole will be tranf-

lated to^> which is now P ; that is, it will be mov-
ed back to its firft place on the globe. So that

in any two oppofite points of rotation, the place of
the pole is moved contrary ways, and fo is carried

back again the fame diftarice. And fmce the globe
revolves uniformly, if the force aft uniformly, it

will move the pole all manner of ways, or in all

manner of directions upon its furface ; that is, - it

will defcribe a circle, which will end where it be-

gun. And in defcribing this polar circle, the mo-
tion will be contrary to the motion of the globe;
for fuppofe PFB an immovable plane. If the globe
Hood ftill, the pole would move in a great Circle,

in the plane PFB. But fince all the points of the
globe which come fucceflively to the plane PB, are

not yet arrived at it, but are fo much further ftiort

of it, as PF is greater ; 'tis evident all thefe points

will lie on this fide the plane PB. And as any
fixed point will defcribe a circle on the moving
globe, contrary to the motion of the globe ; fo will

a point that is not fixed, but moving in the plane

PFB, likewife defcribe a circle (or fome curve)

contrary to the motion of the globe. Or fhorter

thus, fuppofe the globe to ftand ftill, and the di-

j-eftion of the force to move backward, then the

relative motion will be the fame as before ^ and
then
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fig. then the pole F will move backward too, as it will

40. Mow the force, being at right angles to it.

Cor. 4. Since the pole by one impulfe is tranjlated

to F > the new pole F is therefore another point of
the-material globe* dflinftfrom P. And, the particle

P that was before at refty will now revolve about the

farticle F at reft.

For the new pole F is that particle of the globe
which happened to be revolving in F, when the
impulfe w as made at P. The matter of the great
circle ADB dees not come into the circle KDL,
but only the point D of it. For when the force is

impreflei, the other particles M, N, by the com-
pound motion, will be made to revolve in the di-

rections Mmy N», parallel to Dp; and therefore

will defcribe teller circles about F^ whilft only D
defcribes the great circle KDL.

Cor. 5. What is demonftrated of a fphere is true

alfo of an oblate fpheroidy whofe axis is PQj and
the forte impnffed at P, ailing in direUion perp* to
CPB, or parallel to CD the radius.

Cor. 6. But if the force at P aft in direStion con-

trary to the foregoing {as in cafe of an oblong fphe-
raid) the pole of rotation will be moved from P to-

wards A, contrary to the way of the other motion.

Cor. 7. And in general the pole P will always be

moved in a direction perp. to that of the power ; and
towards the jame way as the fpheroid 'revolves.

Cor. 8. Hence after every half rotation of the

globe round its axis, the places upon the globe change

their latitude a little ; which\ after an entire rotation

return to the fame quantity. But this variation is fo

trifling, as to come under no olfervation.

This is evident, becaufe the pole is altered ; and

oi
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of confequence, the diftance therefrom is altered Fig*

in ail places, except in the great circle FCR» 29.

PROP. XXXI. Prob.

Let AB be an oblate fpheroid> whofe axis is PC-, 3°*

and let it revolve round that axis, in the order ADB,
which is its equinoftiah and if any force aB at FK
in direction PG perp. to PC, and in the plane P G C,

which moves flowly about, in the order ADB. ?a

find the motion generated in the fpheroid.

Let EL be an immovable plane like the eclip-

tic, in which the center C of the fpheroid always

remains. ON another plane parallel to it. Eredt

CM perp. to thefe planes and make the angle

MCN = the angle B^C, in which the equinoftial

B~ cuts the ecliptic CL. Suppofe the fpherieal

furface OVN to be drawn, whofe pole is M ; and

produce CP to cut it at R, in the circle ORN.
Then PCD and RCM are in one plane, and both

of them perp. to Pa and PTC. Now to find the

motion of the axis of the fpheroid. Here OVN is

the upper fide of the furface.

This Prop, differs from the laft in feveral re-

fpedts. The laft Prop, regards only the motion of

the pole upon the furface of the globe, and that

is caufed by a motion which is generated in the

globe itfelf. But in this Prop, we confider the mo-

tion of the axis CR in the fixed fpherieal furface

OVN ; which always proceeds in one direction, a&

jono- as the moving force keeps its pofuion. In

thelaft Prop, the motion of the globe round its

axis is performed in a very ftiort time ; but here

the revolution of the force, in the moving plane

J?oC, is a long time in its period.

Now by the laft Prop, Cor. 7. the force PG wiU

always move the axis of rotation CPR in a direc-

tion
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Fig. tion perp. to PG. Therefore fuppofe the plane

30. P 0 C to revolve flowly round PC, and we fhall

find that in the beginning of the motion, when o
or F is at ^, then the plane (PoCor) P^C will

be perp to the plane CRM, and at that time the
motion of R will be directed from R towards M.
And when that plane comes to the pofition PF 0 C,
the motion of R will be direfted to fome place be-
tween N and V. And when it is got to the tropic

D, then R's motion is directed along the circum-
ference RV for then P 0 C coincides with CRM.
But when PgC arrives at/, the motion will be
dire&ed from R to fome point / without the circle;

And laftly, when F o C is at the other interfe&ion
T, beyond B ; the motion of R will be direfted to
m oppofite to M. The refult of aU which is, that
the pole R will defcribe fuch a curve as R1234;
and then the fame force begins again at ~

\ which
being repeated, another fimilar figure 4561s de-
ferred by R ; and fo on for more. The fame
force I fay is repeated^ for when the plane P 0 C
comes on the other fide of the globe, the force
a&s. the contrary way, and therefore 'tis all one a$
if it aded on the firft fide of the globe.

Itmuft be obferved, that as R moves thro* 1234,
the interferon sa gradually moves towards E. And
as to the force PG, it may be fuppofed variable,

at different pofitions of the plane P 0 C. And
according to the quantity of force in the feveral

places, different curves (1234) will be defcribed.

Cor. 1. Hence it is evident, that the inclination of
the planes ADB and ECL, is greateft when P 0 C
paffes thro' & and r . And leaft when it paffes thro*

the tropic D. And that the inclination decreafesfrom
the node ^ to the tropic D, and increafes from the

tropic to the node.

For
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For when PeC is in R is fartheft from M ;
Fig.

but when it is in D, R is at 2, and its diredion 3<>.

is parallel to R4, and then 2M is leatt.

Cor 2 After a revolution of the plane PFoC

(in which the force always atis), the inclination comes

to the very fame it was at firfi.

For at any two points F, /, equidiftant on each

fide from the tropic •, the force is direded contrary

ways, from and to the circle RV ; and therefore

the motion, in the curve R1234, being alfo equal

and contrary, from and towards RV, they mutu-

ally deftroy one another and therefore after a re-

volution, or rather half a revolution, the pole R
^brought back to the circle RV and then the

angle RCM is the fame it was at firtt.

Cor. 2. The motion of the pole R, reckoned in the

tircle OVN, is always from R towards V, then thro,

N, O, and R.
, c »«

For tho' the motion of R towards and from M,

in the line Mm, in one revolution, is equal both

ways; and fo R is always brought to the circle

again yet the motion confidered along the circle

kalways in the order RVN. Thus it goes thro

the curve 123 to 4, fo that after, half a revolution

of P©C, it is advanced forward in the circle KV,

the length R4.

Cor a. rhe motion along the circle is fometjmes

falter 'and fometimes flower. At 2 it moves fajtejt

ffalhatK^d 4;it moves Jloweft, or rather ts

Jlationary for a moment.

Cor.' 5. The 'pole R, and the nodes move the con-

trary way about, to what AB revolves.

Cor. 6. // the force PG ftanis fiilk the pole R

will fiill move backwards as before ;
and that in a
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Fig, right line, cr rather, a great circle. And if PG movef
30. backward thro' BDFA ; the pole R willftill go back*

ward-, but then the curve R24, will be concave to-

wards M, like 87R, being contrary to the other
where the force moved forward.

Cor. 7. But in an oblong fpheroid, where the force
aSls in direction GP, quite contrary to the other ;R will- defcribe the curve R78, without the circle

ORV; every particle of it in a contrary direction t@

thefe of R24. And therefore the pole R, and the
nodes t and will move thefame way about as ADA
revolves, and contrary to what they do in an oblate
fpheroid.

For the force being directed the contrary way

;

of confequence the motion muft be fo too.

Cor. 8. And in an oblong fpheroid, if the force GP
move the contrary way about ; yet the pole R will
ftill move forward. And the curve defcribed by R,
will have its convexity the contrary way.

Cor. 9. Hence if the quantities and proportions of
thefe forces, in different places be known it will not

be difficult to delineate the curve Ri234, upon the
fpherical furface OVNM.

PROP. XXXII. Prob.

3 lm If a planet (or the moon) move in the orbit ATE/t

round an immovable center Cr whofe plane is inclined

to the plane of the ecliptic AQE ; and a force a£l$

upon it in lines perp. to GZ, and parallel to the eclip-

tic, directed always from the plane GZ to eitherfide*
To find the motion of the nodes A, E [ and the varia-
tion of the orbit's inclination PAO.

Let ATZE be half the orbit raifed above the
ecliptic AC^ AE the line of the nodes ; T, t%

the
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the tropics. DrawCM perp, to the ecliptic AQE, Fig.

and CR perp. to the orbit ATE. Round M as 31.

a pole defcribe a fpherical furface RVNX* then

RC will be the axis of the orbit, and MC of the

ecliptic, or circle AQE. Thro' the points T, C,

M, draw the plane RMC and thro* A, C, M,
another plane cutting the circle RNF in X andH ;

then RF is perp. XH, and the circle RNX paral-

lel to GEQ. Note, RNX is the upper fide of the

furface.

Let the planet be at P, arid let P2 be the ipace

it defcribes in any fmall time, and the line Pi the

fpace it would be drawn thro' in the fame time, by

the force afting from the plane MGZ. Compleat the

parallelogram Pi 23, and P3 will be its direction

by the compound force. Now as the line Pi is

parallel to the ecliptic, 'tis plain the point 3 will be

below the plane of the orbit ; and the plane CP2

will be moved into the pofition CP3, revolving

about CP confequently the axis RC will be mov*
ed in a direction perp. to CP. And the pole R
will be moved to fome point between F and HL
This being duly attended to, the motion of the

pole R will be known for all the places of P in

the orbit GATZ. For about G the motion of R
is directed perp. to Mn at A it moves perp. to

MX, or in direction RM, At T it moves parallel

to MH, or in the curve RV. Approaching to Z>

it moves perp. from Mn. So that in the paffage

of the planet P, from G to Z, thro' GAPTZ

;

the pole R of its orbit, moves thro* the curve

R1234. But in the other half of the orbit ZE/G,
as the force is dire&ed the contrary way from the

plane GZMN, the pole R will return back at 4,

and defcribe a fimilar curve 45678. So that when
the planet P has made one revolution, the pole of

its orbit R will be found at 8. But in this pofition

of the nodes, the point 8 will be within the fphe-
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' £ wil1 be equidiftant from»N and hkewife 4, 8, for the fame reafom

Now fuppofe the force and the plane GZNn to
to revolve about the axis CM in the order GATE
Then after it is come to fuch a pofition, that the
pending node A is as far on the other fide of G
fuppofe at a ; then the pole R will be as far on the
Other fide of V, fuppofe at r ; and being alfo as far
from N», on the fame fide; the curves (12468)
will approach VH there, by the fame degrees as
they receded from it at RV. And therefore the
pole R will by degrees be brought to the circle
agam. Thus in every two correfpondent points on
each fide V, the forces and their effects balance
one another, and R will be at the fame diftance
from the circle RVH. And therefore after half a
revolution of the plane GZ to the nodes, the angleKCM, and confequently the inclination of the or-
bit, comes to the fame as at firft. And likewife as
the pole R moves forward or backward in the
circle RVH ; the motion of the nodes A, E, will
be forward or backward.

Cor. 1. In this pofition of the nodes at A and E
the inclination of the orbit ATE will be diminijhed
every revolution of P. But on the oppofite fide at a,
the inclination increafes every revolution of P.

iwr
F°r ?e points 4'

8
'
come nearer and nearer toM, and the contrary at r.

_
Cor. 2. When the nodes are at A, E the inclina-

tion decreafes ; when the planet is in GT or Zt ; and
ittcreafes in TZ and tG.

For R moves to 3, whilft P moves thro' GT.
At 3 it is at its neareft diftance to M ; from 3 to

4R
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4R recedes from M, whilft P moves thro* TZ.Fig.

And the like on the other half of the orbit. 31.

Cor. 3. When the planet is in GA and ZE, the

nodes go forward. But in AZ and EG, they go

backward.

For whilft R paffes thro* Ri, its motion is for-

ward, viz. from R toward n* and at 1 where it

moves parallel to RM, it is ftationary that is,

when P is in A. Thro' 1234, R moves backward,

or towards V and then P is in AZ.

Cor. 4. In genera^ the nodes are always regreffive*

except when P is between a node* and its neareft qua-

drature * and then they are frogrejfive* wherever the

nodes are Jituated.

Cor. 5. The nodes go faftejl back when the planet

is in T and t.

For then R is at 3 and 7.

Cor. 6. The inclination varies moft* when P is at

A and E.

For then R is at 1 and 5.

Cor. 7. And from the various fttuation of the

nodes* and the place of P, // may eafily be determined*

when the inclination increafes or decreafes* in any cafe.

Cor. 8. Hence if the quantities of thefe forces were

known* it would not be difficult to delineate the motion

of the pole R, upon the fpherical furface RXFH
and at any time to find the inclination* and place of

the node.

Cor. 9. And to find the nature of the curve R1234

defcribed by the pole R. Suppofing the force directed

always to the fun * and to be as the diftance of P
from the plane GZ.

Let RDB be the curve, and let the tangent /DT 32.

revolve about the curve RDB, beginning at R, fo

F ^
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Fig. as die end T may move uniformly thro' all the
32. points of the compafs, in the fame manner as P

moves thro' its orbit ATZEa, It is plain this is
one property of the curve RDT.
Now fince the fun's rays fall at the fame obli-

quity, upon all parts of the plane ATQ, therefore
the force to draw P in a direction parallel to thefe
rays, being the fame at equal diftances from the
plane GZ, and always as the diftance ; therefore by
the refolution of motion, the diftance that P is
drawn perpendicularly from the plane of its orbit
will alfo be as that diftance ; and that is as the va-
riation of the orbit's inclination. Therefore if P
inftead of moving to 2 move to 3, then the force
at P or PB (fig. 31.) will be as the angle 2P3 : fuppof-

33. ing the fun's diftance from the node to remain the
fame, during one revolution of P.

_
But when the fun or the force alters its pofition,

34. it will be greater or lefs on that account, in pro-
portion to the fine of OL (where OL is perp; to
AL), and that is as the fine of AO, the diftance
trom the node, the angle A being given. From
hence it follows that univerfally, the force a<W
on P will be always as BP X S.AO; that is, £
b.GP x S.AO (fig 31.); that is, as the fine of
the diftance of P from the quadratures, and the
line of the diftance of the fun at O from the nodeNow let us find the nature of the curve R1224

32. fuppofing AO to remain the fame for one revoliT-
tion of P. Put RA = x, AD -

y, RD = z
Since by the generation of the curve, the angleAD; = arch GP, and the force is as the fine of

GP or of AD/, and
-J
- S.ADl Alfo it is plain,

the increment of the curve at D is as that force ;

X
therefore j is as z. And fince in paffing thro' the

parti-
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particle of the curve jk, the line D/ is fuppofed to Fig.

change its diredion uniformly, therefore the angle 32.

x

of contad is given ; whence zor^ is as the radi-

zy , . x . zy
tis of curvature, or as

-f
; that is, g is as -p of

axx - zl

y (z being given), and the fluent is

°Y - yz\ and x : z : : ^/y • s/\a : : as the fub-

tangent : to the tangent ; which is the property of

the cycloid, \a being = CB, the diameter of the

generating circle.

Now at different diftances of O from the node,

the cycloid defcribed will be greater in proportion

to the fine of AO (fig. 31.) ; and even in the fame

cycloid, the latter part will be greater than the

former part, as AO grows greater ; all the parts

of it increating as the fine of AO increafes * and

the crreateft cycloid will be when A is in the qua-

dratures j and the leaft when in the fyziges, where

it is reduced to nothing.

SCHOL I U Mi

From the foregoing folution, thefe obfervations

may be made.
#

.

1 . Tho' the curve R24 has been determined to

be a cycloid, yet it is nearer an epicycloid. For

at R it fets off nearly in a diredion perp^ to GZ,

and durincr its generation (that is, whilft P per-

forms a femirevolution) the point A moves to-

wards G •, and fuppofing the force at O to be fix-

ed, the laft particle of the curve at 4 would be

parallel to that at R> But as O really moves for-

ward, fome number of degrees, fuppoie 14, and

continues to do fo, all the femirevolution ;
there-

fore every particle of the curve will have other di-

reaions in its defcription, being more curve than

F 2 bctore *

t
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Fig. before ; and at laft the tangents at R and 4,

32. make an angle of 14 deg. which is the fame as

an epicycloid was described on the convex fide of
a circle, going thro

9

an arch of it equal to 14 de-

grees.

2. Thus the curve defcribed by R would be
nearly an epicycloid, when the force at O is every
where of the fame quantity ; yet as O moves about,

the force will increafe and decreafe in proportion to

the fine of AO ; therefore, if you will fuppofe
fuch an epicycloid defcribed as above-mentioned,
and moreover imagine the radius of the generating

circle to fwell or increafe, in the fame ratio as the

S.AO increafes ; then fuch an epicycloid will near-

ly reprefent the curve defcribed by R. Far then

every part of it will be greater or lefs, in propor-

tion to the force that generates it. But enough of
this. All that I lhall add on this head is the folu-

tion of the two following problems, upon account
of their curiofity, as depending on the foregoing

principles.

PROP* XXXIII. Prob.

"To find the difturbing force of Jupiter or Saturn^

npon the earth in its orbit -

9 having that of the ftm
upon the moon given.

2 6. Let the matter in the fun and Jupiter be as m to

1. E, I, L the periodic times of the earth, Ju-
piter and the moon. A, B, the diftances of the

earth and Jupiter from the fun. D the moon's dis-

tance from the earth. C, the centripetal forces

of the fun and Jupiter.

Then (by Prop. XXVII.) the difturbing force of

3 PK PT r mrnt
S upon P, is "gj^C or as g^C. Therefore if S be

the fun, and P the moon, the difturbing force

is
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is tC ; but if S be Jupiter, P the earth, T the a&
*

A
A

fun ; then the force is -g c. That is, the fun's dif-

turbing force upon the moon, is to Jupiter's dis-

turbing force upon the earth; as-^C to -gc; or as

m
DBC to Az

c. But (Cor. 2. VII.) C = j-£> and

c zz -5^- Therefore the fun's force upon the mooa,
BB

DBm AA
is to Jupiter's upon the earth ; as to gg-* ot

as DB 5w to A*; that is (Prop. XVII.), as V¥m :

AE\ That is, the fun's difturbing force upon the

moon, is to Jupiter's difturbing force upon the

earth; as D X II X ph to A X EE; But that of

the moon is known, and confequently that of Ju-

piter. And if for I and m, we put Saturn's peri-

odic time, and quantity of matter ; Saturn's dif-

turbing force will be known.

Cor. 1 . The angular errors generated in the moon

ly the fun, are to the errors generated in the earth

h Jupiter in the fame time, : : as IIL X m, to E 5
.

For ;Prop. XXVIII. Cor. 2.) thefe errors are as

the forces and periodic times, divided by the dif-

tances. Therefore the fun's effeft to Jupiter's, is as

DXIIX^xL A X

E

z X E
tL ~ to * ; or as YiLm to E*.

D A
Cor. 2 . Hence the error generated in the mom by

the fun, is to the error generated in the earth by Ju-

pter\ as 11230 to 1, and, to that generated by Sa-

turn, as 196076 to 1.

For put I zz 4332 i days, L zz 27 4* m zz 1067,

E zz 365 4- ; then -^7- zz 11230, And putting

F 2 *
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ig. I n 10759-^ and m =r 3021, for Saturn; then

Cor. 3* The force of Saturn to the force of Jupi-

ter to dijturb the earth, is as 1 to ij ~.

Cor. 4. The motion of the nodes of the earth's or-

bit by Jupitefs action, in 100 years, is id 20" ~. And
by . Saturn's, 3 5* \.

For the motion of the moon's nodes in a year is

19
0 20' 32", or 69632"; this divided by 11230

gives 6
//

.2Q05, multiplied by 100, is 62o
//

.o5, which
increafed in the ratio of the cofine of inclination of
Jupiter's orbit (i° 19' 10"), to that of the moon's
(5° 8' i), produces 10' 22'' ~. Which diminifhed in

the ratio of 1 to 17 ~, gives 35" £ for Saturn.

Cor. 5. The motion of the earths aphelion by the

aSiicn of Jupiter, is 21 44 in 100 years, in confe-.

quentia* And by Saturn, 1' 14' ~.

For the motion of the moon's apogee is 40 0 40'

43", or 146443" in a year. This divided by 1123a
gives 1 3. 04"; which multiplied by 100, gives

1304" or 2

1

7

44". And divided by 1 7 4., gives 74
7

4.

PROP. XXXIV. Prob.

5'* To find the variation of inclination of the earths

orbit, by the aStion of Jupiter in 100 years ; and the

like for Saturn.

Let T 69 £i >fr be the ecliptic, or plane of the

earth's orbit ; GFH the orbit of Jupiter; G Jupi-
ter's afcending node ; E, I, Q, the poles of the

ecliptic, Jupiter's orbit, and the equator, refpec-

tively ; ECK a circle parallel to GF ; and D^Q^a
circle parallel to the ecliptic. The pole here

moves regularly along the circle Q/D, by the pre-
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ceffion of the equinoxes which circle is no way Fig.

affected or altered by Jupiter's adion ; becaufe Ju- 35.

piter cannot be fuppofed to have any force to move

the equinoctial points, or alter their regular motion.

But he has a power of afting upon the whole body

of the earth, and altering its orbit, and consequent-

ly the pole E of the ecliptic ; which pole is there-

fore made to move along the circle ECK. There-

fore we muft fuppofe the orbit of Jupiter fixed, and

confequently the pole I, and circle ECK. And

now we have to compute the motion of E along

the circle ECK.
The preceffion of the equinoxes in

100 years is — — 1 *S
.

And (by the laftprob.) the motion of ^ ^
Jupiter's nodes in 100 years is 10' 22 'i or 622 T

Tupiter's afcending node G (i755>

angle QEG) - - % 8; 20,

Inclination of Jupiter's orbit — i°
\? t

10 •

Therefore make the angle QEa = i° 23 T,
ana

EIC = 10' 22 i. Upon let fall the perp. Co ;

then Eo is the decreafe of EQ or Ea which

(Prop. XXXII.) is the fame as the decreafe of the

inclination of the planes of the ecliptic and equi-

In the triangle EIC, by reafon of the very/mall

angle EIC, we mall have as rad : S.IC:

(i° 19 10 ;

: : angle EIC (622"^) : EC = ^ -

I4".q. To the angle GEQ (8= 20'), add QEa (1°

2} |), then aEG or *EC = 9 ° 43 t- Then ™ the

very fmall right lined triangle EO, rad : EC : ;

' ECXcof.tfEC_ „ ,

cof. oEC (9° 43' t) •• E° =
Tad ~ *4 *'*

0r E, ±
mo^coX^EC,

the d€creafe of

inclination of the equinoctial in 100 years by the

F 4 actipik
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Fig. adion of Jupiter. And this decreafe will amount
35. to a minute in 425 years.

If the fame computation was applied to Saturn
putting EIC = 35" *, IC = 2° 30' 10", ,EC =
(21° 21 36" + 10 23'^ 22° 44' 56"; the decreafe
by Saturn will be 1".^. Therefore the decreafe
by both will be itf'.54. ; which will be a minute in
386 years.

Cor. 1
.
The inclination will decreafe till E and a

be at their neareft diftance in the two circlesy which
will be above 6000 years ; and then it will increafe
again. It has Ukewife been decreafmg for above 8000
years.

For the diameters of the circles EK and DO,
being about as 1 to 1 7. And the angle IEQ being
81° 40', and the difference of the motions of E
and Q being 1° 13'; it will decreafe nearly as ma-
ny centuries as is the quotient of 8i° 40' divided
by i« 13', which is 67. Alfo the fupplement 98° 20'
divided by I" j 3; gives 8l centuries it has been
oecreafing.

Cor. 2. But the increafe or decreafe for every cen~
tury is not 15".54, M determined in this particularfi-
xation. For as it approaches to its maximum or mini-
mum^ it vanes veryfl0Wi and at thefe places is at a
fiana for a long time.

Cor. 3. The inclination can never be lefs than 20°
50' 54" ; nor greater than 2 6° 7' 20".

_
For the neareft and greateft diftances of the two

circles EK, DQjimount but to thefe. And there
mult be many revolutions, before they can lio-ht
upon thefe two points, if the world can be fup-
pofed to exift fo long.

r

Scholium.
The difturbing forces of Jupiter and Saturn here

made ufe of are derived from that of the fun up-

oa
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on the moon but thefe forces are really mpre than Fig,

are here determined, For in calculating the dif- 35*

turbing force of the fun (by Prop. XXVII.), the

forces upon T and p are as rr to rr + 2ry + yy %

but by reafon of the great diftance of the fun, the

part yy is left out, as being extremely fmall But

in the cafe of Jupiter and Saturn it is otherwife,

and therefore yy muft be taken in. Whence the

difturbing force muft have an additional increafe,

which is as 2ry to yy, or as 2r toy, which in Jupi-

ter is as 10 to 1, and in Saturn as 19 to 1. There-

fore Jupiter's difturbing force muft be increafed by
th, and Saturn's by J^th ; which being done,

their effe&s will be proportional, and the decreafe

of inclination of the ecliptic in 100 years, by Ju-

piter and Saturn will become 15".45, and 1.51 ;

and by both 16".96 or 17" nearly j which will

mount to a minute in 353 years.

But if the obiervations of the antients can be

depended on, the obliquity decreafes fafter than this.

For by the obfervations of Ariftarchus, EratoJihenes9

Hyparcbus, Ptolemy, and Theon, the obliquity was

found to be 23 0 51'. And none of them lived

300 years before Chrift, and two of them after.

So that in little more than 2000 years, there is a

difference of 22' i which is more than 'a minute itt

100 years, and is more than three times as faft a$

we have here determined it.

I fhall now proceed to fome things of another

kind, relating to centripetal forces -

y which as far

as I can find, have not been meddled with by any

body before.

PROP. XXXV. Prob.

Jf the circle GDFE be moved along the right line 36,

AB, whilft it turns round its axis ; to find its motion

upon a horizontal plane.

Suppofe the circle inlined in any given angle to

the horizon, the line of direction AB being at firft

ia
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Fig. in its plane; and let it move round its axis CP,
36. which is perpendicular to its plane, with any velo-

city. Let O be the center of ofcillation.

Now the circle will endeavour to defcend by its

gravity, in the fame manner, as the fingle point O
would do. Therefore fuppofe the point F to de-
fcend thro' Ff in a moment of time, and that F
is transferred to I in the fame time. Then if the
parallelogram Ffnl be compleated, the point F
by the compound motion, will move along Fn.
By this means CP, the axis of revolution, will be
transferred to the pofition Ca, inclining more to-
wards B. But when the circle has made half a
revolution, and G is come to the place F ; the
points in F, proceeding in the tra£t Fn, w,ill move
the axis Cq forwards, as before ; that is (by the
turning of the circle) it will throw it into its former
place CP. So that during a revolution, the axis is

thrown
^

contrary ways in all the oppofite points,
and fo is always reftored back to its firft place in
regard to the plane. Therefore the circle always
revolves about the axis CP, whilft CP continually
inclines more and more forward ; that is, the plane
of the circle continually alters its pofition ; and
the variation of its pofition is known from the lines

FI, n\ \ and is equal to the angle »FI or PCj.
And fmce the circle endeavours to move alono- a
line which is in the plane #FG, it will no longer
go along AB, but deviate from it into a new traft,

which is now to be found.

It may be convenient to imagine the circle to
be a poligon with an infinite number of fides.

Then let KL be the horizon, Mg the plane of the
the circle, g being a point in the right line AB

;

let the next point of the circle (or angle of the po-
ligon) defcend to the horizon, thro' the very fmall
fpace rt\ then in the right angled triangle trg, S .

inclination (tgr) : tr or nl (which is as S. »FI) : :

rad
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S $FI J^jly

rad (
i
) : tg = g^T Therefore if the circle be

%6[

moved thro' G? in the fame time, then from g (in

S nVl

the line AB) fetting offgt =
Siinclination

» then *

will be a point in the curve G/R, thro' which the

circle will pafs. After the fame manner it will

again deviate from the laft direction tb ; and de-

fcribe the curve GRVWX.
Generally the whirling motion round its axis, is

equal to its progreffive motion ; for the fridion of

the plane foon reduces it to that. But take away

the fridion, and thefe .
two different motions may

be what you will.

Cor. 1 . The curvature in any place, is reciprocally

as thefe three quantities, the velocity of rotation, the

frogreffve velocity, and the tangent of inclination.

For"the curvature is as the angle tGg, that is, as

t? S.nFl .— or as 7T--—r
:— ; that is, as

G ui
G<y S.inchnation

9

n\ Coi. inch

FI^(^X^S >
that is

>
aS FIXG^X S.inclin.

or as ——

—

*
—

" For n\ is as the co-01 as
Fi X G^ X tan. inclin.

fine of inclination, being the fpace defcribed upon

the inclined plane n\.

Cor. 2 , <Taking away all impediments, the circle al-

ways keeps the fame inclination to the horizon.

For the pofition of the plane F«l is fuch, that

the axes CP, Cq, are both parallel to it. If we

fuppofe gravity to ad by a fingle impulfe at O,

then F will move to n, and P to q. And the plane

pf the circle endeavouring to defcend a little at D,

and rife at E ; a new point of the circle as ly-

ing beyond G will inftantly touch the plane ; by

which means it leaves the line AG. And fince at

every
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Fig. every point of contaft as G, the pole P moves (at
36. each impulfe of gravity) in a line perp. to CG,

and alfo parallel to the tangent arch at G 5 and the
like at every new point of contaft •, it is plain CP
is always alike inclined to the horizon. Confer
quently, when gravity is continual, the circle
coming continually to new points of contaft, the
axis CP will always revolve round at the fame in-
clination, and therefore the plane of the circle will
alfo have the fame inclination to the horizon.

This might alfo be proved after the manner of
the XXXth Prop, not confidering the prooreflive
motion of the circle.

0

^
All this is fuppofmg there is no refiftance, fric-

tion, or other irregularity. But fince in fad, the
refiftance of the air continually leffens its motion,
and the fmoothnefs of the plane it runs on, caufes
the foot or bottom of the circle to Aide outward,
which continually lelfens the inclination, and brings
the axis more upright ; and the more oblique the
plane of the circle is, the fafter it Aides out. Up-
on thefe accounts it can never defcribe a circle,
but only a fort of fpiral line and the plane of the
circle defending lower and lower, at laft falls flat
upon the horizon.

Cor. 3. Hence a circle moving without any refif-
tance, &c. upon a horizontal plane j will defcribe a
circle upon that plane.

For the velocity and inclination continuing the
fame

; the curvature of the trad defcribed, will be
every where alike.

Cor. 4. And to find the diameter of the circle or
orbit defcribed.

Let / be a very fmall part of time wherein Gp- is
defcribed, v the velocity of projection per fecond,
£ the fpace defcended by gravity in time /, s and c
the line and cofine of the circles inclination, / zz

16
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,6 feet; then will cb = fpace defcended along Fig.

^hebclined plane F/; and by the laws of motion, 3*

— h.
and tf.bn 1"

: f —
tt

'

Then whilft O has moved thro' the length Gg, t or

I hS? defcended thro' the fpace cb on an inclined

plane parallel to F/. But we proved p = 7 =

- - ~. And therefore the diameter of the orbit

^ — s

clination.

Cor. 5. » JW <*<
*r °f

"
lTd"="' diameter of the orbit, to by Cor.

,aft, = D, and Gg = v^T The ci"

cumference of the orbit is
liL^iii (putting *

= 3.1416;, and by uniform motion, Gg :
n :

» X G/x* .

x G£
the periodic time =

'

7b
c^

Or tbus,

Gg (») : r: : circumference jf-
:
periodic time

_ *™ -.^x tan. inclination.
""

fe J

PROP.
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Fig.

P R O P. XXXVI. Prob.

37. If DEF be the furface of a right cone, whofe
axis AE is perpendicular to the horizon, and DHFG
a circular plane parallel to the horizon ; and if a cir-
cle ab. revolves round in the periphery DHFG, with
its axis tBe always parallel to the fide of the cone
DE, where it then is. To find the periodic time of
ab, in the circle DHFG.
DrawDBA perp. to DE, and BC perp. to AC.

Let ir _ 3. 14 1 6, h — jpace defcended by gravity
in the time /.

1

Then if the force of gravity be reprefented by
AC, the centrifugal force at B to keep the circle
ab in that pofition, thro' its whole revolution, will
be denoted by BC. Then it will be AC (the gra-

DP
vity) : BC (the cent, force) :: h:~h = fpace

defcended towards C, by the force in direction
BC = the efFedt of the centrifugal force. There-
fore by (Prop. II.) the periodic time is wt </
2BC 2AC

AC
Cor. 1. Hence the periodic time rz nt
/2BC

~

V X tan. inclination ABC.

For S.A : S.B : : BC : AC = H x BC =~i>A cofB
X BC — tan . B X BC ; whence, the periodic time

/2BC
~~

= vtV ~f- X tan. ABC.

Cor. 2. Draw BI parallel to DE, and DL pa-

rallel to BC ; then the periodic time = wtxBCx
\/Cl X h

For AC = .u Cor.
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Cor. 3. Hence the curve defcribed on the conic fur- Fig.

face, is the fame as that defcribed on a horizontal 37.

plane, as explained in the laft Prop. All the difference

is, that the conic furface hinders the circle ab from

fliding outward, which the horizontalplane cannot do \

except it be fuppofed to be fo rough, that the circle can-

not Jlide on it.

For in Cor. 4. of the laft Prop, v is put for the 3 6 «

velocity of G along AB but putting it for the

velocity at C, you'll have the diameter of the orbit

palling thro' C : that is, (fig. 37.) inftead of 2DL
we ftiould find 2BC for the diameterD of the orbit. 37'-

sD
And by Cor. 5, the periodic time is tt t v/^J* And

in Cor. 1. of this Prop, the periodic time is

v ~~f~
x tan - inclination; which is equal to the

former, becaufe D zr 2BC, and ~ = tan. of the

inclination. So the curve is the lame in both cafes.

PROP. XXXVII. Prob.

To explain the motion of *a top, or fuch like whirl- 38.

ingbody.

Let ABC be a top whirling about in the order

AEC FDG a circle defcribed by any point D in

the furface, K its center of gravity, BKS the axis

of the top.

If the top be upright upon the foot B ; that is,

if BS be perp, to the horizon, and moves fwiftly

about-, it will continue upright till the motion

flacken. But when it is going to fall, it will lean

to one fide therefore fuppofe D to be the loweft

point in the circle FG ; then the top endeavours by

its gravity to defcend towards D. Let the force of

gravity alone move the point D thro' the fpace Doy

in a very imall time during which, the rotary

motion
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Fig. motion would carry the point D to r. Compleat
38. the parallelogram Drpo, and the point D will be

carried thro' Dp ; that is, the circle FDG will come
into the pofition Dp ; and therefore the axis BKS
(perp. to the circle FG) will be moved in a direc-
tion towards H, perp. to DK ; and the point S
moved to n ; the particle Sn being parallel to Dp.
After the fame manner by a new impulfe of gravi-
ty at p, the loweft ppint ; the circle FDG, will be
moved into a new pofition, below Dp, and the
point S carried from n to /. And fo by every im-
pulfe of gravity, the point S will be moved gra-
dually forward, thro

5

the circle Sntqlz ; and thus
the top recovers itfelf from falling ; the motion of
S being always parallel to that of D. And there-
fore the motion of the axis BS will be the fame
way about, as the top's motion is. And thus the
point S will continue to make feveral revolutions
by a flow motion, whilft the top makes its revolu-
tions about its axis, by a fwift motion.

Cor. 1. This motion of the top and its axis, is ft-
milar to the motion of an oblong fpheroid, and its

nodes.

For (Cor. 6. Prop. XXX.) the nodes move the
fame way about as the body revolves, and fo does
the axis of the top ; and therefore this motion may
be called the motion of the nodes of the top.

^
Cor. 2. When the tops motion is very fwift, the

circle Sql is very fmall ^ and as it grows flower, that
circle will grow bigger and bigger, till the top falls.

For when the top's motion is very fwift, Dr will
be greater, and the angle rDp lefs ; and the circle
Dp will deviate lefs from DG. And gravity hav-
ing little power to difturb its motion, the circle Sql
will be extremely fmall, and the top will revolve
about the axis in appearance unmoved. But as the

top's
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top's motion by refiftance and friftion grows lefs Fig
and lefs, Dr will be lefs ; and the circle Dp will de- o g\ m

viate more from DG ; that is, gravity will have
more and more power to difturb its motion ^ and the
axis BS will defcribe a greater and greater circle

with the point S, or rather a fpiral, till at laft the
top falls down.

Cor. 3. As the top grows Jlow^ and the motion 29*

weak^ and the pole S defcribes greater and greater cir-

cles^ the foot B is thrown out to the oppofitefide^ de-

ferring a circle B£, which is greater as Sql isgreater ;

and goes the fame way about.

For the center of gravity K always endeavours
to be at reft, whilft the body revolves about
Therefore when the top grows weak, and the pole
S defcribes greater circles, the foot B is thrown fur-*

ther out to the oppofite fide ; and being always op-
pofite, will defcribe a circle proportional to Sql;

the foot B going the fame way about as S does.

And thefe circles Bb will continually grow greater

and greater till the top falls down. Till then the
top rolls about and about from the pofition CAB
to the oppofite pofition cab9 till the motion end,

and the top falls down. And thefe are the princi-

pal phcenomena of the motion of a top.

F I N I S.
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